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A
ABfiLARD, Pierre (1079-1142),
French theologian and philos
opher, representative of medie
val free-tninking. He suggested
that reason be applied to the in
terpretation of religious dog
mas. Abelard believed that
doubt is a way to the truth: rea
son has the right to reject any
erroneous utterances in the
works of church authorities and
only in the event of insoluble
contradictions can it choose
those arguments of the author
which it considers most cogent.
In his work “Know Thyself or
Ethics” Abelard, contrary to
Saint Augustine, argues that not
only can man sin of his own free
will, but be virtuous as well.
Conscience is a natural phe
nomenon present in all people
and serves as a criterion of
morality. An act of conscience
is not sinful. Abelard upholds
the value of human individ

uality, man’s right to inde
pendence and happiness, and
censures the orthodox theology
which is based on intolerance.
His teaching was condemned
by the councils of Soissons
(1121) and of Sens (1140) and
by Pope Innocent II, primarily
for its anti-authoritarian thrust.
Abelard’s views on this matter
in particular had much in com
mon with popular heresies.
ABSOLUTISM, ethical [L absolutus unrestricted, uncondi
tioned], methodological prin
ciple of interpreting the nature
of morality which treats moral
concepts as inherently peren
nial and invariable (laws of the
Universe, a priori truths or di
vine commandments), inde
pendent of social conditions, of
people’s requirements and of
laws of historical evolution of
mankind. As distinct from rela
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tivism with its protest against
canonization and dogmatization
of the prevailing morals, abso
lutism could be interpreted in
two ways. On the one hand, its
adherents often opposed the
relative and conditional charac
ter of the prevailing morals,
their unscrupulousness and
subordination to political inter
ests of the ruling groups; they
put forward incontestable laws
of morality, which should be
observed by all, as a counter
balance to the degrading mo
rals of the privileged classes.
On the other hand, such a
critique of the prevailing mor
ality did not deny it in principle
but only substantiated the idea
of its inviolability and univer
sality. Therefore, absolutists
sometimes ended up with moral
dogmatism and rigorism. Abso
lutist view of morality was first
developed back in antiquity.
Socrates, Plato and Euclid of
Megara interpret good as an
abstract, eternal idea opposite
to all that is changeable and
conditioned in the material
world. Absolutist views on the
nature of morality in general
are also characteristic of the
Christian doctrine, although

they were not always pursued
with equal consistency. Some
secular ethical doctrines of
modern times also bear the
ideas of absolutism. For
example, the British philos
opher Shaftesbury sought to
prove that people’s under
standing of morality is of innate
nature, invariable and cannot
be substantiated by references
to human interests and com
monweal (Moral sense, theories
of). Kant, as well as Spencer de
veloped the principle of abso
lutism in their ethics. Intuitionism, an ethical theory which
maintains that moral concepts
of good and duty are invariable
and absolute, that basic moral
truths are discerned directly
and need no proof, can serve as
an example of a modern trend
in moral philosophy which ad
vances the ideas of absolutism.
Marxist-Leninist ethics is based
on a concrete historical ap
proach to the nature of morality
and associates it with social
conditions and with people’s in
terests and needs.
ACT, a moral action-, an action
regarded from the standpoint
of unity of motive and conse
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quences, intentions and deeds,
ends and means. One can judge
of man’s acts by the elements in
its structure which include: mo
tive, intention, goal, deed, con
sequences, the agent’s appraisal
of his own act and his attitude
to its appraisal by other people.
The role of various elements of
an act, especially its motives
and consequences, received dif
ferent assessments in the his
tory of ethics: either the motive
is given primary importance
(Moral goodness, theory of) or
only the action itself is con
sidered significant (Deontologfcal intuitionism). Those who at
tributed major significance to
the consequences of actions
(Consequential ethics), believed
that the achievement of adequ
ate moral results must also be
man’s subjective goal (Hedon
ism, Eudaemonism, Utilitarian
ism, Egoism, theories of). As a
rule, they were less interested
in the role of a motive in moral
actions. Integral conception of
an act is more correct which
treats it as an action in which
the unity of value and oper
ational aspects of man’s acti
vities is ensured by harmony of
knowledge, convictions and
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deeds. Components of the
structure of moral act make up
the content of moral duty ful
filled by man and all of them
are taken into consideration in
appraising an act (what is done
and with what purpose, what is
the agent’s attitude to his ac
tion). In analyzing the signific
ance of various aspects of an
act it is important to take into
account the role they play in
moral relations and activities.
E.g., as he fulfils his duty man is
not always aware at the given
moment of why he acts this way.
This does not of course mean
that he acts unconsciously. He
has no need to motivate his act
in every concrete case, to work
out a decision, if moral acts
have become a habit. The seem
ingly absent moments of an act
can always be recreated and the
whole activity of a given man
analyzed (in case he himself
wants to analyze the character
of his actions which used to
seem natural to him before).
Comprehensive analysis and
appraisal of an act is possible
only if it is not considered in
isolation, but in the context of
man’s conduct in general, his
moral character as a whole. The
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unity of motives and conse
quences is achieved, estab
lished and displayed not in an
isolated act of conduct, but in a
whole series of acts organized
into a system, built into a line of
conduct.
ACTION (moral). An act is
usually regarded in ethics as a
single action if it has led to a
definite socially significant re
sult (Deed.) possessing a posi
tive or negative moral value
which can be subjected to
moral evaluation and for the
performance of which man can
be considered responsible (Re
sponsibility). Acts of a purely
physiological nature cannot be
considered as moral. Moral ac
tion is always a social act (ren
dering assistance, fulfilling
promises, deceit, theft, trea
chery). Acts for which man can
not be held responsible cannot
be considered as moral actions
either, e.g. acts committed in
voluntarily (in a state of hyp
nosis, during infancy, in a state
of diminished responsibility),
under the influence of purely
physical forces. Often, it is also
considered that a person does
not bear responsibility for acts

committed under coercion or
the threat of death. In a moral
action the following aspects are
distinguished: the goal', use of
the available means (Ends and
means)' volitional efforts and
overcoming of obstacles to
achieve the result implied by
the very nature of the action;
consequences to which the ac
tion has led as a result of its in
teraction with external circum
stances. All these aspects must
be taken into consideration in
the moral evaluation of action.

ACTIVITIES (moral), ethical
category by means of which the
moral aspect is singled out in all
the diversity of man’s social
practice and the specifically
moral motives out of all other
types of inducement (material
interests, habits, inclinations)'.
the desire to do good, obeyance
of the sense of duty, pursuit of
certain ideals. Ethics studies
precisely this, moral aspect of
human activities which on the
whole are examined by various
sciences. In contrast to conduct
embracing the totality of man’s
actions, moral activities in
ethics include only those ac
tions which are consciously sub-

ALCOHOLISM

ordinated to definite moral
goals. Moral concepts are ca
pable of orienting people in so
cial reality and guide their acti
vities only when they reflect the
real historical process. Only
when the pursuits of people
correspond to objective social
necessity can they resolve his
torical tasks, being guided by
moral goals. At the same time,
there is no doubt as to the inde
pendent significance of moral
motives in human activities.
ALCOHOLISM [Arab al the,
koh’l powder for staining
eyelids], social pathology, var
iety of deviant behaviour. Alco
holism is regarded by science as
a disease caused by the syste
matic abuse of alcoholic bever
ages, dependence on them and
mental and physiological disor
ders developing on this basis.
From ancient times, consump
tion of alcoholic beverages was
habitual in all cultures on cere
monial, sacrificial and other so
cially integrating occasions as a
stimulant or anaesthetic. Alco
hol was administered in strictly
limited quantities and it was
regulated by customs and tradi
tions. However, there was also
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pathological excessive drinking
which engendered alcoholism
as a social phenomenon. Im
moderate drinking was wide
spread among peoples with
weak tribal and social ties,
strong faith in the magic and
witchcraft, and unstable econ
omic structure, while the desire
of a person for a socio-cultural
dependence on the community
was suppressed and the free
dom of moral choice and indi
vidual responsibility was pro
claimed. All this determmed
the compensatory vital function
of alcohol in the traditional so
ciety: the suppression of
anxiety, fear, misgivings and
lack of confidence in oneself
and the future. The 20th-cen
tury society is characterized by
the rise of individualistic tend
encies in all spheres of life and
an unprecedented growth of
the all-pervading competition.
In these circumstances, man
feels a need for alcoholic bever
ages not only as a remedy for
social stresses and as a means
of relaxation but also as a pecu
liar mechanism of social inte
gration into a cultural society.
However, in the absence of the
generally accepted norms of
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drinking, the mass-scale con
sumption of alcoholic bever
ages leads to alcoholism as a
social disease, a disease that af
fects society at large. Aware of
the peril posed by alcoholism,
many states undertake to com
bat it. Since the consumption of
alcohol is part and parcel of
cultural traditions and histori
cally established forms of per
sonal relations, while raising the
culture of intercourse in
general, account should be
taken of such its form as feast.
Immoderate consumption of al
coholic beverages which deser
ves social censure.

ALIENATION, a process of
transformation of the results
and products of man’s activities
into something that exists inde
pendently of man and dominat
ing him; distortion of the nature
of human activity so that it loses
its creative dimension and man
becomes depersonalized be
cause social relations take on a
form of relations between
things. The concept of aliena
tion goes back to German and
French Enlightenment which
criticized the anti-humanistic
character of society in which

social and cultural progress
turns against man. This criti
cism, however, did not go be
yond moral denunciation of the
inhumanity of existing society
(Moralizing), nor did it reveal
the true social cause of aliena
tion. Marx proved that in an an
tagonistic class society aliena
tion stems from the social divi
sion of labour and is manifested
in the predominance of private
property in the means of pro
duction and exploitation of man
by man. Human relations come
into being spontaneously, in an
uncontrollable way, joint social
activities, their results and so
cial links are external and alien
with respect to each individual
and different social groups. The
social world created by man is
hostile to, and dominates, its
creator, with man having to
adapt himself to it (Man and so
ciety). The products of human
labour are opposed to the
working man as capital and a
social force dominating him
and forcing him to work (alie
nated labour). In ethics, aliena
tion is seen in that the content
of the requirements imposed
upon people contradicts their
vital practical interests and re

ALL-ROUND INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT

quirements and is reflected by
consciousness in the following
antitheses: “proper—essential”,
“goodness —usefulness”, “duty
— inclination”, “virtue — happi
ness”, etc. This is reflected in
the distorted concepts dealing
with the nature of morality (Fet
ishism, Absolutism, Authorita
rianism) and engenders hypo
crisy and nihilism. As a result,
in contrast to the hypocrisy of
the official ideology and social
morality, individuals develop
their own “private” ethics
(Duty, Conscience, Irrational
ism, Existentialism). By expos
ing the root causes of aliena
tion, Marxism showed practical
ways to its elimination. These
are the revolutionary transfor
mation of society, the elimina
tion of private property, the
bridging of the gap between the
ruling classes and groups and
ordinary citizens, the involve
ment of the working people in
the distribution of the products
of their labour and in running
state affairs. However, the
problem of alienation turned
out to be more complicated
than the founders of Marxism
could surmise. In the course of
building
socialism,
there
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cropped up new contradictions
and emerged deformations
which led to a sharp deteriora
tion of social morals, alienation
of the people from political
power and other social institu
tions. Democratization, greater
social activity of the masses and
legal guarantees for human
rights are vital conditions for
overcoming these contradic
tions.

ALL-ROUND INTEGRATED
DEVELOPMENT OF THE
PERSONALITY. The problem
of the integrated, harmonious
development of man follows
from the understanding of the
contradictory nature of so
ciety’s progress based on the di
vision of labour. As a result of
this division, a person performs
only part of what makes up
human material activity, thus
becoming an instrument of
work and a distorted one-sided
personality, and the level of his
abilities sharply lag behind the
level of social culture. The inte
grated development of man
consists in such an assimilation
of the wealth of social culture,
whereby every person becomes
an independent and creative
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personality. Social division of
labour —as distinct from spe
cialization which is the concen
tration of the efforts of various
people in a special occupa
tion-constituted a partitioning
of labour itself, i.e., of labour as
a means by which the entire
world of material and spiritual
culture is produced and repro
duced, a division of the very la
bour activities into partial func
tions and the assignment of one
of these functions to each per
son. Such is the division of the
material and the spiritual, of
manual and intellectual work,
practical and theoretical, ex
ecutive and managerial acti
vities leading, in the end, to
their absolute opposition, which
found its expression in the divi
sion of society into antagonistic
classes. The division of indus
trial and agricultural labour, the
isolation of science, art and ide
ology into reciprocally opposed
spheres means the transforma
tion of many aspects of human
life and human abilities into the
property of society alone. In a
system with such a distorted di
vision of labour, in a system of
class relations, man himself
becomes the creator of an en

tire hierarchy of alienated
forces standing above him
(Alienation). The necessity of
his actions appears to him as
forced on him from without,
with which he has no choice but
to comply. He is used by society
only as a work force. All the
basic forms of behaviour in so
ciety and even man’s conscious
ness are prescribed as a func
tion “programmed” before
hand. The ruling class morality
serves as one of the regulators
for his performance of these so
cial functions, and as an ex
pression of forced social stand
ards. Under such conditions,
man is compelled to view moral
duty as something which is in
principle alien to his inner as
pirations. Such a status of man
characterizes the entire history
of antagonistic class society. So
cialism eliminates the antagon
ism of classes. In the process of
socialist development, the so
cial division of labour which
disfigures the individual, as well
as the division of physical and
mental, the managerial and ex
ecutive work are gradually
being overcome. This is
achieved not by a mechanical
combination of “partial” func

ALTRUISM

tions engendered by social divi
sion and alienation of labour,
but by removing such division.
It is eliminated by the develop
ment of the activity inherent in
a communist formation, activity
which is not simply diverse but
also
integral
and which
becomes the primary need of
each person. In the very pro
cess of work, man masters all
those functions (administrativesupervisory, distributive, man
agerial, and protective) which
previously stood above him
(and thus renders their depart
mental division obsolete). He
includes in his personal activity
the decision-making in respect
to all these tasks as something
auxiliary, and becomes a ver
satile and creative agent, which
means the integrated develop
ment of the individual. Every
thing dictated by the needs of
society as a whole becomes the
necessary substance of the ac
tivity of each person and his
own need. Thus, the unity of the
goals of the individual and so
ciety is achieved: the individual
identifies his immediate goals
with those of society; society
does not set forth any goals
contradicting the interests of
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the full development of all the
inner forces and spiritual
growth of the individual. The
moral essence of resolving a
particular problem follows from
man and society ceasing to re
gard each other as a means of
achieving one’s own goals. In
place of diametrically opposite
needs and selfish attitudes to
moral duty, self-consciousness
appears in the immediate rela
tions between people, whereby
responsibility for all the affairs
of society becomes a determin
ing motive of action. Marxism
understands man’s integrity as
his inner receptivity to the re
sults of the historical-cultural
process.

ALTRUISM [F altruisme, from
It altrui for others, somebody
else], a moral principle prescrib
ing compassion for other
people, selfless service to them
and readiness for self-sacrifice
for their benefit and happiness.
In moral theory, the concept of
altruism was introduced by Au
gust Comte who used it as a
foundation for his ethical sys
tem. He linked the moral im
provement of society with the
inculcation of social altruism in
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people which should counteract
egoism. Similar ideas had also
been expounded before him: in
early Christianity (Christian
ethics), in the Middle Ages by
Francis of Assisi and in modern
times by Shaftesbury, Hutche
son, Hume, Adam Smith, Rous
seau, Herder, Goethe and
others. As a moral imperative,
altruism emerges as a reaction
to the isolation of human inter
ests which is conditioned by the
alienation (engendered by pri
vate property) and when the
motives of self-interest and
money-grubbing move to the
forefront in social life. The ap
peal of altruism to a selfish and
alienated individual is reflected
in the golden rule of morality
and in the Christian command
ment: “Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself’. The gold
en rule accentuates the idea of
equality in morality, and in the
commandment of love it
stresses the idea of respect, ben
evolence and the attitude to
others as an end in itself (Cate
gorical imperative). As an im
perative of equality and hu
manity altruism is one of the
normative foundations of mor
ality and humanism. At the

same time, altruism implies
self-denial, for in conditions of
the reciprocal alienation of in
terests the care for one’s neigh
bour is possible only at the ex
pense of one’s own personal in
terests. Marxism points to the
inconsistency of the humanistic
essence of altruism as a moral
principle stemming from the in
ternal interconnection of al
truism and egoism, and orien
tates itself towards a humanistic
perspective when their opposi
tion will be eventually over
come
(Collectivism).
Be
neficence and philanthropy are
specific behavioural forms of
altruism being realized in prac
tice.

AMBITION, a social feeling
manifesting itself as a motive
for actions performed by man
to achieve public honours, in
fluence in some sphere of social
life. In many respects it is simi
lar to vanity, in his ambitious as
pirations man takes into ac
count social interests only inso
far as they conform to his own
purposes. But unlike vanity am
bition does not so much crave
for recognition on the part of
others, as strives to gain a high
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social position, influence, and
to merit official recognition,
honours and rewards ensuing
therefrom. In the event such in
ducement becomes a distinctive
feature of a person’s behaviour,
ambition acquires the signific
ance of a positive moral quality.

AMORALISM [Gk a- without,
L moralis custom], a charac
teristic of the views, the line of
conduct and the way of life of
an individual, as well as the pol
icy pursued by a political group
or a party, a corrupted clan or
corporation, which are based
on nihilistic attitude to social
and moral norms and, primar
ily, to the common moral views
of mankind. The forms of its
manifestation are diverse: cyni
cism, misanthropy, unscrupu
lousness in pursuing one’s ego
istic interests (Egoism). Recog
nition of any immoral means of
achieving seemingly moral ends
should also be considered im
moral (Jesuitism, Machiavel
lianism, Ends and means), in
particular, fanatical cruelty (Fa
naticism) and demagoguery.
Amoralism can ultimately turn
into extreme nihilism of a man
of individualistic outlook whose
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protest against the hypocrisy of
the ruling morality takes on a
form of anarchical riot. Amor
alism of this kind which has
nothing to do with the revol
utionary overthrow of obsolete
morality, in fact leads to the jus
tification of immorality. The
principle of amoralism was re
peatedly given theoretical sub
stantiation in the history of
ethics (Voluntarism, Scepticism,
Relativism). Elements of amor
alism can be found in ethical
teachings of the Cynics and
some late Sophists of ancient
Greece. Nietzsche, Ludwig
Klages, the ideologists of fas
cism Giovanni Gentile and Al
fred Rosenberg acted as advo
cates of amoralism in modern
ethics. Amoralism in behaviour,
frame of mind or in theory
becomes widespread during
periods of crises and decline of
a particular society.
ANTISTHENES of Athens
(c. 435-375 B.C.), Greek philos
opher, a pupil of Socrates,
founder of the Cynic school.
Working on ethical problems,
Antisthenes developed the So
cratic idea that happiness and
virtue are inherent in man and
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depend exclusively on his will
and mind. Antisthenes identi
fied happiness with virtue and
believed that it consisted in
man’s inner freedom, complete
independence of everything ex
ternal, primarily of society. He
advocated autonomy for the in
dividual, i.e., freedom from so
cial and religious laws. Accord
ing to him, this freedom can be
achieved by means of restrict
ing one’s requirements, and re
turning to the simplicity of
man’s natural state unaffected
by civilization. This is why Anti
sthenes rejected sensuous plea
sures, material benefits, wealth
and luxury and recognized only
satisfaction of man’s basic natu
ral needs. He criticized civiliza
tion which gave rise to in
equality and social distinctions,
rejected public and political ac
tivities, pointed out the unnatu
ral character of distinctions be
tween slaves and their owners.
Antisthenes’s ethical views re
flected the ideology of the im
poverished strata of Athenian
society. His preaching of return
to the natural state of man was
taken up by Diogenes whose
own way or living constituted
complete rejection of any

standards of culture and civi
lization, showing that nothing
can prevent an individual from
being autonomous.

APATHY [Gk a- without, pa
thos suffering], one of the main
concepts in the ethics of Stoic
ism, denoting spiritual imper
turbability, a state of peace, in
which emotions and passions
do not interfere with the work
of the mind. Apathy, from the
standpoint of Stoics, encour
ages meditation, excluding pas
sion which influences judge
ments and introduces subjective
factors into thinking making it
biassed. This reveals traces of
Oriental religious and philosop
hical influences, in particular,
the teaching of nirvana as abso
lute tranquility which is the
highest state of the human soul.
The Stoics’ doctrine of apathy
is much more extreme than the
theories of Aristotle’s followers,
who insisted only on moderate
ness of passions. The Stoic
principle of renouncing earthly
passions and play of emotions,
their demand of asceticism and
self-contemplation were later
employed by Christian morality.

APPROVAL

APPROBATIVE THEORIES
[L approbatio approval, sanc
tion], theories of morality which
determine the origin, basis and
meaning of moral concepts pro
ceeding from the fact that they
are sanctioned, i.e., approved
by some authority. Such inter
pretation of morality is a the
oretical expression of moral
authoritarianism. Approbative
theories of three kinds can be
distinguished depending on
what is regarded as an auth
ority: theological, according to
which the will of God is the
only law-maker in morality, and
good is that which conforms
with this will; psychological, ac
cording to which good is that
which is approved by moral
sense {Moral sense, theories of);
social-approbative, introduced
at the turn of the century by
French
sociologists
Emile
Durkheim and Lucien LevyBruhl. Durkheim and LevyBruhl subjected to criticism the
traditional viewpoint that moral
concepts are of an objective na
ture, for the purpose of de
nouncing dogmatism in mor
ality, which they ascribed to al
most all the ethical teachings of
the past. They pointed out the
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connection between moral con
cepts and society which advan
ces them, the social nature of
morality. At the same time,
Durkheim and Levy-Bruhl
failed to reveal the sources of
morality having reduced the es
sence of moral concepts (good,
evil, etc.) to moral sanction on
the part of society (those deeds
are good which society ap
proves and those it condemns
are evil). They thus confined
themselves to the assertion of
the most superficial fact that
moral ideas are a form of social
or collective consciousness. Al
though Durkheim and LcvyBruhl admitted that collective
ideas were connected with ma
terial living conditions of so
ciety, they nevertheless saw the
ultimate basis of morality in
those ideas themselves and this
led them to a subjectivist inter
pretation of the nature of mor
ality. Subjectivist trend in inter
pretation of morality was later
developed by many non-Marxist sociologists and by neoposi
tivists in ethics.
APPROVAL (moral), see Sanc
tion.
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AQUINAS, see Thomas Aqui
nas.

ARISTIPPUS from Cyrene
(c. 435-c. 355 B.C.), Greek phil
osopher, the founder and con
sistent proponent of hedonism
in ethics, disciple of Socrates.
He was also influenced by the
Sophists. A founder of the
Cyrenaic (or hedonist) school
of philosophy. The subject-mat
ter of Aristippus’s studies is
man’s
predestination
and
achievement of the highest
good. According to Aristippus,
sensations are the only source
of knowledge and they can be
reduced to the feeling of plea
sure and suffering. These feel
ings are the criteria of good and
evil, truth and falsehood; all liv
ing beings strive for the former
and try to avoid the latter.
Guided by Socrates’s idea of
the highest good as the combi
nation of virtue and happiness,
Aristippus attaches particular
importance to the latter. He
defines happiness as prolonged
pleasure and declares it the
criterion of good and the only
purpose of action. But man
should not become a slave to
pleasure, he must keep within

limits, have common sense and
see its spiritual aspect. Aristip
pus’s works did not come down
to us. His views are known from
fragments of Diogenes Laer
tius, Aristotle, Sextus Empiri
cus and Xenophanes.
ARISTOTLE (384-322 B.C.),
Greek philosopher and ency
clopaedic scientist, great thin
ker of antiquity. Aristotle
founded his own school (the
Lyceum). He rejected his
teacher Plato's, Theory of
Forms —the doctrine of ideas as
ephemeral forms of things, cre
ated the teaching of objective
idealism which covered all
fields of knowledge of those
days and came very close to
materialism in understanding
natural phenomena. Aristotle
wrote three special works on
ethics, the main one is “Nichomachean Ethics”. Aristotle
considered objective expedi
ency to be the basis of'moral
activities and moral virtues. The
highest good is the goal people
strive to achieve for its own
sake and is specified by politics,
the most important guiding
science. The highest good is
neither material wealth nor

ARISTOTLE

pleasure, nor even virtue alone,
it is determined by man’s pre
destination realized in reason
able activities and in harmony
between the deed and a corre
sponding virtue. Existence
aimed at achieving the highest
good can only be an active one,
virtues which are not materi
alized in action give no plea
sure. The highest good presup
poses, besides the highest goal,
a certain number of lower goals
subordinate to it. For achieving
one’s goal one possesses a vir
tue which is above all the ability
to find one’s bearings in choos
ing the golden mean between
the excessive and the deficient.
This golden mean cannot be
found within the confines of
evil; only the best should be se
lected from the good. Aristotle
divided virtues into ethical, or
virtues of character (e.g. gener
osity) and dianoethical, or intel
lectual (e.g. wisdom). The latter
can be developed by means of
instruction and training. Vir
tues are neither fits of passion
nor inborn faculties—they are
acquired qualities. As it is diffi
cult to find the golden mean be
tween excess and deficiency,
moral perfection is a rare,
1256
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praiseworthy and excellent
achievement. Since virtues
become apparent in the means
of achieving a goal, it is in
man’s power, according to
Aristotle, to be virtuous, vicious
or temperate. Yet striving after
true purpose is not a matter of
personal choice; man must be
bom with this striving. He who
is a bom expert in it is a noble
man. Actions and acquired
qualities of the soul, according
to Aristotle, are not equally de
pendent on man’s will; actions,
from beginning to end, are in
man’s power, while acquired
qualities of the soul are opted
for only in the beginning and
then man does not notice how
his character is gradually taking
shape. So far as Aristotle’s ethi
cal conception is closely con
nected with his “Politics” which
studies social relations, he in
troduced in “Ethics” the prob
lem of value which he regards
as a special case of the problem
of justice. Aristotle’s analysis of
justice is a circumstantial inves
tigation of one of the most im
portant questions of political
economy. Despite the fact that
Aristotle, as Marx noted, dem
onstrated historically narrow
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ARROGANCE

minded class thinking in his
analysis, nevertheless, he dis
covered in the value of a com
modity the ratio of equality
which cannot be immediately
traced. The real purpose of
human life, according to Aris
totle, is pleasure engendered by
activity as such. Aristotle con
sidered contemplation of truth
the most attractive kind of ac
tivity. In contrast to the activity
of practical virtues (military,
political) always aimed at
achieving a certain purpose and
desirable not for its own sake,
contemplative activity of reason
is notable for its significance
and value for its own sake, does
not strive to achieve any exter
nal good and contains a plea
sure of its own which intensifies
the energy. This is the kind of
life man should strive for. Aris
totle’s moral ideal as an ab
stract reflection of the ideas of
the antique slave-owning so
ciety, proclaims self-contained
contemplation of truth aloof
from the anxieties and emotions
of practical activities to be the
highest virtue; leisure (ensured
by the slaves’ labour and by
prosperity achieved on the basis
of this labour) to be the precon

dition for philosophical acti
vities; God existing outside the
world and above the world—to
be the most perfect and selfsufficient contemplation. Di
vine pattern of mental contem
plative activity is a complicated
outcome of separation of men
tal and physical labour, theore
tical quests and practical acti
vities, of independence and vi
cissitudes of social struggles
typical of the Greek polis of the
second half of the 4th century
B.C. The standard of the gold
en mean typical of Aristotle’s
ethics revealed social features
of the bearer of this standard—
the citizen of the polis on the
eve of its fall and conquest by
the Macedonian monarchy.

ARROGANCE, negative moral
quality characterized by dis
respectfully
contemptuous,
haughty attitude to other
people (to individuals, certain
social strata and people gener
ally) because of the overestima
tion of one’s own merits and
egotism. The opposite qualities
of arrogance are modesty and
respect of people. The under
lying social basis of arrogance is
the socio-economic inequality

ASCETICISM

in an antagonistic class society
which permits some to enjoy
privileges in property status,
rights, accessibility to culture
and to claim the role of an elite
in society, dooming others to an
oppressed status and material
and spiritual poverty. In a class
society there are widely current
philosophical and ethical teach
ings which theoretically justify
arrogance towards the “herd”
(e.g. the theory of Nietzsche
dividing mankind into a ma
jority of slaves and individual
supermen; the concept of Berg
son which counterposes the
creative morality of the elect,
the heroes, to the dogmatic mo
rals of the crowd). In socialist
society, arrogance is usually as
sociated with distinctions in the
material and cultural level of
people and the manifestation of
individualistic psychology (lack
of modesty, conceit, vanity). So
cialist morality censures scorn
ful attitude to people as a whole
as well as to individuals. Al
though people’s abilities and
forms of activity vary, these dis
tinctions do not affect their dig
nity. Each member of a socialist
society who honestly fulfils his
duties, enjoys the right to be re
2*
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spected, regardless of his spe
cific occupation or social status.

ASCETICISM [Gk askeo exer
cise], a moral principle prescrib
ing self-denial, abstention from
worldly pleasure and comforts,
restraining of sensuality for the
sake of achieving some kind of
social purpose or moral self
preservation. In the non-mythical form ascetic, i.e., physical
and psychological, rules aim at
keeping man from shameful
weaknesses (gourmandise, lazi
ness, voluptuousness), streng
thening the will, preserving
sober-mindedness and acquir
ing a clear consciousness. How
ever, their formal performance
not subjugated to man’s obliga
tions to other people (Altruism,
Beneficence) do not bear moral
meaning. In religious con
sciousness and doctrine, asceti
cism is imbued with absolute
significance: it is associated
with renunciation of earthly
benefits and the mortification
of the flesh in the name of God.
Asceticism was usually con
trasted to hedonism and Epi
cureanism in pre-Marxist moral
teachings. First efforts to im
part to it theoretical substantia
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ASCETICISM

tion were made in religious
dogmas and certain philosophi
cal schools of the ancient East,
in Pythagorean religious teach
ing, Stoicism and later in Chris
tianity. In a class society this
principle is imbued with an ide
ological content and is ex
pressed, in particular, in propa
gating among the people the
necessity to reject comforts
which the ruling classes enjoys.
For instance, the institution of
monkhood which envisaged the
asceticism of the clergy (fasting,
celibacy, self-torment) created
the halo of sanctity around
them and propagated the idea
of abstinence among the work
ing people. Revolutionary bour
geois ideologists subjected re
ligious asceticism to criticism
(Humanism), but their rehabili
tation of human needs was in
wardly contradictory. Bour
geois
society,
proclaiming
man’s right to pleasure, and
making private property the
universal criterion of human re
lations, distorts the very nature
of man’s needs confining them
to the one-sided sense of pos
session. Asceticism was at times
preached by the ideologists of
the oppressed classes in protest

against the luxury of the
propertied classes and as a way
to mobilize forces in the
struggle for a just society (peas
ant and early proletarian move
ments). Various theories of
equalitarian communism also
contain elements of asceticism,
propagating the reduction of
material requirements of all
members of society to a mini
mum. Today, the ideology of
certain sections of capitalist so
ciety (lower urban strata,
groups of immigrants, students,
etc.) that participate in demo
cratic movements includes
some principles of asceticism as
far as they are counterposed to
the existing bourgeois morality,
to consumerism and the ideals
of hedonism. At the same time,
anarcho-asceticism is develo
ping as a special form of moral
nihilism. Such asceticism at
tracting some elements of the
privileged sections of society,
acts as an overthrower of cul
ture and morality. Supporters
of asceticism of this kind regard
extremist acts of immoralism as
the principal means of shatter
ing the mechanisms of society’s
functioning. In certain cases
under socialist conditions, asce

ATTITUDE TO NATURE

ticism can become a form of re
animation of petty-bourgeois
morality manifest in equalita
rian ideas and propaganda of
preserving poverty and back
wardness as levers of revol
utionary enthusiasm, in tramp
ling of cultural and moral
values. The idea of asceticism is
alien to scientific socialism so
far as it intends to create highly
developed social production to
fully satisfy people’s require
ments, though a temporary
necessity to restrain people’s
requirements is likely to arise in
the course of building social
ism, under certain conditions.
Usually it is connected with
overcoming extreme economic
and political difficulties. Still
the requirement of self-restric
tion cannot serve as a universal
principle of socialist morality,
which proceeds from the prin
ciple, “Everything for the sake
of man, everything for the
benefit of man”. Socialist mor
ality also rejects the other ex
treme — that of making the pur
suit of enjoyment one’s purpose
°f life, the advocacy of dissipa
tion and luxury.
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ATARAXIA [Gk: calmness], a
category of ancient Greek
ethics defining the state of tran
quility, free from emotional dis
turbance and anxiety. Classical
thinkers believed a wise man
should strive for ataraxia which
promotes unprejudiced medita
tions. They had various ideas of
how ataraxia could be achieved.
Materialists
(Democritus,
Epicurus and Lucretius) saw it
in the cognition of the
Universe, overcoming fear and
a'udices, achieving tranquility
inner harmony, while ac
cording to the ethics of the ad
herents of scepticism (Pyrrho)
ataraxia could be achieved by
abstention from making judge
ments on what is good and evil,
true and false, by reconciliation
with reality (Apathy). Happi
ness, Pyrrho held, lies in imper
turbability and absence of suf
fering. Although the psychology
of social man includes an ele
ment of tranquility, ataraxia
elevated to the level of an ethi
cal principle runs counter to an
active social position.
ATTITUDE TO NATURE,
a
sphere of man’s social activity,
which is based on ethical values
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ATTITUDE TO NATURE

(Bioethics). One’s attitude to
nature is dictated by the pre
vailing pattern of production
and based on social ties be
tween men. In subjective terms,
one’s attitude to nature pro
vides a projection, as it were, of
the criteria and values prevail
ing in interpersonal relations.
Three major historical types
and, correspondingly, three
value-related models of attitude
to nature may be identified. In
the initial stage of development
in which life was sustained
largely by hunting and gather
ing, man’s attitude to nature
was largely one of adaptation.
Primitive man’s dependence on
available natural resources was
reflected in his conception of
the world and a superstitious
fear of nature. Nature was
viewed as a supreme being and
an object to be held in awe and
religiously worshipped. As the
forces of production grew and
particularly with the transition
to machine production, man
gradually learnt to make natu
ral forces serve him, to adapt
them to his own needs and to
transform natural substances as
he saw fit. Private ownership of
the developing forces of pro

duction, however, led to exploi
tation of natural resources de
generating into wanton pillage
of them. In this context, natural
environment appears as merely
an external object to be ex
ploited. Utilitarian, commercial
psychology deprives nature of
any vestige of ethical value, re
ducing it to an instrument for
deriving
economic
profit.
Today we are witnessing a rise
in the struggle of the world
democratic public for environ
mental protection. New forms
of attitude to nature are ap
pearing in the course of this
struggle (Ecological ethics).
Considerable changes in cultu
ral arid value orientation are
needed, along with new techno
logical solutions and social and
economic transformations, to
overcome difficulties in the in
teraction of society and nature
resulting from the growing scale
and intensity of man’s economic
activities during the scientific
and technological revolution.
The wealth of man’s sensual na
ture also reflects the diversity of
natural relations, and, thus,
preservation of the environ
ment in its integrity, concern
for the vegetable and animal

ATTITUDE TO WOMEN

kingdoms are of direct human
istic importance associated with
universal human interests, in
cluding those of future gener
ations. Solution of global eco
logical problems depends,
moreover, on social and moral
factors. This is how ecology
leads to ethics. Ethics histori
cally dealt above all with man’s
obligations towards society,
other people and himself. His
obligations towards nature re
mained outside its scope. At
the same time, there were the
ories which attached universal
cosmic importance to morality.
The present ecological situation
in the West suggests the need to
overcome traditional humanis
tic bounds of morality and to
regenerate the so-called univer
sal ethics which does not dif
ferentiate man from other living
beings as regards their value.
Ideas of universal ethics elabor
ated in the past, as a rule, by
people of culture (Henry
Thoreau,
Tolstoy, Gandhi,
Schweitzer, et al.), existed rather
m the form of ideals and sociopsychological moods, than as a
comprehensive ethical concep
tion, and were often a con
verted form of the critique of
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class society. In reality, ethics
also embraces the ecological as
pect. Still, it is not nature itself
which is the object of moral as
sessment, but man’s attitude to
nature that is in fact social atti
tude. Only a fundamentally hu
manistic thrust in ethics creates
the moral climate which makes
it possible to overcome ecologi
cal difficulties impeding social
progress and undermining a re
sponsible attitude to nature.
The recognition of the respon
sibility of man for environmen
tal protection is a fact of social
ist social awareness. However,
it is also an important task of
the public in the struggle
against narrow economic prag
matism, departmental interests,
the fetishism of the plan, na
tional narrow-mindedness and
other forms of group egoism.

ATTITUDE TO WOMEN, one
of the most important moral at
titudes. The attitude of a man
to a woman “reveals to what ex
tent the natural behaviour of
man became humane ... to what
extent he himself in his individ
ual being is at the same time a
social being” (Marx). This atti
tude, as well as the real rela
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AUGUSTINE

tions between sexes, is a histori
cal phenomenon determined by
the mode of production and the
social system. In most societies,
the differentiation of labour by
sexes was simultaneously a sex
stratification, i.e., an hierarchi
cal system placing male acti
vities above those of females. In
continuing humanistic tradi
tions, socialism has always ac
tively supported the idea of the
emancipation of women and
their equality with men. How
ever, in reality, due to material
and other difficulties, the social
equality of men and women is
formal to a certain extent:
women have gained access to
many traditionally male occu
pations and social activities.
However, since the burden of
the family has not decreased
emancipation has become a
double load. Besides, the es
sence of social equality was in
terpreted so literally, in disre
gard of anthropological and
cultural
differences,
that
women began to be engaged in
activities which were unusual
for them or even detrimental to
their health. The attitude to
woman in socialist society
should be based on the follow

ing principles: (1) woman is not
an object of guardianship and
power of man but is an equal
participant in social and per
sonal activities, a partner of
man; (2) this partnership covers
all spheres of social, labour,
political, cultural, family and
everyday life where women
should enjoy equal oppor
tunities with men. This, how
ever, does not imply a psycho
logical and social identity of the
sexes. Since the woman pos
sessed certain vital peculiarities
associated with motherhood
and the rearing of children, it
gives her the moral right for
special care and attention on
the part of society as a whole
and the male population in par
ticular.
AUGUSTINE, Saint (Augusti
nus Sanctus Aurelius, 354-430),
Christian theologian, a promi
nent patristic, the author of sev
eral hundred works; the most
important of which are: “De
Tnnitate” (The Trinity) and
“De Civitate Dei” (The City of
God). His views constituted
one of the main sources of early
scholasticism and doctrine of
the Roman Catholic Church.

AUGUSTINE

Augustine asserted the theo
logical conception of history,
laying emphasis on the contrast
between the initial principles of
distinguishing the earthly from
the heavenly: “...Two cities have
been formed by two loves: the
earthly by the love of self, even
to the contempt of God; the
heavenly by the love of God,
even to the contempt of self.”
The teaching of predestination,
of divine grace, of the essence
of the highest good and the su
preme evil (the first one in the
eternal life and the second—in
the eternal death, both beyond
the limits of earthly existence)
determine the main principles
of the ethics of Augustine: God
is the source and criterion of
morality which is opposite to
earthly sensuality, God is the
embodiment of all good, the
original sin is the source of evil,
the mark of Cain on the human
race. The individual’s activity
manifested in his free will has
been of an exceptionally nega
tive significance since the time
of the Fall. Thus, a true Chris
tian exterminates willfulness in
himself, he is the slave of God,
he is a nobody, the dust on
God’s feet. According to Au
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gustine, Christian virtues con
stitute the consistent negation
of pagan ones (vices in the dis
guise): the individual’s passivity
instead of activity, humbleness
instead of courage, belief in
God Almighty instead of wis
dom, blind love for God instead
of justice, and the hope of
heavenly salvation. Thus, Au
gustine demands extreme asce
ticism and repudiation of one’s
individuality,
implicit
sub
mission to God’s testaments
proclaimed by His servants. In
his “Confessions”, which con
tains a striking account of his
early life and conversion, Au
gustine revealed the futility of
human efforts, the inability of
man to free himself from sin
until he submits wholly to
Providence and becomes an in
strument of divine will. Only he
who turns to God can cherish
the hope of salvation, that is
why heretics must be forced
back to the Church for their
own sake. Augustine’s treatises,
with their fanaticism and auth
oritarianism, served as a source
of the theory and practice of
the Inquisition. Augustine’s
ideas are still widely used by
theologians.
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AURELIUS

AURELIUS, Marcus (121-180),
Roman Emperor, Stoic philos
opher and writer (Stoicism).
His only work, “Meditations”,
is a collection of aphorisms and
reflections on morality, which
he considers as inseparable
from religion. According to
him, man’s moral behaviour is
guided by his reason, which is
part and parcel of universal di
vine reason. The latter ensures
a harmonious and just order in
the Universe, in which man
must find his place in accord
ance with his innate rational
guiding principle. Nothing that
usually causes pleasure or suf
fering (wealth and poverty,
glory and disgrace, life and
death) can be evaluated in
terms of good and evil, since
they can fall to the lot of both
worthy and unworthy people.
He who rejects pleasure-seek
ing, raises himself above pas
sions and regards everything
around him as a manifestation
of the universal cosmic law, acts
in a really reasonable and, con
sequently, moral way. Any at
tempt to change the existing
state of things in the world
should be censured as an at
tempt to do injustice to nature

and society. Although he
speaks much of man’s social
duties, of the necessity for
devotion to the common cause
(“That which is not good for
the swarm, neither is it good for
the bee”), his ethics is still very
individualistic. He believed that
one can achieve moral perfec
tion only through self-absorp
tion and cognition of the nature
of the absolute, through realiz
ing the transiency of human ex
istence and the inevitability of
death. Marcus Aurelius’s ethi
cal doctrine, calling for obe
dience and patience, exercised
considerable
influence
on
Christian ethics.

AUTHORITARIANISM
[L
autoritas powerj influence], a
form of dogmatism in morality
which manifests itself in the
method of substantiating moral
rules. Authoritarian interpreta
tion of morality considers refer
ence to an authoritative person
(Authority) who issues moral
precepts to be the best substan
tiation of these very precepts.
Authoritarianism is most typi
cal of religious doctrines of
morality, which declare God’s
will to be the prime criterion

AUTONOMOUS ETHICS

and basis for morality. Thus,
Neo-Protestantism considers the
absolute will of God to be the
only source of moral principles
which is never to be subjected
to rational analysis. The es
sence of authoritarianism ac
tually lies in that it envisages
blind implementation of moral
precepts proclaimed from
above without understanding
their social significance. Mar
xist ethics holds that moral pre
cepts do not have any subjective
source (someone’s will or
order), but are objectively
based. Moral precepts act as an
obliging force to the extent to
which they correspond to ob
jective needs of people and to
the laws of their social exist
ence. This is one of the points
of distinction between morality
and legality, where the norm is
made valid by official state
legislation (Morality and law).

AUTHORITY [L autoritas
power, influence], distinguish
ing features of a person, group
or organization due to which
they have won trust and, owing
to this, can influence the views
and behaviour of other people
ln a particular field of activity
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or social life in general. Auth
ority is one of the factors con
tributing to sustaining social
discipline and preserving conti
nuity in social development.
The attitude to authority can
assume an extreme form of
authoritarianism. Particularly
characteristic in this case are
the ideology of the cult of a
leader and the ideology of nihil
ism. A genuine moral authority
can be won only through unde
viating service to the interests
of the people and it cannot be
decreed from above. Such auth
ority is totally at odds with the
personality cult, i.e., the faith in
the infallibility of an authorita
tive person and blind sub
mission to his will. Authority
should be based on a sober as
sessment of the activities of
persons and organizations.
AUTONOMOUS ETHICS [Gk
autos self, nomos law], a kind of
ethical theory deducing mor
ality from its own laws and at
tributing self-sufficing meaning
to its principles. In contrast to
it, heteronomous ethics (Gk
heteros another) bases morality
on any authority outside itself.
Hedonism, eudaemonism and
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AUTONOMY

utilitarianism are the varieties
of heteronomous ethics, ac
cording to which morality is de
duced from the concepts of
pleasure, happiness and benefit.
The idea of autonomous ethics
was already present in the views
of British moralists of the 17th
and 18th centuries (Shaftesbury,
Hutcheson, et al.) who postu
lated the existence of a special
moral sense independent of
both social experience and
man’s material requirements;
thus, morality was mterpreted
as something primordial. Kant
gave a detailed substantiation
of the autonomy of morality.
Opposing the prevailing ethical
tradition and entering into di
rect polemics with French ma
terialists who deduced morality
from human nature, he at
tributed an a priori status to
morality: man’s existence must
be an implementation of pri
mordial self-evident moral prin
ciples. Kant also attaches mor
alistic significance to his con
clusions, as he believed that be
haviour is moral only if it is mo
tivated exclusively by respect
for moral law (Categorical im
perative) and is free from extra
moral
motives — selfishness,

pursuit of happiness, socially
prestigious aims, etc. The idea
of autonomous ethics in one or
another form is adopted by
various modern ethical schools
(intuitionism, Neo-Protestantism, existentialism, etc.). The
very dilemma of autonomy and
heteronomy of morality is
superficial from the point of
view of Marxism. The source of
morality lies beyond its limits
and in this sense morality is
heteronomous. At the same
time, morality is autonomous, it
has its own specifics, its own
logic of development, and is not
deduced directly from objective
economic factors.
AUTONOMY [Gk autos self,
nomos law], ability of an indi
vidual as a moral subject to
exercise self-determination on
the basis of one’s own internal
laws. The need for autonomy
was already realized in the an
tiquity by Democritus and So
crates who said of himself: “I
am and always have been one of
those natures who must be
guided by reason, whatever the
reason may be which upon re
flection appears to me to be the
best.” Autonomy was declared

AXIOLOGY

a general principle of conduct
by Martin Luther who opposed
the authoritarianism or the
Roman Catholic Church. It is
reflected in his statement: “I
can do no other.” The problem
of autonomy was elaborated in
ethical terms by Anthony Shaf
tesbury and Hutcheson and was
theoretically and consistently
treated by Kant (Autonomous
ethics). Shaftesbury and Hut
cheson saw the veracity of
moral judgements and actions
in their independence of the in
fluence of authority, of hedonis
tic, utilitarian and religious mo
tives. But Kant associated au
tonomy not only with freedom
from external influences but
also with the universality of the
moral choice (Categorical im
perative). Autonomy is above
self-centred arbitrariness since
it is based on moral self-re
straint conditioned by timidity,
care for other people (Al
truism) and the yearning for imErovement. While preserving
uman dignity and responsi
bility, moral autonomy makes it
possible for man to be free of
arbitrary social precepts, the
dictates of power ana not to
lose self-control in confronting
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the elements, sickness or the
threat of death (Moral free
dom).

AVICENNA, see Ibn-Sina.
AXIOLOGICAL INTUITIONISM, see Intuitionism.

AXIOLOGY (ethical) [Gk axia
value, logos teaching], the the
ory studying philosophical as
pects of moral values. Axiology
appeared in the second half of
the 19th century as a special
philosophical discipline stu
dying the nature of economic,
aesthetic, moral, historical and
other values. The term itself
was introduced by the French
philosopher Paul Lapie in the
early 20th century, although
various questions dealing with
the nature of values have been
repeatedly discussed during the
whole history of philosophy.
Axiology, as the branch of
ethics which studies the prob
lems of good and evil, is some
times distinguished from deon
tology—the, theory of duty. The
basic problems of moral axio
logy are: what is good, is it an
inherent property of man’s cer
tain acts or is it simply ascribed
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to man by moral consciousness?
In what way do people discern
good or evil in actions (evaluate
them)? What is the origin and
the nature of the concept of
good in moral consciousness?
Various ways of interpreting
the nature and the origin of
moral values are known in the
history of ethical teachings:
naturalistic, objective-idealistic
and subjective-idealistic. The
source of moral good was seen
either in human nature, in
man’s natural pursuit of plea
sure or happiness (Naturalism,
Hedonism, Eudaemonism), or
in God’s will or reason (Neo
Protestantism, Neo-Thomism),

or in laws and properties of the
Universe, and sometimes in
feelings and emotional reac
tions (Neopositivism, Moral
sense, theories of). Historical
materialism treats moral and
other values as neither natural
nor supernatural properties,
but specific social phenomena.'
Nature in itself, outside the
context of man’s activities, pos
sesses no value at all, neither
good nor evil. Society qualifies
an act as good or evil only in
connection with man’s social
practice. Such an assessment
reflects prevailing social rela
tions.

B
BARTH, Karl (1886-1968),
Swiss theologian, the founder of
the neo-orthodox school {Neo
Protestantism). The influence of
his theology continues in West
ern Europe and America
among both the theologian
community and secular scholas
tic philosophers. Barth’s teach
ing continues the tradition of
Luther and Calvin, and partly of
Kierkegaard. In contrast to libe
ral Christianity, Barth’s theology
advances the idea of the supre
macy and transcendence of
God compared with the earthly
existence of man: God is abso
lute, man is sinful and confined
in his capacities. These ideas
have been reflected in Barth’s
ethical concepts: the New Tes
tament commandments are not
positive precepts but mere
models of absolute virtue which
man can never reach, and
which only reveal his imperfec

tion and make him critical of
himself. According to Barth,
man has never been good and
will never be, and for that rea
son his true morality may be
manifested only in ms equally
denouncing whatever happens
to him and whatever he does
himself. In many aspects Barth
was critical of capitalism. In his
own time, he firmly opposed
German fascism and after
World War II he repeatedly re
fused to denounce communist
ideas. He believed that the
Church should not side with
any of the warring factions, par
ties or systems. In this, he dif
fers drastically from other mod
ern theologians, for example,
such representatives of Neo
Protestantism as Emil Brunner
and Reinhold Niebuhr who di
rectly contrast the conceptions
of neo-orthodoxy with socialist
and communist ideas.
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BELINSKY, Vissarion Grigoryevich (1811-1848), Russian
revolutionary democrat, philos
opher, literary critic and jour
nalist. Brought up in the tradi
tions of the Russian liberation
movement, the progressive
ideas of Russian and Western
literature and philosophy, and
always remaining a true human
ist, Belinsky passed through a
serious evolution—from the
ideas of enlightenment to revol
utionary democratism, from
idealism to materialism. In the
1830’s, under the influence of
German classical philosophy,
especially that of Hegel, Belin
sky examined the sphere of
morality, the conflict between
good and evil as a manifestation
of the “eternal idea”. The lat
ter, as he believed, is also em
bodied in human will but does
not deny its freedom. There
fore, an individual himself may
choose his path in life: the path
of good, i.e. of subordination of
one’s personal motives to the
supreme will, the interests of
Motherland and mankind, or
the path of evil, i.e., that of ego
ism and concern only for one’s
own self. In this period of his
life, Belinsky gave priority to

the rational a priori analysis
over the empirical examination
of the truth. The universal na
ture of the law of morality
which requires that man’s ac
tions should always accord with
his sense of duty, rests upon the
principle of necessity and
universality of reason. The
problems of ideal, purpose and
improvement of man, the rela
tions between the individual
and society, the determination
of the principles of morality
form the core of Belinsky’s ethi
cal thought. He believes that it
is the humane ideal that should
determine the meaning of
man’s existence. Belinsky ex
plained the difference in the
concepts of good and evil held
by various nations by the fact
that these nations are at differ
ent stages of historical evol
ution of conscience. In assess
ing a given act of conduct, it is
important to know a person’s
motives, for if the intention in
cludes some degree of selfish
ness, the act is to be regarded
as immoral. In the 1840’s a
scientific, realistic and materia
list approach to ethics prevailed
in his views. The evolution of
his outlook can be traced to his

BENEFICENCE

study of contemporary society
in which “everything human, in
any way wise, noble or talented
is doomed to oppression and
suffering ... and in which the
very freedom of thought has
been extinguished”. Belinsky’s
criticism of this “disgusting” re
ality (i.e., the reality of Russian
serfdom and Western bour
geois mode of life) seems to be
as fruitful as his elaboration of
a positive social and moral ideal
which, in his writings, acquires
democratic and socialist fea
tures. (All men should be bro
thers and happiness of one de
pends on the happiness of all.)
Belinsky rejects the harmony of
social organism if it is based on
suffering of individuals. He is
equally critical of religious ethi
cal concepts. He believes that
evil is not to be sought inside
the individual but rather inside
the society, and, thus, once so
cial order is changed moral cli
mate will also change. In a rea
sonably organized society, in
which class and rank privileges
have been eradicated, the
rights, dignity and liberties of
an individual will be restored
and every person will become a
unique personality. Belinsky
3
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emphasized the unity of ethical,
moral and practical aspects of
social life and saw material
need as a starting point in
moral improvement, but he also
stressed the value of such
human qualities as spiritual af
finity combining feeling, reason
and will. At the same time, in
his understanding of the nature
of morals he still stuck to natu
ralism and anthropology. He
exerted strong influence on so
cial thought in Russia (“Letter
to Gogol”, 1847). In addition to
letters which are important to
grasp the evolution of Belin
sky’s views, see also such writ
ings as “Literary Dreams”
(1834), “An Attempt of a Sys
tem of Moral Philosophy”
(1836), “Hamlet, a Drama by
Shakespeare” (1837), “The
Idea in Art” (1841), “Alexander
Pushkin’s Works” (1843-1846),
“A Guide to the Study of Mod
ern History” (1844), “Parisian
Secrets” (1844), “A View of
Russian Literature of 1846”
(1847).

BENEFICENCE (often identi
fied with good deeds), an action
of positive moral value assessed
by moral conscience as good.
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Sometimes the term be
neficence is treated in general
social terms, while a good deed
in a specifically moral sense (by
analogy with the concepts of
“benefit” and “good”). In this
respect beneficence implies ac
tion (usually purposeful), the
objective result and the conse
quences of which are in com
pfiance with the interests of
people and which are useful to
society. As regards a good
deed, it may mean an act com
mitted in accordance with the
standards of morality and in
duced by moral motives (in the
name of lofty ideals, or the in
terests of a person or society).
In non-Marxian ethics these
concepts were often opposed to
each other, while Marxist ethics
treats both in their dialectical
unity (Beneficiary, Consequen
tial ethics, Moral goodness, the
ory of).
BENEFICIARY, an object of
beneficence, a person or a
group of persons in whose fa
vour an act of beneficence is
performed. If beneficence is
viewed as a special type of duty
of an individual before all
others and the community as a

whole (Deontological intuitionism), beneficiary is regarded as
the only interested person who
needs a moral act of the bene
factor, while the community as
a whole and other persons are
considered as indifferent to this
act. From the angle of Marxist
ethics, any moral act has a wide
social meaning, and its moral
significance should not be
identified with the gain of the
beneficiary since the satisfac
tion of the interests of an indi
vidual, if this is not detrimental
to other people or a com
munity, is the actual goal of so
cialist society.
BENEFIT, a general notion
used to designate the positive
value of objects and phenome
na. Conception of benefit is
formed in the process and on
the basis of the practical atti
tude of people towards the ex
ternal world. Natural and social
phenomena become benefits as
ong as they meet positive
luman needs and promote so
cial progress. The concept of
benefit is a basic concept in the
theory of ethics. It was intro
duced by ancient philosophers
who perceived it as the purpose

BENEVOLENCE

of man’s activities (Plato, Aris
totle). In the ancient world,
benefits were subdivided into
external and inner ones, the lat
ter being subdivided into cor
poreal and spiritual. Benefit
characterizes human activity as
a whole. It acquires moral con
tent as the highest good, i.e.,
the aim of the aims, the ulti
mate perfect aim of human ac
tivity. In the ethics of the
ancient world, the highest good
was identified with happiness
the components of which,
besides the perfect moral state
of the soul, are also wealth,
good fortune, health and other
factors which can go beyond
man’s control. Subsequently,
the concepts of benefit and the
highest good began to be in
creasingly associated with good
(occasionally
the
notions
“benefit” and “good” are used
synonymously in
everyday
speech). Owing to the contra
dictory nature of the historical
process and the opposite inter
ests of different classes, “what
is a boon for the one is necess
arily a bane for the other; each
new emancipation of one class
always means a new oppression
of another class” (Engels). This
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does not mean that there can
not be benefit common to all
mankind and that there are no
objective criteria for the evalu
ation of different phenomena
covered by the concept of
benefit. What it really means is
that the definition of benefit in
terms of the interests of the
people is incomplete, because
these interests themselves de
pend upon social being and its
historical laws. Soviet philosop
hic literature dealing with
ethics does not provide a wellelaborated theory of benefit.
However, the concept of
benefit plays an important role
in the ideological practice of
Soviet society where it means
the well-being of man. Thus,
the slogan purposefully put into
practice reads: “Everything for
the benefit of man.”
BENEVOLENCE, compassion
ate and active love reflected in
the readiness to help anyone in
need and extended to all people
and, ultimately, to all living
beings. The idea of benevolence
comprises two aspects, the
emotional, i.e., taking to heart
someone else’s suffering as
one’s own, and the practical
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one, i.e., the impulse to render
real assistance. Without the for
mer, benevolence degenerates
into cold philanthropy and with
out the second, it turns into
empty sentimentality. Benev
olence as a moral principle is
rooted in the archaic tribal soli
darity which made it imperative
to help one’s kin but excluding
“outsiders”. It is not by chance
that the words “kin” and “kind”
are of the same root: if some
one belongs to my kin that per
son is kind to me, and one can
not expect kindness from a
stranger. True, tribal solidarity
may be extended also to those
beyond the circle of “one’s
own”, but such persons have to
be somehow associated with it
(obligations towards a guest,
the attitude to the bonded
people and newcomers, etc.).
However, neither this ancient
morality of regulated customs
and obligations towards the rig
idly limited categories of
people nor a later concept asso
ciated with the rise of civiliza
tion, for instance in the ancient
world, recommending the exer
cise of restraint in the treat
ment of the defeated enemy,
are not yet benevolence in the

true meaning of the word. We
can speak of benevolence only
when all barriers between one’s
kin and aliens are removed if
not in everyday practice then at
least at the level of ideas or in
dividual heroic moral acts and
when someone’s suffering is no
longer an object of cold conde
scension. Benevolence was first
preached by world religions
which transcended the bounds
of the ethnocentric mentality,
primarily Buddhism and Chris
tianity (Christian ethics). Budd
hism perceives life in general as
suffering, and that is why it in
terprets compassion as a
universal principle underlying
the attitude to everything alive.
The ideal of Buddhism is a her
mit who would rather be eaten
to feed a hungry Hon. Its prin
ciple is ahimsa (harmlessness).
Beasts as the object of benev
olence are treated like people
which logically follows from the
concept of the transmigration
of souls. Christianity introduces
a specific motivation of benev
olence: one’s love of Christ who
Elaces himself in a position of
elp to all in need of compas
sion. This opens an alternative
for every believer: either to ren

BENTHAM

der benevolence to the Lord or
to deny it. A Greek Christian
thinker and preacher, St John
Chrysostom (d. 407), says that
benevolence is more surprising
than the working of miracles: by
achieving a miracle through his
prayer, a man accepts God’s
gift which is normal. By perfor
ming benevolence he can
become a giver to the Lord
which is incredible. The ideal of
benevolence requires that dis
tinctions between one’s own
and aliens be renounced. This
unites even those separated by
the group intolerance. For a
long time, Soviet theory of
ethics dealt inadequately with
the concept of benevolence and
even rejected it, largely because
it believed that social transfor
mations were expected to bring
about a happy order of things
which would render benev
olence totally unnecessary. Ex
perience has demonstrated
otherwise. Even if property in
equality is eliminated, there will
remain loneliness, old age, ill
nesses and other sufferings, and
they require not only social care
but also more sensitive individ
ual compassion.
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BENTHAM, Jeremy (17481832), English philosopher of
morality and law, proponent of
the ethics of utilitarianism. He
denounced theories of moral
sense (Moral sense, theories of)
and natural rights. In his “Intro
duction to the Principles of
Morals and Legislation” (1789)
and “Deontology, or the
Science of Morality” (1834), he
theoretically justified the ex
perimental nature of the source
and basis of morality which he,
like hedonists, saw in the pur
suit of pleasure. His view is that
usefulness is what is common to
all acts of conduct bringing
pleasure. Utility is the sole goal
and standard of conduct, the
foundation of happiness. So
ciety for Bentham is a totality of
individuals and social interest —
a sum of personal interests.
Hence, the goal of moral life is
to secure “the greatest happi
ness of the greatest number”.
This happiness may be calcu
lated (by using “felicific calcu
lus”). With this aim in view, he
constructs a scale of pleasures
and pains. Bentham replaces
the French materialists’ theory
of correctly understood interest
with his theory of the right
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method of calculation. His
teaching glorifies private inter
est as the basis of social wel
fare, and bourgeois society as
heading towards tranquility,
equality, wealth and abun
dance. Applied to the realm of
law and politics, the doctrine of
utility served as a theoretical
platform for the liberal-minded
bourgeoisie in the struggle
against state interference in so
cial life and expanding suffrage.
Owen relied on Bentham’s prin
ciple of the greatest happiness
of the greatest number as a
basis for his own ethical theory
of utopian socialism.
BERDYAEV, Nikolai Aleksand
rovich (1874-1948), Russian
theologian and philosopher.
Berdyaev attempted to combine
certain tenets of Marxism and
Kantianism, as well as Nietzsche
and to provide ethical justifica
tion of socialism. His hostile at
titude towards the democratic
movement and materialistic
theory soon led him to God
seeking and mysticism. He ac
tively contributed to the pro
grammatic collections of Rus
sian idealists: “Problems of
Idealism” (1902), “Landmarks”

(1909), to the anti-revolutionary
collection of articles, “From the
Depth” (1918). His outlook is
that of a religious existentialist.
His doctrine postulates (follow
ing the trend of German mys
tics of the 16th and 17th cen
turies), that freedom is primary
in relation to being and that it is
beyond God and is rooted in
“nothingness”. This is the basic
premise of Berdyaev’s theodicy:
God is thus relieved of respon
sibility for world evils the
source of which is “uncreated
freedom”—boundless spiritual
potentiality. Thanks to the free
dom spirit can be released from
God. Due to the Fall, the world
of nature and history (forms of
manifestation of the primal
spiritual reality) is subordinated
to alienation and disappearance
of the individual in the whole,
to socialization which erases
human originality. This is the
realm of pain and violence — the
“ethics of law” which outwardly
differentiates between good
and evil, divides people into
kind and vicious, is supported
by fear before the law and pun
ishment and thereby generates
fanaticism, formalism and hypo
crisy. It is only the “ethics of

BERGSON

grace”, with its redemption for
guilt and salvation for all (the
kind and the vicious alike) by
Christ, and the “ethics of cre
ation”, which removes the
evaluation of deeds in terms of
good and evil (this betrays Ber
dyaev’s subjectivism), that en
able man to respond to the call
of God who does not rule the
enslaved world but is a revela
tion to it. In the realm of his
tory, the dialectics is revealed
of relations between freedom in
God and freedom in man, they
are synthesized and God-man
kind evolves. It is not only man
who needs God but God also
needs man. Though embodied
in things, man’s creative activity
falls under the spell of necessity
and non-freedom (in this sense
the spiritual experience of man
is tragic) it nevertheless brings
closer the ideal of God-man en
visioned by Berdyaev eschatologically (Eschatology'). When
this ideal is attained, history
comes to an end and the eternal
reign of spirit, freedom and im
mortality commences. Here we
deal with the so-called religious
conciliarism, i.e., voluntary
communion of people, witn
their individual personal traits
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retained and their relations
being mediated by God. Con
trasting the individual to the so
cial, identifying the personality
with spiritual principles, Ber
dyaev’s concept is essentially a
form of modernizing Christian
teaching. Berdyaev’s writings:
“The Philosophy of Freedom”
(1911), “The Meaning of the
Creative Act” (1916), “Free
dom and the Spirit” (1927),
“The Destiny of Man” (1931),
“Essays on Eschatological
Metaphysics” (1947), “Selfknowledge” (1949).

BERGSON, Henri (1859-1941),
French idealist philosopher,
representative of intuitionism.
Bergson’s ethical doctrine is ex
pounded in “The Two Sources
of Morality and Religion”
(1932). Bergson treats social re
lations between individuals by
analogy with the interrelation
ship between the cells in an or
ganism. According to Bergson,
the natural (closed) morals are
instinctive and require that the
interests of an individual be un
conditionally subordinated to
the interests of a whole, the way
a bee subordinates its interests
to a beehive. Its injunctions are
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dogmatic and impersonal: it
should be done because it
needs to be done. The aim of
this morality is to prepare the
nation if not for attack, then for
defence, but in any case —for
an act of war. According to
Bergson, two maxims are easily
reconciled: “Man is God to an
other man” and “Dog eat dog”.
In the first instance, a fellow
tribesman is meant, and in the
second —an alien. The milit
ancy of the instinctive morality
prevails over all the stratifica
tions of civilization, for it is
rooted in the biological nature
of man. The conservative trends
of the closed morals are sup
plemented with a static religion.
The highest type of morality is
open morals rooted in intuition
with which only the selected
few are endowed, who thus can
overcome the biological morals
and join the “vital impulse”
(elan vital) and become imbued
with mythical love for all man
kind. In Bergson’s view, this
kind of love is the same as
God’s love for his creation. A
dynamic religion is associated
with the open morals. Only men
of genius, saints and mystics
can overcome the inborn inertia

of mankind and show it a path
of moral perfection. The propa
gation of mystical open morals
can save mankind from the
threat of annihilation which be
came quite feasible because of
the excessive progress of
human intellect that has given
birth to present-day science
and technology. These ideas il
lustrate the irrationalism and
elitist nature of Bergson’s
ethics.
BETRAYAL, violation of loyalty
to a common cause, bonds of
solidarity, comradeship or love.
The negative appraisal of be
trayal given by moral conscious
ness is determined by the posi
tive significance lent to these
bonds.
BIGOTRY, a moral quality
showing one’s disposition to ad
here to obsolete principles, cus
toms and traditions, the in
ability to grasp and support the
new, the progressive, the dic
tates of the day (cf. Feeling for
the new). In terms of morality
bigotry is expressed in moral
dogmatism and absolutism. The
roots of bigotry as a social phe
nomenon should be sought in

BIOETHICS

conservatism of the established
social relations and habits and
also in the interests of those so
cial groups which deliberately
oppose anything which may
change their position. Bigotry is
a characteristic feature of the
classes and social groups which
are not interested in altering
and promoting social relations
which could infringe upon their
selfish interest. In socialist so
ciety the manifestations of bi
gotry are caused by the gap be
tween the interests pursued by
the bureaucratic managerial es
tablishment and public inter
ests. In the final analysis this is
associated with an insufficient
development of democracy and
diverse forms of self-govern
ment by the people. In the per
sonal aspect bigotry is condi
tioned by one’s social passivity,
complacency and the conser
vatism of one’s personal posi
tion.
BIOETHICS
(biomedical
ethics), a field of ethics which
evolves at the intersection of
medical ethics and the ethics of
science. Its emergence was
largely prompted oy radical
changes in medicine and public
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health services under the im
pact of scientific and techno
logical progress. The term
bioethics was introduced in
1971 by a US scientist Van R.
Potter who regarded bioethics
as a link bridging the gap be
tween traditional natural scien
ces and humanities. Today
bioethics is treated as an inter
disciplinary field of research
and expert examination whose
subject are the problems of
value involving relations be
tween the physician and the pa
tient, as well as ethical prob
lems of biomedical research
and behaviouristic sciences, e.g.
in experimentation on man;
ethical aspects of allocation and
distribution of resources for the
public health system and medi
cal aid; ethical problems of ex
periments on animals and, in a
broader aspect, the interaction
of man and living nature. The
centrepiece of bioethics is the
concept of medical practice as
a specific type of moral respon
sibility of the physician towards
his work (Professional ethics)
since the physician has the right
and even the duty to intrude
into the vital processes and
functions of human organism.
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Bioethics deals with a broad
range of problems and covers
such so far poorly related fields
as moral and ethical problems
involved in genetic engineering
and genetic therapy, the moral
aspects of the transplantation
of organs; moral problems asso
ciated with the spread of new
childbirth techniques (artificial
insemination, maternity “on
hire”, i.e., the bearing of the
foetus by a woman substituting
the legal mother of the child,
etc.); ethical standards of the
public health system; euthana
sia, etc. On the whole, the de
velopment of bioethics is char
acterized by the growing moral
significance of such values as
health and a healthy way of life
and by the fact that society
should pay attention to these is
sues.

BRAVERY, a moral quality
characterizing man’s ability to
suppress fear, overcome dif
fidence, misgivings concerning
difficulties and unfavourable
consequences. Bravery pro
vides for man’s resolute actions
to further the goal he set him
self, allegiance to the chosen
ideals and principles in spite of

hostile
circumstances
and
pressure on the part of other
people, frank expression of
one’s opinion particularly when
it diverges from the accepted
views or those sanctioned by
the authorities, irreconcilability
to evil and injustice. Specific ex
pression of bravery are feats, in
itiatives. Bravery is closely asso
ciated with such moral qualities
as staunchness, loyalty to princi
ples, self-possession, resource
fulness and directly approxi
mates courage. Its opposites are
cowardice, timidness, time-serv
ing. The moral evaluation of
courageous deeds depends on
their specific social content.
Bravery is morally justifiable if
it is directed at furthering hu
manistic and just aims, if it
springs from urgent social
needs and is embodied in hu
mane and socially progressive
acts. Otherwise acts of personal
bravery are caused by despair
(acts performed in defiance of
the logic of history), bravado,
ostentatious oppositionism, an
archist rebelliousness, nihilism
and adventurism, although
when expressed in such de
structive forms it nevertheless

BUDDHISM

inspires respect as a personal
trait.

BUDDHISM [Skr buddha en
lightened], one of the world
religions. It was founded in the
6th and 5th centuries B.C. in
India, spread to Central and
Southeast Asia. Buddhism
among Buryats, Kalmyks and
Tuvinians adhere to Lamaism
(Tibetan Buddhism) that de
veloped in the 14th and 15th
centuries in Tibet. Buddha,
prince Siddhartha Gautama of
the Sakyas (also called Sakyamuni, i.e., a sage of the Sa
kyas) who supposedly lived in
the Ganges River valley
(India), is considered to be the
founder of Buddhism. As a
young man he led a happy life
in the palace of his father but
then was shocked by his en
counters with an old man, a
sick man, with a corpse and
with an ascetic. As a result, he
decided to devote himself to
asceticism and to seek the
cure for suffering. Having at
tained enlightenment through
meditation, he became a wan
dering prophet of the new reliSon and morality and a
'Under of the first Buddhist
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monk community. Scanty facts
of his life and preaching can
be found in the canonical lit
erature of Buddhism. More
detailed portrayal of his life
(Mahavastu,
Buddhacharita,
Lalita Vistara) dates from the
2nd and 3rd centuries. Infor
mation in these writings might
have been an echo of the real
events combined with descrip
tions of miracles born of the
imagination. Physical death,
for Buddhists, does not mean
the end of one’s existence be
cause a dead man is reborn in
another man, in a divinity,
spirit, animal and so on. Such
reincarnation, according to the
ethics of Buddhism, is not
good but evil, for all existence
is suffering. Existence-suffering
has no origin: the divine cre
ator could not have created
such an imperfect world. The
grace of supreme divinities—
buddhas, i.e., those who have
won salvation through their
many rebirths and accumula
tion of virtues, is manifested in
that they point to the path to
wards salvation, towards over
coming suffering and attaining
absolute non-being (nirvana).
The shape of reincarnation,
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life path and sufferings are
determined by karma, i.e., by
actions, thoughts, and feelings
in previous life. The reason for
new reincarnations lies in
one’s attachment to life. For
early Buddhism, the main
thing to achieve salvation is to
restructure one’s conscience
and one’s own behaviour, or,
in other words, to observe the
requirements of religious mor
ality. Reincarnation can be
stopped only by those who can
withstand any tortures with hu
mility and submission, sever
their earthly attachments and
repress all emotions and
desires. One of the most im
portant moral requirements of
Buddhism is to observe ahimsa, i.e., non-violence and non
killing. In the teaching of La
maism, all life of a believer is
regulated through ten black
evils and ten white virtues

which specify the ethics of the
early Buddhism. Sins are
divided into bodily ones (tak
ing life, taking what is not
been given, incontinence),
speech sins (telling lies, slan
der, backbiting, mockery) and
evils of conscience (envy, spite,
heresy); correspondingly, the
punishment is meted out for
sinners. As regards virtues
(such as mercy, alms-giving,
righteousness,
reconciling
enemies, respect for the holy
scriptures, temperance, and
faith in the truth of religion),
they are rewarded through a
better incarnation, through
being in paradise and through
final salvation (nirvana). The
Buddhist ideal is a meditator
who has repressed all emo
tions in himself and who dis
passionately looks upon injus
tice, violence and oppression.

CALVIN, John (Jean Caulvin,
1509-1564), religious reformer,
founder of one of the three pri
mary theological systems of
Protestantism
(Calvinism,
Lutheranism and the Church of
England). His theological sys
tem expounded in the “In
stitutes of the Christian Reli
gion” is based on the doctrine
of predestination. According to
its teaching, people are foreor
dained either to live in paradise
or to suffer in hell. Unable to
change the predestination given
from on high, man can only
contemplate his future lot judg
ing by his actual life: everyday
success accompanies those who
are elected by God, while
failures indicate that a person is
condemned by God. As a bour
geois form or Christianity, this
doctrine expressed the interests
of the bourgeoisie in the period
of the initial accumulation of

capital. This is -reflected in the
advocacy of worldly asceticism,
which demands that man give
up worldly pleasures and be
thrifty, diligent and pious. In
Geneva, the centre of Calvinism
in the 16th century, Calvin’s
“worldly asceticism” was prac
tised through strict monitoring
of private morality, the prohibi
tion of all kinds of entertain
ment, including theatrical per
formance. Any sign of free
thought was persecuted, most
notoriously in the case of Servetus, Spanish theologian and
physician who was burnt at the
stake in 1553, as decreed by
Calvin. Dozens of dissenters
were persecuted. At present,
Calvinism takes on various
forms: Reformist movement,
Presbyterianism, Congregation
alism, with the doctrine of pre
destination remaining its basic
feature.
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CAMUS, Albert (1913-1960),
French writer and thinker, rep
resentative of existentialism.
Camus’s philosophical and ethi
cal views are expounded in his
plays, novels and essays which
deal with the problem of man in
society. Camus shares the exist
entialist view of man treating
him in terms of his existence in
specific situations. The basic
source of Camus’s moral phil
osophy is the concept of the ab
surd: through his instincts man
is attached to life and aspires to
it, but he exists in a world which
is alien to him, irrational and
absurd. Consequently, the very
existence of man has no sense.
The concept of absurd origin
ally formulated by Camus re
flects not only the reality of the
bourgeois society but also one
of the typical features of bour§eois consciousness which re
eds conflict situations and
contradictions of this society in
a distorted way and is unable to
cope with them. The pessimism
of Camus’s philosophy and
ethics, which originated at the
time of Hitler’s occupation of
France, is embodied in the
character of Sisyphus doomed
to eternal suffering. To avoid

this pessimism, Camus justifies
rebellion against the world’s ab
surdity and thus finds in it a
basis for genuine human exist
ence and morals. But this rebel
lion is limited to the sphere of
spirit and moral consciousness
and is exclusively individualis
tic. In Camus’s view, the way to
overcome alienation is attain
ment of happiness which boils
down to the identification of
man with his own self, his con
formity with his own essence.
Hence his protest against every
thing alien that is imposed upon
man from the outside, which
alienates man from his own self:
against the state and its institu
tions, against formal morals and
official religion. However, this
protest, based on his idealistic
outlook, is inconsistent. In
Camus’s view, external rebel
lion and active struggle are in
compatible with genume human
existence. Man does not eradi
cate evil but “rectifies it”. The
highest degree of happiness is
achieved through solidarity and
love for each other. The most
important works which reflect
Camus’s moral philosophy are
as follows: “Le Mythe de Sisyphe” (“The Myth of Sisy
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phus”, 1942), “L’foranger”
(“The Outsider”, 1942), “La
Peste” (“The Plague”, 1947),
“L’Homme R6volt6” (“The
Rebel”, 1951), “Lettres it un
ami allemand” (“Letters to a
German Friend”, 1943-1944),
“La Chute” (“The Fall”, 1956).

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. The
attitude to capital punishment,
its approval or disapproval, its
treatment as an exceptional
measure of punishment or a de
mand for its more extensive use
for prevention of crime, the
recognition or rejection of the
difference
between
“ad
missible” and “inadmissible”
methods of capital punishment,
are typical indicators of the mo
rals and moral consciousness of
society. Human morality ap!iroves those changes in this
ield which exclude the most
cruel methods of capital pun
ishment and lead, in the long
run, to its full abolition. In
many countries it has been
abolished. The advocates of
capital punishment believe: this
measure keeps in check the
growth of crime by intimidating
potential criminals or even en
couraging them to reform,
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eliminates the danger emanat
ing from hardened criminals
and restores, as far as possible,
justice because it is a retribu
tion for capital offences. These
arguments evoke the following
objections: by accepting capital
punishment as an effective in
strument in crime prevention,
society breeds erroneous ideas
of the strategy of this struggle
since the growth of crime is re
strained in fact not so much by
the severity of punishment as by
its inevitability. It is more hu
mane not to presume that a
criminal is incorrigible and that
every person can be reformed,
although none of these proposi
tions is irrefutable. If there are
no truly extreme circumstances
and given goodwill, society can
neutralize a dangerous criminal
without resorting to capital
punishment. It is hardly justifi
able to believe that the destruc
tion of someone’s life can some
how compensate the losses sus
tained by society. Convincing
arguments can be adduced in
favour of capital punishment
based on sensibility and expedi
ency. However, in the final ana
lysis, it cannot be sanctioned
either morally or ethically.
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CAREERISM, a negative moral
quality associated with the be
haviour and nature of an indi
vidual, who directs all his social
activity at getting a promotion
(Ambition') and is ready to meet
the demands made on him only
to the extent that it advances his
personal position. Careerism is
an expression of egoism in the
sphere of one’s service which is
hypocritically portrayed as
devoted and selfless service to
the common good (the society
as such, organization, agency,
enterprise). Historically, ca
reerism appears on the basis of
social and bureaucratic hier
archy of society which evolves
in conditions of social in
equality. Socialist society re
tains careerism owing to ma
terial inequality and differences
in social status. A careerist is a
person who lacks any principles
and who easily adjusts himself
to a situation, changing, if
necessary, his convictions in
tune with the changing situ
ation. His other features are ir
responsibility, indifference to
other people and to the com
mon cause.

CASUISTRY [L casus case],
the theory of “casus of con
science” which regulate the
conduct of an individual in
cases of moral difficulties based
on a system of abstract rules.
Casuistry deals with conflicts
between various obligations of
man when it becomes necessary
to establish the sequence of
priorities of these obligations.
The aim of casuistry is to create
a diversified system of impera
tives which would make it
possible to identify direct in
struction for any real situation.
The method for accomplishing
this is to select from the initial
indisputable theses the more
differentiated propositions per
taining to concrete “casus”, i.e.,
cases, events. Interpretation of
the concrete as the last stage of
general differentiation is typical
of those forms of knowledge
which had reached classical
maturity back in antiquity (Aris
totle’s logics, Euclid’s geometry,
Roman law, the theory of
rhetoric, etc.). In a broader
sense, casuistry is a phenome
non typical of all developed cul
tures treating morality as law.
For instance, it is typical of the
morality of Confucianism (Con

CATEGORICAL IMPERATIVE

fucius) regulating a nobleman’s
conduct in all situations and es
tablishing the hierarchy of obli
gations. In Greece, casuistry
can be found in the Sophists
and Socrates, the founders of
the reflective self-orientation of
the individual. All attempts of
the Stoics to go beyond the
maximalist paradoxes and de
vise a system of conduct for real
people (Panethea, Seneca and
others) invariably led to ca
suistry. The classical expression
of antique casuistry which in
fluenced European moralists of
the Middle Ages and of mod
ern times is the treatise by Cice
ro “On Duty”, particularly the
third book dealing with con
flicts between honour and use
fulness. On the whole, Euro
pean culture rejected casuistry
and the very term acquired a
negative connotation designat
ing irrelevant formalism, false
reasoning concerning moral is
sues, which in itself indicated
the transformation of social
consciousness. A certain revival
of casuistry can be seen in mod
ern applied ethics, for instance,
in the efforts to reconcile eutha
nasia and humanism. To the
oretically analyze and grasp the
4
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ethical essence of casuistry it is
important to define its sources:
a desire to support moral forti
tude by rational arguments or,
on the contrary, to justify de
parture from moral standards.

CATEGORICAL
IMPERA
TIVE, a basic category of Kant’s
ethical theory; Kant’s moral law
is expressed as follows: act only
as if the principle on which the
action is based could become a
universal moral law. Kant
thought that through the cate
gorical imperative he had op
ened up an a priori principle
from which more specific moral
obligations can be deduced that
can be acceptable to all. Kant
was infrequently reproached
for the fact that his categorical
imperative in a stricter form re
produced the golden rule al
though he himself rejected such
reproaches. Simultaneously, the
categorical imperative was
criticized for its formalism since
by means of it, one could only
determine whether the chosen
line of conduct is related to
morality. However, it did not
provide an essential criterion of
morality. This principle there
fore could be extended to any,
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including erroneous and even
reactionary moral system. The
categorical imperative indeed
does not indicate what acts are
in order. However, the second
wording of the categorical im
perative given by Kant sets an
important humanistic principle
of morality: “Act so that you al
ways treat mankind, in your
own person and in the person
of any other, as an end and
never as a means.” The cate
gorical imperative can also
serve as a kind of justification
of the idea of equality in mo
rals: whatever may be the con
tent of moral imperatives, they
should always be of universal
character and applicable to all
people. The categorical imper
ative (unconditional injunction)
differs, according to Kant, from
the conditional imperative (if
you want to reach a goal you
have to take certain action
using them as a means), con
sidering the latter unfit to serve
as a criterion of morality. Kant
points out that the conditional
imperative does not provide a
rule common to all people be
cause their aims and aspirations
always differ. Kant rejected the
principles of conditional imper

ative as a moral criterion, and
opposed a narrow utilitarian
understanding of morality and
calculating practicism. Kant
contrasted the categorical im
perative with conditional (hy
pothetical) imperatives (imper
atives of ability and sensibility)
which were of operational
(technical), or pragmatic, na
ture and indicated the means
attaining certain ends (Ends
and means). Since the goals, as
pirations and interests of various
people differ, the hypothetical
imperatives cannot provide a
general rule, a universal moral
principle. Finally, the categori
cal imperative implies the au
tonomy of man as a subject of
morality, as a possessor of the
will establishing universal laws.
According to the third practical
principle of the categorical im
perative, the will “should not be
simply governed by law but gov
erned in such a manner that it
be regarded as the will which
established laws for itself and
only due to that is subordinate
to law (whose creator it may re
gard itself)”. Following his duty,
man discards any selfish inter
est and, as an independent lawmaking entity, remains true to

CATEGORIES OF ETHICS

himself by opting for maxims of
his deeds. Consequently, the
categorical imperative is not
just an absolute moral law but is
such an absolute law which an
individual sets for himself based
on reason. The second practical
principle of the categorical im
perative gave the Neo-Kantians
ground to treat Kant as a
founder of socialism (Ethical
socialism). At present, cate
gorical imperative concept is
frequently applied to denote
the cardinal moral require
ments of our time: the struggle
for peace, preservation of na
ture, survival of the human
race, while the principle of
treating man not only as a
means but also as an end, is re
garded as a most important
criterion in the humanistic justi
fication of social development.
CATEGORIES OF ETHICS
IGk kategoria statement], the
>asic concepts of ethics which
reflect the most essential fea
tures and aspects of morals and
underlie the theory of ethics.
Categories of ethics may be
united into an integral system
with a single pattern. In the his
tory of ethical thought, the spe
4*
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cific content of the categories
of ethics, their logical form and
place in the general system of
concepts, were changed in con
formity with the changing con
ception of the nature of mor
ality. In the history of ethics,
basic categories included no
tions of good, duty, virtue and
conscience. Proponents of ra
tionalism in ethics have always
tried to devise a strictly or
dered, usually deductive system
of concepts, in which each ca
tegory of ethics would be
defined through more general
concepts. Some philosophers
considered the concept of good
(benefit) as the fundamental
principle (Plato'), others —the
concept of duty (Kant), and all
other concepts were derived
from that one. However, the
devising of such systems en
tailed great difficulties and
some thinkers arrived at the
conclusion that there is no unity
between the categories of
ethics. For example, propo
nents of deontological intuitionism assert that there is no logi
cal connection between the
concepts of good and duty
(Deontology). Marxist ethics
bases its system of categories in
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accordance with the historicalmaterialist understanding of
morals as a method of regulat
ing people’s behaviour the
mechanism of which is rather
complex and diversified but
only represents something
which is inherently integral.
However, such a system is still
to be elaborated. One can sur
mise that a system of categories
reflecting the structure of mor
ality itself will be the most com
plete and meaningful one. The
main aspects of morality are
present in the categories of
moral activities, moral relations
and moral consciousness each
of which, in its turn, embraces
many other related notions.
Furthermore, since all these
three aspects of morals are
closely interconnected, some
ethical notions simultaneously
relate to all these categories,
i.e., they reflect all aspects of
morals. For example, the idea
of moral standard simulta
neously reflects a type of moral
views of society, a special man
ner of moral activities and a
form of moral relations be
tween people. In its key ele
ments, moral consciousness re
flects some aspects of moral ac

tivities and relations. That is
why we can come across one
and the same concept as occur
ring both in moral conscious
ness and among the categories
of ethics (for example, the con
cepts of good, duty, conscience,
dignity, honour). This does not
mean, however, that the ethical
theory and our ordinary moral
consciousness impart one and
the same meaning to these con
cepts. For example, in the first
case the concept of duty is a
scientific category revealing a
certain attitude of man towards
society. In the second case, it is
an idea of how a person should
act as a bearer of morals. Any
moral concept is normative, it
always prescribes or evaluates
something. In ethics the con
cepts of duty and value find
theoretical justification {Nor
mative ethics) and become an
object of theoretical analysis
which reveals what particular
moral attitude is thus ex
pressed. Scientific precision de
mands that the categories of
ethics as a formal body of the
theory of ethics be distin
guished from moral views (con
cepts) which are formed spon
taneously in society, although

CAUSALITY

there is no absolute line of de
marcation. The categories of
ethics and the forms of moral
consciousness have points in
common: the former have a
normative aspect and the latter
refer to rational argumentation.
Categories of ethics are con
tinuously developing and en
riched with new concepts in ac
cordance with th? theoretical
development of ethics itself.

CAUSALITY (in morality). The
problem of causality as applied
to morality is connected with
the solution of the following
main questions: first, do moral
imperatives rely on any objec
tive biasis, is their content deter
mined by conditions which are
beyond the limits of moral con
sciousness or by this kind of
consciousness itself? Second, if
we suppose that man’s conduct
is causal, then how does deter
minism go with man’s ability to
make a moral choice, his sense
of responsibility for his actions?
There have been various inter
pretations of determinism in
the history of ethics: the con
tent of moral is determined by
the laws of the Universe (Cosmic teleology, ethics of), by biol
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ogical evolution {Evolutionary
ethics), by man’s nature outside
the context of history, by his in
herent drive for pleasure and
happiness {Hedonism, Eudaemonism), etc. All these var
ieties of ethical naturalism gave
a mechanistic interpretation of
causality in morality, which
sometimes led to fatalism in in
terpreting social history and
man’s behaviour. To counter
balance determinism, there
were numerous efforts to prove
that history is developing in
conformity with man’s moral
concepts. The origin of moral
concepts themselves was most
often seen in people’s likings
and inclinations. It often led to
moral voluntarism {Existential
ism, Neopositivism). According
to Marxist-Leninist interpreta
tion of causality, moral impera
tives reflect socio-historical
necessity and do not oppose it
as people’s subjective wishes.
This by no means minimizes the
significance of people’s per
sonal activities. The conflict
arising between moral impera
tives and objective precondi
tions for their fulfilment reflects
the contradictory nature of the
historical process itself. At its
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every moment, new require
ments appear which are to be
solved only in the course of fur
ther development of society.
Causality in morality has some
specific
features.
Social
necessity is reflected in moral
consciousness as the concept of
duty, as a goal to be attained,
rather than simply as a cause
operating irrespective of man’s
will. It is precisely for this rea
son that the individual is re
sponsible for his deeds, and his
acts can be assessed as good or
evil (Evaluation).
CENSURE, see Sanction.

CHERNYSHEVSKY, Nikolai
Gavrilovich (1828-1889), Rus
sian utopian socialist and revol
utionary democrat, economist,
philosopher, sociologist, writer
and literary critic; forerunner of
Marxism in Russia. Cherny
shevsky’s world outlook con
tinues the traditions of the Rus
sian revolutionary democrats
(Belinsky, Herzen) and pro
gressive West European philos
ophy: 18th-century French ma
terialism, utopian socialism of
Saint-Simon and Fourier, and
Feuerbach's, philosophy. Cher

nyshevsky formulated his task
in ethics as creating a system of
morality based on revolution
ary-democratic principles (ser
vice to the people and struggle
for its freedom and happiness,
revolutionary humanism, his
torical optimism) in no way in
ferior, in theoretical terms, to
natural sciences. It’s aim was to
help educate the generation of
“new people” —revolutionaries.
Chernyshevsky’s “natural re
quirements” and “social habits
and circumstances” constitute
the main factors forming moral
consciousness. He maintained
that the people’s conditions of
life and property relations
should be changed by means of
social revolution. In this re
spect, Chernyshevsky advances
further than the utopian social
ists, as he exposes to criticism
the reformist hopes for an en
lightened monarch, an honest
politician and the like. Cherny
shevsky’s ethics is based on the
anthropological principle and
conception of “rational egoism”
(Egoism, theories of). Man be
longs to the natural world and
this determines man’s essence
while the social form conditions
realization of the inherent as
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piration of the human nature
for pleasure. Egoism, according
to Chernyshevsky, underlies the
entire activity of man. However,
man must act “rationally” in
order to gain advantage. His
own personal interest prompts
the “rational egoist” to perform
acts of noble self-sacrifice. He
acts freely, without thinking of
duty, sacrifice or retribution, in
order to advance towards his
chosen ideal. Chernyshevsky
denied man’s freedom of the
will, recognizing the operation
of the causality law in the moral
sphere too: “The phenomenon
which we call will, is itself a link
in the chain of phenomena and
facts connected by causative
ties.” However, man is not deErived of freedom of choice for
e can choose between a par
ticular trend in social develop
ment. Only the choice of a pro
gressive tendency is indeed a
reasonable one. Attaching
paramount importance to rea
son in man’s behaviour, Cher
nyshevsky closely linked his so
cialist doctrine to education,
which enables people to discern
the new progressive tendencies,
thus transforming them into
“new people”. The anthropo
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logical principle, in Cherny
shevsky’s view, if it is consist
ently applied, coincides with
the principles of socialism. Al
though vulnerable in logicalphilosophical terms, the theory
of “rational egoism” as an ethi
cal system adequately reflected
the social requirements of the
time, the ideals of the “new
people”, contributing to their
transformation into a political
force. Chernyshevsky’s ideals
exerted great influence on
many generations of Russian
revolutionaries.
Chernyshev
sky’s most important works ex
pounding his concept of ethics
are: “Anthropological Principle
in Philosophy’ (1860), the novel
“What Is to Be Done?” (1863).

CHRISTIAN ETHICS.
The
precepts of Christian ethics
were first formulated against
the background of the crisis of
the ancient civilization and the
decline of its values. In the later
epoches, they retained their po
lemical struggle with secular
morals and practical notions of
daily life. Hence, the paradoxes
of their wording: “but many
that are first shall be last; and
the last shall be first”; “blessed
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are the poor in spirit” (volun
tarily poor); “blessed are they
that mourn” (who do not ac
cept the rule of evil in the world
and in their hearts). Christian
ethics treats most moral norms
of Judaism (Ten Command
ments with their implications)
as an imperative law, as the
minimum that should be over
come by grace. The ban on im
moral deeds becomes a positive
requirement for a proper state
of the heart from which proper
deeds ensue as if by themselves.
For instance, the renunciation
of killing is not sufficient. What
is necessary is the heart which
does not accept wrath and is
full of love. In Christian ethics,
the fullness of all command
ments, the commandment of
love being the primary one, is
ontologically linked with the di
vine aspect of existence (“God
is love”). This is double-sided
love: the love of God is realized
in the love for one’s neighbour.
Love underlies the Christian so
cial ideal the outlines of which
have undergone substantial
changes (beginning with the
time of St John Chrysostom
(d. 407), who placed charity
above miracle-working, up to

Christian socialism of the 19th
and 20th centuries and other
similar phenomena), while the
religious ethical structure re
mained the same. Every mem
ber of society must be guided
by love and take upon himself
all disharmony in relations be
tween people thereby overcom
ing it. But this requires a spe
cial kind of love, the love identi
fied with extreme self-sacrifice
and aloofness. Christianity sub
stitutes the ideal of total open
ness attained through aloofness
for identity with a certain eth
nic, family, tribal or some other
collective “organism”. Chris
tianity believes in the tran
scendental dignity of man
which, however, remains a
possibility rather than a reality
on Earth and is realized only at
the mystical level of the be
liever’s existence. He is not pro
tected from the torments of the
soul either, from temptations,
internal humility and self-accu
sations. Christian ethics prohi
bits him in any situation to con
sider himself absolutely right
and creates the culture of
awareness of one’s own guilt
(for instance, in Augustine’s
“Confessions”, 5th century). It

CHUANG-TZU

is exactly at the peak of the full
loss of reliance on one’s own
strength that grace visits the
faithful: “my strength is made
perfect in weakness”. The
Christian doctrine advises that
the state of the faithful in this
life be not a tranquil aloofness
of a Stoic wiseman or a Budd
hist monk but, on the contrary,
intense struggle with oneself
and suffering for others. The
humanism of modern times has
been engaged in the seculariza
tion of Christian ethics with the
stress being laid on the idea of
the unity of the human race, the
dignity of the poor and humil
iated, committed love, the con
demnation of violence, etc. No
wadays, in appraising Christian
ethics it is necessary to distin
guish between its content eluci
dated in the Bible and its con
tradictory and sometimes con
servative role in real history.
CHUANG-TZU (365-290 B.C.),
Chinese philosopher, one of the
founders of Taocism and a
compiler of the treatise
“Chuang-Tzu”. The Chuang-tzu
doctrine is an extension of the
Lao-tzu school and a trend of
transforming Tao (the primary
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cause of all being) into an ab
stract and ideal essence. The
gist of Chuang-tzu’s teaching is
creating a concept of life-as
serting, critique of morality and
revaluation of values. He inter
prets Tie as a singular manifes
tation of Tao, as something un
related to morality. Te is a driv
ing force in a “real man” who,
being an element of the creative
power of the universe, is like an
infant staying “on the other side
of good and evil”. Chuang-tzu
criticizes the Confucian and
Moist (Mo-tzu) ethics alike. He
believes that the concept of vir
tue is historically changeable
and too individualistic to re
duce it to any unified moral
code. According to Chuang-tzu,
morality is unnatural, and its
standards favour the rulers
whom he labels as Big Thieves
stealing the “improved morals”
and making good use of the vir
tuous, i.e., deceived, people, to
personal advantage. Chuangtzu qualified “official wisemen”
as the custodians of the “reign
ing criminals” saying that the
virtues they cultivate often help
them get promotion and, conse
quently, are not all that disin
terested. To be free one has to
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resign from government service,
which Chuang-tzu incidentally
did, and, as far as possible, to
conceal one’s virtues and
become useless to society so as
not to be used as an instrument
for
utilitarian
purposes.
Chuang-tzu believes that it is
necessary to leave things as they
are. A Tao-man is not bound by
the norms of outward decency
and is free of moral complexes.
However, the Tao virtue cannot
be taught for it is the product of
personal experience. A Tao
wiseman hears only his own
voice, the calling of Tao which
is more magnificent than his
own ego. Relying on his nature
he follows his destiny in which
freedom and necessity merge
into
naturalness
(tsujan).
Chuang-tzu compares benev
olence and justice with an inn in
which one can spend the night
but cannot live. The self-deter
mination of morality is realized
through sincerity which is per
ceived as a cosmic force ina
lienable from Tao.

CICERO, Marcus Tullius (10643 B.C.), Roman orator, writer
and philosopher. Ethical as
pects make a significant part of

his practical philosophy which
alone, he believed, can have
real value in life. The philosop
hical principle which was wide
spread in ancient Greek philos
ophy (Stoicism, in particular)
that one must live according to
nature and be guided by reason
through which perfection is at
tained, is the basis of Cicero’s
ethics. In his opinion, man must
strive for continuous self-edu
cation and the development of
his character traits in corre
spondence with four cardinal
virtues—wisdom, justice, cour
age and temperance. The grati
fication of an individual’s inter
ests ought to match the inter
ests of the whole, e.g. society. A
person is guided not only by his
own interest but also by the
desire to help others because
all men belong to a single
human race. Reason assists the
resolution of contradictory
strivings — those which compel
a person to serve others and
those which compel others to
serve him. Cicero considered
sincere friendship and glory to
be fife’s greatest blessings when
they are based on virtue which
is a condition for happiness and
makes it possible to overcome

COLLECTIVISM

old age, pain and death. Cicero
was inclined towards the Stoics’
view that virtue for virtue’s sake
is the highest good. He was
against fatalism and advocated
the idea of free will, believing
that it alone gives ethics the
right to exist. His basic works
are as follows: “De Finibus Bonorum et Malorum” (“De Fini
bus: or, Concerning the Ends of
Things Good and Evil”), “Tusculanae Disputationes” (“Tusculan Disputations”), “Cato
maior, or De Senectute”
(“Cato; or, An Essay on OldAge”), “Laelius, or De Amicitia” (“‘Laelius, or, An Essay on
Friendship”), “De Officiis”
(“Offices”).
COLLECTIVISM [L collectio
summary (prayer)], one of the
basic principles of socialist mor
ality implying relations of an in
dividual, a group and society
which are based on the collec
tive, joint nature of social acti
vities (Man and society, Individ
ual and community). Having ac
quired a decisive significance
under capitalism in the morality
of the working class (which was
determined by the nature of la
bour in capitalist society and
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the tasks of concerted actions
of workers against capitalists),
under socialism collectivism is
proclaimed as an ideological
and moral principle. As a con
cept best corresponding to the
social essence of man and ca
pable of eliminating contradic
tions between the individual
and the society, collectivism is
becoming a main criterion for
appraising the personality. The
principle of collectivism may be
formulated as follows: “Act in
such a manner that your per
sonal interest would be in ac
cord with the collective social
interest.” In the social and
moral aspects collectivism is the
opposite of individualism and
corporativism (group egoism).
In the process of historical de
velopment, the correlation be
tween the individual and the
collective, social elements in
collectivism varied ranging
from the unconditional domina
tion of the social over the per
sonal to the proclamation of
their harmony and mutually
complementing each other.
Since socialism appeared in
countries characterized by
strong elements of the patriar
chal-feudal social system, the
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principle of collectivism was
often interpreted in the spirit of
the collectivity of the communal
type with a strict control over
individual consciousness and
behaviour, and disregard for
the interests of an individual.
This interpretation served as an
ideological justification for the
economic and political depend
ence of an individual on the col
lective and through the latter
on the state. The social base of
collectivism is public ownership
of the means of production and
the ensuing community of indi
vidual, group or society’s inter
ests and goals. However, the
distortion of the principles of
planning, stimulating and evalu
ating socially useful activities,
the violation of social justice
and underdeveloped institu
tions of democracy and forms
of social independent activities,
result in the alienation of the in
dividual from social life and,
eventually, undermine the prin
ciple of collectivism. The prac
tical implementation of this
principle in socialist social rela
tions depends on the extent to
which the economic, social and
political mechanisms of society
ensure the harmony between

private and communal interests,
the ideal being a social system
in which “the free development
of each is the condition for the
free development of all”. So
cialist collectivism implies indi
vidual responsibility in which
everyone is responsible not only
for one’s own deeds and life
style but also for the destiny of
other people (Altruism), the
collective and, in the final
count, the destiny of the society
at large (Patriotism). And here
the mutual responsibility of an
individual and a collective, an
individual and society is based
on relations of comradeship,
mutual assistance, reciprocal
exactingness, loyalty to princi
ples, honesty, trust and respect.
COMMANDMENT,
moral
standard conceived in moral
consciousness in the form of a
command coming from a per
son of authority. The fact that
commandment was lent the
form of a moral standard goes
back to the past, when com
mandment was thought to be
based not on social needs, but
on someone’s command (Auth
oritarianism). In religious inter
pretations of morality God is

COMMUNICATION

such a law-giver. In modern lit
erature dealing with the prob
lems of morality, the term com
mandment is sometimes used to
denote a moral imperative in
f;eneral in order to stress the
act that it is addressed to con
crete persons (for instance,
commandments for physicians).
COMMITMENT, voluntary as
sumption by a person of an ob
ligation to society or to other
people. The practice of recipro
cal commitments (promises)
plays a significant role in so
ciety, from personal relation
ships to interstate relations. A
person’s commitment allows
others to expect a definite con
duct on his part in the future.
Thus, commitment provides a
way to mutually coordinate ac
tions among individuals. Many
forms of commitments (treaties,
contracts) are sanctioned by
law. In ethics, the practice of
mutual commitments takes the
form of a requirement to abide
by and meet one’s promises.
Some ethical conceptions of
commitment treat it as a source
of all other moral imperatives.
In the social contract theory, an
individual's moral duty to so
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ciety comes from his voluntary
agreement with all others to fol
low certain rules of communal
life. Commitment is an example
of the universally recognized
moral duty. It is individual and
depends on specific circum
stances and on given personal
relations. As a result of a radi
cal change in circumstances or
a change in relations with other
people to whom a commitment
was made, a person may with
draw the commitment but this
must be done absolutely openly,
honestly and in agreement with
other people concerned. A se
cret violation of commitment or
its unilateral and arbitrary viol
ation is meanness, perfidy.

COMMUNICATION, a form of
human interaction. People can
not maintain normal life, share
experience, work-related and
everyday skills without com
municating with, and influenc
ing, one another. Communica
tion enables people to form a
view of the world, reach mutual
understanding and find a “com
mon language”. However, it is
also an exchange of actions,
acts, thoughts and emotions
with others, as well as drawing
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on one’s own inner world—
memories, consciousness and
aspirations. The “secret” of
communication lies in one’s
desire and ability to live with
other people in harmony and in
an atmosphere of good will,
generously sharing with them
the riches of one’s own heart.
Communication is a combina
tion of education and self-edu
cation in which people in
fluence one another without di
dacticism or moralizing. This
makes the issue of the moral
content and cultural forms of
communication very important.
Genuine human communica
tion is a form of creative activity
that helps bring out one’s best
qualities. Communication is
based on respect for the dignity
of others, for basic universal
moral standards. The spoken
word is the most meaningful,
all-embracing and expressive
means of communication. An
ability to talk, listen and con
verse is an essential condition
for mutual understanding and a
means for checking on the truth
or error of one’s own views and
ideas. What might be called the
“mute language” of communi
cation of emotions has in its ar

senal the look and the gesture
that may be warm or offensive,
nice or vulgar, conveying sym
pathy or antipathy, while pos
ture, manner in conversation,
etc., are also a measure of civi
lization and breeding. The man
ner and means of communica
tion have an ethical, humanistic
meaning in that they indicate
the extent to which one is able
to put oneself in place of an
other. Formation and develop
ment of the need for communi
cation is a major task of moral
education. It is also a guarantee
of proper orientation in the
evolution of socialibility, of the
standards of communication it
self.
COMMUNIST MORALITY, a
historic type of morality corre
sponding to the communist
socio-economic formation. The
historical peculiarity of com
munist morality is elucidated by
Marx’s proposition on the three
successive types of social rela
tionships: “personal depend
ence”, “dependence mediated
by things”, and “free individ
uality”. In Marxist philosophy,
communism is perceived as real
humanism, the return of man to
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his essence by eliminating pri
vate property, exploitation,
fragmented development, i.e.,
by rejecting the forms of activity
which separate, alienate and
humiliate people and are typi
cal of a civilization split into an
tagonistic classes. This prospect
expressed in ethical terms and
translated into an imperative
form is the crux of communist
morality. Actually, it is a matter
of elevating the communist so
cial ideal to the level of a moral
imperative. This is quite justi
fied since communism itself is
an association in which “the
free development of each is the
condition for the free develop
ment of all”, i.e., a moral ideal
of humanity formulated as a
historic objective. For a long
time, a typical misconception
was that communist morality
was identified with the moral
practices of socialist society.
However, real social practices
to a substantial degree repro
duce the traditional contradic
tion between necessity and re
ality and, consequently, cannot
be proclaimed as a moral prin
ciple. To have an adequate idea
of communist morality it is im
portant to reveal its attitude to
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the values common to all hu
manity. On the whole, as re
gards a general attitude to the
ethical and moral experience of
the past, and to the values com
mon to all humanity, socialist
development proceeded from
their negation to their positive
assimilation. This is natural in
the transition from one social
formation to another. Com
munist morality is being filled
with a concrete content as it
gradually becomes integrated
with universal moral values. It is
most vividly reflected in the
concept of the priority of the
universal human values over
class values. One of the key
postulates of communist mor
ality is Lenin’s idea that the
struggle for the final and com
plete establishment of com
munism is the basis of commun
ist morality. It would be wrong
to interpret it, as unfortunately
was the case both in theory and
practice, in a vulgar sociological
spirit as an expression of ethical
relativism, in particular, as the
justification of violence in the
class struggle of the proletariat.
The true message of the Lenin
ist formula is: only that which is
moral leads to communism.
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COMPASSION, see Sympathy.
COMRADESHIP, relations be
tween people based on a com
munity of interests and goals
and solidarity, mutual respect
and trust conditioned by it.
Comradeship enriches the ties
established by people in co
operation where they act as
partners and in collaboration as
colleagues, as it supplements
these links with new forms of
intercourse, such as social
work, free time spent together,
common entertainment, sports
together. Relations of comrade
ship are one of the expressions
of collectivism ensuring moral
and psychological support, in
cluding in distress.

COMTE, Auguste (1798-1857),
French
philosopher,
the
founder of positivism. Comte’s
ethical doctrine is organically
linked to his philosophy and so
ciology. From Comte’s positive
philosophy, it follows that an in
dividual is a member of man
kind whose rules of conduct are
determined not by personal in
terests but by the general order
of things. An isolated individual
is only an abstraction. As

viewed by Comte, the laws of
ethics reflect the permanent
conditions of people’s life
together. The basis of morality
is not its usefulness which pre
supposes a long social connec
tion but a social instinct, or a
pull towards social life, which is
based on feeling and does not
depend on personal interest. As
Comte himself admits, this view
goes back to the ideas of the
Scottish moral school —those of
Hume and Adam Smith. Per
sonal instincts predominate in
personal life. The family, which
is the primary social organism,
generates sympathy. This frees
reason from selfish motives and
induces one to live for the sake
of others. The awareness of
being an organic part of the so
cial organism develops man’s
understanding of the import
ance of a personal deed for so
ciety. This cultivates some
noble features and natural inch
nations, while evil instincts
either wither away or serve the
public good. The highest moral
idea is that of mankind which
develops through a combina
tion of individual and social
forces. Comte considered love
to be the principle of social life,
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order as its basis and progress
as its goal. Comte’s ethics is ba
sically idealistic and closely tied
up with the idea of evolution
ism. For him, the major ob
stacles on the path to social
progress are not social and pol
itical difficulties but moral
problems which can be over
come through the progressive
evolution of ideas and the im
provement of morals (Morali
zing). His theological doctrine
is presented in his major work,
“A Course of Positive Philos
ophy” (1830-1842).

CONCEIT, negative moral
quality typical of the conduct of
a person who has lost a critical
attitude to himself, overesti
mates his abilities and virtues,
does not consider the opinion
of others, and rejects, without
sufficient grounds, generally ac
cepted concepts in a particular
field of knowledge and culture.
As a rule, conceit appears on
the ground of previous suc
cesses (real or imaginary) and
affects those who exhibit ex
cessive self-esteem, vanity and
arrogance.
5

1256
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CONDUCT (moral), a complex
of man’s acts of moral signific
ance committed in a relatively
prolonged span of time under
steady or changing conditions.
Whereas the concept of moral
activities pertains only to pur
poseful and morally motivated
actions, conduct embraces all
the actions of man as a whole
since they can be subjected to
moral evaluation irrespective of
whether they are purposeful or
unintentional, prompted by
moral or other motives. As dis
tinct from custom which pre
supposes homogeneous actions
of different persons, conduct
embraces heterogeneous ac
tions of one and the same indi
vidual (a separate man as well
as a collective, an organization
or a mass of people) which re
veal various sides of his moral
character. The concept of the
line of conduct points to the
relative continuity and consist
ency of separate actions and to
distinctive features of a man or
a collective. Marxist ethics
presumes that man’s conduct is
in the final count the only ob
jective indicator of his moral
character, his moral qualities,
including motives. It does not
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contrast man’s inner world with
his “external” actions. Such op
position and efforts to find a
certain innate, subjective indi
cator of genuine morality con
nected with it, arise due to the
fact that man in real life is
bound to act contrary to his
motives and intentions, to be hy
pocritical in some way. Conduct
is regarded as an insufficient in
dicator of morality until the
contradiction between the as
pirations of the individual and
society as a whole seems irre
movable. Marxist ethics is
based on the possibility and
necessity of overcoming this
contradiction although this is a
long process. Therefore it re
gards motives and actions, in
tentions and deeds as closely
united. Motives behind man’s
actions are revealed, in the final
count, not in man’s own assess
ment of his actions, but in his
general line of conduct over a
long period of time under vari
ous conditions. When all realize
the essence of moral impera
tives, motives which prompt
man’s actions cease to be some
thing mysterious for him and
for his associates. A com
munity, one’s associates are

able to more or less correctly
see into the “innermost re
cesses” of the soul of a person,
discern the motives judging by
his actions and to distinguish
genuine from sham morality.

CONFORMISM [L conformis
similar], social orientation
which does not stem from inde
pendent decision-making (or
responsible participation m de
cision-making) on social and
moral issues but from passive
adjustment to the established
order of things. A conformist
does not develop his own moral
standards in dealing with objec
tively conditioned problems,
but tries to adjust himself to
those standards and rules of
conduct which put the maxi
mum pressure on him, i.e.,
which are imposed upon him
directly (through force) or indi
rectly (through persuasion,
through tradition or in some
other way). Conformism in mo
rals means rejection of one’s
own moral reason, of one’s own
choice and placing the respon
sibility upon external factors
(things, public institutions and
so on), denial of one’s own self
as a personality. Moral irre

CONFUCIUS

sponsibility of any conformist is
also found in the dogmatic ob
servation of the standard
course of action or thinking, as
well as in one’s obeyance to the
whims of changingfashion.

CONFUCIUS (Kung Ch’ius,
c. 551-479 B.C.), Chinese phil
osopher and political leader.
He preached his ideas orally.
The basic source of his teach
ings is the record of his state
ments and talks made by his
disciples, “Lun yu” (“Discours
es and Dialogues”). His basic
idea is that of “jen”, or humanheartedness. It is through “jen”
that the relations between
people should be established in
society. “Jen” should be the aim
of moral improvement. Conse
quently, relations between
people should be based on wis
dom and loyalty to duty. Hence
the moral precepts formulated
by Confucius: do not do to
others what you would not have
them do to you (cf. Golden
rulef, do good in response to
good and justice in response to
evil; first know your own self;
respect and love your elders
and your superiors; strictly ob
serve the existing family and so
5*
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cial relations; honour your fore
fathers; take care of the young.
For Confucius, moral standards
come from the supreme
power —Heaven. For that rea
son, he does not advance any
new moral precepts but only
elucidates the old customs
which being strictly observed
lead to the attainment of “jen”.
Confucius’s ethical and political
teaching is theoretically based
on his teaching on the “rectifi
cation of names” (“jeng ming”)
in accordance with which the
name, the word, should be in
compliance with the essence of
a thing it nominates. Conse
quently, a person’s title should
correspond to his actual posi
tion in society, and his conduct
to his status and title: “A king
should be a king, a subject
should be a subject, a father
should be a father, and a son
should be a son.” In this way,
Confucius’s teaching perpetu
ated traditional patriarchal cus
toms and social inequality. For
millennia, Confucianism was
used by the ruling classes of
China to hold the people in
submission and to preserve,
with the aid of the developed
system of rituals, a feudal sys
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tem in China, with its hierarchy
and rigorous regulation of so
cial relations. Certain elements
of Confucianism were de
veloped by his disciples and
turned into a religious system
and Confucius himself was dei
fied. Confucianism is still an or
ganic part of Chinese culture
and serves as a criterion for in
vestigating and assessing pres
ent-day problems.

CONSCIENCE [L conscire be
privy to], a category of ethics
which embodies the inseparable
connection between human
personality and morality and
characterizes the individual’s
ability to exercise self-control, to
independently formulate one’s
moral obligations, to demand
that they be fulfilled and evalu
ate one’s own acts; an express
ion of self-consciousness. Con
science may manifest itself not
only in the form of moral as
sessment of one’s own actions
by reason, but also in the form
of emotions, e.g. pricks of con
science or the gentle emotion of
“peaceful conscience”. Many
thinkers considered the con
cept of “peaceful, clear con
science” as a contradiction of

the definition (Schweitzer).
Since a strong moral person
ality is usually dissatisfied with
himself, strives for self-improve
ment and typically assumes
upon himself the guilt for the
moral disorder in the world,
such a person’s conscience can
never be at peace. Thus, con
science signifies a person’s
awareness of his duty and re
sponsibility to society and at the
same time to himself. Con
science testifies that morality
has become ingrained in a per
son and is indicative of the per
son’s spiritual wealth. Guided
by his conscience, man takes
upon himself the burden of
evaluating good and evil as if
from the inside and himself sets
a criterion of moral evaluation.
This subjective form of con
science served, in the history of
ethics, as a source of its numer
ous idealistic interpretations.
Conscience was interpreted as
the voice of one’s “inner I”, as
an inborn sense (Moral sense,
theories of), as the sole basis of
moral duty (Kant, Fichte). It
was often opposed not only to
submission to external auth
orities, but also to the require
ments of society (Existential
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ism). In fact, conscience is or
ganically linked to the nature of
man as a social being. If shame
reflects the dependence of the
individual on society, con
science reveals the reverse de
pendence. It fixes the ideal,
perfect image of man and so
ciety which is construed by a
particular person, and it is not
by chance that people say of an
impeccable man that he is thenconscience. Marxist
ethics
proves that conscience has so
cial origins, is defined by man’s
social life and education, be
coming, as it does, his moral
pivot. Society’s measure of hu
manity is determined, to a con
siderable extent, by the possi
bilities it offers to the individual
of acting in accordance with his
conscience.

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS, in
the
broad
philosophical
meaning of the word it coin
cides with the concept of free
dom. Conscientiousness is the
highest measure of developed
morally responsible conduct. It
*mplies that man must choose
appropriate actions and the
Purpose of life on the basis, on
the one hand, of the com
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prehension and voluntary ac
ceptance of the actual social es
sence of moral precepts and
basic interests of the people
and, on the other, knowledge of
socio-historical laws (Ideologi
cal integrity, Loyalty to princi
ples, Conviction, Fanaticism).
CONSCIOUSNESS, ETHICAL,
in everyday usage a synonym to
the concepts of moral con
sciousness,
ethics,
ethical
knowledge; in science—a con
cept to signify interaction, mu
tual enrichment and mutual
penetration of morality and
ethics in the process of social
development. Ethics, singled
out from morality, is a histori
cally and socially conditioned
process, which is engendered
not only by the necessity of the
oretical justification of moral
concepts. It cannot be reduced
to the latter. The development
of ethical knowledge comes
under the influence of philos
ophical teachings, people’s
ideas concerning nature, society
and man, cultural traditions,
etc. Ethics, in turn, exerts in
fluence on moral consciousness
(Consciousness, moral), exer
cising the function of regulation
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and evaluation, expounding a
rational-theoretical view of the
moral problems of being. With
the development of ethical
knowledge, the moral values of
the progressive classes are in
creasingly influenced not only
by social and moral practice,
but by progressive ethical
thought as well, i.e., prereq
uisites are created for the for
mation of ethical consciousness
as a special sphere of society’s
spiritual culture. The relative
independence and activity of
ethical consciousness as a phe
nomenon of 20th-century spiri
tual culture, manifests itself in a
wider sphere of its activity. This
is dictated by the necessity to
evaluate the problem of war
and peace, ecology, trends of
scientific and technological
progress, furnishing value refer
ence points for political, legal,
economic and cultural acti
vities. Moral consciousness is of
methodological importance as
it makes it possible to consider
morality and ethics within the
general framework of the spiri
tual culture of society, covering
the different levels of the
moral-ethical perception of

human relations both in every
day and theoretical terms.
CONSCIOUSNESS, MORAL,
a form of social consciousness
reflecting, as its other forms
(political, legal, aesthetic, relig
ious consciousness), the social
life of people and primarily re
lations of production. Moral
consciousness registers the his
torically changeable and de
veloping moral relations and
represents the subjective aspect
of morality. In literature on
ethics, there is no agreement on
the nature of the relationship
between moral consciousness
and moral relations. In analyz
ing the specific nature of moral
consciousness, one should start
with the role morality plays in
the system of social relations, as
well as the method by which it
regulates people’s social acti
vities. Morality prescribes that
people perform certain acts as
their duty. For this reason,
moral concepts express the ob
jective social needs of mankind
and class interests in a peculiar
form, in the idea of an obliga
tion (that which should or
should not be accomplished).
This moral form of people’s
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awareness of social necessity is
given a specifically moral justi
fication. Man should perform
those deeds which signify
benefit, good and are prefer
able to all other possible acts.
Thus, moral consciousness does
not consider phenomena and
acts in terms of their causative
conditionality, but in terms of
their virtue and value. Morality
provides man with a choice be
tween good and evil which he
makes not because he is com
pelled by necessity, but because
he himself recognizes this
necessity. Accordingly, moral
consciousness evaluates peo
ple’s actions and social phe
nomena: it does not explain
their origin, but merely defines
its favourable or unfavourable
attitude to them, censuring or
approving them {Evaluation),
which is the most important
specific feature of moral con
sciousness. Hence, it follows
that moral consciousness has its
own specific and limited sphere
of action. It is capable of guidmg man’s actions inasmuch as
he has a real possibility of free
choice, above all in the sphere
of individual conduct. At the
same time, moral consciousness
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is not capable of changing or at
least explaining the social prac
tice of any given society as a
whole. Therefore, moralizing is
inadmissible. Overestimation of
the socially transforming poten
tial of morality (moralizing) is
as dangerous as its underesti
mation which leads to cynicism,
utilitarian attitudes and the loss
of humanistic perspective in
human activities. Moral con
sciousness is part and parcel of
the purposefiilness of human
actions. Prior to eliminating a
social phenomenon it must be
recognized as evil and, equally
so, before making efforts to at
tain some positive goal it should
be comprehended and recog
nized as good. Moreover, moral
consciousness is capable of
foretelling the logic of the his
torical process (though it can
not reveal its objective charac
ter). “If moral consciousness
proclaims an economic fact un
just ... it is a proof that the fact
has outlived itself’ {Engels').
The content of moral precepts
and concepts changes histori
cally depending on social con
ditions, with some common dis
tinguishing features of moral
consciousness remaining un
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changed. First, moral con
sciousness as a whole and its
simplest element—moral imper
ative— have, since the formation
of morality in human history,
possessed the following stable
properties: they are normative,
impersonal, provide general
and universal evaluations and
moral precepts. Secondly, the
structure of moral conscious
ness, which is a system of con
cepts expressing these or other
moral views {Universal and
class elements in morality}, re
mains relatively stable. Each
adequately developed system of
morality contains the following
elements: moral standards
united in a moral code, con
cepts of moral qualities, evalu
ations, moral and social ideals,
principles, concepts of good and
evil, justice, etc. Each of these
forms of moral consciousness
has its own peculiarities and di
rects people’s conduct in a spe
cific way. These forms are in
terrelated and interdependent.
The structure of moral con
sciousness determines the pe
culiar logic of the language of
morality used by people in sub
stantiating various moral con

cepts and when solving specific
moral problems.
CONSEQUENCE, an objective
result (a resulting state or the
developments that followed) of
man’s action. Consequences are
the result, on the one hand, of
man’s interference into the
natural course of events, and,
on the other, of the influence of
the course of events on the im
mediate outcome of an act
{Deed}. The category of conse
quences played an important
role in the history of ethics.
Since consequences often did
not correspond to intentions
and efforts, various viewpoints
were expressed as to whether it
is rightful to take consequences
into consideration in estimating
an act {Consequential ethics}.

CONSEQUENTIAL ETHICS,
ethical theories in which the
moral significance of the acts of
conduct is determined in ac
cordance with the consequences
to which they lead. These the
ories include utilitarianism, he
donism, eudaemonism, axio
logical intuitionism. All the ma
terialist concepts of ethics come
from the ideas of consequential

CONTEXTUAL ETHICS

ethics and proceed from the
supposition that morality fulfills
in society certain useful func
tions ana meets people’s inter
ests, and, consequently, that
moral imperatives are purpose
ful in nature {Teleological
ethics). Basic principles of con
sequential ethics were re
peatedly attacked by theorists
of morality (among them Kant,
adherents of deontological intuitionism).
Marxist-Leninist
ethics considers the nature of
morality as stemming from its
social and historical functions,
but rejects the utilitarian idea
that the measure of moral value
of each individual act of con
duct is determined by its conse
quences in each particular case.
To a certain extent, the afteref
fect of a particular act may de
pend on casual developments
which are not caused by the na
ture of the action itself. The
moral value of an act is fully
determined by its content (in
cluding the motive behind it).
The content of actions is pres
cribed by morality on the basis
of the most typical consequen
ces which people’s actions
usually have in routine situ
ations. Marxist ethics takes into
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account not only the typical re
sults of generally accepted ac
tions but also the historical sig
nificance of actions that fall out
of the general rule and reject
the established order for the
sake of the highest ideals (even
if these actions do not bring
tangible practical results at the
given time but can serve as
models for generations to
come, the models of courage
and humanity). Hence, the de
mand that moral acts be given
an all-embracing analysis of
their social significance.

CONTEXTUAL ETHICS
[L
contextus joining together], a
term sometimes used to desig
nate the ethical theories in
which choice is considered a pi
votal moral problem, the choice
being made by the individual on
the basis of his assessment of
the specific situation (context).
Contextual ethics underesti
mates the role of general princi
ples and standards of morality.
Contextual ethics is often at
tributed to the moral theories
of existentialism and French
personalism
{Self-fulfilment,
ethics of). The adherents of
Neo-Protestantism
describe
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their ethical doctrine as contex
tual ethics. They hold that each
situation requires a revaluation
of moral aspects. Contextual
ethics should be regarded as an
expression of relativism and ir
rationalism in ethics (see also
Situation ethics').

CONVICTION, attitude of a
person to his acts and beliefs
displaying his confidence that
he is m the right. As a form of
moral self-consciousness, con
viction provides an ideological
and psychological basis for the
development of such volitional
qualities as courage, steadfast
ness, self-control, restraint, in
itiative, loyalty to chosen ideals.
Genuine conviction is based on
real conscientiousness, on pro
found understanding of socialhistorical processes, the needs
of society and people, the
meaning of moral standards
which a person puts into life.
However, it can take distorted
forms, when a person mechan
ically assimilates certain ideas,
dogmatically believes in the in
disputability of the principles
he professes or of some kind of
authority, or in his own infalli
bility (Dogmatism, Fatalism,

Authoritarianism). This type of
conviction is usually combined
with bigotry and extreme fanati
cism, with the inability to take
into consideration practical ex
perience and justify one’s per
suasions, unwillingness to pay
attention to facts, to the views
of others. The conduct of a per
son of this type of conviction is
often characterized by formal
ism, rigorism, hypocrisy. False
conviction often conceals within
itself a perverted understanding
of the meaning of moral stand
ards and serves to justify immo
ral behaviour (both in the eyes
of oneself and of others). As a
rule, a false conviction is typical
of the consciousness of those
people who, due to their social
status or education and up
bringing, cannot comprehend
social laws. Thus, depending on
its content, conviction can rep
resent a positive or a negative
moral quality (Moral freedom).

COSMIC
TELEOLOGY,
ETHICS OF [Gk telos end,
logos reason, word], a trend in
non-Marxist moral philosophy
which became especially wide
spread, in the first halt of the
20th century, in the USA

COURAGE

(Frederick Woodbridge, Wal
ter Lorenzo Sheldon) and in
Great Britain (William Olaf
Stapledon). It combines the ele
ments of objective idealism and
naturalism. Cosmic teleology
states that the evolutionary de
velopment of the universe is
caused by a certain purpose in
nature, each stage of the evol
ution being predetermined and
is reached through the adjust
ment of available means for
achieving this purpose. Mor
ality is interpreted m the same
way: man is conceived as part
of nature rather than a social
being, and thereby biological
characteristics are imparted to
morality which is considered
outside the framework of so
ciety (Evolutionary ethics). At
the same time, it interprets na
ture itself as the realization of
an ultimate power, eternal pur
pose and in this way comes
close to religious ethics.

COURAGE, a moral quality
characterizing the behaviour
and moral make-up of a person
of bravery, firmness, self-control,
selflessness, self-respect. It finds
expression in the ability to act
boldly and most expediently in
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perilous and difficult circum
stances, to mobilize one’s
strength in order to attain a set
goal and readiness to sacrifice
oneself if necessary. Although
courage is a specific quality of
one’s will and is commonly as
sociated with the peculiarities
of human psychology, in the
record of moral consciousness
courage has been always im
bued with a certain social
meaning. In antagonistic class
society, courage was usually re
garded as a merit characteristic
of a certain class. For instance,
Plato, the ideologist of the
slave-owning society, inter
preted courage as a specific
quality of the warrior caste
(while the virtue of wisdom was
ascribed to the rulers and phil
osophers and temperance, to
the toiling people). This con
cept of courage retained its cur
rency in feudal society where it
was mterpreted as the virtue of
the knights. Socialist morality
applies the concept of courage
to evaluate the corresponding
actions of any person irrespec
tive of his or her social status
and in any sphere of life. In so
cialist morality, courage is re
garded as a quality indispens
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able for the manifestation of
heroism.

COWARDICE, one of the ex
pressions of timidness\ negative
moral quality characterizing the
conduct of a person who is un
able to perform acts corre
sponding to moral imperative
(or, to the contrary, to abstain
from immoral acts), resulting
from the inability to overcome
fear. Cowardice may be also
caused by calculating self-love,
when it is based on the fear of
bringing upon oneself unfa
vourable consequences
or
someone’s anger, fear of losing
the benefits one possesses or
social status. It can be subcon
scious, manifesting spontaneous
fear of unknown and uncon
trollable social phenomena or
natural laws. In both cases,
cowardice is not simply an indi
vidual psychological quality of a
particular person, but a social
phenomenon. It is either associ
ated with egoism or with help
lessness and despondency re
sulting from a condition of alie
nation (even fear of natural
phenomena develops into cow
ardice only under definite con
ditions of social life and up

bringing). Cowardice leads to
immoral acts: to dishonesty,
time-serving, unscrupulousness
and entails connivance at evil
and injustice.
CRIME (in morality) is an ac
tion or activities which trample
upon moral ideals and values,
cause moral and physical suf
fering, destroy the natural, cul
tural and historical environ
ment and are pregnant with a
threat to world peace. Crime
differs from misdeed in the
measure to which legal and
moral rules are violated.

CRITERION OF MORALITY
[Gk kriterion a standard], one of
the major problems of ethics
throughout its history which
was interpreted in different
ways, depending on the under
standing of the nature and the
origin of morality itself. Various
ethical schools advanced as a
criterion of morality human na
ture, God’s will, the self-evident
principles of reason, etc. Ac
cording to Marxist ethics, the
actual basis (and correspond
ingly the criterion) of morality
is an objective historical
necessity as embodied in the

CRITICISM AND SELF-CRITICISM

needs and interests of people,
classes and social groups.
These needs and interests, in
turn, are reflected in our ideas
of justice, good and evil, in the
content of moral standards. As
society developed, the content
of moral standards also
changed. Some moral standards
changed their meaning al
together, others remained in
force since some conditions of
man’s life common for all
epoches
were
preserved
{Universal and class elements in
morality). Within the general
issue of substantiation of the
moral system and its principles,
a more specific question is also
considered: the question of a
specifically moral criterion of
evaluation of specific acts of
conduct and justification of cer
tain moral standards. Since the
general trend in social and his
torical development of society
has already found its reflection
in moral consciousness in the
form of certain moral princi
ples, moral and social ideals,
standards, etc., then the assess
ment and choice of a particular
act of conduct are usually justi
fied on this basis. Each individ
ual has to be aware of the
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general moral principles (Con
scientiousness) and know how
to correctly apply these general
provisions in specific situations
(Discretion and creativity).
CRITICISM
AND
SELFCRITICISM [Gk kritike obser
vation, judgement or review], a
way of expressing public opinion
which helps to overcome the
contradictions and obstacles in
the development of socialist so
ciety. At the same time, criticism
and self-criticism are one of the
fundamental requirements of
socialist morality, as well as a
particular manifestation of
moral self-consciousness of the
individual. The need of criticism
and self-criticism implies a free
expression by people with refer
ence to shortcomings on the part
of the state, of public organiza
tions or managers and joint dis
cussion of steps to be taken to
overcome these shortcomings;
assessment by superior bodies
and their heads of the work of
lower organizations and individ
ual workers; influence of a col
lective on its members, and vice
versa, aimed at correcting or im
proving their joint activities;
openness, free discussion of past
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and present problems, and ac
countability of management
bodies and public figures to the
electorate or to the entire
people, open recognition before
the public of mistakes; sober and
critical attitude of each individ
ual to himself from rank-and-file
members to top leaders. Social
conditions making it possible to
criticize and self-criticize, one of
the major instruments of in
fluencing social life through
public opinion include: socializ
ation of the means of produc
tion; elimination of social anta
gonisms; harmonization of the
basic goals and interests pur
sued by all members of society;
development of democracy and
Glasnost; guaranteed protection
of political and civil rights of the
individual. In criticism and selfcriticism, their correct combina
tion is important when they
naturally supplement each
other, when a person proceeds
from criticism of circumstances
and other people to a self-criti
cal analysis of his own responsi
bility for what is being criticized.
Otherwise, when some people
engage in criticism and others in
self-criticism, then criticism may
become a means of freeing one

self of responsibility and selfcriticism may turn into public
self-condemnation.

CUSTOM, a form of social dis
cipline, a historically estab
lished, usual way of conduct
generally accepted in a social
group or society as a whole. For
all its varied complexity, socie
tal life is characterized by fre
quent repetition of similar situ
ations that require similar ac
tions. In its broader meaning,
the term custom includes com
monly accepted methods of
work regularly applied within a
society, forms of socio-political
activities, marriage and family
life, daily relationships, relig
ious rituals. Customs serve to
transmit forms of mass activity
to the individual who absorbs
them as he is educated by so
ciety, and from generation to
generation which maintain and
pass on customs. Custom in the
narrow sense applies only to
such actions which are repro
duced by the wide public spon
taneously. Accordingly, custom
does not include, for example,
routine activities established by
any set of instructions. Custom
should be distinguished from

CUSTOMARY LAW

purposely trained social habits-,
from forms of production and
distribution, these being gov
erned by relations of property;
from socially sanctioned rules
and state-enforced legal norms
(Morality and law). Customs
maintained in moral relations
are known as morals. Customs
constitute a component of
moral activities but moral beha
viour is not limited by customs,
because in addition to generally
accepted acts of conduct, mor
ality implies some exceptional
actions (heroism, feat, self-sacri
fice). Moreover, moral stand
ards and actions are frequently
superior to common forms of
conduct. At times they even ne
gate the existing order of things
and are of historically pro
gressive nature. Customs, on
the other hand, merely repro
duce forms of conduct which
have been established as an ele
ment of a socially accepted way
of life, which in turn is a set of
various customs. As society
evolves and especially during a
change in the social order, cus
toms undergo transformation
and destruction, involving a
struggle between old and new
customs.
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CUSTOMARY LAW, customs
codified by the state as legal
norms. Customary law comes
into being with the formation of
class society and the state. In
primitive society, the conduct of
individuals was regulated by tri
bal self-government bodies (el
ders, council of elders) and by
customs. The earliest legal sys
tems were made up largely of
customs adapted to the inter
ests of the governing class. Only
those customs develop into law
which protect the existing social
system. Customary law is found
both in slave-owning and feudal
societies. Examples of custom
ary law are “Laws of the Twelve
Tablets” (“Leges duodecim
tabularum”), “Russian Law”
(“Russkaya
Pravda”)
and
“Saxon Mirror” (“Sachsenspiegel”). Customary law often
sanctioned some very reprehen
sible customs. The victorious
bourgeois revolutions excluded
the most obsolete and barbaric
customs upheld by customary
law. On the other hand, in
order to arrive at a compromise
with the nobility, the bourgeois
retained some customary law
norms. Courts in modern bour
geois states apply customary
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law, although on a limited scale,
to specific cases. Customary
law retains a measure of im
portance in international com
merce. In socialist countries,
customary rules have legal
force only in rare cases (e.g. di
vision of family property);
harmful customs are punishable
by law. Customary law is an im
portant record of and source
for studying public morals.
CYNICISM [Gk: (1) kunikos
(kuon dog, nickname of
Diogenes); (2) Kynosarges the
name of the hill in Athens
where
Cynic
philosophers
taught and held discussions], a
moral quality characterized by
contempt for accepted cultu
ral, spiritual and, in particular,
moral values. The term Cyni
cism originates from the phil
osophical school of Cynics in
ancient Greece which was

founded by Antisthenes in the
4th century B.C. The Cynics
preached contempt for the ac
cepted rules of conduct, advo
cated the individual’s complete
independence from society and
argued for a return to a “state
of nature”. Later on, Cynicism
came to denote sneering pes
simism, disbelief in human sin
cerity and goodness, mockery
of moral principles. Cynicism
is characteristic of the conduct
and beliefs of those who pur
sue their own egotistical inter
ests using unscrupulously any
means at their disposal, in
cluding immoral means (Amor
alism). It is also characteristic
of people who, having become
disillusioned with some ideals,
degenerate into moral bank
ruptcy and spiritual evil. Cyni
cism is often an inadequate re
action to moral hypocrisy and
ideological Pharisaism.

D
DEATH, the end of life, the
total cessation of vital func
tions. Since death, alongside
birth, is one of the most essen
tial definitions of life, any self
consciousness trying to grasp
what is life, and even more so
world outlook, needs also to ex
plain death, to comprehend it
in spiritual and moral terms.
Various mythological and relig
ious concepts already in the
early stages of human thinking
did not interpret death merely
as something incomprehensible
and horrible, but morally
defined it as a result of some
evil deed, revenge or retribution
for some act, especially because
natural death was a compara
tively rare occurrence in primi
tive society. In later views,
death acquired the character of
a certain moral value and was
interpreted as an ordeal, as a
means of delivering oneself
6

1256

from the burdens of earthly life.
With the evolution of human
self-consciousness death began
ever more often to be viewed
not as the end of personal exist
ence, but as a moment of its
radical change through which
life acquires, in the sacrament
of death, a new essence, to con
tinue in other forms: migration
of the immortal soul from the
mortal body into the existence
of the divine universe, or transi
tion to personal existence in the
next world. Belief in life in the
hereafter to a certain extent
rids man of the fear of death,
substituting for it the fear of
punishment in the next world
which is an impelling motive for
the moral evaluation of one’s
acts, for the differentiation be
tween good and evil. This, how
ever, depreciates the value of
earthly life held to be only a
preliminary state which can be
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neither complete nor true. At
the same time, it is precisely the
concept of death, the awareness
of the finite and unique nature
of human personal existence,
that contributes to the com
prehension of the moral
meaning and value of human
life. Awareness of each moment
of life as unique and irretriev
able, and in some cases irrepar
able, enables man to ascertain
the measure of his responsibility
for his deeds. The awareness of
death as a purely physiological
act which affects only the
human body and in no way
human deeds, which exist inde
pendently in their results, de
mands that people’s behaviour,
words and deeds be evaluated
not only by the limited and spe
cific measure of momentary in
terest, but by the full and ulti
mate measure of human life
and death. Owing to this spe
cific essence of the concept of
death, any attempts to evolve an
ethical teaching outside the ca
tegory of death come into colli
sion with man being doomed to
death, with the futility of his ef
fort because he is destined, in
the long run, to face morally in
comprehensible and spiritually

insurmountable death. In this
event, negation of the moral es
sence of death is a form of ne
gating the moral essence of life
and can but serve as a basis for
irresponsible behaviour accord
ing to the principle, “aprds moi
le ddluge” (after me, the de
luge). Comprehension of the
moral meaning of death is thus
capable of equipping the ma
ture moral consciousness with
criteria of evaluating human
acts. The philosophy of Stoic
ism formulated the principle of
“memento mori” (Latin: re
member that thou must die),
suggesting that man always act
in a way as if his deed or his
word were the last one in his
life. This principle essentially
pertains not to death but to the
infiniteness of life, prompting a
person to refrain from acts
which cannot be rectified in
case of his death, thus inculcat
ing in people responsibility for
their deeds and words. The dia
lectical materialistic conception
of the world implies both a
scientific understanding of
death and its exhaustive spiri
tual appraisal. Such a world
outlook is based on the unique
character of human life and

DEMOCRITUS

personality, their infinite value
which are to be compensated
neither by eternity nor by
benefit in this or the other
world, as well as on the aware
ness that acts once performed
no longer depend on people’s
will, continuing as they do their
existence in the products and
results of people’s actions and
taking the content of human life
beyond its purely physiological
bounds.
DEED, action treated in terms
of its practical meaning and
achieved result (what has been
done, what changes a given
deed makes in social reality).
On the plane of moral evalu
ation, good deeds (Beneficence)
and evil deeds are distinguished.
Deed is a product of the inter
action of man and objective
conditions under which the ac
tion is performed. Depending
on whether man did or did not
pursue a positive result, inten
tional and unintentional deeds
are distinguished. As a unity of
action and result, a deed is
usually distinguished from the
consequences of an action
which are considered separate
ly as a state of things or course
6*
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of events following the comple
tion of the action.

DEMOCRITUS (c. 460-c. 370
B.C.), Greek materialist philos
opher, representative of the
ethics of eudaemonism. Demo
critus set forth his ethic views in
his major work, “Little WorldSystem”, of which only insignifi
cant parts have survived. The
ethics of Democritus is charac
terized by naturalism and ra
tionalism (wisdom is the highest
virtue, reason is the criterion of
moral conduct; a wise man is
identified with a moral one, an
ignorant, with an immoral
man). Democritus believed that
choice of conduct and responsi
bility for one’s acts exist insofar
as man’s behaviour corresponds
to the laws established by man
himself, while good, evil, jus
tice, duty, shame and conviction
occur only in relations between
people. Inherent in Democri
tus’s teaching are also elements
of utilitarianism: good is some
thing which is useful, evil is
something that is harmful, use
fulness is the criterion of distin
guishing various kinds of plea
sures; the principle of the
“golden mean”: sense of pro
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portion,
temperance.
Eudaemonism is the kernel of his
system (happiness as the high
est good; tranquility, joy, ser
enity achieved through spiritual
and moral health, freedom
from fear and prejudice and
communication
with
like
minded friends). The histori
cally limited character of
Democritus’s ethics is revealed
above all in his treatment of so
cial relations exclusively within
the framework of slave-owning
democracy (slaves are outside
morals, happiness can be
achieved only by a free man,
woman’s subordinate position is
justified). Democritus’s eudaemonism was further de
veloped in the works of Epicu
rus and Lucretius.

DEONTOLOGICAL INTUI
TIONISM, see Intuitionism.
DEONTOLOGY [Gk deon that
which is binding, logos teach
ing: the teaching on moral obli
gation], the branch of ethics
treating problems of duty and
what is obligatory, i.e. expresses
moral standards in the form of
precepts. The term was intro
duced by Jeremy Bentham who

used it to define the theory of
morality as a whole. However,
subsequently deontology came
to be distinguished from axio
logy—the teaching on values, on
good and evil. It is a peculiarity
of moral consciousness as a
specific form of social con
sciousness that it reflects social
necessity, the requirements of
people, society and historical
development, in a specific sub
jective form —the concept of
the obligatory, and determines
to what extent an actually exist
ing phenomenon corresponds
to this concept and is morally
justified. Moral imperatives are
formed out of the concept of
the obligatory. For man, they
are his duties which, in a gener
alized form of rules equaSy ap
plying to everyone, are formu
lated into moral standards and
precepts (commandments). All
these ethical categories are stu
died by a special branch of
ethics—deontology. One of the
most important issues in the
theory of morality is the prob
lem of the relationship between
deontology and axiology, in
particular, the relationship be
tween two basic categories of
ethics —duty and good. Kant

DESCRIPTIVE ETHICS

was confronted with this par
ticular difficulty: while recog
nizing that the concept of duty
must be based on the concept
of good (duty is doing good), he
determines good through duty
(good is fulfilling duty). It is dif
ficult to correlate these ca
tegories because in this case, we
counterpose two types of mor
ality— inner pursuit of good and
virtue on the one hand and the
external subordination to moral
law. In the final account, this
logic leads to the opposition of
two fields of moral theory—
deontology and axiology, char
acteristic of non-Marxist ethics,
and of deontological intuition
ism in particular. In its ideal
model, socialist morality is
based on the identification of
good and duty. From this point
of view, the duty of man is
based on the demand that he
do what is good for other
people. On the other hand, in
nis service to society, each per
son must proceed not simply
from his own understanding of
good, but rely on the standards
and principles which have been
worked out by the collective
consciousness of society. That
1S why moral good is that which
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corresponds to the prescripts of
morals (the obligatory). How
ever, since the individual him
self interprets these prescripts
and his personal situation, no
ideal model can relieve him
from doubts and responsibility.

DESCRIPTIVE ETHICS, spe
cial branch of ethics which
deals with concrete sociological
and historical analysis of morals
of a particular society, de
scribes real moral phenomena.
It studies the practised customs,
mores, traditions and other
forms of social discipline, the
specific content of moral stand
ards maintained in a society, the
structure of moral conscious
ness and the social essence of
universally accepted ideas of
morals. Some of these ques
tions are also studied by ethno
graphy and empirical sociology.
The special investigation of the
mechanism of society’s moral
relations and moral conscious
ness based on concrete histori
cal material, is of great import
ance not only for recreating the
world history of morals, but
also for developing practical
methods of moral education, as
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well as for solving some general
theoretical problems of ethics.
DETERMINISM, see Causality
(in morality).
DEVIANT
BEHAVIOUR, a
particular form of moral evil
manifesting itself in negative
deviation from the standards
and patterns of conduct. In as
sessing deviant patterns of be
haviour, some neopositivist
theorists (Neopositivism) equ
ate a genuinely negative beha
viour, e.g. criminality, with the
efforts of the masses to over
come dominant (bourgeois)
morality. Human behaviour is
subject to moral assessment
both in terms of universal
norms and of ethical ideals. Ac
cordingly, far from covering all
actions which do not conform
to everyday morals, deviant be
haviour rather refers to such
actions which run counter to
the ideal. However, deviations
from the norm which stand
above the everyday level (e.g.
jeat), are ot lositive moral sig
nificance am aim at improving
existing social and ethical rela
tions. For that reason, they do
not constitute deviant beha-

viour. Deviant behaviour is
rooted in an individual’s inade
quate assimilation of the princi
ples and standards of morality,
his or her inability to apply
them in difficult situations, and
in different levels of ethical cul
ture. Deviant behaviour is dic
tated by the diversity of conse
quences of social processes (ur
banization, growth of consump
tion), which are cementing so
cial mores but generate certain
problems in moral education.
Deviant behaviour may be over
come through a combination of
all means available to the sys
tem of social education and
through a closer link between
ideological,
organizational,
economic and cultural aspects
of human activities in society.

DEWEY, John (1859-1952), a
founder and main systematizer
of the philosophy of US prag
matism-, author of instrumental
ism, a version of pragmatism, in
the context of which his ethical
views evolved. Rejecting the
neopositivist tradition going
back to Hume, Dewey did not
make any fundamental distinc
tion between evaluative (includ
ing moral) and empirical judge

DEWEY

ment. According to Dewey, re
search is as important in morals
as in natural sciences. But he
understood research as a pro
cess of transforming an indefi
nite problematic situation into a
definite and clear one. In sol
ving a moral problem it is
necessary, according to Dewey,
to find a correct type of action.
The most successful solution,
based not on intuition but on
reason, i.e., on taking into ac
count all conditions and alter
natives, constitutes good. It
means that the peculiarity of
morals as a specific form of so
cial regulation of human con
duct is being veiled, while ethics
merges with the general theory
of valuation. Dewey was against
making an absolute of ethical
categories (duty, justice, moral
ideal and the like) and rejected
the concept of the highest good,
and thereby actually substituted
relativistic, instrumentalist and
individualistic ethics for norma
tive ethics. Each moral situ
ation, according to Dewey, is
unique and has its own irrepla
ceable good and its own and
only goal. Dewey objected to
the principle “the end justifies
the means” which is often as
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cribed to pragmatism (Ends
and means). Although the
means can be justified by the
end alone, some means, apart
from achieving the end, can
produce such side effects which
might devalue the end itself.
Dewey disapproved of the rev
olutionary transformation of so
ciety, which is supposedly di
rected towards general and un
realizable ideals. He stood for
partial improvements within the
framework of particular situ
ations and for the betterment of
existing relations by means of
gradual accumulation of these
improvements. Dewey stood on
the positions of meliorism, and
although recognizing US so
ciety as imperfect, he was con
vinced of the possibility of its
improvement. He declared
democracy of the US type as an
indispensable
precondition
both for the normal functioning
of social institutions and for
meeting the needs and interests
of each individual. His ethical
views are expounded in his
“Ethics” (written jointly with
James H. Tufts in 1908), “Rec
onstruction in Philosophy”
(1920), “Human Nature and
Conduct” (1922), “Theory of
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Valuation” (1939) and other
works.
DIGNITY, a moral concept ex
pressing the idea that the value
of any person is his personality;
special moral attitude of man to
himself and the attitude to him
by society recognizing the value
of the individual. On the one
hand, man’s awareness of his
personal dignity is a form of
self-consciousness and self-con
trol, on which man’s self-disci
pline is based. In order to assert
and maintain one’s dignity, one
should perform corresponding
moral actions (or, vice versa,
should not perform actions
which are beneath one’s dig
nity). In this sense the concept
of dignity, along with conscience
and honour, is one of the ways
for man to become aware of his
responsibility to himself as a
personality. On the other hand,
an individual’s dignity demands
that other people as well re
spect it, recognize his corre
sponding rights and oppor
tunities, ana are exacting to
wards him. Personal dignity is
an expression of the highest de
gree of man’s historical evol
ution which accords with cer

tain conditions of social acti
vities. In feudal society, man’s
dignity was almost completely
comprised of his social estate
honour which left all too little
room for his personal dignity.
Bourgeois morality initially in
terpreted the individual’s dig
nity as man’s self-assertion by
means of personal abilities and
enterprise regardless of his so
cial status. But it turned out
that in reality this dignity was,
as before, largely determined
by man’s social status and pri
vate property. As regards wor
kers, their forced and exploited
labour essentially denies them
the dignity of a free individual.
In an antagonistic society, a
person can really assert his dig
nity primarily through protest,
in the struggle against the foun
dations ofthat society. By re
belling against the inhuman so
cial system, people prove in
deed (and understand) that
they are worthy of better living
conditions. Socialist morality
holds dignity as the supreme
moral value.
DILIGENCE, moral quality
characterizing a subjective dis
position of a person to his work

DISCIPLINE

which is externally expressed in
the quantity and quality of its
socially useful results. It is
manifested in labour activity,
conscientiousness and persever
ance of a worker. Diligence can
be contrasted with parasitism.
As a social quality of a person,
diligence is an expression of
one’s positive attitude to work,
which psychologically implies: a
need ana ability for work, inter
est in work and in its useful re
sults. In this sense, diligence is
the opposite of an attitude to
work as forced labour, inevit
able evil, source of profit or a
means of securing public office
(Selfishness, Careerism). The
positive moral significance of
diligence is revealed in the con
text of its aesthetic aspect and
one’s goals in life. That is why it
is so important to combine it
with noble goals and a creative
and enterprising approach to
work.

DISCIPLINE [L disciplina
teaching, learning], a definite
system of human behaviour
providing for concerted action
within a collective and the obli
gatory mastering and fulfilment
by people of the established
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standards (legal, moral, politi
cal, ethical) and rules. It also
deals with the ways by which
this order is maintained. As a
means of social control over
people’s everyday conduct, dis
cipline reflects in itself the
dominating social (primarily
economic) relations and serves
to maintain them. The forms of
social discipline can be most
varied—from direct coercion
by the state to the force of pub
lic opinion and personal con
scientiousness of people. The
various forms and means of
maintaining discipline are as
follows: customs, mores, tradi
tions, standards, social habits,
tastes, the authority enjoyed by
state and public organizations
or individual public figures, so
cial education of people (Moral
education), and various forms
of persuasion and compulsion.
The predominance of a definite
type of discipline is charac
teristic of each social forma
tion. Primitive society was
dominated by spontaneously
formed habits; here the com
mon bond was maintained by
force of habit, tradition, and re
spect for the elder of the clan.
In slave-owning and feudal so
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DISCRETION AND CREATIVITY

cieties, direct non-economic
compulsion played a great role.
In capitalist society economic
compulsion predominates. So
cialist discipline is “the disci
pline of class-conscious and
united working people, who
know no yoke ana no authority
except the authority of their
own unity” (Lenin).
DISCRETION AND CREA
TIVITY (in morality), man’s
fulfilment of moral imperatives
to assert himself as a moral per
son capable of not only perfor
ming the duties imposed on
him, but of independently set
ting himself moral tasks to be
accomplished without external
(whether material or spiritual)
coercion. Discretion and crea
tivity in morality provide for:
understanding of a moral re
quirement and its fulfilment not
under compulsion but based on
the dictates of one’s conscience,
prompted by the aspiration to
do good to individual people
and society as a whole; inde
pendent solution of moral
problems; critical attitude to
wards the obsolete and partici
pation in creating new moral
norms (Feeling for the new),

readiness to oppose traditional
customs which contradict the
requirements of genuine mor
ality. The classics of German
philosophy were the first to
devote much attention to the
problem of discretion and crea
tivity in morality. However, they
resolved it primarily in terms of
freedom or the individual. Kant
and Fichte reduced it to free
dom of personal conscience.
Fichte considered “ego” as the
only criterion of moral con
science and submission to ex
ternal authority as lack of con
science. Kant maintained that a
genuinely moral law is the law
man frames for himself. Other
theorists of morality proposed
other solutions: contradistinc
tion between “free” morality
and submission to the norm,
virtue and the eternal urge to
do good, to “morality of duty”
(Deontology). The exponents of
existentialism consider the crea
tive approach to morals as the
morality of personal design, as
man’s assertion of himself in
contrast to the “dogmatic” mor
ality of fulfilling the accepted
norms. This understanding of
creativity in the spirit of individ
ualism always leads, in the final

DOBROLYUBOV

analysis, to the opposition of
the individual to society. Mar
xist ethics solves the problem of
discretion and creativity not
only in respect of the individual,
but primarily in respect of the
mass of the people. A new mor
ality is created as new forms of
social discipline are established
on the basis of practical mass
experience. The need to display
an independent and creative
approach in morality is engen
dered by two factors. First, re
quirements of morality are of
an extremely abstract, universal
nature. Thus, their fulfilment in
specific cases is each time
unique and cannot be their
simple mechanistic application
but demands an independent
and creative approach of an ac
ting individual. Second, in the
life of countries and peoples
there occur disasters wnen the
only way out is initially individ
ual and then mass-scale her
oism, creation of new moral re
lations between people.

DOBROLYUBOV,
Nikolai
Aleksandrovich
(1836-1861),
Russian literary critic and jour
nalist, philosopher, revolution
ary democrat. Dobrolyubov be
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lieved that social conditions
form the basis for the evolution
of morality and that moral pro
gress of society can be achieved
by social revolution and the de
struction of the exploiter system
holding the masses in poverty
and ignorance. Dobrolyubov
placed man and the main mo
tives of his activity in the centre
of his moral philosophy. The
problem of what is universal in
ethics Dobrolyubov treats in
anthropological terms, main
taining that the external interest
common to all humankind does
not depend on private, civic
and political considerations. At
the same time, he believed it
necessaiy to judge man’s ac
tions taking into account the
conditions under which his
character was formed and
which determine his behaviour.
Dobrolyubov insisted on a
deterministic approach towards
human behaviour, and argued
against absolute freedom of the
will and arbitrariness which
turns into slavish dependence
on fortuitous circumstances.
Dobrolyubov considered action
undertaken in the name of lofty
ideals to be moral. The revol
utionary thrust in his ethics was
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expressed in his view of the
“new people” who combine
lofty moral ideals with positive
knowledge and practical acti
vities for liberating the people.
A prominent place in Dobrolyuoov’s ethics is occupied by
the concept of “rational ego
ism” (Egoism, theories of)
which links morals to human
needs. Its substance is explicitly
expounded in his article “Niko
lai Vladimirovich Stankevich”
.
(1857)
His major works dealing
with problems of ethics are as
follows: “The Importance of
Authority in Education” (1857),
“The Organic Development of
Man in Connection with His
Mental and Moral Activities”
,
(1858)
“Robert Owen and His
Attempts at Social Reform”
.
(1859)

DOGMATISM [Gk dogma doc
trine, opinion], a way of think
ing characterized by the uncriti
cal acceptance of certain prop
ositions (views, doctrines or
norms) as dogmas, i.e., uncon
ditional postulates or practical
principles. As a rule, an auth
ority (a legendary, mythological
or real person, social institu
tion, the supreme body of an

organization) to which omnis
cience and infallibility are as
cribed is recognized as a source
of dogmas. The authoritarian
ism of dogmatic thinking ex
cludes rational substantiation
and comprehension. It renders
argumentation and internal ac
cord of a doctrine or a moral
code irrelevant. Dogmatism ar
tificially interrupts the causal
sequence and imposes restric
tions on the competence of
human reason. In this respect,
the postulates of the authority
are regarded as the touchstone
for verifying the truth of new in
formation, i.e., the old and the
settled is applied as a criterion
for appraising new phenomena.
Hence the inability of dogmatic
consciousness to assimilate new
knowledge and new experience,
intolerance towards the new
(conservatism) and to anything
unorthodox (Fanaticism). Dog
matism is typical of mass relig
ious consciousness. That is why
in the history of thought anti
dogmatism often merged with
anti-clericalism, enlightenment,
liberalism and democratism.
The struggle against dogmatism
was facilitatea by the free de
velopment of science and the

DOSTOYEVSKY

extensive dissemination of natu
ral and social sciences. Today,
dogmatism is a feature of the
ideology of conservative classes
and groups and their corre
sponding ethically immature
systems of values and stand
ards, as well as persons propa
gating that ideology or striving
to realize their personal inter
ests under the guise of an auth
oritative opinion (Selfishness)
or conceal their own incom
petence. Since moral principles
are of a universal nature and
claim to be absolute they pro
vide a fertile soil for dogmat
ism. That is why their applica
tion in the practice of human
intercourse must be combined
with a critical approach to
wards reality.

DOSTOYEVSKY,
Feodor
Mikhailovich (1821-1881), Rus
sian writer and thinker who ex
tensively treated moral and
philosophical problems in his
works. The police raid on the
circle of the utopian socialist
Petrashevsky, of which Dos
toyevsky was a member, the ar
rest which followed, the death
sentence which was then com
muted to penal servitude, along
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with the growing individualism,
immoralism and nihilism in
public circles of czarist Russia
at that time, bred in Dostoyev
sky disbelief in social upheaval
and enhanced his moral protest
against reality. He concentrated
his pursuits on the ideal of a
“positively beautiful” person
whose embodiment he sought
to present in his novels. Dos
toyevsky was not satisfied with
the tenet in the French materia
lists’ theory concerning the in
fluence of the social environ
ment, that man as a product of
social conditions was relieved
of moral responsibility. He did
not treat the interrelationship
between circumstances and
morality as a universal law. The
roots of good and evil, Dos
toyevsky believed, go not so
much into the social system as
into human nature and even
deeper than that — into the
universe. Dostoyevsky was con
vinced that man is capable of
tearing himself loose from the
predetermined goal and freely
choose his own moral position
by means of correctly distin
guishing good from evil. The in
terpretation of these categories,
as offered by the theory of “ra
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tional egoism” (Egoism, theories
of), also did not satisfy Dos
toyevsky. He did not regard
reason as a basis of morality,
because the conclusiveness and
cogency to which reason ap
peals compels a certain conclu
sion exclusively by the force of
logic, thus doing away with the
involvement of free will in a
moral act. The pursuit of free
dom of choice is, according to
Dostoyevsky, inherent in human
nature. In this respect, man is
motivated either by destructive
wilfulness, asserting his free
dom in every possible way, or
by a feeling or admiration for
the beautiful. But Dostoyevsky
was aware of the duality of
beauty, and believed that only
the conscience aspiring to an
ideal personality, which is em
bodied in the image of Christ, is
able to distinguish between
good and evil. God-personality
alone can atone for human suf
fering and meet the human
need for perfection, salvation
and well-being of both the en
tire world and each individual,
lending meaning to man’s exist
ence and immortality. Dos
toyevsky recognized only man’s
free love of God, which is

neither forced by fear nor en
slaved by a miracle. Accepting
the religious conception of evil,
Dostoyevsky as a keen observer
nonetheless pointed out its con
crete manifestations in the life
of his day. This is individualism
and wilfulness, despotism and
coercion, regardless of the ends
(satisfaction of personal pride
or the achievement of universal
happiness) which guided the
bearers of these qualities. This
is corruptness and cruelty. Dos
toyevsky’s efforts to link a hu
manistic social ideal with per
sonal self-improvement are
contradictory. His ethics is
based on the unconditional will
to assert the absolute. Although
contradictory but profoundly
humanistic and sensitive to
human suffering, the ethics of
Dostoyevsky exerted, and still
exerts, a strong influence on
moral consciousness and the
philosophical thought of our
time. Owing to its complexity,
there exist different, including
mutually exclusive, views on the
ethics of Dostoyevsky. His ethi
cal views are reflected, apart
from his “Letters”, in “Notes
from the Underground” (1864),
“Crime
and
Punishment”

DUTY

(1866), “The Idiot” (1868),
“The Possessed” (1871-1872),
“A Raw Youth” (1875), “The
Brothers Karamazov” (18791880) and “An Author’s Diary”
(1876-1881).

DUTY, one of the main ca
tegories of ethics-, it implies a
moral obligation equally bind
ing on all people being trans
formed into one’s personal task
and formulated with reference
to one’s specific situation at a
given moment. Whereas a
moral precept expresses the at
titude of society towards its in
dividual members (it is formu
lated by society and demanded
of its members), duty appears
as an attitude of an individual
towards society. In this respect,
the individual is an active
bearer of definite moral obliga
tions to society, who is aware of
them and fulfills them. The ca
tegory of duty is closely linked
to other concepts charac
terizing the moral activity of the
individual, such as responsi
bility, self-consciousness, con
science, and motive. The inter
pretation of the nature and
origins of duty has been one of
the most difficult problems in
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the history of ethics. The foun
dations and sources of duty
were alternately sought in di
vine commandments, in the a
priori law of morals (Categori
cal imperative), and in man’s
natural pursuit of pleasure and
happiness (Hedonism, Eudaemonism). There were also
different answers to the ques
tion who and what, in the final
analysis, has the right to define
the substance of duty: society
(Socio-approbative
theories),
God (Neo-Protestantism), con
science (Fichte), or moral feel
ings (Moral sense, theories of).
Consequently, the authority of a
particular kind (Authoritarian
ism) was proclaimed as the
basis of duty. The advocates of
existentialism arrived at an ex
tremely subjectivistic conclu
sion, whereby it is altogether
unimportant what man does
and m what he sees his duty.
The only thing that counts is
that he follows his personal in
tentions. The question of the
principles of duty also re
mained unresolved. The advo
cates of deontological intuitionism believe that when man per
forms his duty only the action
itself is important and not the
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motives behind it. The adher
ents of another trend (Moral
goodness, theory of) were of an
opposite view, attributing de
cisive importance to the nature
of the motive. In Marxist ethics,
the problem of duty is exam
ined as part of a general ques
tion of the origin and substan
tiation of the requirements of
morality. However people may
view the origin of these require
ments, moral precepts, ulti
mately, always reflect the laws
of the objective process of so
cial development which, in a
certain way, are materialized in
the needs of a society, a class
and individuals. In compre
hending the category of duty,
production, civic, political
party and other obligations
(professional duty, military
duty, etc.) should be distin
guished from moral duty as
such implying an unconditional
respect for human dignity in
every person, the assertion of
humanism. Moral duty is not
reduced to a simple sanctioning
of obligations stemming from
one’s specific social status and
particular interests. It only es
tablishes a critical attitude to
these obligations from the view

point of universal moral values
(Universal and class elements in
morality). Therefore, the rela
tionship between moral duty
and empirical obligations of in
dividuals is often rather
strained and pregnant with con
flict (e.g., military duty requires
the killing of the enemy, while
moral duty is based on the im
perative, “Thou shalt not kill”).
The socio-utilitarian orientation
in ethics is rather inclined to
elevate various practical inter
ests and the benefit of society to
a moral principle and an obliga
tory moral duty. However, as it
turns out, more instrumental is
the conception of morality as
the supreme expression of so
cial interests thereby imbuing it
with a value of its own. To un
derstand moral duty, it is im
portant to answer the question:
who has the right to define the
substance of moral duty? Only
society as a whole is capable of
developing general moral re
quirements on the basis of the
collective experience of the
people. However, the task of
solving a moral problem as ap
plied to a particular concrete
situation is placed primarily on
the one who fulfils these re-

DUTY

quirements, i.e., on each mem
ber of society. On the one hand,
each person must himself be
aware of the objective sub
stance of his moral duty, and no
reference to a social authority
or a generally accepted opinion
can justify erroneous under
standing of one’s duty. On the
other hand, a person’s responsi
bility to his conscience is ulti
mately expressed in his respon
sibility to society, which gives
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public opinion the right to
judge whether the given person
understands his duty correctly.
But the limits of responsibility
of society and the individual in
this respect are specified by
concrete historical conditions,
with the general trend in the
evolution of social morals being
directed towards greater per
sonal responsibility of each
member of society.

E
ECOLOGICAL ETHICS, most
widespread name of the trend
in contemporary non-Marxist
philosophy of morality which
emerged in the mid-1970’s in
connection with the discussion
of the causes and consequences
of the ecological crisis and at
tempts to find socially accept
able ways to resolve it. Ecologi
cal ethics is represented by the
oreticians of various world-view
orientations (Daniel G. Kozlov
sky, George H. Kieffer, Jan
Tinbergen, et al.) who are all
equally anxious concerning the
negative consequences of man’s
influence on the environment
and question the very possibility
of human civilization’s further
progress, preservation of the
environment, survival of people
as a biological species. Propo
nents of ecological ethics, un
like theoreticians dealing pri
marily with socio-economic and

political aspects of global prob
lems, concentrate on their
moral and ethical aspects,
stressing the wide gap between
ecological and ethical develop
ment. They regard discussion of
global problems in isolation
from moral imperatives, ethical
values and orientations as fruit
less. Representatives of eco
logical ethics are unanimous in
their conviction that presentday ecological problems de
mand a new approach to the
environment, one based on
ethics orientated towards the
future and establishing an or
ganic link between man and na
ture (Attitude to nature). This
ethics has different names: the
global ethics (Tinbergen), the
new international moral order
(Ervin Laszlo), the new ethics.
Many scholars prefer to call it
ecological ethics (Kieffer, Koz
lovsky, et al.) appealing to such

EGOISM

ecological values as survival, se
curity, satisfaction of people’s
vital needs (food, clothing,
housing), improving the quality
of life, etc. The ideas of ecologi
cal ethics are expounded in the
following works: D.G. Kozlov
sky, “Ecological and Evolution
ary Ethic” (1974), G.H. Kieffer,
“Bioethics” (1979), in the works
of the representatives of the
Club of Rome. In recent years
these problems have been ex
tensively discussed by Soviet
scholars and writers.

EDUCATION,
moral,
Moral education.

see

EGOISM [L ego I], a principle
of life and a moral quality which
characterize a person from the
standpoint of his attitude to so
ciety and other people. It im
plies, in choosing one’s line of
conduct, giving preference to
one’s interest as regards the in
terests of society and other
people. Egoism is an undis
guised manifestation of individ
ualism. It was usually regarded
as a negative quality in the histoiy of morality, although a cer
tain positive sense was some
times attributed to it. Along
7*
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with the appearance of private
property, when primitive-com
munal relations disintegrated,
egoism became a widespread
social phenomenon. It acquires
particular significance in bour
geois society when private
property relations matured. Pri
vate enterprise, serving egoistic
purposes, is in fact the only
kind of socially useful activities
(Usefulness) for a capitalist.
That is why a bourgeois, on the
one hand, cultivates his egoism,
while, on the other, views the
accumulation of capital as a
kind of charity he renders to so
ciety. This paves the way for
ethical theories advocating ego
ism (Egoism, theories of). Capi
talist relations mould the psy
chology of egoism not only
among the ruling class, but to a
considerable extent among the
petty bourgeoisie and even
among working people. In cer
tain periods of historical devel
opment, the principle of egoism
played a relatively progressive
role. For instance, from the Re
naissance up to the estab
lishment of capitalist relations
literature, art and philosophy
displayed heightened interest in
egoism, treating it as the right
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EGOISM,

THEORIES

of every individual to happiness
{Eudaemonism, Hedonism). It
played a certain role in lib
erating people’s consciousness
from medieval religious ideas of
the earthly life as something
transitory and low, in recogniz
ing the individual’s dignity, in
awareness of one’s interests and
legitimate pursuit of happiness.
As capitalist relations took firm
root, the essence of private en
terprise became ever more pro
nounced in distorting relations
between people. Socialist mor
ality counterposes to egoism
the principle of collectivism,
striving for harmonious combi
nation of social and personal
interests, concern for people,
comradely mutual assistance.
However, the isolation of inter
ests and alienation of the work
ing people from group and na
tional goals, also create objec
tive prerequisites for the repro
duction of egoism under social
ism. The elimination of egoism
is facilitated by the large-scale
improvement in the quality of
life, the harmonization of social
relations and creation of condi
tions for free and profitable ac
tivities of man which contribute
to social progress and pros

OF

perity. Egoism as a negative
moral quality should not be
confused with an absolutely
natural specific characteristic
of man which consists in realiz
ing his personal requirements
and interests in his behaviour.

EGOISM, THEORIES OF,
ethical concepts according to
which man is free to be guided
in his activities solely by self-in
terest, egoism being the basic
principle of moral behaviour.
The theory of egoism is both a
philosophical teaching of the
nature of man and his innate
drive for pleasure, to avoid suf
ferings and take care of his pri
vate interests, and an ethical
teaching
postulating
that
people should pursue personal
interest in their moral activities.
The thought that man is an ego
ist by nature and that any mor
ality must proceed from this
premise has been known since
the times of antique philosophy
{Democritus, Epicurus, see He
donism, Eudaemonism). These
views were finally formed in the
ethics of the 17th and 18th cen
turies {Spinoza, Mandeville,
French materialists) which was
an attempt to create morality

EMOTIONAL - VOLITIONAL THEORIES OF MORAL VALUE

based exclusively on people’s
earthly interests and directed
against feudal Christian mor
ality with its belief in God and
the rejection of worldly plea
sures. The ethics of French ma
terialists was named the theory
of “rational egoism”. Its es
sence consists in the following:
since man in his activities is ca
pable of pursuing only his pri
vate interests, he should not be
taught to reject his egoism, but
to take a rational view of his in
terests and to follow his natural
requirements. Provided society
is organized in the same rea
sonable way, personal interests
of individuals will not come into
conflict with the interests of
other people and society at
large but, conversely, will serve
them. The ideas of “rational
egoism” were formulated in
their entirety in the works of
Helvetius, their nature being
specifically bourgeois. In fact,
they idealized the private entre
preneur who, in pursuing his
own interests, at the same time
is objectively serving the inter
est of society by providing the
population with
necessary
goods and services. Feuerbach,
German materialist philos
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opher of the 19th century, pro
pagated similar ideas. The Rus
sian revolutionary democrat,
Chernyshevsky, was also an ad
herent of the theory of “rational
egoism” in its extreme, revol
utionary variety. Chernyshev
sky, in his ethics, emphasized
the individual’s service to so
ciety. Man’s conscious subject
ing of his aspirations to the
needs of the revolutionary
struggle is, to his mind, precise
ly what best suits his personal
interest. The characters of
Chernyshevsky’s novel, “What
Is to Be Done?”, are guided by
this very principle of “rational
egoism” with its idea of self
sacrifice. Such an interpretation
of personal interest Was con
nected with anthropological
philosophy which traced the
sources of morality in man as
such, outside the context of so
ciety.
EMOTIONAL - VOLITIONAL
THEORIES
OF
MORAL
VALUE, a trend in contempor
ary non-Marxist ethics and axi
ology, all the varieties of which
are characterized by subjectiveidealist interpretation of the na
ture of moral values as the
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determined psychological atti
tude of the agent to the object.
US philosophers Wilbut M.
Urban, David M. Prall, John R.
Reid, Clarence I. Lewis, James
B. Pratt are typical repre
sentatives of this trend. Suppor
ters of emotional-volitional the
ories believe that the moral
value of the object (an act, the
character of a person or a phe
nomenon), is not associated
with its own distinctive proper
ties, but is the result of the
agent’s (the person evaluating
this phenomenon) psychologi
cal attitude to it. This attitude
itself is of an emotional-voli
tional nature, i.e., is the sum
total of man’s desires, emotions,
inclinations and needs. Conse
quently, the significance of phe
nomena and objects for man is
deduced from ms subjective at
titude to them. Social and class
origins of moral judgements is
substituted by purely psycho
logical ones which depend ex
clusively on the emotional-voli
tional type of the individual. In
reality, people’s attitude to the
phenomena around them is al
ways socially conditioned, as
they play a certain role in man’s
vital activities, have objective

social significance independent
of his consciousness. Psycho
logical interpretation of the na
ture of moral values leads the
theorists of this trend not only
to subjectivism, but to relativism
as well; i.e., to the conclusion
that the value of a particular
moral phenomenon is valid only
within the limits of a concrete
situation and changes depend
ing on the psychology of the
subject who is evaluating it.
EMOTIONS, an affective form
of manifestation of moral feel
ings (should be distinguished
from the volitional form—in
ducement). Whereas a feeling is
a stable attitude of man to
something (love for one’s
Motherland or for another per
son), emotion is a feeling ex
perienced at a certain moment
in a specific situation. Psycho
logy and physiology study emo
tion as a process (changes in
heartbeat and in lungs, rush of
blood, contraction of muscles,
intensification or suppression
of usual reactions, changes in
facial expression, intonation,
gestures, etc.). Ethics deals
solely with the social content of
emotions (it studies how they

ENDS
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reflect man’s attitude to society
and affect his behaviour). Such
feelings as approval, censure,
satisfaction, joy, sympathy, dis
satisfaction, antipathy, as well
as anger, shame, aversion, in
dignation can be classified as
moral emotions, but only pro
vided the individual’s moral
evaluation of his own or other
people’s actions is present in it.

EMOTIVISM, see Neopositiv
ism.

ENDS AND MEANS. The
problem of ends and means in
ethics is a reflection of the con
tradictions of class society
where, as Engels stated, “in the
majority of instances the
numerous desired ends cross
and conflict with one another,
or these ends themselves are
from the outset incapable of
realization or the means of at
taining them are insufficient”
(Engels). Humanists of the
East, and especially philosopers of the Enlightenment
(Rousseau, Schiller, et al.), re
peatedly noted that all material
and spiritual cultural progress
goes, in the final analysis,
against man. The moral con

MEANS
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sciousness of society has com
prehended this fact in its own
way, noting that good goals and
elevated ideals being realized
even partially often lead to re
sults which are morally evil. In
its turn evil, including base mo
tives, becomes a motive force of
social progress and testifies to
its contradictory character and
anti-humanism. The paradox of
the contradiction between ends
and means is usually explained
by the argument that immoral
methods are applied to achieve
moral aims. From this point of
view it would seem that it is im
possible to combine ethics, the
doctrine of ultimate ends, with
politics, the practical ways of
achieving them (Morality and
politics'). Theoreticians of mor
ality often concluded from this
that any means may be justified
by a good end (Jesuitism, Ma
chiavellianism). Other thinkers
came to the opposite conclu
sion—that good ends should be
attained only by good means,
and that the task of morality is
only to deal with ways and
methods of achieving a desired
end. The ends themselves are
assessed for the most part out
side the sphere of morals. If the
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results of historical movements
of the past seem anti-humanis
tic, then the reason for this is
not just unfit means. Bourgeois
ideals of freedom and equality
realized in practice contain new
forms of inequality and exploi
tation. The divergence of ends
and means examined in its his
torical essence indicates that
humanity is still at the stage
when the means of some groups
of people are attained by sacri
ficing the benefit of the others.
The historical experience of the
socialist movement proved
more than once that the use, let
it be forced and limited in scale,
of inhuman means deforms
even the most beautiful ends.
That is why it is important that
a concrete historical appraisal
of particular ends and corre
sponding means proceeding
from “what could be done”
should be supplemented and
corrected by a humanistic
moral appraisal based on “what
should be done”.

ENGELS, Frederick (18201895), Marx’s friend and com
rade-in-arms, created the Mar
xist doctrine together with him.
Engels, from the very begin

ning, interpreted philosophical
and ethical problems in the
context of criticism of class so
ciety, capitalist society in the
first place. Having gradually
overcome the influence of
moral utopian criticism of the
Young
Hegelians,
Engels
adopted the standpoint of
scientific historicism. By the
1840’s the starting point of his
ethical programme becomes
such a change in the character
of man’s activities which will
help to do away with “the inner
dichotomy of labour” (Karl
Marx and Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Vol. 3, Pro
gress Publishers, Moscow, 1975,
p. 430). Engels counterposes to
the latter people’s free activity
in the future communist society,
where “labour becomes its own
reward” (ibid., p. 431). Advanc
ing the task of “the inde
pendent creation—voluntarily
and by its own effort—of a new
world based on purely human
and moral social relationships”
(ibid., p. 464), Engels gives his
first though yet general outline
of the communist ideal, how
ever, not devoid of anthro
pocentrism and even anthropo
theism, the elevation of man to

ENGELS

the role of the supreme crite
rion. In “The Holy Family”
written jointly with Marx
(1845), Engels formulates an
important principle of Marxist
philosophy as follows: “‘history’
is not, as it were, a person
apart, using man as a means...,
history is nothing but the activ
ity of man...” (Vol. 4, p. 93). En
gels contrasts bourgeois mor
ality which, as well as law, is the
result of abstract interpretation
of man (ibid., p. 193) with com
munist morality inseparable
from the struggle for man’s in
tegrity (All-round integrated de
velopment of the personality'). In
his work “The Condition of the
Working-Class in England”,
(1845) he criticizes bourgeois
education for its flabbiness,
subservience and resignation to
one’s fate (Vol. 4, p. 527). In
“The German Ideology” written
jointly with Marx (1845-1846),
the historical nature of mor
ality, its links with concrete so
cial formations, classes, etc., is
retraced, and morality and ide
ology of class society subjected
to criticism. At the same time,
Engels and Marx do not separ
ate the concept of the moral
agent from concrete persons
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and come out against turning it
into social forms in isolation
from the real human activities
engendering them (ibid., Vol. 6,
p. 48). In his “Ludwig Feuer
bach and the End of Classical
German Philosophy” (Ch. Ill,
1886) Engels criticized, from
the standpoint of historicism,
Feuerbach’s abstract moralistic
ethical conception and his at
tempt to create a new religion.
In “Anti-Duhring” (1877-1878),
he examined the problem of the
correlation of the class essence
of morality and universal moral
standards. “All moral theories
have been hitherto the product
... of the economic conditions of
society obtaining at the time.
And as society has hitherto
moved in class antagonisms,
morality has always been class
morality. It has either justified
the domination and the inter
ests of the ruling class, or, ever
since the oppressed class be
came powerful enough, it has
represented its indignation
against this domination and the
future interests of the op
pressed. ...A really human mor
ality which stands above class
antagonisms and above any re
collection of them becomes
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possible only at a stage of so
ciety which has not only over
come class antagonisms ... but
has even forgotten them in
practical life” (ibid., Vol. 25,
pp. 87-88). However, to reduce
morality to purely functional,
class and official phenomena is
equally erroneous as this leads
to relativism, to the negation of
the progress of moral reason
together with the whole spiri
tual culture of humanity. Engels
laid the foundations of the
critique of economic material
ism, in particular, of its most
vulgar trends which interpreted
morality as an appendage of the
economic social organism in
isolation from human activities,
thus confining moral criteria to
the criterion of usefulness and
functional expediency. Engels
demonstrated that the restora
tion of the sovereign right of
every human being to have
moral judgements of his living
conditions is a realistic objec
tive of remaking the world.
ENVY, a resentful, hostile feel
ing towards the success, popu
larity, moral superiority or pref
erential status of another per
son. Envy appears in man on

the basis of self-love (Egoism)
and its related ambition and
vanity. The feeling of envy im
pairs the individual and the in
terrelationships between peo
ple (e.g. it evokes in man a
desire to see another meet
failure or misfortune or bring
discredit on himself, and fre
quently
induces
immoral
deeds). Socialist morality con
trasts to the feeling of envy mu
tual assistance in attaining a
common goal.

EPICTETUS
(c.
50-138),
Roman Stoic philosopher, orig
inally a slave; a follower of Musonius Rufus, a Roman Stoic.
His independent activity came
to an end in the nineties after
Emperor Domitian banned all
philosophical schools in the
city. After that, he lived and
studied in Nikopolis ad Istrum
(Epirus) in Greece for the rest
of his life. Like many Greek
philosophers, he did not write
treatises. His “Discourses of
Epictetus” and “Encheiridion”
(“Manual”) recorded by his
pupil Arrianus, came down to
us. Epictetus, as primarily a
preacher of morality, did not
work out its theory. He dwelled

EPICTETUS

on individual freedom as the
highest good making man
happy (such is the eudaemonism of Stoics) in more detail
than other representatives of
Stoicism. He who disposes only
of what is within his powers can
be called free: “And when you
are thus prepared and thus
exercised ... to keep your
desire, to keep your aversion
carefully turned to this point;
whom have you any longer to
fear?” Man is not the master of
his wealth and body (he can be
stripped of his property and
made a slave). Thought and will
are man’s genuine property. He
is quite free at this point. What
ever happens is inevitable.
Therefore, one should cou
rageously endure misfortunes
without a murmur. Good and
evil are not inherent in things,
but in the soul. It is not the
events themselves that make
man depressed, but the views of
them. Epictetus argued that in
conditions of slavery free will
and outward welfare are incom
patible. Hence one should re
nounce everything for the sake
of spiritual independence and
peace of mind. Thus, Epicte
tus’s ideal is negative, ascetic
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freedom, which in fact is non
freedom, for man is unable to
develop himself and reveal his
worth renouncing the social
and cultural wealth of the ma
terial world created by society.
To live according to Epictetus’s
precepts, means to live in har
mony with nature —with the
world reason and the laws of
truth and good, i.e., in harmony
with God whose providence is
in everybody. It is exactly this
community with God which
helps the individual to distin
guish good from evil by intui
tion. Epictetus’s ideas of the
value of any labour, of every
body’s equality in the face of
God, his condemnation of
cruelty and luxury, reflected his
opposition to the slave-owning
system. According to Epictetus,
the essence of philosophy is its
practical significance. He him
self led a truly ascetic and stoic
life. He did not even let his de
scendants know his name
(“epictetus” means one’s “pur
chase” or “slave”). Although
Epictetus did not recognize the
immortality of the soul, still
other aspects of his teaching
exercised considerable in
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fluence over the followers of
Christian morality.
EPICUREANISM, a trend in
the history of ethics and moral
teachings; a moral principle; an
eudaemonic trend in ethics
often treated in the spirit of he
donism. Named after Epicunis,
the Greek philosopher who
taught that bliss and pleasure
are the highest good and that
all moral virtues are associated
with attaining it. In his view,
pleasure-seeking and avoidance
of pain are inherent in every liv
ing creature and implanted in
the human soul by nature itself.
Epicurus’s doctrine opposed
individualistic treatment of
morality to its religious justifi
cation which canonized tradi
tional principles of Greek so
ciety of those days and saw the
sources of morality in the
human being rather than in
God’s power. The teaching of
Epicurus was later misrep
resented as pleasure-seeking
and a corresponding way of life.

EPICURUS (341-270 B.C.),
Greek materialist philosopher,
founder of Epicureanism, the
individualistic ethics which

evolved from the ideas of eudaemonism of Democritus. He
founded a school in Athens
known as “The Garden” (c. 307
B.C.) and inscribed over the
gate: “Wonderer, you’ll be fine
here; the highest good here is
pleasure.” Epicurus rejected
the supernatural origin of moral
feelings, seeking their source in
man himself, in his natural, in
born desire to attain pleasure
and to avoid pain. Virtue is
merely a means to achieve
bliss—the supreme purpose of
moral life. Epicurus’s ethics is
based on hedonism. However,
emphasizing the sensuous na
ture of pleasure, he gave pref
erence to those pleasures which
bring a stable feeling of happi
ness, i.e., spiritual bliss rather
than transient and momentary
bodily pleasures. The highest
good, that is happiness, is
achieved, according to Epicu
rus, by means of wisdom which
teaches one to live in conform
ity with nature rationally com
prehended by man, the peace
of the mind brought by avoid
ance of unnecessary fears and
desires in private and public
life, and by friendship uniting
like-minded persons. Epicurus

EQUALITY

approved reasonable bodily
pleasures and believed that only
a man capable, if necessary, of
confining himself to only natu
ral and necessary pleasures can
hope to attain happiness. How
ever, he attributed more im
portance to the absence of pain
caused by intemperance than to
pleasures. Hence his teaching
of ataraxia—freedom from dis
turbance, the highest bliss being
attained by avoiding one’s pas
sions and desires. Only a wise
man who overcomes all suffer
ings through his lofty spirit and
lives without inner contradic
tions is really happy. Epicurus’s
life is a model combination of
one’s behaviour and principles.
In his school, there was a rule:
do as if the teacher himself
were observing you. His ethics
is fairly democratic since every
body is able to understand and
follow its directions. There
were women and slaves among
his pupils. Major works: “Main
Thoughts”, “Letter to Menoeceus”.

EQUALITY (in morality), a for
mal principle of morality pro
viding for moral imperatives
equally applying to all people
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irrespective of their social
status and conditions of life. In
personal terms, this principle
stipulates that man must assess
other people’s acts applying the
same criteria as he uses to
evaluate himself. One of the
first attempts to formulate the
principle of equality in morality
was the golden rule. In modem
times, this principle was formu
lated by Kant (Categorical im
perative). Moreover, equality
does not imply that one ident
ifies oneself with another indi
vidual but recognizes that indi
vidual’s self-value (Schopen
hauer). The idea of equality re
ceives its normative expression
in the principle of altruism and
in corresponding necessity for
compassion (pity), mercy and
involvement (Soloviev). In mod
em ethics, the principle of
equality has been expounded by
the
neopositivist
Richard
Mervyn Hare who holds that it
is applicable to any moral re
quirements. Any morality that
has ever existed in human his
tory formally based its princi
ples equally bearing upon a
multitude of people. However,
together with society’s evol
ution, the content of the prin
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ciple of equality in morality
kept changing. As historical ex
perience demonstrates, moral
equality can be realized only
given a certain socio-political
and cultural status of the
people which is characterized
by economic and political inde
pendence, possibilities to raise
one’s educational and profes
sional level, spiritual develop
ment with the sine qua non
being responsibility of each
member of the society for the
results of his or her actions.
ESCHATOLOGY [Gk eschatos
last, logos learning], religious
doctrine concerning the ulti
mate fate of the world. Accord
ing to Christian dogma, the his
tory of mankind is a composi
tion of the following basic as
pects: God created man in His
own image, gave him moral law
and freedom of the will, thus
making him responsible for his
actions. Adam and Eve com
mitted disobedience (the Fall)
and God doomed the whole of
humanity to eternal punish
ment. Jesus Christ sent by Him
to Earth redeemed mankind
(Redemption) thus making
possible the future salvation of

man from sin in the “Kingdom
of God” which will come after
the Day of Judgement when the
righteous will be separated
from sinners. Conclusions of
moral significance are drawn
from these mythological ideas:
man should rely in his moral ac
tivities on God’s mercy rather
than on his own power (Hu
mility). The supreme moral
sanction is that virtue is re
warded and sin is punished in
the next world, not here on
Earth (Retribution). Although
man is free, he cannot but sm,
as he has inherited the original
sin. A deadly sin is not the viol
ation of moral rules, but arrog
ance (Pride), one’s claims that
he has overcome sin and
achieved moral perfection.

ETHICAL AND AESTHETIC,
THE. Any social phenomenon,
man’s acts or motives are both
of aesthetic and ethical import
ance (value) and can be evalu
ated, on the one hand, as beau
tiful or ugly and, on the other,
as good or evil. Moreover,
moral and beautiful have long
since been conceived, both by
social and individual conscious
ness, as an organic unity. Such

ETHICAL AND AESTHETIC, THE

interpenetration of the two
relatively independent concepts
reflects the most important
value orientation elaborated by
social consciousness in the
course of its historical evol
ution. From the humanistic
standpoint, only that which is
ethical, moral, which elevates
and ennobles man is beautiful,
whereas the ethical cannot be
recognized as morally good if it
is not inherently connected with
beauty. It is precisely this inner
affinity, essential unity of ethi
cal and aesthetic spheres that
produced the specific meaning
of the concepts of “lofty”,
“base”, “heroic”, etc., where
ethical and aesthetic evalu
ations of a phenomenon or an
act are inseparable. However,
the dialectics of interrelations
between the ethical and the
aesthetic is not confined to
their unity. Relations between
these two spheres may acquire
a rather complex and often ex
tremely contradictory nature in
a concrete historical context.
The conflicts between the ethi
cal and the aesthetic gave rise
to a number of theories and
concepts which contrast one
sphere to the other as if they
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were basically alien and incom
patible forms of people’s acti
vities. Marxist ethics regards
contradictions between the
ethical and the aesthetic pri
marily as a product of abnormal
social conditions, disharmony
between the real and the ideal,
natural and spiritual, internal
and external in people’s acti
vities themselves. As regards
the sphere of individual beha
viour and relations between
Hie it is manifested, in parir, in the underestimation
of the form of an act or a con
tact which can be either polite
or rude (Politeness, Rudeness),
elegant or vulgar, or, on the
contrary, in disregard for the
meaningful aspect of conduct
and communication most vis
ually demonstrated by “pure”
forms of the ethical and the
aesthetic (Etiquette, Fashion).
The ethical can also conflict
with the aesthetic when a per
son likes or takes pleasure in
what is morally defective or im
moral (e.g., approval of the spe
cimens of so-called mass cul
ture with its cult of violence,
cruelty, sexual perversion and
the like). Vice, vulgarity, spiri
tual poverty and narrow-min
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dedness often hide their true
essence behind a mask of sur
face polish, good manners and
words. The difference between
real beauty and the imaginary
one can be revealed in its atti
tude to good, i.e., through its
human content proper. Moral
evaluation of a fact, an event or
an act, is an organic component
in the structure of the aesthetic
description of any social phe
nomenon. Thus, the ethical and
the aesthetic are two sides of a
single whole in man viewed in
the context of his multiform ties
with concrete historical and so
cial realities. Thus, the real
basis of “accord” as well as
“discord” between the ethical
and the aesthetic should be
found in man himself. The con
tradictions which misrepresent
the meaning of the ethical and
the aesthetic can be overcome
and all forms of actual aliena
tion removed, provided there
are necessary preconditions for
the all-round integrated develop
ment of the personality. Art
plays an important role in re
vealing the real dialectics of the
ethical and the aesthetic.

ETHICAL SOCIALISM, libe
ral bourgeois concept accord
ing to which the essence of so
cialism is not its political and
socio-economic relations but
moral values. Its basic ideas
were first formulated at the
turn of the century in the works
of Neo-Kantianists of the Mar
burg School—Hermann Cohen,
Paul Natorp, Rudolf Stammler,
Karl Vorlander, as well as Leo
nard Nelson and others, who
substitute the principles of
idealistic ethics for (or supple
ment them to) the theory of
scientific socialism. Emphasiz
ing that socialism is the sphere
of imperatives, the kingdom of
purposes, they replaced the ma
terialist interpretation of his
tory by the Kantian theory of
practical reason. They believed
it was Kant who first substan
tiated from the standpoint of
ethics the socialist idea of soli
darity
and
respect
for
everyone’s dignity, in his formu
lae of the categorical imperative
(which teaches that man must
regard mankind, both in himself
and in anyone else, always as an
end and never as a means).
They held that Kant thus pro
moted the elaboration of an
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ethical ideal suitable for every
body irrespective of his materi
al, social and class interests.
Ethics, in their view, must be a
kind of social education which
would help to eliminate class
conflicts and consolidate so
ciety.

ETHICS [Gk ethika, from ethos
custom, habit, character], a
philosophical discipline, the
science of morality. Ethics is
one of the oldest theoretical
disciplines that appeared as an
inalienable and, according to
many thinkers, most important
part of philosophy. The term
ethics was introduced by Aris
totle to designate the teaching
of morality. As distinct from
everyday moral consciousness
formed spontaneously in the
process of people’s social prac
tice, ethics as a philosophical
science appeared as a result of
the separation of mental-the
oretical activities from materi
al-practical activities, i.e., with
the division of society into
classes. Ethics was to resolve in
theory the same kind of practi
cal moral problems man had to
face in reality (what is proper
conduct, what is to be con
8
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sidered good and evil, etc.).
Thus, since antiquity, ethics has
been usually regarded as practi
cal philosophy, unlike purely
theoretical knowledge. Any the
oretical knowledge has, in the
final analysis, practical signific
ance. It not only equips man
with means and methods of re
making the world, but also
deals with a world outlook, im
parts justification to the pur
poses of practical activities. The
above pertains not only to
ethics, but to philosophy in
general, as well as to other hu
manitarian sciences. The spe
cific character of ethics in this
case, is that the aims mentioned
above are formulated as the
ideas of the imperative, of good
and evil, as ideals, moral princi
ples and standards of conduct,
as the teaching of man’s pre
destination and the purpose of
his life. Two kinds of problems
have gradually become discern
ible in ethics: those concerning
how man should act {Normative
ethics') and theoretical aspects
of the origins and essence of
morality. It was exactly its nor
mative nature that determined
the specific character of ethics
and its special place in the sys
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tem of scientific knowledge.
The traditional task of ethics
was not only to describe and ex
plain morality but above all to
teach it, i.e., to offer an ideal
model of relations between
people which is free from alie
nation between the individual
and the community and in
which happiness is identified
with good. Various ideal mod
els were opposed to reality as if
offsetting its imperfections and
constituted a kind of a spiritual
“niche” which often distracted
the minds of individuals from
the worries of everyday life.
The practical implementation
of those models was associated
with man’s rising above empiri
cal passions and goals and re
nouncing them. This was clearly
revealed, for instance, in the
ideas of asceticism, in contrast
ing duty and inclinations. Ethics
attempted by means of its nor
mative programmes to sub
jugate a specific man to an ab
stract man. It came into conflict
with real individuals whose real
life could not be squeezed into
the suggested normative con
fines. And the more substan
tiated and logically impeccable
were the moralistic systems, the

less they were able to impel real
people to rise to the level of a
moral ideal. Having initiated its
irreconcilable
confrontation
with real life, which was quite a
justifiable negation of the im
morality of class society, ethics
actually doomed itself to the
lack of practical results. The
contradiction between the
claims of ethics to the role of
practical philosophy and the
unreality of its ideals, was fully
revealed in modern times. Pro
fessional philosophical ethics
objectively faced the need to
choose between the lofty moral
ideals deprived of real basis
and real life devoid of moral
merits. And ethics made its
choice in favour of life by criti
cizing morality as a form of
consciousness alienated from
man and hostile to him. Kierke
gaard and Nietzsche, each in his
own way, were the heralds of
ethical anti-normativism. Their
teaching of the affirmation of
empirical individuals by viola
ting moral standards was fur
ther elaborated in irrationalist
philosophy, above all in existen
tialism. A specific variety of
anti-normativism is substan
tiated within the framework of
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positivist philosophy. In par
ticular, in its neopositivist ver
sion (Neopositivism), it denies
scientific approval to moral
standards by erecting an in
superable barrier between facts
and values. It reduces ethical
judgements to a strictly verified
content seeing in it an instru
ment which can prevent the
turning of morality into an arti
ficial ideological structure. In
other words, it proclaims a
value-wise neutrality of ethics
as a science. Anti-normativism
is a typical feature of the West
ern ethics of the 19th and par
ticularly the 20th century but
does not exhaust its content.
There are ethical schools,
which would at times gather
strength and even move to the
fore (as is the case now), more
directly and harmoniously
linked with classical ethics (e.g.
ethical doctrines within the
framework of philosophic an
thropology,
phenomenology,
naturalistic schools). Recent
years witnessed the turn of
ethics towards applied ethics
(bioethics, the ethics of science,
of business, etc.). The attitude
°f Marxism to ethics is associ
ated with its overall philosophi
8«
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cal and historical position, and
first of all with the philosophi
cal concept of practice and the
social ideal of communism. In
stead of construing ethicalmoral ideals which are not far
from the reality and supple
ment its defects, Marxism sets
the task of perfecting reality it
self, harmoniously combining
moral and pragmatic motiva
tions and synthesizing good and
happiness. Marxism differs
from the ethics of the past not
in that it sees the direct content
of morality and ethical concepts
(such as goodness, duty, happi
ness) in a different light but be
cause it views them in an entire
ly new dimension, that of thenpractical implementation. It
substantiates the prospect of
non-alienated morality coincid
ing with life transformed along
communist lines. It proceeds
from the moral resolvement of
the socio-practical problems to
the practical solution of moral
problems by society. An alter
native of either an immoral re
ality or unreal morality, is over
come in Marxism by postulating
a moral reality. In a sense, this
approach to morality could be
regarded as an outright repudi
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ation of traditional ethics. “One
therefore cannot deny the jus
tice of Sombart’s remark that
‘in Marxism itself there is not a
grain of ethics from beginning
to end’; theoretically, it subor
dinates the ‘ethical standpoint’
to the ‘principle of causality5; in
practice it reduces it to the
class struggle” (Lenin). The
analysis of the specific course
of the struggle for the humanis
tic transformation of social re
lations, the course which sub
stantially specified and put off
the initial forecasts, and par
ticularly the contradictory ex
perience of socialist develop
ment, revealed a need to make
use of the social potential of
morality as a relatively autono
mous form of consciousness
and to create, on the basis of
Marxism, ethics proper. There
exist many versions of Marxist
ethics which differ, among
other things, depending on
what
spiritual
traditions,
besides Marxism, they rest on.
Thus, in his discourse on ethics,
Georgi Plekhanov addresses
the utilitarianism of enlighten
ment; Karl Kautsky appeals to
Darvinism, Gyorgy Lukacs, to
the Hegelian philosophy and

Eduard Bernstein, to Kantian
ism. In the Soviet Union, ethics
existed for a long period within
the framework of party journal
ism and pedagogics. As a rela
tively independent branch of
knowledge, it began to evolve
beginning from the 1960’s. In
Soviet philosophic literature,
the comprehension of ethics
covers many aspects: the phil
osophical analysis of morality,
normative ethics, the history of
ethical doctrines, the theory of
moral education, as well as the
general methodological prob
lems of professional and ap
plied ethics, the problems of so
ciology and psychology of mor
ality. The basis of ethics is the
teaching of the nature of mor
ality as a specific social phe
nomenon and form of social
consciousness, of the role of
morality in society, of the laws
of the evolution of moral ideas
reflecting people’s material liv
ing conditions, of the class
character of morality. Together
with these general principles
formulated by historical materi
alism, Marxist ethics deals with
more specific problems. Above
all, it analyzes the social mech
anism of morality and its as
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pects—the nature of moral acti
vities, moral relations and moral
consciousness. Basic elements
of moral relations, conscious
ness and activities are gener
alized and reflected in the ca
tegories of ethics. The study of
the structure of moral con
sciousness and its various forms
(Logic of the language of mor
ality), makes a special field of
research. The problems of the
nature of moral values (Axio
logy), are studied in close con
nection with the problems listed
above. Ethics does concrete so
ciological research into the
morality of various types of so
ciety (Descriptive ethics), dem
onstrates the role of the moral
factor in the social and spiritual
evolution of society and mould
ing human personality, how this
factor can be used in combina
tion with the methods of educa
tion and social management. It
is only by solving all these the
oretical problems that the prin
ciples of socialist morality can
be given a genuinely scientific
substantiation which is the basic
task of Marxist normative
ethics.
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ETHICS AND PSYCHOLOGY,
sciences closely related in their
study of man’s behaviour (con
duct) and motives, but doing
their research from different
angles. Up to the 18th century,
there was no clearcut border
line between ethics and psycho
logy. Naturalism and psycholog
ism predominated in ethics
which interpreted the nature of
moral motives as man’s natural
desires and feelings. This idea
was particularly pronounced in
the theories of moral sense
(Moral sense, theories of) which
derived concepts and principles
of morality from some inborn
senses and emotions (approval
and censure, satisfaction and
dissatisfaction with oneself).
Kant was the first in the history
of ethics to level criticism
against naturalism and psycho
logism in the interpretation of
morality. He pointed out that
man can approve good and cen
sure evil, feel inner satisfaction
for his good deeds and suffer
pangs of remorse for the immo
ral ones, only if he is already a
moral person. One should
therefore first define moral
consciousness and only then
speak of the feelings it itself re
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veals. As distinct from psycho
logy which deals with the psy
chic nature of man and reveals
actual subjective reasons and
mechanisms of his actions, Kant
defined ethics as the science of
man’s proper conduct and of
what his motives should be,
even if he does not follow them.
Kant interpreted moral con
sciousness as an a priori one as
opposed to psychology which is
conditioned empirically. There
is yet no simple answer to the
problem of correlation of ethics
and psychology. Psychology
studies the laws of human
psyche, general specific proper
ties of the individual and social
groups, developments in man’s
consciousness which form inner
subjective motives of his ac
tions. Ethics studies man’s con
duct and his spiritual world in
so far as they are determined by
socio-histoncal laws of mor
ality, conform (or do not con
form) to moral standards (Con
sciousness, moral, Logic of the
language of morality), have
moral significance (Values).
Hence different aspects in in
terpreting certain concepts in
ethics and psychology. Psycho
logy studies man’s traits of

character from the standpoint
of their dependence on definite
psychic mechanisms (stereo
types,
habits,
inclinations,
needs, feelings) which can be
either inborn or acquired and
cultivated under certain social
conditions and manifest them
selves in corresponding actions
typical of the given individual.
Ethics studies moral qualities ir
respective of psychic mechan
isms, as general characteristics
of behaviour of a great variety
of people and estimates them
either as positive or negative
depending on whether they
conform to moral standards.
Psychology studies will-power
from the standpoint of psychic
mechanisms governing man’s
behaviour. Ethics regards it as a
positive moral quality meeting
certain moral requirements
which reflect definite social
needs. Thus, both psychic
properties and moral qualities
are causal, but they express dif
ferent types of causality. In
spite of all the differences be
tween ethics and psychology
they are interconnected. Ethics
explains moral significance of
certain acts, motives or charac
ters studied by psychologists,
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while psychology reveals the
psychological nature of these
moral phenomena and the con
ditions under which they are
formed.

ETHICS AND SOCIOLOGY.
The question of the relationship
between these two disciplines
arose in the second half of the
19th century when sociology
emerged from social philosophy
as a more concrete social
science. Before that, the sub
ject-matter of ethics had been
broadly interpreted as the en
tire sphere of society’s regula
tion of man’s conduct, at tunes
even covering the sphere of law.
Some sociologists reduce ethics
to sociology and proclaim phil
osophical ethics unscientific
(Emile Durkheim and Lucien
L6vy-Briihl, see Approbative
theories; Carl Mannheim, Vilfredo Pareto and William Sum
ner, see Scepticism; George
Mead and Albion Small, see
Pragmatism). On the other
hand, many philosophers, rep
resentatives of formalism and
irrationalism in ethics, are dis
posed to divorce the subject
matter of ethics from that of so
ciology and consider data and
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methods of sociology of no im
portance for ethics. In this case,
the subject-matter of sociology
is regarded as causality and the
general patterns of man’s beha
viour or as purely outward de
pendences of man on his social
surroundings. Adherents of this
view contrast moral philosophy
(Metaethics) or practical philos
ophy—the study of the world of
“unique” values (Intuitionism)
and sociology, with the sphere
of irrational, emotional-voli
tional principles in man (Neo
positivism) and with his genuine
existence in “absolute freedom”
(Existentialism). Actually, both
ethics and sociology study so
cial mechanisms of regulation
of human activities, and morals
is one of them. At the juncture
of ethics and sociology, there
arise, on the one hand, descrip
tive ethics and, on the other, so
ciology of morality which study
how moral standards function
in a particular society, morals
and their effect on social
Soups and classes. Since sociogy studies only mass actions
of people and their patterns
within the framework of a cer
tain social system, individual
and exceptional actions (if they
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do not exercise considerable in
fluence over mass conduct
under given conditions), can be
regarded only as deviations
from the general rule. Conse
quently, the sociology of mor
ality does not entirely cover the
sphere of morality. Ethics, for
its part, studies both those mass
actions which become a custom
and individual acts (and their
motives) which exceed the
framework of a given social sys
tem and acquire historical or
moral significance for the fu
ture, as manifestations of self
sacrifice and heroism, as the
acme of human morality. Acts
of this kind are regulated and
motivated not by generally ac
cepted rules but by more com
plex forms of moral conscious
ness-ideals, concepts of good,
justice, conscience. They estab
lish the life style different from
the one accepted in the given
society. Just as the criteria of
morality exceed the limits of the
conditions obtaining at the mo
ment, so is subject-matter of
ethics broader in this respect
than that of sociology. Ethics
enters here the sphere of phil
osophy of history.

ETHICS OF SCIENCE, a sys
tem of moral precepts, stand
ards and rules governing rela
tions and actions of scientists
and defining what is admissible
and encouraged and what is in
admissible for a scientist in
various situations. With the
evolution of science and its ties
to the society becoming more
intricate, this system undergoes
certain changes retaining, how
ever, the basic ethical values.
First, the standards of the
ethics of science embody gener
ally accepted moral precepts
and bans specified in relation to
science {Professional ethics).
Thus, plagiarism can be quali
fied as the violation of the com
mandment, “thou shalt not
steal”, and an intentional dis
tortion (falsification) of ex
perimental data as the violation
of the commandment, “thou
shalt not bear false witness”.
Second, the standards of the
ethics of science serve to assert
and protect the specific values
of science itself. The first of
these is a selfless quest for and
defence of the truth. Since it is
often impossible to unambigu
ously determine whether the
knowledge is true or not, the
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standards of the ethics of
science do not require any re
search should bring true knowl
edge. It is necessary and suffi
cient that the result be, first,
new knowledge and, second,
knowledge which is logically,
experimentally or otherwise
substantiated. The existence
and stable reproduction of
scientific activities and, in par
ticular, the further development
of the achievements made by
one’s forerunners and col
leagues, would be impossible if
there were no reciprocal trust
between them. Consequently,
any violation of ethical stand
ards in science, as soon as this
becomes known to the public,
legitimately entails moral cen
sure by the scientific com
munity, and these measures can
be rather severe for the perpe
trator up to leaving the culprit
on the sidelines of scientific de
velopment. The standards and
rules of the ethics of science are
seldom formulated as codes. As
a rule they are assimilated by a
scientist in the process of pro
fessional training. At the same
time, philosophy and sociology
of science attempt to identify,
describe and understand these
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standards and rules. On this
basis, the ethics of science
emerges as a special discipline
dealing with science and scien
tific activities from the point of
view of their moral essence.
The ethics of science strictly
regulates most diverse aspects
of scientific activities: research,
publication of the results of
scientific experiments and dis
coveries, scientific discussions,
the functions of experts and
teachers. Today, particularly
acute are the ethical problems
of relations between science
and a scientist, on the one
hand, and society, on the other.
At the present stage of scien
tific progress, the social respon
sibility of a scientist is primarily
expressed in the effort to fore
see possible undesirable conse
quences for man and society, in
informing the public of the
probability of such consequen
ces, in the search for ways of
avoiding, minimizing and elimi
nating them.
ETHNIC RELATIONS, ETH
ICS OF. In the process of joint
activities, people establish
moral relations not only as
members of particular social,
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professional, demographic or
cultural groups and various or
ganizations, as participants in
social movements, but also as
citizens of states and repre
sentatives of certain nations
(ethnoses, nationalities). In the
latter case, there is a system of
moral obligations, rules of con
duct which forms the ethics of
ethnic relations. In the modern
world, the ethics of ethnic rela
tions imply consistent abidance
of the principle of equality in
relations between nations and
people of various nationalities.
The basic principle in the ethics
of ethnic relations is the free
dom of nations, irrespective of
their racial affiliation and social
and cultural level or the twists
and turns of their historical des
tiny (e.g. joint habitation or dis
persal, the presence or absence
of statehood, religious or socio
political differences). While re
fecting by spiritual means the
egitimate interests and aspira
tions of various ethnic groups,
the ethics of ethnic relations
simultaneously morally con
demn any forms of national dis
crimination, both the assertion
of national and racial supe
riority and exclusiveness on the

one hand, and humility and the
feeling of ethnic inferiority on
the other. The standards and
values of the ethics of ethnic re
lations favour cooperation and
solidarity of nations in the
course of their progressive de
velopment and m the event of
social upheavals or natural ca
lamities, the implementation of
the principles of social justice in
the sphere of ethnic relations.
The ethics of ethnic relations
are a component of the culture
of inter-ethnic intercourse.
They are based on the convic
tion that ethnic self-identifica
tion of a personality is an im
portant stage in identifying
one’s social essence, while the
respect for ethnic feelings and
traditions is a specific express
ion of respect for human dig
nity. The ethics of ethnic rela
tions imply not only the under
standing of other people’s na
tional sentiments but also re
straint in expressing one’s own
national feelings.
ETHOS [Gk: custom, habit,
character]. According to the
concepts of ancient Greeks, the
actions of any person are deter
mined by his or her unchange

ETIQUEi'lE

able nature, the “physis”, and
by the vacillating ethos, a calm
moral character, which is con
trasted to the disorderly and
unstable “pathos”. In other
words, ethos denotes that sec
ond component of human na
ture which is in the power of
man himself, can achieve vari
ous degrees of perfection and is
an object of moral choice. The
concept of ethics is associated
with tne term ethos. Initially, as
far back as the time of Homer,
ethos meant the dwelling. Later
on, it acquired new meanings of
which the basic one was the
stable nature of a particular
phenomenon, the custom, the
disposition, the character. Aris
totle used that word to coin an
adjective “ethikos”, denoting
the virtues of human nature, as
distinct from the virtues of rea
son. And he called the science
dealing with these virtues
ethics. In the 20th century, in
the sociology of morality, the
concept of ethos is mostly ap
plied to the accepted rules and
models of everyday behaviour,
as well as to the way of life of
any community of people (a so
cial class, a professional group,
a social stratum, a generation).
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In a number of cases, it is used
to identify universally accepted
moral principles which emerge
in world-historic situations
threatening the solidarity of
people and the very existence of
civilization.
ETIQUETTE [F: ticket], a set
of rules of conduct which regu
late the outward aspect of
people’s relations (social beha
viour, appropriate forms of ad
dress, manners, clothes). Eti
quette is a component part of
the culture of the individual and
society. It includes those stand
ards that make up a more or
less strictly prescribed code of
social behaviour. Although eti
quette reflects, in the final ac
count, the meaning of certain
moral principles and respect
for other people, in traditional
society it is, as a rule, trans
formed into a ritual, with its
outward form being isolated
from its moral essence, and ac
quires the character of a canon.
It is an intricate system of me
ticulously elaborated rules of
courtesy which precisely dif
ferentiates the rules of conduct
in relation to persons belonging
to various classes and estates,
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to officials depending on their
rank (form of address, use of
titles), rules of behaviour in
various circles (court etiquette,
diplomatic etiquette, high so
ciety etiquette). At the same
time, strict observance of eti
quette can conceal unfriendly
attitudes and disrespect for
other people. Quite frequently,
it is essentially an accepted
form of hypocrisy in everyday
communication. Etiquette in
present-day society is of an ab
solutely different nature as it
reflects the processes of demo
cratization and humanization of
social life. It is considerably
simplified, more natural and a
manifestation of one’s friendly
and respectful attitude to all
people regardless of their rank
and status. Courtesy towards
women, respect for aged
people, forms of address and
greeting, rules of conduct in
conversation, table manners,
treatment of guests, style of
dress on various occasions —all
these proprieties reflect com
monly accepted concepts of
man’s dignity and the simple re
quirements of comfort and ease
in social intercourse. The out
ward form matters here only in

asmuch as it reflects the ideas
of beauty in the appearance
and behaviour of man (Ethical
and aesthetic, the). Etiquette
under socialism, on the whole,
coincides with universal rules of
politeness and tact. The stereo
typed forms of conduct on spe
cial occasions (at the table, on a
visit) are increasingly becoming
a form of general respect for
people in any situation regard
less of any specific aspects (so
cial, ethnic, etc.). Etiquette of
personal contacts, apart from
knowledge and observance of
definite, for the most part con
ventional, rules, is also charac
terized by amiability which is an
important moral virtue, an indi
cation of a person’s high moral
standards and good breeding.
However, if the loosening of the
rules of etiquette is not made
up for by appropriate upbring
ing this can produce not only
brusque but even boorish man
ners.

EUDAEMONISM [Gk eudaimon fortunate, happy], a meth
odological principle of ethics
often used to substantiate mor
ality and interpret its nature
and purposes. Eudaemonism,

EUDAEMONISM

similar to hedonism in many re
spects, had often been its con
comitant, a kind of variety of
behaviour (in the teaching of
Epicurus, the ethical theories of
the Renaissance). But unlike
hedonism, eudaemonism con
sidered the concept of happi
ness as the basic category of
ethics, the starting point of
morality. It declared its attain
ment to be the highest criterion
of virtue and the chief motive of
moral behaviour. Eudaemon
ism, like hedonism, is a variety
of rationalism and is usually
linked to the individualistic in
terpretation of morality. The
category of happiness had al
ready advanced to the forefront
in the ethical theories of
ancient Greece. The founder of
the school of Cynics (Cyni
cism), Antisthenes, did not asso
ciate the concept of happiness
with that of pleasure and even
contrasted one to the other.
Pleasuie, according to him,
makes man dependent on his
environment while happiness is
man’s complete independence
of any sensuality. Cicero, a
Roman follower of Stoicism,
also set off the state of happi
ness to sensuous enjoyment.
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Aristotle, on the contrary, inter
prets happiness as a specific
case of pleasure, as stable and
harmonious pleasure. Thomas
Aquinas, medieval scholastic
philosopher, regards the striv
ing for happiness as a moral
principle, attributing specific
religious significance to this
concept: happiness is some
thing contrary to worldly plea
sures. During the Renaissance,
the striving for happiness was
again declared to be quite a le
gitimate moral principle of be
haviour. Hume’s ethical teach
ing contained elements of eu
daemonism. The principle of
eudaemonism acquires particu
larly great significance in the
ethics of the French materialists
of the 18th century. They pro
claimed man’s happiness to be
the ultimate aim of any society
and any useful human activity.
Aspiration for happiness was
interpreted as an inborn quality
of man, and its attainment as
the realization of man’s genuine
predestination. Modern non
Marxist ethics contains ele
ments of classical eudaemonism
(for example, Otto Neurath’s
felicitology). Marxist ethics con
siders that eudaemonism can
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not serve to substantiate mor
ality. The category of happiness
cannot characterize any definite
social or personal psychological
state of man. It can reflect
moral ideas concerning man’s
destiny. The concept of happi
ness can be given various inter
pretations depending on con
crete historical and social con
ditions and in conformity with
the vital interests of a particular
class, social group or individual.
Happiness cannot serve as a
substantiation of morality, as it
itself, like other moral ideas,
needs to be substantiated.
EUTHANASIA (mercy killing),
a medical concept which con
tains a profound moral sense as
it implies bringing about the
death of a patient for his or her
benefit. Most traditional moral
systems and doctrines reject eu
thanasia. However, recently,
due to scientific and techno
logical breakthroughs in me
dicine and health services, the
attitude to euthanasia has
become far from simple. In a
number of cases, modern tech
nology makes it possible to
maintain for months the life of
an incurably ill patient with ir

revocably lost consciousness. It
entails substantial expenditures
and requires resources which
otherwise could be used for re
storing other patients to normal
life. Besides, the problem of eu
thanasia is becoming more
acute because of the expanding
Siractice of transplantation: the
onger a patient is in the state of
coma the less are the chances
for the use of his or her organs
in transplantation. In these con
ditions, in the medical practice
of a number of countries, eu
thanasia by a patient’s consent
(if he or she had made a will
while still in sound mind) or
with the consent of the patient’s
relatives (trustees), is becoming
ever more widespread. One of
the basic moral arguments ad
vanced in favour of euthanasia,
is the assertion of every per
son’s right to dispose of his life.
The arguments against eutha
nasia also have moral grounds:
(1) while the patient receives
medical treatment maintaining
life, new medical methods of
cure can be found; (2) the
danger of maltreatment by
physicians
if
euthanasia
becomes an accepted practice;
(3) euthanasia undermines faith

EVALUATION

in the sacredness of human life
and can be qualified as murder,
thereby posmg a threat to the
entire system of social moral
values. Experts distinguish be
tween active euthanasia (when
a physician undertakes it, for
instance, by switching off the
device maintaining the vital
functions), and passive eutha
nasia (when a patient dies due
to the fact that a physician does
not undertake resuscitating
measures). In the current ethi
cal discussions, passive eutha
nasia enjoys wider support than
active euthanasia.
EVALUATION(moral), appro
val or disapproval by moral
consciousness of various events
in social reality. Moral evalu
ation establishes whether an act
(as well as a motive or conduct
in general), an individual’s
traits and a social way of life,
conform or do not conform to
certain moral imperatives. Man
can express his positive or ne
gative attitude to objects in the
form of praise or reproach, ap
proval or criticism, sympathy or
dislike, love or hatred, and by
means of a range of actions and
emotions. Moral feelings (Con
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science, Pride, Shame, Repent
ance) play an especially import
ant role in self-evaluation. All
these outwardly different mani
festations, however, have the
same underlying content in that
they define an event in terms of
either good or evil. Evaluation
has a special function in moral
activity. Unlike precepts which
in the form of general rules
prescribe that the individual
should act in a definite way,
evaluation compares these pre
cepts with specific phenomena
and events that have already
taken place and establishes
their conformity or noncon
formity with the precepts of
morality. For example, by as
sessing an act as evil, an indi
vidual comes to understand that
he should not act this way.
There exists a derivative form
of evaluation, whereby possible
future acts are assessed. For
example, when out of several
possible actions an individual
chooses the act he ought to per
form. With this type of assess
ment an individual, as it were,
anticipates the future, mentally
views different possible actions
as already having taken place
and assesses them in advance in
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order to make the right choice.
In non-Mandst ethics, there are
two trends of understanding the
nature of moral evaluation. One
school (e.g. deontological intuitionism), regards evaluation as
a mere act of disinterested con
templation, and does not ex
plain how man proceeds from
evaluation to an understanding
of his duty and then to action.
The other school sees evalu
ation as a concealed form of
precept and rejects cognitive
function (Neopositivism). Mar
xist-Leninist ethics views evalu
ation as a unity of cognitive and
prescriptive functions. If evalu
ation can control man’s con
duct, it is because it stems from
the knowledge of the objective
social meaning of various acts.
Evaluation may be proved (or
disproved) by the application of
universal moral concepts —
moral
qualities, principles,
ideals, concepts of good and
evil, as well as by analysis of so
cial consequences of particular
acts (Consequential ethics).
Moral evaluation has always
been present in human acti
vities as their basis, constant
background and final stage. Be
fore some phenomenon is

eliminated, it has to be quali
fied as evil and, equally so, in
order to attain some positive
goal it must be perceived as
good. In the course of activity
itself, moral evaluation serves
to verify how adequate are the
means regarding the set goals.
Finally, upon the completion of
the activities, an evaluation is
used in order to compare actual
results with the original inten
tion.
EVIL, one of the basic concents
of moral consciousness and a
category of ethics. It denotes the
negative aspects of reality, acti
vities of people and relations
between them. Evil is the oppo
site of good, benefit and in the
most general sense is something
which impedes the satisfaction
of man and mankind and thus
has to be eliminated, if it has
emerged, or prevented. In
ethics, moral evil associated
with the arbitrariness of beings,
is traditionally distinguished
from physical evil, such as bod
ily pain, illness, death, natural
calamities caused by objective
natural laws irrespective of
human consciousness and will.
However, although these forms
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of evil were distinguished, there
has always been a tendency to
treat them as an integral whole.
Thus, moral evil was inter
preted as a violation of natural
and divine order which entailed
punishment of the perpetrator
irrespective of the intentions
and efforts of other people.
Within this classification, social
evil (i.e., the negative impact on
people’s interests of objective
social processes, such as crises,
wars, social cataclysms), oc
cupies an intermediate position
between physical evil and moral
evil. Classical ethics perceived
evil in two basic dimensions: as
a state of social morals and of
an individual soul. According to
Aristotle, evil in social morality
is engendered by the distorted
form of the state: the erro
neousness or ineffectiveness of
its laws. Evil in the soul is
determined bv: (1) the lack of
moral fibre (brutality); (2) its
weakness (intemperance); (3)
its deficiency (depravity). The
division of depravity into oppo
site forms (impudence and
baseness) can be traced to
Plato and Aristotle. In public
life, insolent people become ty
rant rulers, while scoundrels
9
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become the dregs of society.
This happens because as it
sinks into evil, a depraved soul
is either striving to boldly and
arrogantly rise above normal
human level or descend much
lower. In the history of ethics,
there were two opposite the
ories, absolutist and normativist, each differently interpreting
the essence and origins of evil.
According to the former (relig
ious-idealistic and naturalistic
ethics), moral evil as something
alien to the nature of things, the
order and harmony of exist
ence, is evil for all nations at all
times. According to the latter
(ancient Sophists and Sceptics,
empirical ethics of modern
times, the socio-approbative
theories of morality, etc.), evil is
engendered by people. It is the
result of the violation of the ar
bitrarily established norms, the
refusal to abide by the rules of
the game introduced by a seg
ment of society for all its mem
bers. The identification of evil
with the activities of an insid
ious and unfair God-destroyer
or with the material substance,
and of depravity with the bodily
nature of man (Gnosticism,
Manichaeism) has become an
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extreme form of ethical absolut
ism. The ascetic taming of car
nal desires was regarded as the
main instrument in combatting
evil. Religious ethics declared
that the main vice was arrog
ance which is an untenable
claim by man and all mortal
beings to divine omnipotence.
Rationalist ethics (Socrates,
Confucius, Rend Descartes,
Leibniz and others), perceived
evil as ignorance ana delusion
which could be eliminated by
upgrading
the
intellectual
potential of a person. Whereas
the depravity of an individual
was perceived as a derivative of
the disharmony between differ
ent components and functions
of the soul, the emergence of
evil in social morals was ex
plained by the discord between
the components and functions
of the social organism, mainly
the state. In both cases, the
cause of disharmony was seen
in the departure from the re
quirements of reason. The
authors of more consistent con
cepts saw the root of evil in pri
vate property, the propertied
and class inequality of citizens.
The eradication of main vices —
individualism and particularism

(selfishness and ambition), was
linked to enlightenment and the
consequent transformation of
society, the establishment of so
cial stability or homogeneity.
The practical attitude of ethics
to moral evil was characterized
by two opposite trends: fanati
cal moralizing (the principle of
the unconditional eradication
of any evil) and immoralism (in
difference degenerating into an
apology for evil). In the history
of ethics, the varieties of im
moralism are: hedonistic (the
Cyrenaic school), naturalistic
(Sophists, Thrasymachus, CalHcles and others), political (Ma
chiavelli), sadism, the “philos
ophy of life” of Friedrich Nietz
sche, etc. Marxist-Leninist
ethics substantiates the dialecti
cal understanding of evil ac
cording to which, the latter has
a historically concrete content
which is transformed in the
process of social evolution.
Moral evil is also interpreted as
a one-sided, deficient and per
verted activity of man in com
parison with the real models of
conduct and ideals elaborated
in the progressive development
of society. It is conditioned by
the underdevelopment or de
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formation of the individual
moral consciousness and imma
ture social relations. While
good is oriented towards the in
tegrity and universality of
human activities, evil, on the
contrary, is disintegration, in
completeness and partiality.
Moral evil is essentially the de
generation of individuals to the
level of tools in the hands of
others. The teachings of Marx
and Engels reveal the link be
tween moral evil and class anta
gonisms, eroloitation and the
alienation of man. Lenin, inves
tigating the nature of private
owner psychology, philistinism,
selfishness, parasitism, bureau
cratism and other phenomena
alien to socialist morality, ex
posed their social roots, their
connection with insufficient
maturity and the general his
torical umitation of socialist so
cial relations. To overcome the
morally negative phenomena, it
is necessary not only to improve
social relations but also to wage
a consistent struggle against the
concrete bearers of evu.
EVIL DEED, the opposite of
good deed and beneficence-, an
action which in itself is an of
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fense against the standards of
morality and violation of the
principle of humanism and jus
tice; a deed that is a moral evil
in the nature of the action and
motive and a social evil in its
consequences. Evil deeds are
usually classified as intentional
and unintentional, premedi
tated and unpremeditated (Mis
deed). The specific content of
an evil deed can be diverse—
murder, theft, deceit, treachery,
fanatical cruelty. The question
of the objective causes of an
evil deed is inseparable from
the general problem of the
origin of social and moral vices,
the basis of which is social in
justice, exploitation and op
pression of people and class an
tagonism. The eradication of
the social sources of an evil
deed constitutes a task of moral
significance for socialist society.
EVOLUTIONARY ETHICS [L
evolutio unrolling], a trend in
moral philosophy interpreting
the origin, nature and purpose
of ethics from the standpoint
of biological evolutionism.
Spencer, who regarded mor
ality as a form of evolutionary
process, is considered to be
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the founder of this trend.
Spencer’s ideas were further
developed in 20th-century
ethics in the teachings of the
US neorealist Edwin Holt,
English philosophers Julian
Huxley and Conrade Wadding
ton, French theologian and pa
leontologist Teilhard de Char
din. There is one methodologi
cal principle common to all
the theories of morality of this
trend for all their differences:
morality is regarded not as a
specifically social phenome
non, but as a manifestation of
the process of biological evol
ution and the history of so
ciety, as its certain phase. For
instance, Holt denies that mor
ality can be of any social char
acter at all. The concepts of
good and duty, from his point
of view, constitute the means
by which man finds his bear
ings in natural reality. They
help people fulfil the require
ments of organic evolution
through their conduct which
brings it in conformity with the
environment. Biologism is not
so strongly pronounced in
other theories of evolutionary
ethics and becomes apparent
primarily in the methodology

and concepts borrowed from
the theoretical body of evol
utionary biology. The adher
ents of evolutionary ethics
often oppose subjectivism and
extreme relativism in interpre
ting morality and try to find
their own ways of objective
justification of morality basing
themselves on natural-science
data. In a sense, the concepts
of the Russian cosmic thinkers
(Fyodorov, Vernadsky, et al.),
which declare that it is the
moral duty of man to assume
upon himself the mission of
continuing world evolution and
to create a new harmonious
society which would be in har
monious unity with the cos
mos, border on evolutionary
ethics. At present, some prob
lems raised by evolutionary
ethics are seriously discussed
in sociology and genetics, the
biological sources of altruism
for one.
EXACTITUDE, high moral de
mands made upon a person and
recognition of his responsibility
for their fulfilment. The degree
of exactitude is determined by
the estimate of the moral capa
bilities of a person. The in
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ability to correctly determine
the limits of the actual abilities
of a person in specific historical
conditions, usually leads to a
misunderstanding of exactitude,
to extreme rigorism or, on the
contrary, to moral scepticism.
EXAMPLE, in morality a form
of initiative manifest in the ac
tions of a person (group, collec
tive) becoming a model of con
duct for others. As distinct
from initiative, the person set
ting the example not only im
pels others to follow him but
advances a ready form of activ
ity then spread among other
people, becoming the norm of
conduct of many people. In this
respect, example is one of the
ways of establishing social disci
pline, manifestation of the activ
ity of members of a collective,
their mutual moral education.
In morality, every separate act
is essentially either a positive or
a negative example. Still, to fol
low other people’s example
does not mean simply to imitate
them. It always presupposes the
evaluation of the act com
mitted. If there is no such ap
praisal and assessment of the
moral significance of the model
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for imitation, following some
one’s example is not an act of
free choice or conscious moral
activity. The force of an
example in a certain sense, is
acquired by the actions which
demand extraordinary efforts
close to heroism. Example al
ways played an important role
in everyday personal relations,
the maintenance and develop
ment of customs, mores and
manners. Within the social mo
tivations of behaviour, the force
of example is a historically
changeable entity. The sphere
of the effectiveness of an
example in most cases is limited
by the socially homogeneous
conditions and possibilities.
(Thus,
the
examples - of
noblemen’s magnanimity, al
though recognized as an hon
ourable ideal, could not serve
as an effective personal
example regulating principles
for peasants and craftsmen.)
The social need for an example
as a motivating force becomes
particularly acute in the crucial
transitional periods when the
old institutionalized mechan
isms of social life are destroyed,
while new ones have not yet
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been created or need time to
gain strength.
EXISTENTIALISM [L ex(s)istentia cf. ex(s)istere to exist, ap
pear, emerge], one of the in
fluential trends in current
moral theory, a variety of ethi
cal irrationalism. Existentialism
has its roots in the philosophy
of life (Nietzsche, Wilhelm Dilthey, et al.), Husserl’s phenom
enology. Kierkegaard and Dos
toyevsky exercised a strong in
fluence upon its proponents.
Existentialism appeared in the
1920’s in Germany as a philos
ophical and ideological trend,
and in France before the Sec
ond World War. At present, its
ideas are also widespread in the
USA, where they are developed
above all by neo-orthodox theo
logians
(Neo-Protestantism),
and in other countries. Existen
tialist ethics, as well as philos
ophy, do not have any uniform
school. There are two distinct
branches—the atheistic (Hei
degger, Sartre, Camus, Simone
de Beauvoir) and the religious
(Jaspers, Marcel, Martin Buber,
Berdyaev, Lev Shestov). Exist
entialists not only differ in their
theoretical views, but in their

socio-political positions as well.
Still, one can trace a set of com
mon principles and ideas in the
ethics of existentialism, which,
regardless of their personal
convictions, are of an individ
ualistic orientation. The central
problem of existentialism is the
status of the individual in so
ciety. In their analysis of the
structure of existence of the in
dividual, theoreticians of exist
entialism observe characteristic
features of man’s life in the so
ciety of monopoly capital —his
depersonalization, loss of free
dom and individuality (Confor
mism), of the purpose of life,
people’s loneliness and isola
tion. They seek a way out of this
moral crisis within the frame
work of their philosophy (Alie
nation) and see it not in chang
ing social conditions, but in the
ability of the individual to over
come (above all through his at
titude to God, to nothingness,
to death) his untrue, unreal ex
istence and find his own unique
existence. Subjectivist interpre
tation of the nature of man lies
at the basis of this concept:
man’s real existence is not ob
jectively determined, but he
himself chooses it of his own

EXISTENTIALISM

free will, according to his own
design. Return to the authentic
existence and the basis of exist
ential morality is made possible
only if the individual is aware of
his unlimited freedom. As they
ignore the unity of objective
socio-historical conditions of
man’s existence and his practi
cal activities, existentialists con
trast freedom with necessity,
believing that man can be free
only within the sphere of his
personal spiritual aspirations.
Such an interpretation of free
dom makes man subordinate to
reality, implies his withdrawal
from reality into the sphere of
intimate emotions. According
to the existentialist concept of
morality, every individual is to
choose his line of conduct, find
himself, regardless of social
standards, regardless of any ob
jective criteria and irrespective
of other people. Adherents of
existentialism believe that man
becomes responsible for his ex
istence only if he makes his
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moral choice in complete
solitude, guided solely by his
absolutely independent inten
tions (Freedom of the will). But
such a concept of responsibility
justifies any land of action. The
difference between good and
evil is no longer existent. Free
dom becomes, in fact, arbitrary
and responsibility turns into
complete irresponsibility. Exist
entialist ethics makes man real
ize his situation is hopeless and
he has to submit to it. Pessimis
tic motives in the ethics of exist
entialism are most distinct with
the representatives of its relig
ious branch, bringing them to
eschatology, and in Heidegger.
Existentialist ethics is per
meated with the motifs of
doom, solitude, absurdity and
senselessness of life, resignation
to reality, desire to die. Existen
tialists in their negation of
bourgeois morality turn to justi
fication of nihilism and amoral
ism.

FAMILY AND EVERYDAY
MORALITY, a sum total of
standards and rules regulating
relations of people in the fam
ily, at leisure and in the process
of free communication. As
other spheres of human life,
family and everyday morality is
historically conditioned, and
the rules and actual human be
haviour are often at odds. Ar
chaic and early class societies
attempted to rigidly regulate all
human relations, particularly
marital and family relations
(e.g. rules of marriage, rights
and obligations of spouses, re
lations between children and
parents). The division of labour
by sex and age was hierarchical
and imposed from above as a
rule. The traditional religious
morality sanctified this social
inequality regarding it as natu
ral and inviolable. However, the
sphere of individual discretion

and choice gradually expanded,
while the concept of personal
life began to be interpreted as
something autonomous, free
from external social regulation
and rather regulated by inner
moral stimuli. Whereas in the
Middle Ages individual sex love
was perceived as a force striv
ing to destroy marriage, bour
geois society declares that only
a marriage based on love
is moral. Progressive-minded
thinkers of the past asserted the
equality of men and women in
principle and their right to mar
riage and divorce. The other as
pect of the growing individuali
zation and psychologization of
marital relations is their dimin
ishing stability, the growing
number of divorces, weaker ties
between relatives and, as a re
sult, the feeling of social and
psychological alienation, loneli
ness, etc. Hence, new trends in

FASHION

moral consciousness: the rising
value of the institutions of mar
riage and family and the sense
of responsibility of every person
for his or her life and, particu
larly, the future of their child
ren. It concerns strictly per
sonal, intimate relations: the
quality of family life, love, toler
ance, the fair distribution of
household chores, the methods
of dealing with conflicts in the
family, etc. Family and everyday
relations can reveal their inher
ent humanistic essence if based
on a high level of social and ma
terial wellbeing.
FANATICISM [E fanaticus in
spired, frantic], a term applied
to persons whose convictions
and conduct are characterized
by a completely uncritical at
tachment to a central idea that
rejects a rational approach to
all other doctrines. As a prin
ciple of conduct, fanaticism is
characterized by inflexibility,
which is usually accompanied
by cruelty (in extreme cases,
barbarity), the use of any means
or the sacrifice of people to
achieve the desired goal (Ends
and means), and a refusal to re
solve ideological conflicts by
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means of persuasion or logical
proof. Historically, fanaticism
led to several slaughters of
“non-believers” (the Inquisition
in the Middle Ages and the
witch hunts). Fanaticism is
characteristic of several relig
ious sects and other ideologies
in which the theoretical analysis
of reality is substituted by
demagoguery and dogmatism.
In modern conditions, the so
cial foundations of fanaticism
are totalitarian, repressive pol
itical regimes and authoritarian
systems of education and pro
paganda impeding the inde
pendent and creative develop
ment of individuals and frus
trating the free pursuit of one’s
personal interests in social life.
FASHION, a temporary form
of standardized mass behaviour
under the influence of the
moods, tastes and infatuations
prevailing at a particular mo
ment in a particular society. In
the process of communication,
people exert influence on each
other. One of the forms of such
influence is the reciprocal
transfer of the peculiarities
typical of one’s image and con
duct (speech, clothing, facial ex
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pressions, manners, etc.), trans
mission of the external forms of
culture based on the psycho
logical mechanism of imitation.
Fashion emerges as a certain
type of behaviour, the life style
of man although, as a rule,
people begin to follow fashion
according to the perception
and imitation of things, objects
and manners. As a regulator of
human intercourse, fashion is a
peculiar appendage to tradi
tions and customs. It is unoffi
cially legitimatized by the
power of mass habit and is se
cured by the force of public opi
nion. As a social phenomenon,
fashion is closely associated
with the way of life and socialeconomic and cultural condi
tions. The susceptibility to
fashion and the nature of dedi
cation to it, depend on a par
ticular person, his or her inte
grity, the level of consciousness
and culture, moral and aes
thetic development. Thus, the
social and ideological thrust of
fashion is determined by the
value orientation of society and
a particular personality which
condition the nature and dyna
mics of its evolution. Fashion
can encourage the feeling of

community and reciprocal re
spect of people for whom the
observance of social conven
tions, standards of good taste
and the experience of commu
nal living accumulated by the
previous generations, is an ex
pression of inner requirement,
rather than a formal obligation.
Since fashion affects and re
flects the image of a person
only superficially, the ad
herence to its trends cannot
serve as an indicator of the
moral make-up of a person.
However,
infatuation with
fashion, the lack of integrity in
following its trends and indis
criminate borrowing of its
standards in vogue, can nega
tively affect the moral develop
ment of an individual. The striv
ing to be “in”, becomes a so
cially dangerous disorder if the
outward, material aspect of life
prevails over the spiritual as
pect and man is possessed by
consumer psychology. In social
ist society the use of the fashion
mechanism is coordinated with
the aims of aesthetic and moral
education.
FATALISM [L fatum oracle,
destiny; fatalis fatal, unavoid

FEAR

able], a view of history and the
individual’s fate as something
pre-ordained by God, fate, or
the law of development and the
subsequent conception that fate
cannot be changed by human
effort. Fatalism in the sphere of
morality includes different ap
proaches, but most often
teaches humility and obedience
to one’s fate. This dooms
people to passivity and sub
mission, the refusal to struggle
for the transformation of so
ciety (Stoicism). For example,
the religious teachings concern
ing the root of evil on Earth,
and the idea that it can only be
overcome by expiation in Christ
and ultimate salvation (Escha
tology), are fatalistic. At times,
fatalism takes the opposite
forms, and individuals believe
in predestination and consider
themselves to be the messen
gers of fate, the conductors of
God’s will who should apply all
their powers to fulfil that which
has been predetermined. Such
manifestations
of
fatalism
usually come close to fanati
cism. Marxist ethics is based on
the historical-materialist teach
ing concerning the objective
laws of society’s development
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and the role of the masses and
the individual in history. Ac
cording to it, historical laws,
which indicate the overall trend
of social development, leave
room for moral choice, and thus
do not absolve the individual
from responsibility for his ac
tions and obligations, or the re
sultant moral evaluation.

FEAR, short-lived emotion or
stable feeling emerging in man
as a result of real or imagined
danger. As a psychological phe
nomenon, fear, whose causes
may be inborn in the individual
or be of social-cultural charac
ter, materializes in anxious
and self-tormenting emotions,
fright, terror, panic, as well as
in actions (spontaneous or con
scious) aimed at self-preserva
tion. Fear causing man to lose
control over himself or to act in
contradiction with require
ments of morality, is regarded
by moral consciousness as cow
ardice. And on the contrary,
man’s overcoming fear is char
acterized as bravery and cour
age. Fear may indicate a stable
trait of consciousness not only
of the individual but of a social
group and society as a whole.
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For instance, primitive man
being practically in the power
of the laws of nature and in no
position to control them, feared
the unknown. The socialization
of fear developed differently in
different conditions of the
micro- and macro-environment,
but it is intensively reproduced
in the society of oppression,
lawlessness and alienation.
Under capitalism, the workers’
fear for the future is caused by
the growing danger of unemEloyment, whereas the private
usinessmen’s fear is based on
the threat of bankruptcy. Fear
for the future is a typical trait of
the consciousness of the classes
and social layers disappearing
in the process of historical
changes. Many non-Marxist
philosophers
(Kierkegaard,
Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Os
wald Spengler and others), re
gard fear as a natural condition
of man who is aware of his lo
neliness and the absurdity of his
existence. In Berdyaev’s view,
fear underlying the individual’s
life, rules the world. For Kier
kegaard, Heidegger and other
existentialists, the subject of
fear is “nothing”. Unfathom
able terror of “nothing” origin

ates, in their view, from “ne
glect” and from man’s perpe
tual anxiety since he is forced to
assume responsibility for the
choice of solution which has no
rational grounds. Closely linked
to emotions of suffering, guilt,
shame and contempt, fear has
always acted as an important
regulator of personal conduct
(fear of punishment, of the
authorities, etc.). As a regular
outcome of class society, fear as
a social-psychological phe
nomenon emerges as a means
of preserving exploitation. Fear
is not infrequently presented
even as a moral incentive. Re
ligious morality imputes to
people the fear of God, of “the
Day of Judgement”, conside
ring fear the most reliable guar
antee of complaisance with its
requirements. In line with
Lenin’s concept of socialism ac
cording to which people of
their own free will unite their
efforts to attain common goals
and place under collective con
trol the operation of economic
and social laws, fear as a regu
lator of behaviour should have
become a secondary phenome
non of social psychology and
morality. However, the experi

FEAT

ence of building socialism re
veals that given the administra
tive-command system of run
ning state affairs, fear becomes
a main driving force of social
behaviour, a fact which vividly
testifies to the discrepancy be
tween ends and means, an un
natural combination of good
and evil. However, as the discre
tion and creativity of the people
develop, their activity and cul
ture grow and, what is most im
portant, with democratization
and Glasnost becoming a norm
of public life and the estab
lishment of a law-governed
state, fear can no longer play
the role of a regulator of tneir
conduct. Moral thinking and
behaviour imply that each indi
vidual should fulfil his duty to
society not on the basis of fear
of punishment or even moral
condemnation of his wrong
acts, but on the strength of his
inner conviction, prompted by
his conscience, i.e., consciously
and freely.
FEAT, an act of heroism, a
deed requiring an extreme ef
fort of the will from man, con
nected with overcoming extra
ordinary difficulties, the socially
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useful result of which exceeds
any ordinary act. The drive to
perform a feat is especially
great during revolutions and
wars, as well as under extraor
dinary circumstances in every
day life. In the course of social
development, there often occur
situations which require that
people’s actions go beyond the
limits of the generally accepted
moral standards. A heroic ex
ploit requires self-sacrifice and
is a choice made at the price of
happiness and, not frequently,
life itself. That is why it is an ex
ceptional fact. The attempts to
elevate a feat of heroism to the
everyday norm of behaviour are
merely sham moralizing. Such
an exclusiveness is the lot of not
only outstanding individuals. A
feat is significant in that it can
become an initiative of the mass
movement and then the excep
tional
becomes
common.
Besides, a feat, even if it is a
one-time act and displayed in
an extraordinary situation, ex
erts a lasting influence on the
social surroundings and the
hero himself, because it opens
new and wider prospects for
moral improvement.
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FEELING, CULTURE OF, re
veals the level of social pro
gress, maturity of man’s feelings
and emotions. Feelings are a
product of life, the social ex
perience of a person, of his
communication with others, a
product of upbringing. In a
sense, to be man and to be cul
tured are synonyms, if we agree
with Kant that the essence of
culture lies in the social value of
man. Man, including his feel
ings, is a part of Nature but en
dowed with culture. Even the
primitive sentiments with which
man is born, are the result of
the social-historical and cultu
ral evolution in the course of
which a process of “humaniza
tion” of biological forms takes
place. For example, hearing
and vision become cultured, so
cially developed, depending on
the capacity of the sense organs
for human enjoyment, the
ability to discern beauty and
ugliness, to love, suffer, etc.
This is ever more true of the
higher—social, moral and aes
thetic-feelings. Culture of
feeling is developed in the
course of man’s contact with
nature, in the process of work,
through interpersonal contacts

and perception of art. The
criterion of man’s culture, of his
level of education is the corre
lation between the expression
of one’s moral feeling and the
interests of another person.
Emotions are a means of socia
bility and a regulator of
people’s social conduct. For
example, respect for the dignity
of other people in the sphere of
everyday life, is primarily ex
pressed in the form of immedi
ate emotional contact or re
sponse, in the sense of tact ex
pressed in the simplest means
of emotional interaction—into
nation, glance, gesture. All
these elements of emotional in
teraction may unite individuals
or repel them from each other.
The lack of proper culture of
feelings is expressed in the ab
sence of tact, in mdeness or in
indifference and it not only
spoils the mood of those
around you but has serious so
cial and moral consequences
since this type of behaviour
divides people. The main ele
ment in the culture of feeling is
its content, i.e., friendly attitude
towards other people, inter
ested and sincere involvement
in their griefs and joys. Emo

FEELINGS

tional culture is a good indica
tor of one’s general culture.
And this is true even in those
cases when we refer to those
who are in general quite edu
cated as ill-bred people. Since
culture is not exhausted by the
level of education, it covers the
whole spiritual and moral world
of man. That is why the culture
of expressing emotions is a
necessary condition of a full
moral life, a sign of sound per
sonal ethic.
FEELING FOR THE NEW, a
positive moral quality opposite
to bigotry, characterizing man’s
ability to correctly understand
the requirements of society’s
further development, pose and
solve urgent problems (in pro
duction, sciences, art, personal
relations), to reveal in the ob
taining state of affairs budding
signs of new life, to advance,
encourage and translate into
life progressive initiatives. Feel
ing for the new is most distinct
ly expressed in actions bearing
a character of initiative, creative
example, which break down ob
solete traditions and standards.
It is an indispensable prereq
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uisite for discretion and creativ
ity in the sphere of morality.
FEELINGS, one of the forms
(together with intellect and
will-power) of the manifesta
tion of the individual’s attitude
to objects and phenomena of
life which corresponds to per
sonal requirements and interests
and has a personal significance
for the individual. By their psy
chological nature, feelings are
stable
conditioned-reflexive
formations in man’s conscious
ness, which constitute the basis
of his affective-volitional reac
tions in different situations
(emotions and urges). By its so
cial content, man’s moral feel
ing is his personal attitude to
various aspects of social being.
For instance, the feelings of
love, hatred, trust, sympathy,
compassion, jealousy, envy are a
subjective-psychological
ex
pression of the practical rela
tionships between people, while
self-esteem, pride, vanity, chast
ity define man’s attitude to him
self as a member of society.
Moral feelings bear a social
character both in their origin
and in their significance, evalu
ated by moral consciousness as
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positive or negative moral
qualities characterizing the
moral character of the individ
ual. Moral feelings differ from
persuasions not in their content
but in their psychological form.
Moral principles such as phil
anthropy, patriotism, optimism,
pessimism, nationalism, associ
ated with serious complexes,
take root in people’s conscious
ness not only in a rational form,
but also in an emotional form,
referring not only to their view
of the world, but to their emo
tional attitude to the world, as
well. Similarly, norms, evalu
ations, ideals, concepts of jus
tice, good and evil having a ra
tional content, are mastered by
man in a sensuous form of atti
tudes, aspirations, sympathy
and antipathy. Finally, all that
which adds to the content of the
moral self-consciousness of the
individual (obligation, responsi
bility,
conscience,
dignity,
shame) also manifests itself in
appropriate emotions (sense of
duty, responsibility, dignity,
compunction,
profound
shame). Acting according to his
convictions, man assesses the
situation in the light of his
knowledge, reaching on this

basis a particular decision.
However, in solving individual
problems, man is practically un
able each time to analyze the
moral concepts established by
society. In everyday life, he
often has to perform a moral
act, to instantly respond to the
given situation without medita
tion or discussion. Here, moral
feelings come to his assistance.
Guided by them, man responds
to the situation spontaneously,
involuntarily, automatically ac
tivating the past experience ac
cumulated and deposited in his
psyche (Habits), which immedi
ately manifests itself in emo
tions and urges.
FELICITOLOGY [L felicitas
happiness], the doctrine con
cerning the attainment of hap
piness, propounded by some
contemporary neopositivists in
cluding Otto Neurath. As a the
ory of ethics, it continues the
tradition of eudaemonism.
However, according to this doc
trine happiness is not the basis
of morality, but simply a per
son’s psychological condition
for which he naturally strives
(so-called psychological eu
daemonism).
Morals
are

FETISHISM

treated by felicitology as a
means to achieve happiness.
Thus, the question of the moral
meaning of people’s pursuit of
happiness is removed. Felicito
logy is not a doctrine of goals
for which man should strive, but
a choice of the path to happi
ness. In such an interpretation
of the issue, the concept itself
becomes vapid. In Neurath’s
view, it is unimportant what
people are actually striving for
and what social results are
achieved. Only the feeling of
happiness is important. In the
final analysis, ethics is trans
formed into a “science” con
cerning the method of instilling
in people a feeling of happi
ness.

FETISHISM [F fetichisme, fr.
Port feitigo charm], in mor
ality—a sum total of false con
cepts and stereotypes expressed
in imbuing social phenomena
with the moral significance
which does not correspond to
their social-historical role. Fet
ishism is associated with dog
matism in morals and absolut
ism in ethics. In the theory of
ethics, the elements of fetishism
are seen in ascribing the natural
10

1256
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origin (Naturalism) or some ab
solute principle (Neo-Thomism,
Neo-Protestantism) to moral
values or in attaching self-evi
dent nature (Intuitionism) to
moral concepts. Naive forms of
fetishism can be traced to the
moral significance that is as
cribed to the phenomena of
natural origin, natural ca
lamities, for instance. They are
perceived as the action of the
evil cosmic forces or a divine
punishment meted out to
people for their sins. Moral fet
ishism has certain epistemologi
cal and social roots. In a society
where
spontaneous
social
forces alienated from individ
uals are at work, ideological
concepts are often isolated
from the social relations condi
tioning them and acquire in the
mind of man the appearance of
some absolutes dominating his
consciousness. Fetishism is also
conditioned by the fact that
within the framework of the
class-based concept of the
world, moral ideas and values
not only perform a critical and
imperative-transforming func
tion as regards the present so
cial reality but also act as a
means of pursuing class inter
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ests. Fetishist concepts are his
torical in their content and, as a
rule, express the ideological
and moral postulates and prin
ciples of a social group, class or
a society which have been
formed at the previous stages of
historical development and no
longer reflect the actual order
of things. Conditions for over
coming moral fetishism, are an
adequate realization by people
of their social being, their econ
omic and political inde
pendence, the availability of ob
jective opportunities for their
active and creative endeavours.

FEUERBACH, Ludwig (18041872), German materialist phil
osopher. Beginning with 1837
when he was dismissed from his
university teaching post for the
publication of the “Thoughts on
Death and Immortality” (1830),
he lived almost exclusively in
the country, and did not partici
pate in society. The essence of
the anti-feudal and anti-relig
ious thrust of Feuerbach’s phil
osophy and ethics, is contained
in the critique of Christian as
cetic morality and the assertion
of the ideal, integral, perfect,
educated man. Feuerbach’s ma

terialistic substantiation of mor
ality is based on the principle of
egoism, which he treats as the
conformity of man’s conduct
with nature and reason. In his
view it is egoism that denies
theology, religion and despot
ism, that is, those powers which
stipulate that man conduct him
self in a manner which is im
posed on him from the outside
and is contrary to his real na
ture and needs. These become
the basis of morality only when
they regulate man’s behaviour
actmg as his personal, egoistic
interests. The treatment of
good as the satisfying of indi
vidual needs predicated exclu
sively by nature, is the result of
the anthropological character
of Feuerbach’s materialism
(good is that which corresponds
to the egoism of all people).
This anthropological charac
teristic also lends an emotional
tinge to his theory of morality
(feeling is the criterion of mor
ality, good is that which gives
people satisfaction; the striving
for happiness is man’s highest
pursuit). In Feuerbach’s ethics,
the means to avoid extreme in
dividualism are also deeply an
thropological: individual mor
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ality is non-sensical because
morality considers not only the
presence of “I”, but also its
contact with other persons, i.e.,
with “you”. The pursuit of hap
piness by a person is insepar
able from the happiness of
those near him. Therefore such
a pursuit at the same time
becomes a moral duty—not to
hinder the happiness of others.
Feuerbach asserts eudaemonism as wishing of happiness of
another individual. That was a
substantial contribution to the
eudaemonistic principle of
ethics. In the theory of morality
advanced by Feuerbach, a rev
olutionary critical attitude to
reality is excluded (this concept
involves an abstract interpreta
tion of the essence of man and
views any deviation from this
essence as a temporary and in
dividual shortcoming whose
elimination does not require
changes in the existing order).
The perception of reality based
on such morality remains in the
framework
of
moralizing.
Feuerbach acknowledges the
transformation of elemental
moral principles into religious
dogmas and the deification of
individual-psychological human
lu*
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relationships as the sole means
to give morality efficacy. His ef
forts to go beyond an idealistic
understanding of history (for
example, his recognition of the
legitimate egoism of a particu
lar group of people, and espe
cially his conjectures concern
ing the common nature of
human existence), did not exert
any real influence on his system
of ethical thought. It did, how
ever, have some effect on the
development of the theory of
“rational egoism” (Egoism, the
ories of) and in particular on
Chernyshevsky. Marx and Engels
criticized the ethics of Feuer
bach for its abstract nature.
They elaborated their histori
cal-materialistic views of man
and society in direct opposition
to the world outlook of Feuer
bach under whose strong in
fluence they once had been.
Despite the pertinence of that
criticism, the theory of ethics
elaborated by Feuerbach con
stituted an outstanding chapter
in the history of ethics. Feuer
bach’s ethics is expounded in
his works: “Das Wesen des
Christentums” (“The Essence
of Christianity”, 1841), “Grundsatze der Philosophie der Zu
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kunft” (“Foundations of the
Philosophy of the Future”,
1843), and “Eudaemonism”
(1867-1869).
FICHTE, Johann Gottlieb
(1762-1814), a representative of
classical German philosophy
which served as a source of
Marxism. Ethics occupies a
central place in Fichte’s doc
trine, because it resolves what
he considers to be the most im
portant problem of man’s activ
ity. Fichte viewed action itself
as the realization of a moral
law. To discover this law was to
solve the contradiction between
freedom
(“ought”)
and
necessity (“is”). Activity, ac
cording to Fichte, is free when
it is performed as a result of a
corresponding goal rather than
as a reaction to another activity
or action. However, freedom is
not the same as absolutely arbi
trary action. The contradiction
between what ought to be and
what really is, is resolved by
Fichte in a postulate on the
supraindividualistic and the
transcendental “ego” which
creates both the “is” and the
“ought” and the empirical indi
viduals themselves. Affirming

that freedom is only attainable
in the realm of the moral law’s
operation, Fichte attempts to
overcome abstract individual
ism and to conceive of freedom
as the result of social evolution.
Although activity is the act of
an individual, he may only
achieve freedom in society,
which Fichte viewed as an ef
fective community—the inter
action of individuals organized
by themselves in correspond
ence with their own laws. Sub
mission to such laws does not
preclude freedom. Thus ac
cording to Fichte, the effective
community is an interaction of
individuals acting freely. There
fore rights constitute a necess
ary condition of morality (rights
and morality together make up
the ethical sphere), and rights
cannot exist without the state,
which guarantees the condi
tions of normal everyday life to
the members of society (and
first of all guarantees to each
member his property). How
ever, for the foundation of a
perfect society, the state should
be the organ of the single will of
all the members of that society.
The utopian quality of such a
view when there exists an order

FORMALISM

based on class antagonisms, is
expressed in Fichte’s under
standing of the moral ideal as
the unity of spirit, achieved by
means of moral self-improve
ment. The latter implies the
Smrification of the morally perect
transcendental
“ego”
freeing it of flaws and weak
nesses inherent in separate in
dividuals (in empirical “egos”).
The essence of the transcend
ental “ego” is expressed in the
demands of conscience, the
single basis for moral duty:
“The form of my pure ‘ego’ is
invariably defined by the moral
law.” Thus, only conscience al
ways and unconditionally rules
the person. Only action which
corresponds to it and is not
under the influence of external
conditions, may be truly moral.
The real transformation of so
cial relations in Fichte’s ethics
is, as a rule, replaced by moral
self-improvement.
Although
Fichte sometimes evaluates ac
tivity directed towards a real
transformation of social rela
tions as moral activity (includ
ing by revolutionary means), in
the end, he does not escape the
confines of the abstract juxta
position of “is” and “ought”.
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Fichte’s ethics is presented in
his works: “Das System der Sittenlehre nach den Principien
der Wissenschaftslehrc” (“The
Science of Ethics as Based on
the Science of Knowledge”,
1798), “Der geschlossene Handelsstaat” (“The Closed Com
mercial State”, 1800), and “Die
Bestimmung des Menschen”
(“The Destiny of Man”, 1800).

FORMALISM [L forma form,
figure, external contcr'] 1. The
moral characteristic of the
method of meeting moral re
quirements expressed in: (a) a
purely outward compliance
with the rules which is due to
indifference to an object of an
action or a subject of a rule or
to the desire to conceal the true
motives such as, for instance,
selfish and corporatist motives;
(b) such discharging of one’s
duty when an individual does
not ponder over the social sig
nificance and the actual essence
of his deeds or is unable to mo
tivate them. Furthermore, the
scrupulous execution of strictly
set moral rules is often accom
panied by violating the most im
portant general principles of
morality—humanism, justice,
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and respect for people. A typi
cal manifestation of formalism
is moral piety when the outward
devotion to proprieties con
ceals injustice, inhumanity and
lack of respect for the individ
ual. The formalist attitude to
morality reduces a person’s re
sponsibility for his actions and
deeds and underestimates the
meaning of consciousness and
conviction. The source of moral
formalism is the dogmatization
of moral demands which con
ceals their social meaning in
ethical conceptualization. The
essence of such ethical con
cepts is that a duty itself should
be carried out for the sake of
the duty (deontological intuitionism). In such circumstances,
a certain independence of
moral demands of concrete cir
cumstances is treated as their
absolute autonomy and there
appears a predilection to the
“letter of the law” rather than
to the meaning of the moral de
mand. 2. Ethical formalism is
a methodological principle
underlying many ethical the
ories, in which formal points of
investigation prevail over the
analysis of the content of the
moral problem. In past the

ories, this was characteristic of
Kant, who sought a universal
ethical principle that would re
tain its significance irrespective
of the essence of the goals and
the concrete circumstances of
an action. Kant termed this
principle the categorical impera
tive implying the universality,
autonomy
and
humanistic
thrust of every moral action.
The formalism of Kantian
ethics (although this is denied
by some researchers), was a
method of comprehending and
asserting the universality of
morality as an imperative prin
ciple in conditions when human
life lacked such universality and
was torn apart by selfish inter
ests. Ethical formalism is found
in some theories of contempor
ary bourgeois moral philosop
hers (e.g. the neopositivist Ri
chard Mervyn Hare). However,
the outright refusal to deal with
moral problems and issues of
normative ethics is, in general,
typical of them (intuitionism,
Neopositivism, etc.). They are
almost exclusively interested in
problems of the logic of the lan
guage of morality, grammatical
form, the semantics of moral
judgements, and possible de
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finitions of moral terms. Mar
xism does not negate the signi
ficance of logical-formalist is
sues in ethics, but maintains
that they should be considered
in correlation with ideological
and social issues.
FOURIER, Francois Marie
Charles (1772-1837), French
utopian socialist who was criti
cal of the bourgeois system and
depicted a just society of har
mony and happiness. Drawing
upon many or the French ma
terialist doctrines of the 18th
century (though his reasoning
was presented in a mystical re
ligious form), Fourier, in his
philosophical and ethical con
structions, attached particular
meaning to man’s natural “pas
sions” (the pursuit of health,
love, self-fulfilment, creation,
etc. — a total of 12 passions). All
these passions are useful and
necessary and in beneficial con
ditions should demonstrate
their positive qualities. Humans
do not have intrinsically sinful,
criminal, or harmful desires or
inclinations. However, in the
circumstances of the decline of
civilization, which was how
Fourier viewed bourgeois so
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ciety, all human relationships
are abominably distorted. In
spite of the fact that altruism is
part of human nature as well as
the desire to work and help
each other, parasites rule in so
ciety, work is compulsory. In
stead of healthy competition
there is ruinous rivalry, anta
gonism between the interests of
the individual and society. As a
result, “a physician wishes that
his patients have more ailments,
ana a prosecutor—that each
family be engaged in a lawsuit.
An architect dreams of severe
fires which would destroy a
quarter of the town, and a gla
zier’s desire is a good nail
which would break all the glass
panes. This is how in a civilized
economy, each individual is en
gaged in a conscious struggle
with the mass; the inevitable re
sult of the anti-social economy
where people suffer.” Fourier
criticized the bourgeois family
where marriage has turned into
a commercial arrangement, and
women have no rights. He also
criticized the existing educa
tional system, which mentally
and physically crippled the
children. Fourier’s ideal was a
new society which would guar
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antee the solidarity and har
mony of all human interests.
The fundamental social unit of
Fourier’s new society is the
phalanx, a productive and con
sumer community of free wor
kers. In this society, although
material inequality is preserved,
people’s activities are organized
on the basis of everyone’s pref
erences in work and on compe
tition. By changing jobs, in
correspondence with their incli
nations and abilities, Fourier
thought, people would work
with joy and enthusiasm, would
not know unhealthy envy and
would freely give way to their
passions and inclinations. Only
in such circumstances, can the
highest (thirteenth) passion,
that of unitarism, be fully de
veloped, which could not mani
fest itself in bourgeois society.
Unitarism is the striving for
universal wellbeing, and to
combine individual benefit with
the wellbeing of all members of
the human race. Under these
circumstances, the family loses
its significance as an economic
unit and is replaced by a free
unit of loving people. Liberated
women will occupy the same
positions as men. Fourier at

tached great significance to the
social upbringing of children
and to the unity of upbringing
and productive labour for the
good of society. In spite of the
utopian and often fantastic na
ture of Fourier’s views of the
future society and of the ways
to achieve it, he brilliantly fore
shadowed a future communist
society. The fundamental works
in which Fourier developed his
ethical views: “ThSone des
Quatre Mouvements et des
Destinies GenSrales” (“The
ories of Four Movements and
Universal Destinies”, 1808),
“TraitS de 1’Association Domestique
et
Agricole”
(“Treatise on the Domestic and
Agricultural
Association”,
1822, published posthumously),
“ThSorie de 1’UnitS Universelle” (“Theory of the Universal
Unity”, 1941), “Le Nouveau
Monde Industriel et SociStaire”
(“The New Economic and So
cial World”, 1829), “Le Fausse
Industrie MorcelSe” (“The
False Economy Cut Up”, 18351836).
FREEDOM, MORAL, a ca
tegory of ethics embracing the
problems pertaining to man’s
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possibility and ability to act as
an independent and creative
personality, to express in his
moral activity his truly human
essence. Various idealist the
ories regard moral freedom as
inherent in man as such: en
dowed to him by nature or by
God (Freedom of the will).
This innate quality of man is a
prerequisite for his morality:
only thanks to freedom can
man be a moral being respon
sible for his acts. This formal
assumption of freedom led to
its extremely abstract interpre
tation. In everyday conscious
ness, and in some ethical doc
trines moral freedom is under
stood as freedom from exter
nal dependence (natural and
social), as a possibility of per
forming acts only in conform
ity with one’s own intentions
and decisions, as the unre
stricted self-fulfilment of the
individual, his requirements
and interests. This concept of
moral freedom is insufficient
for it is still not clear from
where the intentions, require
ments and interests of the in
dividual stem. Besides, life
demonstrates that frequently
people are “hostages” of then-
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own habits, inclinations and
moral traits, while the unre
stricted satisfaction of some
requirements does not at all
bring about the desired satis
faction and, for all intents and
purposes, cannot be regarded
as a sign of freedom. Marxist
ethics considers human free
dom in specific historical
terms as a person’s state
achieved only in definite cir
cumstances as a result of his
social and spiritual develop
ment. Engels wrote: “Freedom
does not consist in any
dreamt-of independence from
natural laws, but in the knowl
edge of these laws, and in the
possibility this gives of syste
matically making them work
towards definite ends.” From
this general philosophical de
finition of freedom, follows the
understanding of moral free
dom whose objective premise
is the overcoming of contradic
tions between man and society.
As a result, moral require
ments cease to oppose the in
dividual as something alien,
contradictory to his human
needs. Moral freedom is
formed under the influence of
the evolution of man’s con
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scientiousness with external
moral necessity being trans
formed into his inner require
ment, while submission to
moral precepts is turned into
voluntary obedience to one’s
own conscience, mere observ
ance of social rules converted
into creative adherence to
moral principles on the basis
of personal choice. However,
without excluding self-compul
sion, this moral freedom is in
complete. Full moral freedom
is achieved only when the
comprehended necessity turns
into a personal moral urge and
an inner requirement of man
whose interests are inseparable
from those of society. With
reference to individuals, this
state is achieved in the process
of the individual’s all-round
education and self-education.
As a typical social phenome
non, characterizing the activity
of the broad masses of people,
it is associated with the pros
pects of future development.
FREEDOM OF THE WILL, a
philosophical category im
plying, in most general terms,
man’s ability, in accordance
with his accepted world out

look, to independently define
his deeds and act within his
own discretion. As the category
of ethics, freedom of the will
signifies that in accomplishing
an act, man makes a moral
choice between good and evil,
the moral and the immoral. The
choice depending on man him
self, entails moral responsibility.
his acts may be interpreted to
his credit or his guilt. The prob
lem of freedom of the will m the
history of ethics has often been
approached in idealistic terms.
Exponents of the indeterminist
concept (Causality) consider
freedom of the will to be inde
pendent of external causes.
They see the source of man’s
actions and his ability to choose
his acts, in will itself, which is
opposed to any necessity. Free
dom of the will divorced from
the objective world is closely
linked to the view that it is in
principle impossible to achieve
freedom of the will in real life
for it is restricted only to the
realm of the spirit. Back in
ancient times, Epictetus ad
vanced the idea that since good
and evil exist only in man’s rea
son, no coercion could deprive
man of the freedom of choice.

FREEDOM OF THE WILL

In essence, the same meaning
was imparted to the concept of
freedom of the will by Kant who
differentiates reality between a
world of natural necessity
where man acts in conformity
with the laws of causality, as a
natural and non-free being, and
a comprehensible world beyond
space and time, in which alone
man enjoys freedom of the will.
According to Kant, only good
will is free, but it, too, is inca
pable of manifesting itself, in
practical terms, in the world of
necessity. Some theorists of the
later period (Stimer, Nietzsche,
Schopenhauer) classified the
concept of freedom of the will
(whether treated as a trait of
man or as something absolute,
independent) as unrestricted
arbitrariness which frequently
leads to extreme individualism
and amoralism. The concept of
freedom of the will is a central
category in the ethics of existen
tialism and personalism. Ma
terialist thinkers (Hobbes, 18thcentury French materialists,
Russian revolutionary demo
crats) rejected the indetermin
ist understanding of freedom of
the will, asserting that all man’s
acts are causally conditioned.
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But exponents of pre-Marxist
ethics did not answer the ques
tion: how is it possible to com
bine man’s ability to make a
choice as regards his actions
with the objective laws opera
ting in the world. For this rea
son, many of them treated the
causes determining man’s ac
tions in a mechanistic way and
arrived at the conclusion that
each person’s act is predeter
mined beforehand by the
general course of events (Hob
bes, Holbach, Anthony Collins).
Thus, the erroneous solution of
the problem of freedom of the
will ultimately brings them to
one of the two extremes—
either voluntarism or fatalism.
From the dialectical-materialist
point of view, man’s activities
accomplished on the basis of
his chosen goal, reflect, in the
final analysis, the laws of the
development of nature and so
ciety, i.e. objective necessity.
The latter is reflected in the in
terests and needs of people and
classes, determining the motives
of their acts. This necessity is
not to be considered only as
something external in respect to
man, for not only people’s acts
are conditioned by the laws of
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nature and society, but man in
his turn is capable of influenc
ing the environment and trans
forming it and thus expanding
his freedom and possibility of
choice. Within the framework
of general social-historical
necessity fulfilled by the totality
of actions of a huge mass of
people, an individual or a rela
tively large social group enjoy
freedom of choice (for instance,
whether to join a certain social
movement, how to act in a per
sonal situation). It is within this
framework that Marxist ethics
poses the problem of man’s re
sponsibility for his acts. (See
also Activities, Freedom, moral,
Discretion and creativity).

FREUDIANISM, a widespread
doctrine concerning the nature
of man, whose ideas have per
meated to a significant degree
contemporary sociology, philos
ophy, anthropology, ethics,
pedagogy and aesthetics. Freudianism (or psychoanalysis),
arose at the end of the 19th
century. Its founder, the Aus
trian neurologist and psy
chotherapist Sigmund Freud
(1856-1939), initially developed
psychoanalysis as a method for

treating neurotic ailments, but
later expanded it to encompass
social relationships in general.
The basis of Freudian ethics is
man’s innate psychological
complexes. Freudianism bases
the structure and motives of
human behaviour upon its un
conscious, and especially sexual
(libido), inclinations. Freud
considers the unknowable Id
(the unconscious) as the pri
mary element in man’s internal
world. The Id acts as ungov
erned energy or striving which
is ruled by the pleasure prin
ciple. The Id manifests itself in
males as a contradictory com
plex of sexual inclinations to
wards their mothers and as ag
gressive impulses towards their
fathers (the Oedipus Complex).
Similar inclinations are at
tributed to women (the Electra
Complex). According to Freud,
human action is based on these
inclinations as if inherited from
primitive times. However, with
the formation of society, moral
rules of behaviour appear
which limit and repress the
open display of unconscious in
clinations. Thus, in Freud’s
view, at a certain time of socie
tal development the Super-ego

FRIENDSHIP

developed and later was com
municated hereditarily. The
Super-ego is the result of man
assimilating moral standards.
Observing the character of the
individuals’ interactions with
bourgeois society, Freud came
to the conclusion that every so
ciety is hostile to man because
it represses his inclinations and
is the result of the transforma
tion (sublimation) of mental en
ergy into various aspects of his
cultural activities. The inclina
tions which are not sublimated
manifest themselves in neurotic
ailments and immoral beha
viour. Thus, social contradic
tions are treated by Freud as
the manifestations of man’s
anti-social nature. In the 1930’s,
a Neo-Freudian movement
(Neo-Freudianism), in particu
lar so-called Freudo-Marxism,
developed in psychology, socio
logy and other areas of culture
in the US (its most influential
representative
was
Erich
Fromm).
FRIENDSHIP, interpersonal
relations based on community
of interests and mutual attach
ment. In primitive society,
friendship was usually associ
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ated with symbolic relationship
(blood friendship, brother
hood) and was frequently indis
soluble as a matter of principle,
while the rights and duties of
friends were rigidly fixed by
tradition. With the disintegra
tion of communal-tribal rela
tions, the concept of friendship
was gradually divorced from
kinship and drew nearer to
comradeship based on the com
munity of interests. Initially, the
emphasis was on the practical
usefulness of friendship (e.g.
with the Sophists). More com
plicated relationships between
the individual and society make
the need of emotional contact
and psychological intimacy
more acute. This leads to the
individualization of friendship,
its rapprochement with love
and, in the end, to the concept
of friend as an alter ego, a sec
ond self (Aristotle). The psycho
logical intimacy implied by
friendship is shaped on the
basis of more elementary forms
of comradely intimacy resulting
from personal contacts and
joint activities, membership of
the same community and the
like. However, friendship is
more individual and selective
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than comradeship. It implies
not only community of status
and interests, but mutual sym
pathy and emotional attach
ment as well. The psychological
substance and function of
friendship changes with time.
Childhood friendship is ingenu
ous and associated mainly with
joint activities. However, it is an
indispensable school of al
truism, allegiance to principles
and the ability to understand
another person. With the devel
opment of self-consciousness in
juveniles and teenagers, there
appears the need of intimate
friendship and a friend with
whom it would be possible to
discuss and compare personal
experiences. Juvenile friend
ship, as a first independently
chosen attachment, is highly
emotional and in many respects
anticipates love. In girls, the
need for intimate friendship ap
pears earlier and is more
strongly expressed than in boys
who tend towards comradeship
within a group. During the peri
od of maturity, the range of a
person’s contacts becomes dif
ferentiated, and there appear
new significant attachments
(love, family and parental feel

ings). The relations of friend
ship lose their exclusiveness
and combine with other rela
tions (family, public, produc
tion). The role of friend re
mains extremely important
nonetheless. This is especially
strongly expressed in critical
personal situations. As a force
uniting people, friendship has
always been an important social
and moral value. It is not by
chance that in the broad sense,
the concept of friendship
denotes not only interpersonal
but social relations as well
(friendship of nations, treaties
of friendship between states
and the like). Ancient philosop
hers saw in friendship even a
cosmic force of union (in con
trast to enmity). In the history
of ethical thought, the unsel
fishness and selflessness of true
friendship has long since been
opposed to false relationships
based on a self-seeking deal.
But French materialists (Holbach, Helvetius) already re
vealed the relative character of
such a distinction (the need to
unburden one’s heart can be no
less egoistic than the desire to
use the money of a friend). The
moral appraisal of concrete re-
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lations of friendship is based on
the nature of its general aims
and principles: whether friend
ship serves to attain a noble so
cial goal or serves partial, group
interests. The code of friend
ship is an embodiment of the
moral norms of the ideal com
munal life in general. It is in
compatible with egoism, perfidy
and vacillating convictions.

FROMM, Erich (1900-1980),
US psychoanalyst and social
philosopher of German de
scent, one of the major propo
nents of Neo-Freudianism. He
created humanistic psychoana
lysis, and on this basis advanced
his version of humanistic ethics.
Fromm reviewed several the
oretical positions of classical
psychoanalysis and criticized
Freud for his separation of psy
chology and ethics. He was a
proponent of the view that
moral and ethical norms com
pose the organized principle of
man’s activities. In his view, the
problem of neurosis (one of the
issues dealt with in psychoana
lysis), is indissolubly tied to
ethics, because every neurosis
manifests itself as a moral prob
lem often brought about by
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moral conflicts. This observa
tion led to Fromm’s interest in
moral problems, and to his ef
forts to understand the ethical
and moral aspects of human ex
istence in the world. Reviewing
the various ethical concepts,
Fromm does not adhere to the
view that man is intrinsically
evil and inclined towards ag
gression by nature. Nor does he
support the view that man is in
nately good. He was critical of
the existential treatment of
values in which moral rules and
value judgements acquire rela
tivist shades. In contrast to the
concept of socially immanent
values (according to which the
standards of ethics being identi
fied with social norms serve to
maintain the status quo of capi
talist society which is conducive
to the alienation of man), and
to the theory of biologically im
manent values (which levels the
specific aspects of human na
ture and regards egoism and
competition as the highest
values in life), Fromm ex
pounds on the concept of hu
manistic ethics (or “biophilia”).
He feels that man simulta
neously possesses two poten
tials: primary, which is called
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biophilia (love of life), and sec
ondary, which is called necro
philia (love of death), the latter
being a pathological phenome
non. For Fromm, the basic al
ternative of ethics is a choice
between the biophilia and ne
crophilia. In capitalistic condi
tions, the necrophilic orienta
tion, with its peculiar charac
teristics of radical hedonism,
unbridled egoism and violence
(which results in the individual
losing the reason for his exist
ence), predominates. Humanis
tic ethics are necessary for a
person to keep his originality.
These ethics do not negate the
individual, but support him in
all manifestations of his life.
They affirm the achievement of
“freedom for” rather than
“freedom from”, and they value
the sociability of people based
on common love rather than
antagonism between individ
uals. Fromm’s development of
humanistic ethics assumes indi
vidual self-enlightenment in
stead of fundamental transfor
mation of social relationships.
This enlightenment is to be
achieved by means of the meth
ods of humanistic psychoana
lysis. Thus Fromm does not go

beyond the framework of the
abstract-humanistic utopia of
the purification of society by
means of the moral-ethical im
provement
of
individuals.
Fromm’s utopia contains the
moral precepts of Christianity,
with their emphasis on love for
one’s neighbour, and the moral
orientation of Zen Buddhism
whose focus is the enlighten
ment of the individual and the
attainment of his inner self. The
ethical views of Fromm are
contained in the following
works: “Die Furcht vor der
Freiheit” (“Escape from Free
dom”, 1941), “Man for Himself;
an Inquiry into the Psychology
of Ethics” (1947), “The Art of
Loving” (1956), “The Heart of
Man” (1964), “The Revolution
of Hope. On Humanistic Tech
nique” (1968), “The Anatomy
of Human Destructiveness”
(1973), “To Have or to Be?”
(1976).

FYODOROV, Nikolai Fyodoro
vich 11823-1903), Russian thin
ker, the author of a moral Uto
pia of a global cosmic nature.
The ethical views of Fyodorov
are expressed in his work, “The
Philosophy of the Common
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Cause”. As all Utopians, he
bases himself on the criticism of
the existing order of things in the
world but its change he links not
so much with the solution of so
cial problems as with moral,
natural, evolutionary and cosmic
transformations. According to
Fyodorov, the main source of
evil, the cause of all misfortunes
and sufferings, is death. That is
why it seemed reasonable to him
to divide society not into the
poor and the rich but rather into
the living and the dead. Death
and destruction exist in animate
and inanimate nature, among
plants and animals but only man,
the crown of evolution, is aware
of death, perceives himself as a
mortal being and does not want
to reconcile himself to the fact.
Fyodorov does not see in this
desire a selfish striving of man
for immortality but his duty to
the forefathers who gave the liv
ing everything: life, the material
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world and culture. The obliga
tion to the dead is a moral im
perative underlying Fyodorov’s
utopian project of “immanent
resurrection” of all people who
once lived on the Earth. He be
lieved that for this it was necess
ary to unite the efforts of all
sciences, the synthesis of biol
ogy, astronomy and history.
Fyodorov believes that the
struggle against death is the
main concern of all mankind and
calls his philosophic theory the
“philosophy of the common
cause”. Fyodorov grasps the
idea of the link existing between
man and outer space and the
need to explore space and in
habit it. His theop' is also linked
to religious, mystical and mytho
logical teachings. The philosop
hic and ethical theory of Fyodo
rov made an impact on the world
outlook of Russian thinkers in
cluding Soloviev, Pavel Floren
sky and Dostoyevsky.
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GANDHI,
Mohandas
Karamchand (1869-1948), a leader
and ideologist of India’s na
tional liberation movement.
Gandhi addressed ethical ques
tions in order to morally corro
borate the policy of Satyagraha
(passive resistance as a method
of gaining political and social
reforms) and to involve in it
masses of people, above all the
peasantry. By means of ethics,
he substantiated the ideals of
elevating the dignity of the indi
vidual and of eliminating social
inequality and discrimination
based on caste, creed, property
status or colour of skin. His
basic principle was “ahimsa”—
the principle of non-violence
and doing no harm. The main
attribute of ahimsa is love
which is an all-embracing moral
category. “Where there is love,”
Gandhi said, “there is life;
hatred leads to destruction.”

Love is incompatible with in
flicting suffering upon anyone,
and an adherent of “ahimsa”
must accept his own suffering.
From this follows the second at
tribute of “ahimsa”—compas
sion for all living beings, aus
terity and sexual abstinence, as
sociated, in particular, with the
vow of celibacy. Gandhi at
taches great importance to de
veloping such qualities as cour
age, bravery, and ability to
overcome fear. He interprets
these and other categories in
the spirit of individual self-imErovement. Thus, bravery must
e displayed not in bold actions
against existing evil, but primar
ily in a readiness to accept suf
fering and self-sacrifice. In the
sphere of property relations,
Gandhi propounded the prin
ciple of “aparigraha” — non
covetousness, appealing to the
wealthy to restrain their greed

GHAZZALI

and to respond to the needs of
the destitute and hungry. This
principle is an important com
ponent of the morality of asceti
cism he preached. The entire
complex of moral standards, accoraing to Gandhi, is united by
a universal moral law that is di
vine in its origin. Under its in
fluence, there develops the pro
cess of the individual’s moral
perfection, as a result of which
selfish desires are completely
eliminated. Self-analysis, con
trol over one’s thoughts, words
and deeds constitute the most
important means of implement
ing this law. Gandhi’s ideas on
ethics exerted profound in
fluence on various social strata
of India. Gandhi’s spiritual and
political experience testifies to
the high degree of practical ef
fectiveness of morality as inner
self-improvement of the indi
vidual and non-violence based
on principle.
GHAZZALI A1-, Abu-Hamid
Mohammed (1058 or 10591111), medieval Muslim theo
logian and philosopher. The
ethical views of al-Ghazzali are
expounded mostly in “The Res
toration of the Sciences of Reli
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gion” in the spiritual self-purifi
cation and self-improvement of
man. Ghazzali discerns positive
virtues embodied in good deeds
and passive virtues —abstaining
from evil deeds, and gives his
preference to the latter. This
does not indicate the rejection
of the real world. According to
Ghazzali, a person not of this
world is incapable of being du
tiful to those who need his as
sistance and support. In isola
tion, it is impossible to bring up
a child or to identify one’s
shortcomings
the
struggle
against which is called by the Is
lamic tradition the great Jihad.
Ghazzali subdivides vices into
those associated with certain
parts of the body (gluttony, un
restrained sex urges, empty
talk, lies if they are not for the
sake of salvation, slander, infor
ming against someone); self-as
sertion (malice, envy, vanity)
and greed, craving for high
posts, hypocrisy and arrogance.
He believes that virtues (traits
facilitating salvation), are de
veloped in consecutive order:
first there is repentance, tem
perance, poverty, patience and
gratitude to God, then the
stages of spiritual self-improve
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ment—truthfulness, fear, hope,
reliance on God as indivisible
and unique, an immovable
mover of the material world
and the cause of being, possess
ing a tangible and absolute ex
istence. At the end of his path
on Earth man becomes pos
sessed by all-consuming love of
God which embraces all basic
kinds of love. Ghazzali explains
moral behaviour by God’s help
allowing man to distinguish be
tween the moral and the immo
ral, the good and evil, right and
wrong, a desire to accomplish a
virtuous deed and a hope for a
tangible opportunity and fa
vourable objective conditions.
Striving to reconcile the con
cept of man’s moral responsi
bility for his deeds with the as
sumption that God is the sole
cause of everything, Ghazzali
addresses himself to the con
cept
of
“appropriation”
(“kasb”), according to which
man’s deed occupies an inter
mediate position between pure
coercion prevailing in the ma
terial world and absolute free
dom of choice (Moral choice)
characteristic of God.

GOAL, a planned result (con
ceivable, desired or designed)
of an act or deed. Ethics distin
guishes between the following
goals: (1) subjective (based on
personal motives and inten
tions) and objective (depending
on the universally significant in
centives); (2) relative (chosen
for the attainment of another,
more important, result) and ab
solute (whose attainment is a
moral value in itself, while its
essence coincides with the ideal
and serves as a foundation for
moral principles)', (3) positive
which conform to the require
ments of morality and negative
which are at variance with
them. According to Kant the
goal is moral if it is dictated by
the categorical imperative and
associated with the concept of
duty. These are self-improve
ment and the happiness of other
people. Goals are realized by
resorting to certain means. The
latter brmg a result which never
fully conforms to the ideal goal.
The moral value of a deed is
determined by the moral signi
ficance of the goal, the means
and the practical result (Ends
and means). In other words, all
human activities which pursue

GOLDEN RULE

definite ends, employ the
necessary means to achieve
them and lead to an objective
result, should be given moral
evaluation.

GOLDEN RULE, ancient rule
of ethical conduct expressing
the universal substance of mor
ality (Universal and class ele
ments in morality). Its most
widely current wording is as fol
lows: “Whatever you wish that
men would do to you, do so to
them” or “Do to others as you
would have others do to you”.
The golden rule is mentioned in
the earliest written monuments
of many cultures (e.g. in the
teaching of Confucius, in the
ancient Indian “Mahabharata”,
in Homer’s “Odyssey”) and
deeply penetrated social con
sciousness
of
subsequent
epoches. Historically, this re
quirement figured under vari
ous names: maxim, principle,
guiding principle, the first con
sideration, and the like. Its cur
rent name dates from the late
18th century. In ancient ethics,
the golden rule was mentioned
mainly as a requirement of
Worldly wisdom and practical
prudence. In the Christian
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ethics of the Middle Ages (e.g.
Augustine), efforts were made
to raise it to the key principle of
theocentric morals. In the
ethics of modern times, the
golden rule is treated as a basic
and self-evident requirement of
morality
(Hobbes,
Locke,
Johann Herder and others).
The emergence of the golden
rule testifies to the breach in
the consanguineous narrowness
of consciousness as well as to
the transition from impersonal
responsibility of the clan to the
responsibility of the individual.
The positive moral significance
of the golden rule is determined
by its assertion of the right and
duty of the individual to assume
responsibility and act in accord
ance with his notion of what is
best; it practically orients the
individual towards developing
an important element in the
mechanism of moral conduct —
the ability to identify oneself
with another and emotionally
relive the latter’s experience.
The universal significance of
the golden rule is associated
with its underlying idea of
equality.
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GOOD, one of the most general
evaluating and imperative con
cepts and a category of ethics. It
reflects the positive moral signi
ficance of social phenomena
and their correlation with the
ideal. The opposite of good is
evil. Historically, the first con
cepts of good contained the
idea of the valuable and useful
in general. This reflected the
syncretism of the mode of fife
and man’s consciousness in
primitive tribal society. In this
sense, the concept of good
merged with that of benefit.
Traces of this identification can
still be found in philistine con
sciousness. With the division of
labour and emergence of class
civilization, the concept of good
is idealized, and, on the other
hand, acquires a specific moral
aspect. This is reflected in
counterposing good and practi
cal usefulness. At the same
time, the concept of good
treated in its own right among
other moral concepts, is being
revaluated utilitywise. Conse
quently, in philosophy, too,
there are two approaches to the
interpretation of good and mor
ality. Religious and idealistic
ethics absolutized the separ

ation of good from everyday
values imbuing it with a divine,
transcendental nature. Good is
interpreted as a manifestation
of the divine will (Augustine,
Thomas Aquinas and Soloviev),
as the supreme idea in the
realm of eternal and unchange
able essences (Plato, Neo-Platonists), activity in conformity
with the laws of the mentally
perceived world (Kant) and one
of the absolute goals (Hegel).
Here, good is perceived as both
the philosophically postulated
ideal kingdom and human acti
vities aimed at merging with it.
In the naturalistic theories of
morality basing themselves, as a
rule, on philosophical material
ism, good is interpreted as hap
piness or something which is
conducive to it (Hedonism,
Utilitarianism, Eudaemonism)
or which meets the needs of a
social group or a society (Man
deville, utopian communism, so
cialism). In the evolution of
ethics, along with these extreme
positions, attempts had been
made to synthesize them. This
did not enjoy broad recognition
but was, nevertheless, very
fruitful. For instance, Aristotle
interprets good as a path to

GOOD

happiness and at the same time
as a substantial element in its
structure. An intuitive analysis
of the nature of good was the
peculiar reaction to the dilem
mas of classic philosophy.
Moore criticized all previous
ethical doctrines detecting in
them a “naturalistic error”
which, he believed, consisted in
reducing good to particular
natural properties of objects. In
the intuitive interpretation good
is an objective, simple and pri
mary property of objects. This
in principle is indefinable and
perceived by intuition. Accord
ing to the analytical concept
(Richard Hare and others),
good is indefinable not because
it is an unnatural property, but
because the word itself is used
in various contexts not making
it possible to establish its
general meaning. Pragrnatism
(Dewey), which links the indefi
nability of good with the vari
ability of the human, cultural
and
historical
experience,
draws the same conclusion.
Marxist ethics attaches vital im
portance to the changeability of
the concepts of good and their
objective and specific historical
essence. Since good is not a
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natural property, it embodies
the need of a particular society
for behaviour which would be
in accordance with its trends of
development. As a value con
cept, good is considered within
the framework of a particular
system of class morals. Within
the bounds of moral conscious
ness, good as an absolute, selfevident universal human value
is perceived as humaneness
realized in deeds. Despite its
extremely abstract character,
this concept of good imbues all
its historical and situational
specifications with humanism.
Marxist ethics developed the
idea of the dialectical unity of
good and evil: good is embo
died in deeds (beneficence) and
personal qualities (virtues)
when it is perceived by a person
as the opposite of evil. At the
same time, the concept of good
becomes socially specified only
when it is converted into the to
tality of man’s positive obliga
tions to society, other people
and himself. The dialectics of
good and evil cannot be inter
preted as the elimination of any
distinction between them. Des
pite the fact that at times in a
concrete historical situation,
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good may turn into evil or evil
may lead to good, within the
limits of morality the boun
daries separating them are ab
solute and such transitions are
impossible. An important ques
tion posed by classic philosophy
is the problem of the correla
tion of good and duty. The in
tense discussion of this issue in
modem non-Marxist ethics, re
veals two trends: ethical axio
logy proceeding from the pri
macy of good and ethical deon
tology insisting on the primacy
of duty. From the viewpoint of
dialectics, the concepts of good
and duty in their ideal form
correspond to different but in
terdependent elements in an in
tricate mechanism regulating
human behaviour. The concept
of good reflects the striving of
man for improvement and for
the elimination of the factors
impinging upon human dignity
and constricting opportunities
for self-realization. As a goal,
the concept of good regulates
human behaviour thus opera
ting as a social requirement, an
imperative. In the ethics of the
Sast, this distinction was reected in the distinguishing of
the “material” (content and

value) and “formal” (impera
tive) aspects of a moral act.
Moral good consists in deeds
performed for the benefit of an
other person, leading people to
happiness and to the assertion
of the self-value of every indi
vidual. In the historical per
spective, good is realized in the
vigorous efforts to establish so
cial relations worthy of man.
While ideally the personal and
socio-political aspects of good
should coincide, in real life
there are contradictions be
tween them. These contradic
tions engender equally limited
attitudes to life: moralizing ne
gation of history or disregard
for moral criteria justified by
historical necessity. Genuine
humanism implies a socio-historical activity which is guided
and corrected by the idea of
good shared by all mankind.

GOOD DEED, see Beneficence.

GRACE, a category of Christian
ethics implying the supernatural
assistance of God to man. It is
assumed that the free will of
man is challenged by the dilem
ma: whether to begin the
struggle for purification and im

GRATITUDE

provement of one’s life. How
ever, if it is left to its own de
vices, the will cannot solve this
problem. And in this situation,
grace comes to the assistance of
the sincere will and makes
possible that which is beyond
man’s powers. According to
Christianity, the primary move
of goodwill, although free, has
been predetermined by God.
Hence the paradox: all depends
on man but all is done by grace.
“Work out your own salvation
with fear and trembling. For it
is God which worketh in you
both to will and to do of His
Good pleasure,” says the Bible.
This concept led to disputes
concerning
predestination
throughout the entire history of
theology. The question of the
correlation between grace and
freedom of the will, has a multi
faceted content which cannot
be simplistically rendered into
the language of other ethical
theories. One of its major as
pects is the problem of the
correlation of the objective and
the subjective in the moral
choice constantly facing man
and society in practice. As for
the term itself, it shared the fate
of many other religious con
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cepts. More often than not, the
consciousness of modern man
does not imbue grace with a re
ligious connotation, and implies
by it goodwill, favour, or a
quality of being pleasing and at
tractive.
GRATITUDE characterizes the
attitude of a person in response
to kindness or benefit rendered
by another person (group or
agency), which is expressed in a
special sense of readiness to re
spond with reciprocal kindness
and practical action. The need
of morality to repay kindness
appeared long ago in the past
when man began to identify
himself as an individual in a
primeval collective and when
the practice of reciprocal ser
vices became possible. The sig
nificance of the obligation of
gratitude is more extensive in
bourgeois society as an addi
tional instrument (which is not
legally formalized), in economic
and legal relations connected
with mutual exchange of com
modities and services. How
ever, owing to the opposite in
terests of people, this obligation
is most often violated here (e.g.
when a benefactor happens to
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become a competitor). Socialist
morality admits that gratitude is
one of the manifestations of the
principle of justice in relation
ships between people. Grati
tude should be distinguished
from fawning, bribe-giving, un
civilized, immoral forms of “set
tling” personal affairs in so
ciety. Extremely difficult situ
ations arise when the obligation
of gratitude is at variance with
higher principles such as hu
manism, honesty, patriotism,
etc. Although gratitude belongs
to the sphere of personal rela
tions, it also has a value of its
own and is an indispensable
moral principle of society.
GROTIUS, Hugo (Huig de
Groot, 1583-1645), Dutch jurist,
sociologist and statesman, one
of the founders of the theory of
natural law and social contract.
In his work “De Jure Belli et
Pacis”, Grotius opposed the
theory of the divine origin of
the state, of legal and moral
standards. He believed that
primitive communistic rela
tions, based on public property,
were lost because of moral rea
sons. The lack of love and jus
tice in relationships between

people undermined the founda
tions of equality in the sphere
of production and consumption
ana led to property and class
inequality. In order to curb pas
sions and disturbances, people
unite into a state by conscious
and voluntary agreement to se
cure protection of the law and
for mutual benefit. The law ap
pears from the people’s striving
and ability for peaceful com
munication based on universal
principles of reason. The viol
ation of these principles, the
manifestations of enmity and
repudiation of justice, i.e., re
currences of relations which
existed prior to the social con
tract, are, according to Grotius,
the reason for wars and social
conflicts. Grotius criticized the
theological explanations of the
nature of state and law and saw
their origins in human reason
and experience.

GUILE, a moral attitude of an
individual planning an evil deed
directed towards hypocrisy and
deception. Guile goes hand in
hand with slyness and double
dealing. Guile is based on the
conscious adoption of the im
moral principle according to

GUILT

which the selfish goal justifies
any means. In the Ten Com
mandments, Moses made the
first attempt to morally forbid
guile as a form of bearing false
witness. This tradition was con
tinued in Christian ethics but
with a greater distinction be
tween guile as such and false
witnessing. More than once, the
New Testament relegates guile
to the so-called sins of the flesh.
In further elaborating this pos
tulate, an early-Christian theo
logian, Tertullian, lists guile as
a mortal sin. However, the sub
sequent orthodox Christian the
ology expels guile from the
codified list of the seven mortal
sins. Despite the negative atti
tude on the whole to that im
moral principle, in the history
of social thought guile fitted
into various moral and ethical
systems. For instance, Machia
vellianism accepts guile as a
normative and even virtuous act
if it serves “noble” goals. Mod
ern social consciousness con
demns it believing, quite justifi
ably, that it enhances the de
structive role of an evil deed re
garding it as a principle of con
duct.
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GUILT (guiltiness), state (con
dition) opposite to innocence,
in which a person finds oneself
having violated moral or legal
standards, committed a mis
deed or a crime. The state of
guilt is an expression of the in
dividual’s moral attitude to
wards other people and society
as a whole. Since man, basing
himself on his reason and will,
chooses his way of action and is
responsible before society for
his own deeds, he is considered
guilty if he evades the responsi
bility conferred on him, disre
gards the established moral
values and fails to fulfil his
moral duty. In law, if the guilt of
a person ignoring public inter
ests and standards is estab
lished, this provides grounds
for punishment; in morals, how
ever, guilt involves only censure
(Sanction). If a person pleads
guilty, he may (depending on
his ideological and moral ma
turity) experience suffering,
pangs of conscience, repentance,
sense of shame or simply fear of
retribution. In religious mor
ality, guilt is recognized as an
inborn quality, a consequence
of the original sin. That is why
atonement of guilt is above all
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regarded as dependence on
God’s will. Some schools of
modern non-Marxist philos
ophy treat guilt also as a perma
nent feature of the personality.
For Freudianism, guilt is the re
sult of tension, invariably en
gendered by the discrepancy in
the requirements of the Super
ego (conscience and the re
quirements of society) and the
Ego proper (consciousness
based on reality). In existential
ism, man is guilty merely be
cause he never realizes the op
portunities of his existence, he

is uncommunicative and lonely
(and hence prone to personal
conflicts), and is opposed to na
ture. Marxist ethics considers
guilt a temporary state of man
caused by a specific situation, a
consequence of his immoral ac
tions (including refusal to act in
accordance with moral stand
ards). He can overcome such a
state if he is aware of his guilt,
improves his' behaviour, and
subsequently performs actions
which will serve to repent the
guilt-

HABITS, acts and actions the
fulfilment of which has become
a need; a line of conduct which
became deeply rooted in a per
son’s psychology and manifests
itself in actions of the same
kind recurring under similar
conditions. The process of re
solving a task gradually
becomes automatic as a result
of repeated performance of
similar actions. Corresponding
skills and inclinations are culti
vated and when man finds him
self in a habitual situation they
start functioning without think
ing. Habits make the process of
man’s social activity much ea
sier and simpler. The act which
used to require analysis of the
situation, working out a solu
tion and sometimes self-com
pulsion, is done without think
ing and effort of the will when it
becomes habitual. From the so
cial standpoint, habit is an ele

ment of moral relations, one of
the ways of regulating people’s
behaviour. Habit is the simplest
form of maintaining and trans
mitting customs to succeeding
generations. It consists in a cer
tain social need which requires
certain acts from a person
being reflected in the psycho
logy of many people as thenown needs and inclinations.
The role of social habits
becomes more important in the
process of building socialist so
ciety. The process of working
out a new habit is not confined
to the mere training of people
to follow rules imposed upon
them. It presupposes the incul
cation ofpersuasions, conscien
tiousness, which then become a
habit.

HAPPINESS, a concept of
moral consciousness signifying a
state of man which expresses
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his greatest inner satisfaction
with the conditions of his exist
ence, meaning of his life, attain
ment of his human purpose.
Happiness comprises two com
ponents: moral qualities, the
measure of virtue of a person
and the combination of the fac
tors determining his wellbeing
(health, prosperity, good luck,
etc.). The reference to happi
ness as a moral motive is typical
of practically all ethical doc
trines in antiquity and in the
Middle Ages, as well as the
overwhelming majority of the
doctrines in modern times.
However, the treatment of hap
piness as an essential and pri
mary basis of man’s moral life,
is a distinctive feature of a par
ticular trend and tradition in
ethics—eudaemonism. It identi
fied happiness with the highest
good, thereby stressing the per
sonality’s self-value. Happiness,
in the same way as a dream, is a
sensuous-emotional form of the
ideal, but unlike a dream, hap
piness does not signify the indi
vidual’s aspirations, but their
fulfilment. The concept of hap
piness does not merely charac
terize a specific situation or
state of man. It conveys the idea

of what man’s life should be
like, precisely what is blissful
for him. Consequently, this con
cept bears a normative-value
character. The content of hap
piness is interpreted in terms of
purpose and meaning of human
life. This concept bears a his
torical and class character; a
slave-owner and a slave, a feu
dal lord and a serf, a bourgeois
and a proletarian, a city dweller
and a villager, an old person
and a youth ascribe to it differ
ent meanings which correspond
to their conditions of life and
interests. In practice, in the so
cially alienated antagonistic
class society, it always hap
pened that the striving of the
oppressed destitute classes for
happiness was ruthlessly sacri
ficed to the same striving of the
privileged layers of society.
That contradiction determined
the fact that in the history of
moral consciousness the ca
tegory of happiness was always
imbued with a double meaning.
On the one hand, happiness
was regarded as the innate right
of man but, on the other, mor
ality, above all official morality,
regarded it only as a reward for
virtuousness, the sacrifices as

HARTMANN

sociated with the abidance by
its requirements (Retribution).
Religious morality postponed
the attainment of happiness till
the life hereafter. On the other
hand, at times it was recognized
as legitimate to strive for happi
ness in the life on earth. Their
happiness was declared not
only a reward for virtuousness
but, conversely, its source. Lud
wig Feuerbach understood hap
piness exactly in this way: “The
urge towards happiness is in
nate in man, and must therefore
form the basis of all morality”
(Engels). In describing his per
sonal perception of happiness,
Marx once said that he saw it in
struggle. Such a concept is at
variance with all traditional no
tions of happiness. This is no
longer an idyllic state of con
tentment with the existing situ
ation but, on the contrary, a
constant craving for a better fu
ture and the surmounting of ob
stacles along its path: not the
attainment of one’s own well
being but a full development
and application of one’s abil
ities in the conscious effort for
the attainment of common
goals. In the system of vital
goals of modern man, happi
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ness occupies as high a place as
it did in people living in the
preceding epoches. However,
this has not been adequately re
flected either in ethics or social
moral consciousness.

HARTMANN, Eduard von
(1842-1906), German idealist
philosopher, representative of
irrationalism. The point of de
parture of Hartmann’s philos
ophical system is the uncon
scious spiritual principle in
vested with two attributes: will
and conception (idea). Accord
ing to Hartmann, the conflict
between them defines the entire
course of world evolution,
determining the place of man
kind within the system of the
world as a whole and its pur
pose; it also leaves its imprint
on people’s mentality and beha
viour. Like his predecessor
Schopenhauer, Hartmann ad
hered to an extremely pessimis
tic view in ethics: the uncon
scious principle produced a
world in which suffering and
misery exceed joy. Hartmann
regards the pursuit of happi
ness to be no more than an illu
sion. At first, people counted
on achieving happiness in
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earthly life (in antiquity), then
hoped for the hereafter
(Middle Ages), and, finally, as
sociate then- hopes for a happy
life with social progress (mod
ern times). However, having
realized the futility of these ef
forts, mankind must come to
the one and only correct deci
sion—to reject all desires by a
universal collective act and free
themselves of the misery of ex
istence. Thus is realized the
mythical goal of the world pro
cess—the victory of conscious
ness over inert, unreasonable
will, and the world ceases its ex
istence. Basing himself on these
views, Hartmann formulated
the principles of man’s moral
behaviour. Rejecting conduct
guided by self-seeking aspira
tions (egoistic morality) and
sanctified by the authority of
the family, the Church and the
state (heteronomous morality),
he declares that autonomous
morality, the roots of which are
in religious consciousness, is
genuine morality. Every moral
obligation, Hartmann argues,
exists only as an obligation in
relation to God. Man acts mo
rally if, being aware of his unity
with the unconscious spiritual

principle, he identifies the goals
of the latter with his own goals.
Hartmann’s basic works on
ethics are: “Die Philosophic des
Unbewussten” (“The Philos
ophy of the Unconscious”,
1869), “Phanomenologie des
sittlichen Bewusstseins” (“The
Phenomenology of Moral Con
sciousness”, 1879), “Zur Geschichte und Begrundung der
Pessimismus” (“On the History
and Justification of Pessimism”,
1880), and “Ethische Studien”
(“Ethical Studies”, 1898).
HARTMANN, Nicolai (18821950), German philosopher,
objective idealist, whose views
were influenced by the Mar
burg school of Neo-Kantianism
and then by Edmund Husserl
and Max Scheier; repre
sentative of modern axiology
and one of the creators of phe
nomenological ethics. The basic
substance of Hartmann’s axio
logy is presented in his work
“Ethics” (1925). Values, ac
cording to Hartmann, depend
neither on the appraised ob
jects nor on the very act of ap
praisal. They are objective, al
though they lack the real at
tributes of objects. Values are

HATRED

beyond both the consciousness
of man and material reality.
They belong to a special sphere
of being —the kingdom of ideal
essences which is beyond space
and time. Hence, they are abso
lute, eternal and invariable.
Here, Hartmann follows the
tradition of Plato's idealism. He
characterizes values as the prin
ciples generating reality. As
Hartmann sees it, moral values,
for example, have meaning in
that they demand agreement
between the real and the
necessary, as well as the asser
tion and preservation of what is
valuable. However, in them
selves values cannot be materi
alized in reality and change the
existing world, because every
thing in it occurs according to
the laws of cause and effect and
not by the logic of the impera
tive. The requirement of value
can be realized only by man
who lives in the real world and
thus possesses real active
power. He is simultaneously in
volved in the world of values
and of duties, and thus pos
sesses freedom of the will. Un
like all other bemgs of nature,
man has, a “fate”, a “destiny” to
fulfil what is valuable and
12
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proper, overcoming resistance
of external necessity. Man cog
nizes values by intuition, be
cause the nature of values is
marked by irrationality. This
concept of Hartmann, with its
distinctive elements of irration
alism, reflects certain aspects of
the spiritual life of a modern in
dividual, especially an intellec
tual. The latter constantly finds
himself in a contradictory situ
ation which, on the one hand,
demands that he take steps in
accordance with external social
necessity, practical advantage,
political setup and personal in
terest, and, on the other hand,
leads him to fulfill his moral
duty which often contradicts
the logic of social relations. The
acute sense of this contradic
tion found its expression in
Hartmann’s idea of two worlds
(values and real existence) and
of the division of human exist
ence into the spheres of the real
and the ideal.

HATRED, moral feeling corre
sponding to the relations of re
ciprocal enmity. Outwardly
hatred may be perceived as
something integral and indi
visible. However, by its actual
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content it comprises a number
of interrelated facets, for in
stance, aversion and wishing
bad to another person, refusal
to come to the assistance of the
object of hatred, opposition to
all his or her intentions. The
feeling of hatred is the direct
opposite to the feeling of love.
However, at the same time, this
way or another, it implies love,
e.g. the hatred of evil implies
the love of good.
HEDONISM [Gk hedone plea
sure], in the history of ethical
thought —a widely used theory
for justification of morality and
interpretation of its nature and
purposes. Hedonism reduces
the entire content of the diverse
moral precepts to one general
end—to get pleasure and avoid
pain. This purpose is viewed as
the principal motive force of
man implanted in him by nature
(Naturalism), ultimately deter
mining all his actions. As a
principle of morality prescrib
ing worldly pleasure-seeking,
hedonism (just as eudaemonism) is the opposite of asceti
cism. In ancient Greece, Demo
critus and Aristippus were
among the first philosophers

advocating the principle of he
donism in ethics. Epicurus,
whose name is associated with
an entire trend in the theory of
morality, Epicureanism, was the
most famous among the philos
ophers who justified hedonism.
Ideas of hedonism were also
advocated by Lucretius, a
Roman follower of Epicurus. In
the Middle Ages, the Christian
Church condemned hedonism,
considering earthly pleasures
sinful (Sin). The principle of
hedonism in ethics was again
revived with the emergence and
assertion of bourgeois relations.
That was absolutely natural
since it fully accorded with the
bourgeois views on man as
above all a private entrepreneur
(the motive force of society is a
private person pursuing his own
mterests; the goal of society
and, consequently, its morality
must be the benefit of this pri
vate person, while his material
prosperity is, ultimately, the
substance of universal welfare).
In their conflict with the relig
ious understanding of morality,
Hobbes, Locke, Pierre Gassen
di, Spinoza, and 18th-century
French materialists frequently
resorted to the hedonistic inter

HEGEL

pretation of morality. Later on,
hedonism found its fullest ex
pression in utilitarianism. The
ideas of hedonism are shared
by many theoreticians of mod
ern
non-Marxist
ethics —
George Santayana, Moritz
Schlick, Durant Drake and
others. In antiquity and in mod
ern times, hedonism, on the
whole, played a progressive role
in ethics, since it was an at
tempt to interpret morality
from materialistic positions.
However, hedonism cannot be
considered as a scientific prin
ciple of ethical theory, the more
so since it does not conform to
the modern level of knowledge
of man. Marxism views man as
a social being. From this viewEoint, reducing the diversity of
uman needs to the achieve
ment of pleasure is extreme
simplification and, in the end, is
based on the biological or pure
ly psychological understanding
of man as only a natural being.
The hedonistic principle is,
besides, of an individualistic
character and gravitates to
wards ethical relativism.
HEGEL, Georg Wilhelm Frie
drich
(1770-1831),
repre
12*
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sentative of classical German
philosophy, objective idealist,
founder of dialectical logic. In
Hegel’s philosophical system,
the teaching of morality and
morals (Hegel insisted on the
differentiation of these con
cepts), is dissolved in the
general substance of his
“Grundlinien der Philosophie
des Rechts” (“The Philosophy
of Right”, 1821). True, his phil
osophical system as a whole
contains elements of moralizing
(“what is rational is actual”;
coincidence of the process of
the absolute spirit with the free
dom gained by the spirit). A
distinctive feature of Hegel’s
ethics consists in that, instead
of discussing abstract moral
principles, he concentrated on
those social forms in which the
moral activity of man proceeds.
This revealed his apologetic at
titude towards the Prussian
monarchy and corresponding
underestimation of the specific
character of morality. In place
of moral virtue, Hegel puts “re
spectability” sanctioned by the
existing society and state, while
the idea of serving mankind as a
whole (which in its abstract
form is expressed in Kant’s
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categorical imperative}, he re
places by definite and specific
duties, in which he finds ele
ments of the individual (family),
the particular (corporation and
estates in society), and the
universal (state affairs), the lat
ter playing a determining role.
Thus Hegel’s ethics is a mor
ality of duties towards family,
society and state. In this con
nection, Hegel denies the signi
ficance of moral criticism of the
existing status quo from the po
sition of what must be, while
freeing great personalities from
the criteria of conventional
human morality. Hegel leaves
aside the subjective aspect of
moral relations (problems of
conscience and ideal) and the
moral responsibility of the indi
vidual, as well as the correlation
of individual and social (public)
morals (in particular, the possi
bility of a conflict between
them). The one-sidedness of
Hegel’s ethical views deter
mined their similarly one-sided
interpretation. For example,
such a one-sided critical re
sponse came from Sbren Kier
kegaard. The British Neo-Hegelianist Bernard Bosanquet cen
tred his attention on the ethical

justification of the state and
state coercion, while the Italian
follower of Neo-Hegelianism
Giovanni
Gentile adapted
Hegel’s ethics to the needs of
the totalitarian fascist regime.
Engels, while noting the conser
vatism and “impersonality” of
the Hegelian ethics, stressed its
dialectical depth and richness
of content in specific historical
terms.

HEIDEGGER, Martin (18891976), German philosopher, a
founding father of existential
ism. He considered the
meaning of Being through the
analysis of socially isolated
human existence and the expo
sure of its specific features as
the major task of his fundamen
tal ontological doctrine. He was
interested only in man’s moral
and practical attitude to reality,
to other people, his own ego,
that had gone through the inner
(existential) experience. Hei
degger declared the whole
sphere of social life to be false
existence (he termed it “man”).
Thus, the person loses his ego
(ceases to be himself) or his in
dividual mental state, because
in his thoughts, feelings and

HELV&TIUS

deeds he has been guided by
socially acceptable morals, and
subdued by public opinion. A
human being could get rid of
the supremacy of the imper
sonal and perceive existence as
personal and pertaining only to
limself, as a result of the pecuiar cast of his mind and owing
to the feelings and sentiments
(dread, anxiety, loneliness,
pang's of conscience, etc.) given
to him a priori. According to
Heidegger, it is only in this sub
jective sphere, that a person
displays his complete origin
ality, freely choosing his way of
behaviour as an actual moral in
dividual responsible for one’s
actions. Every human being has
his own destmy. His life has a
beginning and end, and is con
fined between birth and death.
Due to this limited span of
time, existence gradually un
veils itself to a person as a high
way to the future full of possi
bilities. However, Heidegger
from this came to a pessimistic
conclusion: death is the last re
sort and possibility of existence.
The entire human life is treated
as a preparation for death. Pre
cisely the fear of death enables
the individual to grasp the inte
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grity and essence of existence,
releasing him from social con
nections (death is always my
death, nobody can deprive
anyone of his death). Sub
sequently, he shifts to the con
templative attitude towards re
ality, with a discernible bias to
wards objective idealism. His
attention is focused on a certain
abstract Being per se instead of
human existence. According to
Heidegger, man’s purpose in
life is to seek and be “the shep
herd” of Being through the al
most mystical power of lan
guage, return to the sources of
civilization, comprehending the
inexpressible and inexplicable.
Major works: “Sein und Zeit”
(“Being and Time”, 1927),
“Brief fiber den Humanismus”
(“A Letter about Humanism”,
1947), “Holzwege” (“False
Ways”, 1950), “Einfiihrung in
die Metaphysik” (“Introduction
to Metaphysics”, 1953).

HELVLTIUS, Claude Adrien
(1715-1771), materialist philos
opher, ideologist of the 18thcentury French revolutionary
bourgeoisie. In his works, “De
1’esprit” (“The Mind”, 1758)
ana “De 1’homme” (“Man”,
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1773), HelvStius considers phil
osophical, socio-political and
ethical problems in close inter
relation. Sensuous qualities and
self-love, enjoyment and cor
rectly understood personal in
terests underlie all morals. The
natural
equality
between
people in intelligence, the unity
of progress of reason and pro
gress of industry, the natural
goodness of man and the omni
potence of education constitute
the main points in his system.
Dividing personal, private (corporational, social-estate) and
public interests,
Helvfitius
viewed common interest (in
fact, idealized bourgeois inter
est) as the criterion of genuine
morality. Since according to
Helv6tius, correctly understood
personal interest necessarily
coincides with public interest,
the contradictions between
them, as testified by history, are
bred by the selfishness of pri
vate interests, people’s ignor
ance, the imperfection of laws
and, consequently, their lack of
knowledge of some moral
truths.
Perfect
legislation,
based on the foundations of
morality, is the consequence of
enlightenment and the removal

of the exponents of private in
terests (the gentry and the
clergy) from political power.
According to Helvetius’s teach
ing, political power is exercised
by an enlightened monarch.
Helv6tius defines religious vir
tues (asceticism, celibacy, hu
mility) as being false, since they
are harmful to society, and de
clares humanism as the first
among the social virtues. To the
civic virtues he also attributes
truthfulness, justice, loyalty to
friendship, adherence to one’s
word and commitments in rela
tion to society. In Helvetius’s
ethics, which is revolutionary in
nature since it emancipates the
individual, a link can be traced
to the ideas of socialism. Its
narrowness consists in the fact
that it makes an absolute of the
dependence of the moral devel
opment of man on external cir
cumstances.
HEROISM, a specific form of
human behaviour which, in
moral terms, represents a feat.
The hero (an individual, group
of people, occasionally a class
or a nation), undertakes to
solve a task which is exceptional
in its scope and complexity, and

HEROISM

takes upon himself a miibh
greater amount of responsibility
and obligations than are re
quired of people by generally
accepted standards of conduct
under usual circumstances. As
a result, he has to overcome
extraordinary obstacles. The
problem of heroism has been
repeatedly raised in the history
of ethical thought. Some the
oreticians of the past (Giambat
tista Vico, Hegel), linked her
oism exclusively with the heroic
period in the history of ancient
Greece as reflected in antique
mythology. A mythological hero
was endowed with superhuman
powers, enjoyed the patronage
of the gods, and performed
feats in the name of mankind.
From the viewpoint of Vico and
Hegel, there was already no
place for heroism under the
conditions in which they lived,
when strictly established stand
ards of behaviour implying an
equilibrium between rights and
obligations of the individual,
had been formulated for each
person. Bourgeois society ex
cludes heroism from the every
day life of people, since it is
dominated by the spirit of gain
and philistine prudence, per
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sonal right and dogmatism in
morals. However, the assertion
of bourgeois relations during
the Renaissance called for ac
tions of heroes—harmoniously
developed and revolutionaryminded individuals. “It was ... a
time which called for giants and
produced giants —giants in
power of thought, passion and
character, in universality and
learning. The men who founded
the modern rule of the bour
geoisie had anything but bo’”geois limitations” (Engels). The
bourgeois romanticists (Frie
drich Schlegel, Thomas Carlyle
and others), attempted to re
vive the ideas of heroism. How
ever, in their interpretation her
oism acquires a strictly individ
ualistic character. Their hero is
an outstanding individual who
towers over the “multitude”
and humdrum everyday exist
ence, and does not recognize
universally accepted moral
standards. The “philosophy of
life” (Nietzsche, Bergson) ad
dresses a hero as the sole cre
ator of new values. However,
this concept did not oppose immoralism. That is why sub
sequently the idea of a hero
(the “superman” of Nietzsche,
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in particular, who breaks off
from the morality of the
“herd”) was reinterpreted by
the ideology of fascism in a
caricature and inhuman form
(the teaching of the higher race
to which everything is per
missible; the idea advocated by
Adolf Hitler that the Fiihrer
absolves his subjects from
moral responsibility). The Rus
sian Narodniks (Populists) gave
a different interpretation to the
concept of heroism in their the
ory of the hero and the
multitude. They denied the ac
tive role of the people in his
tory, believing that the masses
rise to revolution only through
the example of individual extra
ordinary personalities. Existen
tialism interprets heroism in its
own way as well. According to
the Marxist understanding of
heroism, the dialectics of the
historical process demands that
during a definite period (e.g.
during a revolution) not only in
dividuals, but the widest sec
tions of the people sacrifice
their private interests for the
sake of a common cause and
perform feats that are not typi
cal of usual conditions. Mass
heroism is related to excep

tional circumstances in society
and to crucial moments in his
tory. That is why the objective
of victory of a new society “can
not possibly be fulfilled by
single acts of heroic fervour; it
requires the most prolonged,
most persistent and most diffi
cult mass heroism in plain,
everyday work” (Lenin). Mar
xist-Leninist ethics draws no
fundamental distinction be
tween individual and mass her
oism. An individual feat can
serve to stimulate initiative and
set the example for many
people and thus turn into mass
neroism. A heroic individual, as
understood by socialist mor
ality, excludes himself from the
general rule only in the sense
that he takes upon himself a
much greater responsibility
than is normally expected, sac
rificing his interests for the in
terests of others and society as
a whole. In other respects, a
true hero does not make for
himself any exceptions what
soever including in the moral
rules of conduct.
HERZEN, Alexander Ivanovich
(1812-1870), Russian revol
utionary democrat, writer, jour
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nalist, materialist thinker. He
was twice exiled for his revol
utionary convictions (18351840,1841-1842). From 1847 he
lived abroad. Established the
Free Russian Press in London
(1853), and published the first
Russian revolutionary news
paper “Kolokol” (The Bell) in
1857-1867. In the 1830’s, Her
zen tried to resolve the question
of man’s place in the universe,
of the interrelation between the
hero devotee (Self-sacrifice)
and the “multitude”, of the sig
nificance of personal initiative
and the sense of self-sacrifice,
the correlation of will and des
tiny. Influenced by the ideas of
Saint-Simon, Herzen as a so
cialist, interpreted love as a
prototype of relations of future
human brotherhood. In the
1840’s, after he had accepted
atheism, he gave a revolution
ary materialistic interpretation
to the ideas of anthropologism.
He saw the meaning of human
life not only in love (as was the
case with Feuerbach), but in so
cial and civic activity. Herzen
believed that mastering pro
gressive social and philosophi
cal theory was the prerequisite
for truly human “deeds”. In his
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effort to rationally define the
basis of moral life, he at the
same time opposed the ex
tremes of rationalism and
Hegelian “formalism”, and sug
gested that one “open one’s
soul to everything human, suf
fers and enjoys suffering and
the delights of modern times,
works just as much for the kin
as for oneself’. From the view
point of the coincidence of the
moral, the beautiful and the hu
mane, Herzen criticized both
medieval morals and the cal
lousness of bourgeois morality
which makes property the main
value. The defeat of the revol
ution of 1848 in France was a
personal tragedy for Herzen.
He was then given to a pessim
istic and sceptical mood, and
intensified his criticism of the
amorality of contemporary so
ciety. At the same time, a cer
tain shift to individualism and
voluntarism occurred in Her
zen, as well as overestimating
the role of personal self-im
provement. In the 1850’s and
1860’s, he overcame these senti
ments and made a renewed ef
fort to resolve what he con
sidered to be the basic problem
of morality—the interrelation
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between the individual and so
ciety, which, as he believed, had
not yet been solved either by
social life or social science. In
analyzing this problem, Herzen
argued against the ideology of
philistinism. Herzen interpreted
the levelling of the individual in
bourgeois society as a sign of its
decay. He insisted on the indi
vidual being responsible for the
events taking place, and
criticized the preaching of the
absolute freedom of human
passions. Harshly criticizing the
features of authoritarianism in
Francois
Babeufs
system,
fetienne Cabet’s ideas of univer
sal regimentation, Fourier's
Ehalanxes and Proudhon’s antiumanist theories, Herzen was
against introducing elements of
these theories into the socialist
doctrine. According to Herzen,
future society will embody a
true harmony of the individual
and society, reason and passion,
science and beauty. A special
place in his creative pursuits
was occupied by the develop
ment of the foundations of rev
olutionary ethics and the princi
ples of a revolutionary’s morals
which determine his relations
with the people he leads and his

ideological opponents. Her
zen’s ethical views are reflected
mainly in such works as
“Whims
and
Reflections”
(1847), “Some Remarks on the
Historical Development of
Honour” (1846), “From the
Other Shore” (1850), and the
articles he included in his novel
“My Past and Thoughts”(18521868) — “Western Arabesques”,
“Reflections
Apropos
the
Broached Questions”, and
“John Stuart Mill and His Book
‘On Liberty’”.

HESIOD (fl. 8th cent. B.C.),
the first moralist in the history
of European culture. In the di
dactic epic poem, “Works and
Days”, attributed to him and
describing the life of Greek
countrymen in the epoch when
the slave-owning system was in
the making, Hesiod formulated
for the first time the essence
of a morally virtuous life.
While pessimistically describ
ing the moral decline of
Greece of his time and appeal
ing to the demons personifying
Shame and Conscience, the
poet shows the social useful
ness of the morally correct
way of life and suggests a

HOBBES

moral ideal expressed in an
honest life of labour and jus
tice. Hesiod ascribes universal
significance to the moral im
perative to work which he in
terprets as purposefulness,
pursuit of benefit, thriftiness
and other virtues of the life of
the peasant. Justice is inter
preted by him above all as the
observance of law by all
people born free. As distinct
from Homer who initiated the
tradition of substantiating the
aristocratic ethos (a way of life
with a characteristic set of
moral values and principles of
the “elite” of the class so
cieties in the antiquity, the
Middle Ages and partially the
modern times), Hesiod elev
ates the way of life pursued by
the petty producer-proprietor
to the level of moral law.
HOBBES, Thomas (1588-1679),
English materialist philosopher.
In Hobbes’s theory, ethics ap
pears as a link between philos
ophy and socio-political teach
ing. Hobbes elaborated on the
premise of Francis Bacon on in
nate egoism, emphasizing the
immutability of man’s nature,
and on usefulness as a deter
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mining moral principle. The
mutual limitation of people’s
egoism on the basis of the natu
ral law of self-preservation and
the appearance of the state on
the basis of social contract, puts
an end to “the war of all against
all” and to the pre-moral state
of mankind. In their moral sub
stance, civic duties coincide
with moral duties, right is the
source of morality, while the
law is its criterion. Hobbes
averred that the natural
equality of all people breeds ri
valry and enmity which, re
strained by the power of the
state, appears in the form of
competition. Virtues promote
gain, vices promote loss, the
former testifying to the individ
ual’s strength and the latter to
his weakness. The worthiest
win, for they are able to make
use of both their own virtues
and the vices of others. Hobbes
expressed the essence of all
natural laws in one rule: “Do
not do to another which you
would not have done to you.”
Utilitarianism, outright egoism,
the interpretation of the origin
and essence of morals outside
religious dogmas, and rational
ism constitute the distinguish
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ing features of Hobbes’s ethics
set forth in his works: “Ele
ments of Philosophy” (16421658), “Leviathan, or the Mat
ter, Form, and Power of a Com
monwealth, Ecclesiastical and
Civil” (1651), and “Of Liberty
and Necessity” (1654).
HOLBACH, Paul Henri (17231789), materialist philosopher
and atheist, ideologist of the
18th-century French bourgeois
revolution. Holbach syste
matized the ethics of Helvetius
and developed his views mainly
in the “Elements de la Morale
Universelie, ou Catechisme de
la Nature” (“Fundamentals of
Universal Morality, or Catech
ism of Nature”), “La Politique
naturelle, ou Discours sur les
vrais principes du gouvernement” (“The Natural Politics,
or Discourse on the True Prin
ciples of Government”) and
“Systeme social, ou Principes
naturels de la morale et de la
politique” (“Social System, or
Natural Principles of Morality
and Politics”). Holbach viewed
true morals as a foundation for
reasonable legislation and poli
tics and shared his views on the
interrelationship between inter

ests and the determining role of
social interest: “Virtue is noth
ing else than the usefulness of
people living in a society... To
be sociable ... is to contribute to
the happiness of those with
whom we are bound by our des
tiny in order to inspire to con
tribute to our own happiness.”
But unlike Helvetius, Holbach
considered people’s natural in
equality as the basis of their
mutually beneficial cooper
ation. “True morality has not
been created to be changed.
Let us draw our morals from
nature, from reason... Relying
on these morals, we will be
happy and contented in this
world; we will make ourselves
agreeable towards our fellow
citizens.” Holbach considered
humaneness, justice, prudence,
temperance and power (active
involvement in socially useful
work) as the most important
virtues, whereas vices are
qualities which “hinder our ac
tivity, courage and energy
necessary for the support of so
ciety”. “Hence Holbach’s the
ory is the historically justified
philosophical illusion about the
bourgeoisie just then develo
ping in France, whose thirst for

HONOUR

exploitation could still be re
garded as a thirst for the full
development of individuals in
conditions of intercourse freed
from the old feudal fetters”
(Marx and Engels).

HONESTY, a moral quality re
flecting one of the most import
ant moral requirements, in
cludes truthfulness, loyalty to
principles and to obligations as
sumed, conviction, sincerity. The
opposite of honesty is deceit,
falsehood, theft, perfidy, hypo
crisy. The requirement of hon
esty is conditioned by people’s
joint social activities, mutual co
ordination of their actions and
by the needs of their daily life.
HONOUR, a concept of moral
consciousness and a category of
ethics closely connected with
and in many respects similar to
the category of dignity. Like
dignity, honour reveals man’s
attitude to himself and the atti
tude of society towards him.
However, as distinct from dig
nity, in the concept of honour a
person’s moral value is associ
ated with man’s specific social
position, his activities and the
moral merits attributed to him.
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While the concept of dignity
proceeds from the principle of
equality of all people in moral
terms, the concept of honour,
conversely, presupposes a dif
ferentiated approach to the
evaluation of people, which
finds its reflection in their repu
tation. Accordingly, honour de
mands that man maintains and
justifies the reputation enjoyed
by himself or the community to
which he belongs. Historically,
the concept of honour ap
peared in the moral conscious
ness of society as a conception
of family and social group hon
our (a moral requirement pres
cribing for man a way of life
and action never impairing the
dignity of a stratum or family).
Class honour in feudal morality
banned equal relations with
people of the lower strata, em
ployment humiliating a noble
man, enjoined that offenders be
challenged to duels, etc. The
group perception of honour is
also retained in social con
sciousness after the abolition of
feudal privileges. The concept
of honour depends on the so
cial status of a person. That is
why in the atmosphere of class
and social alienation, this con
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cept retains its socially differen
tiated content and is linked with
hierarchical relations and vari
ous forms of inequality. That is
why honour can degenerate, on
the one hand, into arrogance,
vanity, and engender, on the
other hand, among those de
prived of social privileges, a
feeling of offended pride, and at
times humiliating aspiration to
assert their prestige by servile
imitation of the higher strata, by
flattery, by ingratiating them
selves with those in power.
Honour is an important stimu
lus of social behaviour. At the
same time, the attitude of an in
dividual to his or her own ac
tions from the point of view of
honour is not the supreme form
of conscientiousness or morality
of the motives. Here a broader
concept of dignity is more im
portant. The concept of honour
implies in the attitude to a per
son the measure of respect that
the person deserves, while the
dignity of the individual is
based on everyone’s equal right
to be respected.
HSUN-TZUfc. 298-238 B.C.),
Chinese philosopher who was
the first, in his treatise “Hsiin-

tzu”, to systematically expound
Confucianism, although the as
sertion that he belonged to that
school can be disputed. In his
view, man is distinguished from
the world of animals and birds
owing to his sense of duty and
moral principles, for conscious
ness is also the property of ani
mals. According to Hsiin-tzu
good is not an immanent ele
ment of nature (after all, it is
the source of natural ca
lamities) but is introduced into
life by man. However, he
criticized Meng-tzu who claimed
that man is kind by nature. Ac
cording to Hsiin-tzu people
from birth are endowed with
passions including the pursuit
of gain. The inbred egoism of
man is the cause of evil, envy
and enmity which lead to vi
olence and crime, while the in
discriminate satisfaction of
one’s requirements breeds dis
order. Since man is by nature a
social being, a contract is the
source of morality. Society must
influence an individual through
“li” (norms of behaviour, ritual)
which coincide with “fa” (laws)
and include three types of so
cial entities: the state system,
the socium and the moral code.

HUMANISM

The original evil of human na
ture is surmountable on the
path of moral education when
natural requirements are satis
fied in a proper manner. But
education alone is not enough.
Hsiin-tzu believes that people
should be relieved of excessive
duties and provided with access
to education. Bad predisposi
tions can be eradicated by self
control and obedience to the
teacher. “Li” define the proper
level of consumption and are
opposite to both excessiveness
and asceticism.

HUMANISM [L humanus
(homo man)], a system of
values (including morality), at
the root of which lies the con
viction in the boundless capac
ity of man and his ability to
achieve perfection, the demand
for freedom and defense of the
individual’s dignity, the idea of
man’s right to happiness and of
meeting his needs and interests
as an ultimate aim of society.
This principle evolved on the
basis of a broad ideological
movement which emerged dur
ing the Renaissance and was an
expression of the struggle of the
bourgeoisie, craftsmen and
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peasants, against the rule of the
feudal aristocracy, the clergy
and medieval religious ideo
logy. In opposition to the relig
ious-ascetic understanding of
man and morality (Asceticism,
Sin), the humanists (Petrarch,
Leonardo da Vinci, Coperni
cus, Montaigne, Francis Bacon,
William Shakespeare), re
garded man as the crowning
achievement of nature, the cen
ter of the universe. As they saw
it, man has to be a harmonious
combination of the natural and
spiritual, has the right to happi
ness in earthly life, and his
“natural” pursuit of pleasure
and happiness must become the
foundation of morality (Hedon
ism, Eudaemonism). In contrast
to the religious interpretation
of morality, they regarded it as
the realization of earthly aims —
freeing man of every social and
spiritual oppression, delivering
him from injustice, vice and ig
norance, perfecting the human
personality,
and
allowing
people to achieve complete ma
terial and spiritual wellbeing.
The humanists attached great
importance to man’s reason
and demanded that sensuous
impulses be subordinated to its
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control. From the very outset,
there were two basic tendencies
developing in humanism. The
bourgeois humanists placed the
individual in the centre of their
consideration. They believed
the inviolability of private
property to be the foundation
of human wellbeing and free
dom. Their attempt to reconcile
public and personal interests in
a bourgeois society found ex
pression in the teaching of “ra
tional egoism” (Egoism, theories
of). The second tendency re
flected the pursuits of the work
ing people. Its advocates—the
forerunners of Utopian social
ism (Thomas More, Tommaso
Campanella, Thomas Miinzer),
raised the question of equality
in property and even of elimi
nating private property as a
necessary condition for freeing
man and delivering him from
moral vices. They see the solu
tion to the problem of correlat
ing an individual’s needs and
his duties to society, in labour
which must become not only a
duty of each person but also a
source of people’s pleasure and
happiness. The tradition of
Utopian socialism was further
developed in the works of

Robert Owen, Saint-Simon,
Fourier and the Russian revol
utionary democrats Belinsky,
Dobrolyubov and Chernyshev
sky. Communist humanism was
theoretically justified in Mar
xism. Analyzing the influence of
private property on the individ
ual, Marx and Engels exposed
the anti-human nature of capi
talist society, in which the
achievements of social progress
and culture turn against man
(Alienation). Marx showed that
only the proletariat was capable
of freeing mankind because its
own emancipation from exploi
tation contains universal human
emancipation. A full embodi
ment of the principle of human
ism will be achieved, according
to Lenin, “by society as a whole
... with the object of ensuring
full wellbeing and free, all
round development for all the
members of society” (Lenin).
Humanism does not simply de
clare love and respect for man
as its basic principle. It also
raises the question of creating
within society itself truly human
conditions necessary for the
harmonious development of the
individual (All-round integrated
development of the personality).

HUME

HUMANISTIC ETHICS, a
trend in non-Marxist moral
philosophy that began to spread
in the US from the 1920’s. Its
main representatives were Wer
ner Fite, Irving Babbitt, Chris
topher Browne Garnett, and Is
rael Levine. The theory was so
named by its authors because
they construct morality from
the specifically human phe
nomena of the individual’s psy
chology and from the pecu
liarities of his behaviour and
mentality. The attempt to limit
oneself in this case to the ex
perience of an isolated individ
ual brings the proponents of
this trend to an individualistic
and subjectivist understanding
of morals. Humanistic ethics re
jects the significance of general
principles in morals applying to
all people. As a result, each in
dividual appears as the sole
judge of himself. Thus, accord
ing to Fite, the concept of good
is always individual and has a
meaning exclusively for the con
sciousness of a particular per
son. On the other hand, the
only significance of good in
other people is that it helps the
individual to understand him
self. From this, Fite concludes
1.1

1256
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that a person does not have to
respect the interests of others if
they cannot stand up for them
selves. Individualism thus turns
into a justification of outright
egoism. The ideas of humanistic
ethics were peculiarly inter
preted by some representatives
of existentialism and Neo-Freudianism, among them Sartre
and Fromm.
HUMANITY, a moral quality
expressing the principle of hu
manism with respect to the
daily relationships of people. It
embraces a number of other,
more specific qualities —good
will, respect for people, sym
pathy for and confidence in
them, magnanimity, self-denial
in the interest of others, and
presupposes modesty, honesty
and sincerity. The concept of
humanity is also used in a
broader sense as a synonym of
good, humaneness and a sys
tem of relations and a social
atmosphere emerging when
the benefit of man becomes a
goal.
HUME, David (1711-1776),
British philosopher, repre
sentative of the theory of moral
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sense. Hume, after Shaftesbury
and Hutcheson, deduces mor
ality from senses inherent in
man which, in his view, are sim
ultaneously hedonist-utilitarian
and altruistic by nature. He as
sociates the difference between
vice and virtue with that be
tween sense of pleasure and
displeasure, between the con
cepts of beneficial and harmful
for the individual. The benefi
cial acts as a stable pleasure in
sured against unexpected and
intense suffering. Still, social in
stinct and sympathy are also in
herent in man. Man is capable
of being infected by other
people’s emotions by associ
ation: someone’s happiness
provokes pleasant emotions
and unhappiness—unpleasant
ones. The mechanism of sym
pathetic feelings, according to
Hume, is connected with the
triumph of moral good, social
harmony and man’s happiness.
As distinct from theories which
treated man as a one-sided
creature (as only an egoistic or,
on the contrary, an altruistic
one), Hume’s moral psychology
is more concrete. He strived to
make ethics descriptive in char
acter (Descriptive ethics), advo

cated the study of facts of moral
life and cautioned against relig
ious scholastic doctrinarianism.
Still, such an interpretation of
ethics by Hume stemmed from
his idea of the subjective and
fortuitous nature or moral ex
perience. Hume did not ap
prove of the change which takes
Ex in ethics from the usual
-verb (is or is not) to an
other variant —must or must
not. Neopositivists referred to
this statement in their justifica
tion of the gap between facts
and values. Hume’s major
works on ethics are: “Treatise
of Human Nature” (1739-1740),
“Essays” (2 Vols, 1741, 1742),
“Inquiry Concerning the Princi
ples of Morals” (1751).
■
HUMILITY, a moral quality
characterizing man’s attitude to
himself and expressed in a low
estimate of one’s dignity, disbe
lief in one’s powers, belittling
one’s possibilities, surrender to
external forces, readiness to
submit to fate, admit defeat and
relinquish hopes for a better fu
ture.
HUTCHESON, Francis (16941747), Scottish moral philos-

HYPOCRISY

opher, a representative of the
subjective-idealistic moral sense
school. Hutcheson bases him
self on Shaftesbury’s postulate
on man’s inborn predisposition
to order and harmony, which is
equally manifested in virtue and
beauty. Goodwill is inherently
and permanently present in
human nature, similar to gravity
in the physical world. Accord
ing to Hutcheson, various in
nate senses reflect a person’s
surroundings and people’s acti
vities, e.g. a sense of good and
evil—in oneself or in others.
This inborn sense manifests it
self in activities and inclina
tions, in the approval of good
and the condemnation of evil.
For, according to Hutcheson,
the creator of nature made
good a basic form of induce
ment to action and endowed
human beings with strong pas
sions to stimulate their virtuous
deeds. The criterion of virtue is
a striving for the common good.
That is why actions inspired by
self-love are irrelevant. But
since man is part of a rational
system, his personal virtues can
be subjected to moral evalu
ation. Major works on ethics:
“Inquiry Concerning Beauty,
13*
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Order, Harmony, and Design”
(1725), “Inquiry Concerning
Moral Good and Evil” (1725),
“Essay on the Nature and Con
duct of the Passions and Affec
tions” (1728).

HYPOCRISY,
a
negative
moral quality which attributes
a moral meaning, lofty motives
and humane aims to deliber
ately immoral acts (motivated
by selfish, base interests or
performed for anti-human pur
poses). This concept charac
terizes the action in terms of
the correlation between its ac
tual social and moral signific
ance and the meaning ascribed
to it. Hypocrisy is the opposite
of honesty, straightforwardness
and sincerity — qualities which
reflect man’s awareness and
open expression of the true
meaning of his actions. In con
ditions of social injustice and
class antagonisms, hypocrisy,
far from being only an individ
ual characteristic of one’s
mentality, becomes a wide
spread social phenomenon.
Hypocrisy is generated by the
disparity between actual social
relations and their reflection in
ideology, including in the
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dominating morality (Aliena
tion). A specific form of hypo
crisy, including in the socialist
society, is the gap between
word and deed, between offi
cial slogans, promises and un
gainly reality. The need for hy
pocritical
concealment
of

things emerges when some
thing shameful is done. That is
why the struggle against hypo
crisy requires the elimination
from social life of such phe
nomena as careerism, dema
gogy, insincerity, perfidy, slan
der, sanctimony, pharisaism.

IBN-MISKAWAYH, Abu Ali
Ahmed ibn-Muhammed (d.
1030), Arab philosopher, histo
rian and poet. Ibn-Miskawayh
says that the path to philosophy
lies not through logic but rather
through ethics which teaches
one to live in accord with na
ture and reason instead of mat
ter and passions. However,
moral improvement (the “heal
ing of the soul”), is impossible if
man is alone. Man cannot live
without help from others even if
his requirements are reduced to
the minimum. That is why his
duty is to serve other people
and request from them no more
than he is able to give them. As
cetics (Asceticism) isolating
themselves from others, can be
neither generous nor just. They
deprive themselves of an op
portunity to acquire virtues and
thus imitate inanimate bodies.
Man can learn of his shortcom

ings from his friends and even
more from his foes. Following
Plato, ibn-Miskawayh associ
ates wisdom, courage and tem
perance with the three parts of
the soul. Their harmony begets
the fourth virtue—justice. A
person who is from birth a
“tabula rasa”, is capable of the
oretical and practical refine
ment
through assimilating
knowledge and improving char
acter. Ibn-Miskawayh inter
prets happiness as a variety of
benefit. He believes that it con
sists in health, prosperity, re
spect, success and sound mind.
Benefit is both the goal and the
means for attaining happiness
which, according to ibn-Miska
wayh, is relative and has no sub
stance of its own. The happi
ness of an individual is the be
ginning and the necessary pre
requisite for collective happi
ness. Truly happy people are
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like angels, i.e., they do not
know the passions of those who
do not know happiness and are
like animals. The latter are not
much different from the pious
who perform their religious
duties and live in temperance in
the hope that their denial of
little things to themselves in this
world, will be rewarded with
many pleasures in afterlife. The
major ethical works of ibn-Miskawayh are “On the Improve
ment of Character” and “The
Arrangement of Happiness”.
IBN-SINA, Abu-Ali Al-Husain
Ibn Abdullah (980-1037) known
as Avicenna, a representative of
Oriental peripatetism, encyclo
paedic scientist and physician.
According to ibn-Sina, ethics as
one of the practical sciences
has good as its goal, a desire for
perfection. The moral improve
ment of man should be
preceded by the identification
of one’s own shortcomings. He
believed that self-improvement
is the inculcation in oneself of
the moral qualities correspond
ing to the four cardinal virtues:
temperance, courage, wisdom
and justice associated corre
spondingly with psychic forces.

These, and other virtues which
are their combinations or spe
cific manifestations occupy, as a
rule, an intermediate position
between the vicious extremes:
temperance and generosity be
tween greed and wastefulness;
justice between oppression and
the inclination to oppress
others; modesty between greed
and carelessness; courage be
tween cowardice and reckless
ness. Ibn-Sina held, that one
and the same psychic force, is
capable of serving as a source
for both good and evil deeds.
Thus, the force of imagination
deceives people. The force of
wrath turns them into brutes.
The force of lust makes beasts
of them. However, if subjugated
to the intellect, the same forces
can correspondingly help man
to find an intermediate solution
to a syllogism or create a beau
tiful work of art, turn people
into heroes, extend the lifespan
of an individual and the entire
human race. Ibn-Sina believed
that these forces were inborn,
while moral qualities were ac
quired by people in the process
of life. Ibn-Sina attached pri
mary importance to habit in
their inculcation: moral health

IDEAL

can be strengthened by getting
oneself used to proper conduct.
This can be also observed in the
life of states: good rulers, by en
couraging their subjects’ good
deeds, make them good people,
while bad rulers and the “op
pressors of megalopolises”
make their inhabitants bad
people. Ibn-Sina says that the
supreme degree of morality is
attained when good is being
done for the sake of good with
out any expectations, be it even
an expectation of gratitude or
making a good impression. Su
preme happiness is attained
when harmony reigns in the
“practical part of the soul”, i.e.,
in each of the forces engende
ring moral virtues. The ethical
views of ibn-Sina are ex
pounded in his encyclopaedic
works: “Ash-Shifa” (“The Re
covery”) called “Sufficientia” in
Latin versions, “A Treatise on
Love” and allegorical works
(“A Treatise on Haye, the Son
of Yakzan”, “A Treatise on
Birds”).

IDEAL [Gk idea concept, idea],
a concept of moral conscious
ness and a category of ethics
containing supreme moral re
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quirements whose possible
realization by a person would
allow that person to attain per
fection; the image of the most
valuable and great in man; the
absolute basis of the impera
tive; the criterion applied in
discerning good and evil. The
content of a moral ideal takes
shape in the process of people
becoming increasingly aware of
the injustice and unnaturalness
of their position as an alterna
tive to the existing order of
things. Since morality and the
moral ideal are a specific reac
tion to the antagonism engen
dered by social contradictions
and to the alienation of man in
a class society, the moral ideal
irrespective of the form it may
assume, is first of all the em
bodiment of a dream (hope, ex
pectation), of unity and frater
nity of people and contains a
corresponding requirement for
an unconditional humanity (Al
truism, Humanism) in relations
between them. The cultural-his
torical specifics and the diver
sity of the ideals, stems from
the concrete historical role and
social interests of the classes
and social strata whose aspira
tions it reflects. Within the
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framework of class ideologies,
social ideals are formulated as
forecasts for, or the utopias of,
a social order which realizes the
moral ideal and allows a person
to attain perfection. In ethics,
the moral ideal is primarily per
ceived as a spiritual overcoming
of imperfect reality. The the
oretical elaboration of the con
cept of the moral ideal began in
the epoch of Hellenism and for
the first time it acquired great
significance in Christian mor
ality when the crisis of classical
society revealed a deep contra
diction between the imperative
and the reality. At that time, the
idealized image of a morally
perfect
personality—J esus
Christ, the man-God, was
counterposed to the imperfec
tion and depravity of laymen.
Characteristically, this ideal is
not projected into the future,
but into the past, while the ideal
person is pictured in the image
of a great martyr atoning for
the sin of humankind with his
suffering. In Christian morality,
the ideal is usually presented as
unattainable by man (Neo-Protestantism). Similar concepts
penetrated philosophical ethics
as well. For example, according

to Kant, the moral ideal is an
unattainable prototype which
can never become a reality.
Feuerbach attempted to bring
down to earth the moral ideal
from the unattainable heights.
However, his realism remained
only an appeal for moral im
provement of man in general.
The characteristic feature of
Marxist ethics is that it regards
the moral ideal in indissoluble
unity with the social ideal and
recognizes the possibility of its
realization within the bounds of
human history. Marxism pro
claimed the communist ideal
not just an antithesis of the
existing society but as a goal of
the practical movement and ad
vanced a doctrine theoretically
substantiating the path leading
to the attainment of that goal.

IDEOLOGICAL INTEGRITY,
a moral quality characterizing
one of the most important as
pects of the individual’s moral
self-consciousness and acti
vities; it denotes the individual’s
commitment to a definite idea,
relying on which he acts and to
the service of which he devotes
his life. Ideological integrity is
expressed in the general pur

INCLINATION

posefulness of man’s actions.
The nature of one’s goals in life,
their correlation with the objec
tive needs of historical develop
ment and interests of people,
define the substance and social
significance of ideological inte
grity. It is manifested in the
awareness of actions and the
entire life of the individual, in
his profound conviction in the
rightness and ultimate triumph
of the cause he promotes, in his
ability to see the overall per
spective behind the concrete
and individual tasks he has to
solve every day. History demon
strates that ideological integrity
is a distinguishing feature of
champions of social justice who
devoted their life to the emanci
pation of oppressed peoples
and classes. Only commitment
to progressive ideals which ac
cord with the objective laws of
history, makes it possible for
man to really achieve ideologi
cal integrity. Such ideological
integrity is, as a rule, associated
with a belief in a better future
of mankind (Optimism), with
humanism and the loftiest as
pirations, and promotes the de
velopment of other high moral
qualities—heroism, nobleness.
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And, vice versa, the adherence
to reactionary ideas and inter
ests of classes receding into the
!>ast leads, in the end, to the
oss of ideological principles.
Unscrupulousness and the use
of criminal means in politics,
hypocrisy and cynicism in state
affairs, dogmatism and nihilism
in ideology, fear of the future
and the loss of faith in man —
these are the manifestations of
the lack of ideological princi
ples and ideals. Ideological in
tegrity should not be confused
with fanaticism, as the former
implies ideological pluralism,
the renunciation of run-of-themill thinking, and offers pros
pects for ideological develop
ment and moral improvement.
INCLINATION, a trait of an in
dividual reflecting a selective
approach to the satisfaction of
his or her particular require
ments, interests, feelings. Essen
tially, inclinations can be moral,
immoral or amoral. As a form
or a mechanism of self-identifi
cation, inclination is opposed to
moral requirements implying
not just an immediate, sponta
neous and subjective but a con
scious choice of a goal corre-
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spending to moral necessity.
Morality makes man respon
sible for his intentions ana the
motivations of his actions, and
this requirement can be real
ized in reelings, natural disposi
tion or inclination. However,
the moral meaning of these psy
chic phenomena, consists in the
fact that man of his own free
will perceives them as impera
tives corresponding to the dic
tates of duty (Categorical imper
ative, Alienation, Freedom,
moral).
INDIVIDUAL AND COM
MUNITY, one of the key prob
lems in ethics. Marxism has
shown that an individual per
ceives himself as a personality
differing from others only in
joint activities with other
people, in practical mutual re
lations with them. The question
of the correlation between man
and society is often substituted
for the problem of the individ
ual and the community, the em
phasis being laid primarily on
the social nature of man and his
activities. Actually, this prob
lem is much narrower and
limited to relations between an
individual and specific social

groups. There is a great deal of
such qualitatively heteroge
neous groups beginning with
bureaucratic substitutes for
community, where an individual
is assigned the role of a passive
executor of someone else’s will,
to voluntary associations in
which individuals participate of
their own free will and all deci
sions are adopted by consensus.
One way or another, each indi
vidual simultaneously belongs
to various groups and com
munities. His status in them de
pends, on the one hand, on the
nature of their goals, structure
and content of their activities
and, on the other, on the system
of values and self-consciousness
of a particular individual. The
classification of social groups
and communities, the analysis
of their typical problems and
conflicts, constitutes the do
main of sociology and social
psychology. However, in exam
ining any conflict situation, it is
necessary to evaluate it from
the moral point of view. An a
priori assertion of the primacy
of the common over the individ
ual interest, often serves as a
pseudo-moral justification for
the lack of principle and confor-

INDIVIDUALISM

mism. The development of the
individual and the community is
interdependent: the variety of
personalities and human indi
vidualities engenders the diver
sity of collective ties, while the
community provides conditions
for an all-round development of
the individual. However, the
recognition of the personality’s
self-value is the basis for the
harmony between the individual
and the community.
INDIVIDUALISM [L individuus indivisible]. As a concept
and personal philosophy of lire,
individualism emerged with the
appearance of major socio
economic formations and the
individualization of human life.
The social-ethical views embo
dying the ideal of individualism
had been advanced already in
ancient Greece (beginning with
Democritus and the Sophists).
As a social-cultural phenome
non, individualism spread with
the establishment of Hellenism.
This was consistently reflected
in the philosophical ethical doc
trines of Epicurus, Stoicism and
scepticism on the freedom of
the individual, his inde
pendence from external cir
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cumstances and the whims of
destiny. During the Renaiss
ance, doctrines addressing indi
vidualism played an important
role in substantiating the value
of an individual and freeing
man from the shackles of the
theological world outlook.
However, in the process, indi
vidualism acquired the form of
elitarianism or titanism im
plying the all-round develop
ment of only a handful of
chosen unique personalities, Ti
tans rising above the crowd.
The flourishing of individualism
is linked to the consolidation of
capitalist relations which gave
full play to free enterprise, i.e.,
social activity which required
the individual’s autonomy and
ability to independently put
one’s own initiative into prac
tice. Bourgeois individualism
was theoretically justified with
in the framework of socio-philosophical and ethical liberalism
which had been developed by
Hobbes, Locke, Franklin, Ben
tham and Mill. As an ideology
opposed to absolutism and
class corporatism, individualism
proclaimed the freedom of man
from social restraints. At the
same time, it consistently orien
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tated man towards an inde
pendent attainment of his goals
even at the expense of the inter
ests pursued by other people.
This was perfectly in accord
with the type of relations be
tween people in which the prinSle of usefulness prevailed.
hough liberal philosophy
recognized the good of other
people and common good as an
important value (Utilitarian
ism), it regarded happiness and
an all-round development of
the individual as the supreme
goal, while social groups and in
stitutions were regarded exclu
sively as a necessary foundation
and the means for attaining that
goal. That approach led to the
transformation of individualism
into its specific and typical
form—egoism (Stimer). At the
same time, as the ideology pro
pagating the necessity of the
personal activity of the individ
ual, the reliance on one’s own
forces, and asserting the sense
of responsibility, moral dignity of
man and respect for other
people, individualism finds ex
pression in altruism and moral
principles requiring people to
fulfil their duty. In progressive
socio-political movements, indi

vidualism was infrequently in
tertwined with the ideas of
equalitarianism
(Puritanism,
Protestant ethics, Christian so
cialism). With the transition of
capitalism to its monopolistic
stage, bourgeois individualism
goes through a crisis. On the
one hand, it regenerates into
authoritarianism, corporatism
and conformism with the corre
sponding abrogation of a num
ber of personal rights and free
doms of an individual in favour
of a corporation or an auth
ority. On the other, it evolves
into conservatism (sometimes
assuming extreme forms), ap
pealing to the ideas of the 18th
century and negating any forms
of public and state control (vol
untarism, anarchism). At the
same time, in the second half of
the 20th century, the growing
role of the state and corpora
tions in the capitalist society
gave rise to various movements
for civil rights and freedoms,
while the danger of a nuclear
conflict and total annihilation
served as an impetus to the
peace movement whose partici
pants are guided by the aware
ness that decent life and sound
development of the individual,

INDIVIDUALITY

are possible only if the entire
human race is preserved. So
cialism has proclaimed the
priority of common, collectivist
values which are a synthesis of
the free development of all in
dividuals. However, in real life,
the supremacy of common in
terests often led to disregard of
individual interests. As histori
cal experience shows the con
tradictions between common
and individual interests are
removed only when social inter
ests are met through satisfying
individual interests. In the pol
itical sphere, it implies the rec
ognition of the civil rights of a
person and in morality, it
means the recognition of indi
vidual moral dignity and re
sponsibility.
INDIVIDUALITY [L individuus
indivisible], a specific and
unique embodiment of univer
sal features in a personality. In
all societies, individuality at the
Eersonal level is incidental. The
iographical peculiarity of
one’s life is incidental for the
individual alienated from his
tory. Incidental individuality is
partial and limited because it is
reproduced in a limited sphere
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of creative non-alienated acti
vities, while it is not individ
uality as regards the entire
world of social relationships,
culture and society. This predi
cates the prevalence of the
valuational-descriptive defini
tion of individuality as unique
ness or as an empirically ob
served diversity of individuals.
As distinct from the relations of
personal or property depend
ence, free individuality is based
on “the universal development
of the individuals and the sub
ordination of their communal,
social productivity, which is
their social possession” (Marx).
The concept of individuality
makes it possible to elucidate
the logic of the transition from
man moulded by property rela
tions and guided by the prin
ciple of individualism, reducing
the multifaceted world to his
own moral conceptions, to a
person as an individuality for
whom another person is as
much a universal world, which
cannot be reduced to moral
values, as he himself is. Mor
ality based on abstract absolute
values creates an illusion of
elevating man to the universal,
to his genuine human essence,
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and simultaneously shows that
this is possible in the historical
perspective. Creative person
alities realizing themselves to
the utmost as individualities,
usually transcend the bounds of
the prevailing normative con
sciousness. It is no accident that
in the history of culture the su
preme achievements of the
human spirit were often per
ceived as the personification of
evil. The concept of individ
uality is not only a theoretical
but also a valuational-normative
concept reflecting the high ap
preciation of an integral and
brilliant personality. The image
of an ideal moral person realiz
ing abstract absolute moral
values and subjugating his or
her personality to these values,
is not the image of individuality
but the personification of the
universal human essence which
still remains alienated. On the
contrary, the concept of free in
dividuality comprises morality
as a quality of social man inte
grated into concrete existence.

INDUCEMENT, a sensuous
form of manifestation of a mo
tive or intention to do some
thing. Inducement is a motor

impulse from the standpoint of
its psychological nature, an
emotional-volitional drive guid
ing man’s actions. Basing them
selves on the sensuous form of
inducement, the adherents of
behaviourism (a trend in US
psychology of the early 20th
century, whose representatives
believed that man’s conduct is a
purely physiological reaction of
the organism) and Freudianistn
in ethics, came to the conclu
sion that conscious motives play
no considerable role in people’s
behaviour, that man has no ra
tional understanding of real
motives of his activities, but car
ries them out subconsciously.
Marxist-Leninist ethics con
siders it necessary to distinguish
the content of a motive (that
which induces an action, al
though a person may not realize
it at the moment) from its psy
chological form (how a person
reacts to a motive in one or an
other case). If, as a result of
moral education, man starts to
fulfil moral precepts feeling an
inner inclination to do so, this
does not at all mean that his
acts are not motivated. On the
contrary, sometimes this means
that a moral motive took such

INTENTION

deep root in man’s conscious
ness that he ceases to distin
guish it from the motives dic
tated by his personal interests
(Feelings, Habits, Inclination).
INITIATIVE [L initiare to
begin], undertaking; man’s in
dependent decision entailing
his own participation in a par
ticular sphere of public acti
vities; a form of realization of
man’s social activity. Initiative is
expressed in voluntary activities
(for the good of society, social
group, in personal interest), in
a creative attitude to work and
to the established forms of con
duct (customs, mores, tradi
tions). It can be manifested in a
feat,
enterprise,
personal
example. In moral terms, initia
tive is characterized by man as
suming a greater measure of re
sponsibility than is required by
a mere observance of the
generally accepted standards.
Initiative is a component part of
social discipline, interrelation
ship of the individual and com
munity with the former emerg
ing as the active principle. The
measure of initiative which so
ciety is capable of developing in
people, indicates the extent of
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real prerequisites it creates for
man’s freedom and the devel
opment of the personality. Hav
ing become a permanent stimu
lus defining and encouraging
man’s acts, initiative is turning
into
personality’s
moral
quality—resourcefulness which
characterizes man (collective,
broad mass of people) in terms
of social activity, and is ex
pressed in conscious actions
aimed at the fulfilment of moral
principles and ideals.

INJUNCTION, see Language of
morality.
INTENTION, the resolution to
perform an action in order to
obtain a certain result. Inten
tion is a volitional attitude (In
ducement) which is the result of
previous mental activity: the un
derstanding of the task facing a
person which is determined by
interests and requirements (his
own, social or those of other
people), the goal he sets him
self, selection of appropriate
means with which he is going to
attain it. All these mental ac
tions can be performed both in
abstract and emotional forms.
Socialist morality stresses the
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importance of the content and
measure of conscientiousness in
intention and the extent to
which one’s actions correspond
to one’s intentions (Conscien
tiousness, Conviction, Sincerity).

INTEREST, purposeful atti
tude of man (class, society as a
whole) to an object of ms re
quirements. Depending on the
conditions of man’s life, his in
terests illustrate his need for
certain objects of the surround
ing world. Man produces, mas
ters and consumes the objects
of his interest by means of pur
poseful actions. Ethics analyzes
the category of interest primar
ily from the viewpoint of its
correlation with duty. In a class
society, social and personal in
terests permanently clashing,
man is to meet the require
ments of morality often in defi
ance of his own interest. In
stead of finding the source of
this contradiction and ways of
overcoming it, ethical teachings
either failed to recognize it or
considered it insoluble. Some
thinkers reduced moral duty to
personal interest, “to rationally
comprehended” egoism, to
man’s aspiration for happiness

or pleasure (Egoism, theories of,
Eudaemonism,
Hedonism).
Others held that man can fulfil
his duty only in defiance of his
own interest (Categorical imper
ative). Marxist ethics solves the
problem of correlation between
mterest and duty in the follow
ing way: since the contradiction
between interest and duty is
rooted in opposing class inter
ests, in personal and social in
terests, as well as in individual,
private interests, this contradic
tion can be solved only in the
process of building a society of
universal social justice, when
man discharging his duty to so
ciety, serves, in the final ana
lysis, the common interest of all
people. With the difference be
tween social and personal inter
ests not yet cancelled out under
socialism, the difference be
tween duty and personal inter
est continues to exist.
INTUITIONISM [L intueri to
gaze at, contemplate], a trend
m ethics whose exponents as
sert that moral concepts (e.g.
good, duty) cannot be substan
tiated by reason or experience,
alleging that they are ap
prehended by man intuitively as

INTUITIONISM

self-evident truths. Elements of
intuitionism were contained
even in some ethical theories of
antiquity (Socrates, Plato). In
the 17th and 18th centuries, in
tuitionism was elaborated in
Britain as the opposite to the
doctrines of intellectualism by
Cambridge Neo-Platonists, Sa
muel Clarke, William Hyde
Wollaston and Richard Price
and Sentimentalists (Shaftes
bury, Hutcheson, Hume). This
held that the concepts of good
and duty are simple ideas which
could not be defined or sub
stantiated through discussion.
In the 19th century, this think
ing was further elaborated by
Henry Sidgwick. Of wide popu
larity in modern non-Mandst
ethics, is the intuitionist trend
founded in the early 20th cen
tury by Moore, which spread in
England, USA and other coun
tries. Maintaining that ethics
should not study people’s beha
viour but moral concepts,
Moore and his followers op
ened the door to formalism m
ethics. Moore criticized the ex
ponents of the naturalist trend
in ethics (Utilitarianism, Hedon
ism, Evolutionary ethics), al
together denying the possibility
14
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of defining good and its
rational analysis, thus contrast
ing morality and science. Mod
ern ethics distinguishes two
trends: axiological (Axiology)
with George Moore, Hast
ings Rashdall, John Laird,
Oliver Johnson and Brand
Blanshard asserting that all
moral concepts including duty
(which consists in doing good),
are derived from good. The fol
lowers of the deontological
trend (Deontology) Harold Pri
chard, William D. Ross,
Edgar Carritt and Charlie
D. Broad consider that duty
does not depend on good nor
does it logically precede it
(good consists in fulfilling one’s
duty), thus formalistically inter
preting morality: duty must be
performed for its own sake. In
the view of deontological intui
tionism, moral obligations are
eternal and unchangeable and
are not based on social require
ments. Epistemologically, intui
tionism stems from the real dif
ficulties involved in defining
morality, logical comprehen
sion of its autonomy and selfsufficiency. Its social roots lie in
the gap between moral and
pragmatic motives. By elevating
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this gap to a norm, intuitionism
thereby sanctions it and, all
moral criticism notwithstand
ing, serves as a kind of apology
for the obtaining social reality.
IRRATIONALISM [L irrationalis unreasoning], a methodo
logical principle of interpreting
the nature of morality, charac
teristic of a number of theories
of morality. Elements of irra
tionalism are to be found in
various ethical theories of the
past but it was most fully de
veloped in the mid-19th century
(Kierkegaard,
Schopenhauer)
and particularly in the 20th cen
tury when its ideas provided a
basis for existentialism and Neo
Protestantism. The essence of
irrationalism in ethics is the reIiudiation of any general moral
aws, exaggeration of the im
portance of the specific and
unique in each moral problem,
from which it is inferred that
reason and science capable
only of generalizing from
diverse phenomena are abso
lutely inapplicable to morality
thus making it unknowable. The
irrationalists attach primary im
portance to solving moral prob
lems to “life feeling”, will, un

conscious aspirations or some
spiritual abilities opposed to
logical thinking. They assert
that the illogical and irrational
are closer to the understanding
of man’s existence than any
form of rational thinking which
allegedly leads to dogmatism
and deprives man of freedom
and individuality. Irrationalism
in ethics divorces its values
from real facts, the individual
from social morality. Maintain
ing that each situation in life
and the position of each indi
vidual are unique, the irrationa
lists conclude that moral re
quirements imply, each time, a
perfectly different meaning.
Thus, it is impossible, in their
view, to formulate general
moral principles on whose
foundation man could make
specific decisions in various
practical situations. Considered
m these terms, man follows the
laws of causality and acts from
expediency, guided by reason
and concepts elaborated by
science, submitting to the laws
and requirements of society
and universal moral standards.
In the view of the irrationalists,
this presents only the external
side of man’s existence, a

ISLAM

sphere of non-genuine mor
ality—utilitarian, dogmatic, ca
nonized morality. Human or ge
nuine existence is not subject to
the laws of society and nature
and is indefinable. It is a sphere
of the individual’s absolute
freedom in which man asserts
himself in his morality in defi
ance of society, contrary to ma
terial considerations. This divi
sion of human existence into
two perfectly independent
spheres on the one hand, dis
plays a critical attitude to mod
ern bourgeois civilization, and
on the other, a quest for ways to
save man from the capitalist in
human relations through escap
ism (Individualism'). The irra
tionalists deny, in the final ana
lysis, the social nature of mor
ality. They assert, as they them
selves state, an ambiguous and
paradoxical morality. However,
such morality not only fails to
indicate proper behaviour for
man. It also engenders a feeling
of doom and fear of the future.
ISLAM [Arab submission (to
God)], or Mohammedanism —a
faith canonized in the Koran,
the book of Mohammed (c.
570-632), the Prophet wor
14*
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shipped by believers; one of the
world religions. The ethics of
Islam was essentially formed in
the pre-Islam period. The
Koran, Sunna (“path” or rule of
action), consisting of numerous
Hadiths (sayings of and about
the Prophet on religious and
social matters), shariah (“the
sacred law of Islam”) only for
mulated, legalized and reor
ganized the established moral
standards. Some bans and re
strictions of the Islamic canon
emerged to eliminate the cus
toms of the Arabian paganism
(e.g. the custom was broken to
bury in the sand a certain num
ber of new-born girls). The
traditional norms sanctifying,
for instance, bonds of kinship,
sanctity of hospitality, assist
ance to travellers and beggars
raised to the status of duty,
were transformed and sup
plemented with other rules.
The precepts recorded in the
Koran reveal a great number of
evident borrowings from the
Judaic and Christian religions.
This created serious contradic
tions in the moral conscious
ness of the Muslims since many
rules did not accord with each
other. In addition to prescribed
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acts of worship: daily prayer,
giving alms to the poor, fasting
and performing the pilgrimage
to Mecca, the Koran and par
ticularly the Hadiths, reflected
the age-long experience of
moral relations expressed in
such rules as respect for the el
derly and the parents, prohibi

tion of games of chance ana
consumption of wine, firm con
demnation of falsity and theft.
Islam, whose social essence is
similar to that of any other reli
gion, may be associated with
various social tendencies as a
result of the different positions
of believers.

JASPERS, Karl (1883-1969), a
leading exponent of German
existentialism. Jaspers con
sidered the solution of moral
problems to be the specific task
of philosophy. The task of phil
osophy, to his mind, is not to
formulate knowledge of man
and his environment, but to dis
cover means of “salvation”, to
help man retain his integrity
under the domination of tech
nology, standardization and
regulation of social life. Man, in
his true existence, is more than
a mere product of nature and
history. He is an integral being
inimitable in his originality
whose inner essence is free
dom. The real purpose of exist
ence becomes clear to man in
moments of special existential
enlightenment, in crucial (mar
ginal) situations requiring mo
bilization of all his strength
(struggle, illness, suffering,

guilt, fear, death). Precisely at
these moments, man breaks
free from the vanity and ba
nality of his external existence
in which he is usually involved
as a member of a particular so
cial organization or a com
munity and turns to his inner
world. And here, the concept of
freedom makes sense manifest
ing itself in man’s resolution to
choose a certain way of conduct
in specific situations. Abstract
ing himself from all kinds of
necessity (be it laws of nature
or moral obligations), man must
remain true to himself, be sin
cere, act according to his ex
periences, moods and inclina
tions. Moral choice, according
to Jaspers, is a kind of a “leap
into the unknown”, i.e., is made
unconsciously and irrationally.
Thus, man’s conduct cannot be
estimated from the standpoint
of general moral principles.
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Man is responsible for his
deeds only to himself and is the
creator of all moral values in his
inner life. In an attempt to
break free of ethical relativism,
Jaspers advances the idea of
communication and transcend
ence. He regards the act of
communication as profoundly
personal
emotional-spiritual
contact between individuals
owing to which man’s “ego”
becomes his own self through
its reflection in others, through
interaction with them. Jaspers
sees the causes of moral evil in
the inability to communicate
with and understand alien exist
ence. The personality, accord
ing to Jaspers, asserts itself in
its attitude to the absolute, to
the absolute limitation (das
Umgreifende) of any existence
and thinking (transcendence).
Human existence can take
place only if it is brought into
correlation with transcendence.
But the existence exceeding its
confines (transcending) and
turning to the absolute, man is
unable to cognize it, since the
latter does not lend itself to ra
tional comprehension. Man is
pushed to transcendence by the
finiteness of his existence, and

the awareness of this finiteness,
the desire to rid himself of des
pair. The same factors bind him
to the historical world, the
world of the people in which he
attempts to realize his poten
tial. Jaspers is interested in the
axiological (value-wise) ap
proach to history and in the
search for its essence which he
found in “axial time” (Axenzeit), the time when mankind
was getting rid of mythology
and laying the foundation for its
spiritual community. In his view
it makes possible human com
munication which transcends
all cultural barriers. His major
works: “Die geistige Situation
der Zeit” (“Man in the Modern
Age”, 1931), “Philosophic”
(“Philosophy”, 1932), “Vernunft und Existenz” (“Reason
and Existence”, 1935), “Die
Schuldfrage, ein Beitrag zur
deutschen Frage” (“The Ques
tion of German Guilt”, 1946),
“Einfiihrung in die Philosop
hie” (“The Way to Wisdom”,
1950).

JEALOUSY, unfriendly feeling,
resentment of another person’s
success, property or popularity,
as well as his independence in

JESUITISM

actions and feelings. Jealousy
signifies man’s striving to have
everything—success, rewards,
respect, undividedly belonging
to him alone. Jealousy is in
curred as a result of egoism,
self-love, vanity and envy at
other people’s success. A par
ticular case is jealousy in rela
tions between man and woman
for sexual love is associated
with the natural feeling of mu
tual possession and intimacy of
two people. However, one must
control one’s acts lest the feel
ing of jealousy assume extreme
forms causing mutual disre
spect, encroachment upon per
sonal freedom, despotism and
suspiciousness.

JESUITISM (Jesuitry), antihumanistic system of moral princi
ples appearing, as a rule, within
a closed group, caste or organ
ization which serves to conceal
or justify activities that are es
sentially immoral and directed
outside the group, caste or or
ganization. The term is derived
from the name of a Catholic
order of priests, the Society of
Jesus, and is historically linked
to the clerical-political organiz
ation of the Jesuits founded at
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the Papal throne in the 16th
century and based on a hierar
chical principle. The Jesuits’ ef
forts were aimed at achieving
the maximum possible spiritual
and temporal power (up to
world domination) of the Pope
and the Catholic Church as a
whole. Covert and overt control
over the conduct and thoughts
not only of the brethren of the
Society of Jesus, but also of a
possibly larger number of
people in various countries,
non-Catholic countries in
cluded, and the unconditional
obedience of the clergy of lower
rank to those of higher rank,
was combined with the Jesuits
enjoying exceptional privileges
and leading a rather loose life.
The word “Jesuitical” achieved
its derogatory sense due to the
more than doubtful political
morality of the Jesuits. It per
mitted any immoral action (jus
tifying it by a noble end), in
cluding political intrigue, mur
der and perjury, if only this was
to promote Catholicism. “The
end justifies the means” —this
moral postulate ascribed to Ig
natius Loyola, subsequently be
came the practical principle of
Jesuitism (clerical and secular)
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and is used both for egoistic
personal ends and in the sphere
of politics. Deception for the
sake of justifying essentially un
lawful actions, is thus charac
teristic of Jesuitical morality, as
is the complete subordination
of the substance of moral prin
ciples to the arbitrarily and ca
suistically interpreted legal and
moral standards, and the hypo
critical appeals to far-removed
lofty ends for the sake of justi
fying immediate base actions.
In the long run, Jesuitical prac
tices prove to be incapable of
either achieving the proclaimed
good ends, since the objective
results of human activities are
functionally dependent on the
means used, or of attaining its
true ends (essentially immoral)
for long, since the Jesuitical
moral principles begin to oper
ate within the organization
which accepted them, thus
dooming it to corruption and
eventual destruction.

JUDAISM, ETHICS OF, bases
itself on the regulation of con
duct given in the so-called Pen
tateuch of Moses, or the Torah
(“Law”), the first five books of
the Old Testament. It com

prises the Decalogue (Ten
Commandments) which is also
recognized by Christianity and
exerted an indirect influence on
the ethics of Islam. In this text,
religious prohibitions to wor
ship pagan gods or create idols,
to take the Lord’s name in vain
and defile the Sabbath with la
bour, precede general moral
prohibitions such as: “honour
thy father and thy mother”,
“thou shalt not kill”, “neither
shalt thou commit adultery”,
“neither shalt thou steal”,
“neither shalt thou bear false
witness against thy neighbour”,
“neither shalt thou desire any
thing that is thy neighbour’s”.
On the whole, the command
ments of the Torah simulta
neously regulate ethical, legal
and ritual aspects. The biblical
books of the prophets, while
giving priority to the moral
principle before ritualism, do
not destroy their fundamental
unity. Moreover, the unity of
ethics, law and ritual and the
unity of man’s religious and
moral responsibility are a char
acteristic feature of the ethics
of Judaism also in its sub
sequent forms. The new ele
ments introduced in ethics by
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the Bible compared to the ethi
cal concepts of the pagan
ancient world, are associated
with biblical monotheism, the
belief in the law-giving authority
which is one, and “there is no
unity like unto his unity”. This
belief, combined with the emo
tion of dedication, engendered
a special attitude to the com
mandments, a serious and, sim
ultaneously, passionate attitude.
Besides, the reverence instilled
by the Bible towards the sancti
fied tribal principle, gave rise to
very strict prohibitions on ho
mosexuality and infanticide, the
phenomena quite common for
other nations including the
most civilized ones. Later on,
the normative nature of the
commandments prompted the
development of casuistry, i.e.,
the bringing of the command
ments, without repealing or re
interpreting them, into line with
the changing conditions of life.
The work of the “scribes” who
had scrupulously specified the
limits of the permissible or im
permissible, had been codified
in the Talmud in the 2nd and
3rd centuries especially in its
sections containing religious
legal norms and rules. The cus
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tom of ascetic celibacy which
was observed in the Jewish
communities ceases from the
time of the Talmud. Now, in
sharp contrast with the ethics of
Buddhism and Christianity
(Christian ethics), the absolute
ideal of the ethics of Judaism is
marriage and procreation. The
ethical thought of Judaism
comments on the initial regula
tion accumulating new circles
of commentaries: now the Tal
mud as if comments on Torah,
and inside the Talmud itself
there are commentaries on
some of its sections. The
Middle Ages witnessed the
emergence of commentaries on
the Talmud as a whole (Rabbi
Solomon ben Isak Rashi, 10401105; Moses ben Mainon Maimonides, 1135-1204). In mod
ern times, attempts have been
made to reinterpret Judaist
ethics on the basis of the ideals
of the Enlightenment (Moses
Mendelssohn), the categories
of
Kantianism
(Hermann
Cohen) and the personalist
philosophy of dialogue (Martin
Buber).
JUSTICE, a concept of moral
consciousness expressing not
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some value or benefit, but their
general correlation and dis
tribution among individuals; a
proper order or communal life
corresponding to the ideas of
the essence or man and his ina
lienable rights. Justice is also a
category of legal and socio-pol
itical consciousness. As distinct
from the more abstract con
cepts of good and evil which
morally evaluate phenomena as
a whole, justice defines the
correlation of several phenome
na from the point of view how
good and evil are distributed
among people. This concerns,
in particular, the correlation
between the role individual
people (classes) play in society
and their social status, between
deed and retribution (crime and
punishment), between people’s
merits and their recognition by
society, between rights and
duties. Any disparity between
the former and the latter is
evaluated by moral conscious
ness as injustice. The meaning
people bestow on the concept
of justice seems to them im
plicit and quite suitable to
evaluate all conditions of life
which they wish to have
preserved or changed. In actual

fact, however, justice bears a
concrete historical character,
depending, as it does, on these
conditions. Engels wrote: “The
justice of the Greeks and Ro
mans held slavery to be just; the
justice of the bourgeois of 1789
demanded the abolition of feu
dalism on the ground that it was
unjust.” Yet the concept of jus
tice has universal significance.
Though it is limited by specific
historical and social conditions,
at certain periods of history, it
is capable of overcoming these
limitations and inspire people
to revolutionary transforma
tions of society in conformity
with the objective laws of social
development. Engels wrote: “If
the moral consciousness of the
masses proclaims an economic
fact unjust, it is proof that the
fact has outlived itself.” In the
history of mankind, justice was
initially understood as a de
mand for punishment for the vi
olation ot norms of the primi
tive-communal society. Lafor
gue called this demand retribu
tive justice. One of its express
ions was clan revenge, which in
its most developed form re
quired complete correspond
ence of the punishment to a
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crime (“an eye for an eye, a life
for a life”). Retributive justice
displays a principle of levelling
equality typical of the tribal sys
tem. This initial concept of jus
tice became a stable moral
image deeply ingrained in so
cial consciousness. With the
emergence of private owner
ship and property, inequality
justice no longer coincides with
equality and is treated as the
differentiation made between
people as regards their position
in society depending on their
merits. But any interpretation
of people’s merits has always
been transient, limited by class
interests and specific historical
conditions. Feudal morality re
garded them as noble birth, the
bourgeoisie as a person’s re
sourcefulness ana zeal dis
played in the past and embo
died in his accumulated wealth.
Antagonistic class society rec
ognizes equality as the basis of
justice only to a degree. Feudal
Christian morality admitted the
equality of people only because
all people originated from God
and were equally involved in
the original sin. The bourgeois
understanding of justice pro
vides for a measure of equality
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of rights (political rights,
equality before law, equal op
portunities). However, it re
mains formal justice conducive
to the inequality between the
rich and the poor. Nevertheless,
it fixes an important stage in the
historical evolution of justice
and is its inalienable manifesta
tion. It is not by chance, that in
social consciousness, justice is
more often than not identified
with a just court without re
spect of persons and the
ancient Greek goddess Themis
is depicted with a band on her
eyes as a symbol of impartiality.
The economic concept of jus
tice expresses here equivalent
exchange (of goods, labour, ser
vices). However, the “ex
change” of the worker’s labour
for wages paid to him by the
capitalist, practically signified
exploitation of hired labour.
The socialist concept of justice
suggests that man’s merits de
fining his position in society and
his right to the social benefits
and honours, consist in his own
socially useful activity and not
in his social status or money.
This understanding of justice is
embodied in the socialist prin
ciple of distribution according
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to work. But, however superior
this concept of justice may ap
pear compared to all its
preceding forms, it is still
limited. First, even given the
ideal implementation of the
principle “to each according to
his work”, which never happens
in practice, it does not elimi
nate social inequality. Second,
the real experience of socialism
reveals that the distribution of
social benefits according to
work is a problem which is yet
to be solved since thus far there
has not been found a mechan
ism more perfect than the mar
ket which would make it
possible to appraise the social
value of labour and reduce its
qualitatively
heterogeneous
forms to a common basis. All
previous principles of justice
(“an equal share to everyone”,
“to each according to his or her
true worth”, etc.) are still pres
ent in modern social conscious
ness and serve as a productive
principle in specific spheres
and situations of social life. In
this sense, the socialist prin
ciple “from each according to
his abilities, to each according

to his work”, is pivotal in the
concepts of justice prevailing in
socialist society but do not ex
haust their multifaceted con
tent. Justice cannot be reduced
to any one formula. To express
the scope of its content a num
ber of various, including inter
nally polemical, definitions are
needed. Besides, for all the full
and specified character of for
malized knowledge of justice, it
retains some residue which
finds its expression only in the
feeling of justice. Justice based
on moral feeling is as needed in
society as justice relying on law
and the formula is; they correct
each other. According to Mar
xist theory, supreme justice
fully coinciding with social
equality is attained with the
achievement of perfect equality
of opportunities for each indi
vidual which stipulates for the
development of people’s abil
ities, elimination of essential
differences in the character of
labour, adherence to the com
munist principle: “from each
according to his abilities, to
each according to his needs”.

K
KANT, Immanuel (1724-1804),
forefather of German classical
philosophy, founder of critical
or transcendental idealism.
Very considerable is Kant’s
contribution to the study of the
specific aspects of morality and
to acquiring a clearer view of
the subject-matter of ethics, in
cluding the question of over
coming naturalism in ethics and
distinguishing ethics and psy
chology as objects of research.
In general, according to Kant,
morality is a sphere of human
freedom in contrast to the
sphere of external necessity and
natural causality. This defini
tion did not yet overcome the
limits of traditional views on
idealistic ethics and permitted
rather vague interpretation of
morals. More specifically, in
Kant’s view, morals are the area
of the imperative {Moral imper
ative) which is of a universal

character (Categorical impera
tive, Equality). Fundamentally,
this is a correct definition, but
Kant did not proceed from the
understanding of the social na
ture of morals and, for that rea
son, did not reveal the specific
nature of causality in morals. As
a result, this approach led him
to contrast duty to social and
historical necessity, that which
should be and that which really
exists. Hence, Kant’s scepticism
as regards the motive forces of
history (in his view, people are
most frequently prompted by
immoral motives), and his idea
to the effect that the moral
ideal can be attained only in the
other world of goals. In contrast
to the widely recognized view
that good and evil are logically
prior to the concept of duty or
determine it, Kant thought that
duty was a major element of
ethics, an element that charac
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terized the concept of good
(good is what corresponds to
duty). Kant’s criticism of he
donism and eudaemonism was
justified inasmuch as it did not
contradict the logic of moral
consciousness. However, it led
Kant to the conclusion that mo
rals are irrelevant to the satis
faction of man’s social-histori
cal requirements and interests.
In his view, man should carry
out his duty for the sake of duty
itself. In the sphere of morals,
this viewpoint can be con
sidered as rigorism and formal
ism. Although Kant subjected
the theories of moral sense
(Moral sense, theories of) to
criticism, he nevertheless main
tained that the basic factor in
meeting the requirements of
morality consisted in goodwill
and submission to duty rather
than in performing practical ac
tions (Moral goodness, theory
of). The idealistic elements in
Kant’s ethics is also the idea of
the a priori nature of moral
consciousness, the idea of the
immortality of the soul and the
existence of God as a guarantor
of just retribution for moral be
haviour in earthly life. Kant’s
ethics has exercised great in

fluence on modern philosophy
of morality, especially on exist
and intuitionism.
entialism
Some of its concepts served as
an ideological basis for one of
the trends in Marxism and the
workers’ movement (Ethical so
cialism). However, classical
Marxism, while giving credit to
Kant’s theoretical elaboration
of many ethical problems, re
jects the idealistic and formalis
tic postulates of his doctrine.
Kant’s major writings on ethics
are as follows: “Grundlegung
zur Metaphysik der Sitten”
(“Fundamental Principles of
the Metaphysic of Morals”,
1785), “Kritik der praktischen
Vernunft” (“Critique of Practi
cal Reason”, 1788), “Die Reli
gion innerhalb der Grenzen der
blossen Vernunft” (“Religion
Within the Limits of Reason
Alone”, 1793) and “Metaphysik
der Sitten” (“The Metaphysic
of Morals”, 1797).
KAUTSKY, Karl (1854-1938),
theoretician of German social
democracy and of the II Inter
national. Having advanced his
own concept of morality, which
opposed the ideas of ethical so
cialism, and Kant’s ethics, he
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tried to combine the ideas of
Darwin and Marxism. Kautsky
held that Marxist ethics is a di
rect continuation of Darwinism:
Darwin gave an explanation of
the origin of morality and Marx
elucidated the problem of the
moral ideal. Morals rest upon
the social instincts of man: self
lessness, courage, loyalty to the
common cause, discipline, up
right attitude towards society
and ambition, which are as
powerful as the instincts of ani
mals for survival and reproduc
tion. The totality of social in
stincts forms a moral law, a
universal moral sense—inspira
tion to make one’s acts condu
cive to the benefit of society
even if this harms one’s per
sonal interest. “An animal im
pulse and nothing else is the
moral law,” Kautsky wrote.
“Thence comes its mysterious
nature, this voice in us which
has no connection with any ex
ternal impulse, or any apparent
interest.” A person, who has a
sense of duty, follows it instinc
tively, without thinking. For
Kautsky, the specifically human
aspect of morals is expressed in
moral standards established as
society developed and subject
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to continuous change. Oppos
ing Kant’s categorical impera^
tive, Kautsky, as a matter of
fact, arrives at the same time
less, abstract categorical imper
ative only this time interpreted
biologically. Kautsky’s view
point is essentially non-historical: proletarian and bourgeois
morals differ from each other
only by the degree of intensiveness of social instincts. When
society falls into decay, social
instincts of the ruling classes
grow weaker and the instincts
of those exploited, on the con
trary, become stronger. This
brings Kautsky to the conclu
sion that socialism arises from
social instincts, thus denying its
scientific and historical nature.
Kautsky’s major ethical writings
are “Ethik und materialistische
Geschichtsauffassung” (“Ethics
and the Materialist Conception
of History”) and “Der Ursprung der Moral” (“The
Origin of Morality”).

KIERKEGAARD, Sbren Aabye
(1813-1855), Danish mystic
philosopher, writer, forefather
of existentialism. He opposed
official religious ideology and
the Church and justified a per
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sonal kind of religion which
would relate man directly to
God. That is why Kierkegaard
is so interested in the issues of
ethics. He was of the opinion
that Hegelian absolute idealism
and rationalism ignored human
existence proper, the passions
and emotions which are as real
as man himself. Kierkegaard
believed it is not the cognition
of the real world but the cogni
tion of one’s own self in one’s
true existence that was the pri
mary mission of a thinker in
whom Kierkegaard saw the spe
cific ideal of man, his actions,
behaviour and life. According
to Kierkegaard, the world is in
a state of mortal sickness ex
pressed in despair. All that
exists appears as a paradox: the
most unhappy person is the
happiest one, and the happiest
is the unhappiest, truth is false
hood, and falsehood is truth,
reality is illusion, and illusion is
reality, and so on. This is what
Kierkegaard describes as para
doxical dialectics. The individ
ual should take care only of his
own self, of his “inner” world,
for “truth is subjectivity”. Kier
kegaard singles out three stages
of life through which man has

to pass to attain his goal: the
aesthetic stage when man deals
only with possibilities which
never materialize, i.e., man lives
solely an imagined life; the ethi
cal stage when man lives a real
life and develops a sense of re
sponsibility for his own exist
ence (this stage is characterized
by continuous passions and
emotions and a profound ana
lysis of one’s own “ego”); the
religious stage when man is to
resolve the either/or dilemma
facing him and ultimately
chooses eternity instead of fi
niteness. Kierkegaard’s ethical
works as well as his philosophi
cal writings are a response of
Christian romanticism to ma
terialist and dialectical-rationa
list views. His views influenced
Barth and other Protestant and
Catholic philosophers. Kierke
gaard’s major ethical works:
“Either/Or. A Fragment of
Life”, “Fear and Trembling”
(1843), “The Concept of
Dread” (1844).
KOHLBERG, Lawrence (19271987), head of cognitive psy
chology the basic propositions
of which underlie his theory of
moral education. Kohlberg re
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gards the task of education as
stimulating the natural process
of moral development which is
prompted by the interaction of
the individual’s psychological
and cognitive structure with the
social milieu. According to
Kohlberg, thanks to that inter
action, morality progresses
from one stage to another
reaching its maturity at the last,
sixth, stage. Mature morality is
distinguished by the ability to
identify oneself with others,
care for them and, above all, to
be guided in one’s behaviour by
the principles of justice and hu
manism. These stages of mor
ality reflect the general thrust
of its evolution. Kohlberg holds
that universal forms of moral
consciousness
(principles,
standards, values) exist in all
epoches and differ only in the
degree of their maturity. He be
lieves that the supreme goal of
education is the moulding of a
personality which contributes to
the establishment of a just so
ciety. Since the individual pos
sesses the potential for self-per
fection he forms and pro
grammes his behaviour. Moral
development is primarily the
result of man’s psychological
15
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ability to perform moral ac
tions, while social environment
is only a stimulator inducing an
individual to seek a new pro
gramme of action in any new
situation. However, Kohlberg
fails to provide an answer to the
question whether the attain
ment of harmony between the
individual and society depends
on the nature of social environ
ment, and to what extent. In his
theory, the movement of mor
ality to the supreme goal remams an abstract feasibility.
The basic works of Kohlberg in
which he elucidates his concept
of education: “Educating for
Justice: A Modern Statement of
the Platonic View” (1970),
“Stages in the Moral Develop
ment of the Personality: The
Basis of Moral Learning”
(1971), “Meaning and Meas
urement in Moral Develop
ment” (1979), “Educating for a
Just Society: An Updated and
Revised Statement” (1980),
“The Philosophy of Moral De
velopment. Stages of Morality
and the Idea of Justice” (1981).

KROPOTKIN, Prince Pyotr
Alekseyevich (1842-1921), Rus
sian revolutionary, theorist of
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anarchism, advocate of positiv
ism. From 1876 to 1917 he lived
in emigration. Moral problems
play a major role in his system
of “anarchic communism”. Re
jecting the divine interpretation
of the categories of morality,
Kropotkin treats their essence
biologically, and thinks that
good and evil, justice and other
moral concepts, should be ex
plained on the basis of observa
tions of the life of nature. In so
ciety, the notions of morality
are developed in the same way
as they were borrowed from na
ture. That which is useful for
sustaining one’s clan is moral
and that which is harmful to it is
immoral. Moral progress in the
human race is the result of
natural evolution. Kropotkin
endeavoured to elaborate the
principles of the universal
human morality which would
form the basis of any class mor
ality. From Kropotkin’s point of
view, this type of morality
should facilitate the develop
ment of personal creative abil
ities and initiative. This is
achieved through a combina

tion of two aspirations of the in
dividual: to submit other people
to one’s personal objectives and
to unite with other people
(general human solidarity, mu
tual dependence). Kropotkin
believed that a future anarchic,
or communist, society should
be based on that kind of mor
ality. For Kropotkin the moral
principle of anarchism is the
principle of equality (everyone
should treat others the way one
would have them treat oneself)
and activity (excessive vitality).
Kropotkin called upon man to
give love, reason and energy to
make other people happy and it
was in this that he saw the hig
hest personal happiness. Mod
ern representatives of social bi
ology {Naturalism) regard the
biology-based ideas of Kropot
kin as a forerunner of this
trend. His major ethical writ
ings are: “Ethics” (Vol. 1,1922),
“Moral Principles of An
archism” (1904), “Anarchy, Its
Philosophy and Ideal” (1896),
“Mutual Assistance as a Factor
of Evolution” (1907).

LA BRUYfcRE, Jean de (16451696), French moralist and
author. Coming from a bour
geois background, he served as
a lawyer, officid, tutor of
Prince Cond6’s children. He
summarized his observations of
the life of the French aristo
cracy in his famous “Caracteres” (“Les Caracteres de
Theophraste traduits du grec
avec Les Caractdres ou les
Moeurs de ce siecle”, 1688),
modelled on the “Characters”
of the Greek writer Theophras
tus. La Bruyere’s book written
in the form of aphorisms, dia
logues and meditations, port
rays sketches (often of living
people with disguised names)
exposing the vanity and corrup
tion of the court nobility, the
selfish church ministers and
presenting a vivid satirical pic
ture of Parisian society. He
demonstrates that moral char
15*

acters are formed under the in
fluence of social environment
and he censures moral vices
(hypocrisy, pharisaism, greed,
flattery, etc.), the characteristic
traits of the aristocracy. La
Bruydre considered class in
equality and the power of
money a great evil. Contrasting
the people who are of benefit
and do good to the aristocrats
who only promote evil, La
Bruyere writes: “An aristocrat
is capable of great evils. A man
of the people will never do any
evil. If I were to make a choice,
I wouldn’t doubt: I wish to be of
the people.” La Bruyere’s views
in many respects, anticipated
the ideology of the Enlighten
ment. His criticism of the vices
of the civilized society was con
tinued by Rousseau.

LAFARGUE, Paul (1842-1911),
active in the French and inter-
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national workers’ movement,
friend and follower of Marx and
Engels, theorist and popularizer
of Marxism. Maintaining that
moral standards are dependent
upon specific historical condi
tions, Lafargue revealed the
origin of the moral concepts of
good and justice. Dealing with
the problem of the class charac
ter of morality, Lafargue
showed that the ethical theories
of the bourgeoisie and its moral
practices are, in the final ana
lysis, conditioned by its inter
ests and position as a ruling
class. “A ruling class always
considers that what serves its
economic and political interests
is just, and what does not serve
it is unjust.” Lafargue criticized
the bourgeois theories of mor
ality, including Spencer’s ethics,
the ideas of ethical socialism.
He exposed bourgeois morality
which inculcates in people ego
ism, misanthropy, hypocrisy
and pharisaism. Lafargue re
garded the source of all moral
vices in private property which
divides people, putting them
against each other. It is from
these positions, that he exposed
Lombroso’s
theory
which
placed all responsibility for the

crimes in capitalist society ex
clusively on the criminal himself
who allegedly is born with a de
praved disposition. Opposing
the doctrine of the personality’s
moral self-improvement, Lafar
gue stressed the premise of
Marxist ethics that a radical
change of moral consciousness
and moral relations is made
possible only by the revolution
ary transformation of the old
order and the establishment of
a socialist society: “Change the
society and everything will im
mediately change: morals, ha
bits, passions and sentiments of
men.” Despite his Marxist posi
tion on the whole, Lafargue
propounded, in the solution of
ethical problems, erroneous
views and ambiguous premises.
Thus, carried away by the expo
sure of the morality of the ex
ploiting society, Lafargue was
inclined to reject the progress
of morality in presocialist for
mations. In focusing attention
on the sociological explanation
of morality, Lafargue underesti
mated its psychological roots
and its inherent inertia. Lafargue’s ethical views are ex
pounded above all in his work,
“Le determinisme economique

LANGUAGE OF MORALITY

de Karl Marx” (“Economic
Determinism of Karl Marx”,
1909).
LANGUAGE OF MORALITY.
Dealing with moral problems,
substantiating their moral re
quirements, standards and
evaluations, proving or refuting
certain propositions in the
course of discussing moral
problems people use the same
concepts for all the difference
of their ideological views;
therefore they imbue them with
different meaning (Universal
and class elements in morality')
and employ their specific meth
ods of arguing. This logical ap
paratus of reasoning constitutes
the language of morality. Moral
judgements and terms are its
prime elements. Moral judge
ments can be prescriptive
(“People must speak the truth”,
“Man should not be an egoist”)
and evaluative (“Honesty is
good”, “Stealing is evil”). Moral
terms here (“good”, “evil”,
“must”)
constitute
logical
predicates. There are also de
finitive judgements which give
the definition of a moral term
(e.g. “Good serves the interests
of man and society”) where the
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moral term is the subject of the
sentence (and of the judge
ment). Any form of moral con
sciousness or its separate acts,
can be expressed by means of
corresponding judgements. E.g.
valuative judgement is used to
estimate a certain act: “This act
is good (or evil).” People mak
ing moral demands upon others
use prescriptive judgements
naming the act the person
shoula perform (e.g. “You must
help your friend”). Definitive
judgements are usually em
ployed when it is necessary to
elucidate the meaning of a par
ticular moral concept (what is
good, what is duty). Moral
standards, principles and ideals
are expressed through corre
sponding judgements. People’s
convictions and motives often
manifest themselves in their
psychology in the form of emo
tions. But even the essence of
our feelings can be expressed in
corresponding judgements. E.g.
the sense of duty can be ex
pressed in the statement: “I
must keep the promise I made”,
and pangs of conscience—with
a valuating-prescriptive judge
ment: “I did a bad thing; I
should not have done this.”
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Thus, psychological and speech
forms which an act of moral
consciousness assumes, should
be distinguished from its logical
form, where its essence is most
precisely expressed. Logical
forms of the language of mor
ality in the eveiyday practice of
ordinary moral consciousness
are often used spontaneously,
unconsciously and are intricate
ly interwoven with emotional
forms. The language of morality
as such, is a logical form of
moral thinking. Ethics eluci
dates the laws of the latter by
means of studying the language
of morality. Theoreticians of
neopositivism do their research
into the language of morality
along two lines. Some confine
themselves to a mere descrip
tion of the way man usually rea
sons in an everyday situation,
i.e., identify the logic of the lan
guage of morality with the ex
ternal form of expressing
thoughts. As a result, they re
produce the methods of every
day thinking in their theory in
stead of producing a scientifi
cally verified method. Others,
on the contrary, substitute for
mal or mathematical (symbolic)
logic for the analysis of the lan

guage of morality with all its pe
culiarities, as well as construct a
purely deductive system of
moral concepts (Rationalism).
Both approaches to the lanSe of morality should be re
ed as one-sided. The basic
difficulty and the most import
ant task involved in the investi
gation of the language of mor
ality, is to blend it with the his
torically meaningful analysis of
morality.

LAO-TZU (Li Erh), Chinese
philosopher and traditional
author of the philosophical and
ethical treatise “Tao-Te-Ching”
(4th-3rd centuries B.C.) which
interprets the world, man’s
place in it and the ways of ge
nuine virtue people must follow
to regain the happiness they
have lost. Man, as the entire
world, being naturally engen
dered by Tao (interpreted both
as a structural element of being
and as a natural law), is in Laotzu’s view a part of nature, des
tined to follow the way of vir
tue, Te, i.e., to live according to
nature. Any attempt to change
the order conforming to nature
is doomed. Evil emanates from
defying the laws prescribed by
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nature for which the rulers and
their selfish favourites should
be blamed. Lao-tzu associates
the contradictions in moral
phenomena with the emergence
of inequality. Since Lao-tzu
understood a “deed” as viol
ation of the natural course of
things, he propounded the prin
ciple of moral “non-action”
(Uwei). This, however, does not
imply passivity but action in
conformity with the laws of na
ture. Lao-tzu considered that a
real person’s basic feature
should be natural virtue which
prompts him to act morally not
for purposes of reward or of
fear of punishment, but follow
ing his own nature. “The Sage
does not store things for him
self. The more one does for
others, the more he has for
himself. The more one gives to
others, the more he keeps for
himself. The Tao of the Sage is
to act without competing.”
People need no education to
achieve happiness, for happi
ness and knowledge are mu
tually exclusive goals. Lao-tzu
holds the spreading of knowl
edge as responsible for the
deterioration of morals, in
equality, greed, ambition —all
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that comes from those in
power. He preaches a return to
the patriarchal tribal system he
idealized. Lao-tzu formulated
the basic ethical principles of
early Taoism: its aim is to fol
low the path pointed by nature.
Its principle is “non-action”; its
concept of happiness as good of
the people is in return to
equality, simplicity and ignor
ance of the “golden age”, hapfjiness as the good of the sage
ies in temperance, tranquility
and proximity to nature.
LA
ROCHEFOUCAULD,
Francois
de
(1613-1680),
French writer and moral philos
opher. His major work “Reflex
ions ou Sentences et Maximes
Morales” (“Reflections or
Moral Maxims”, 1665), is the
result of his observations of the
morals and mentality of the
French aristocracy. Extending
the results of his observation of
the morality of one class to the
whole society, La Rochefou
cauld arrives at a generally pes
simistic conclusion that man is
vicious by nature. Aware of the
hypocrisy of the church mor
ality with its conception of the
original sin, La Rochefoucauld
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seeks confirmation of his views
in the materialist teaching of
Pierre Gassendi who held that
passions depend on the state of
the organs of the human body.
La Rochefoucauld, however,
sceptically treated the idea that
reason and will are able to curb
passions, to restrain people’s
emotions.
Egoism,
selfish
vanity, greed, envy are the mo
tive forces of man’s acts. Vir
tues are, according to La Ro
chefoucauld, in most cases only
“skillfully disguised vices”. La
Rochefoucauld’s moral pessim
ism bears resemblance to the
ethics of Hobbes who main
tained that man in society al
ways pursues his selfish aims.
La Rochefoucauld’s book is a
brilliant example of criticism of
the morality of 17th-century
aristocracy and is one of the
most popular moralistic books
even today.

LEGALISM, 1. [L legalis of the
law], a concept frequently used
in the history of ethics to signify
people’s conduct which only ex
ternally conforms to the gener
ally accepted moral standards
but actually does not corre
spond to the genuine spirit of

morality. The concept of legal
ism was interpreted in different
ways, depending on the under
standing of morality. Kant per
ceived legalism in man perfor
ming acts required of him with
out being prompted by ge
nuinely moral motives. For in
stance, acts committed not out
of duty (Moral goodness, theory
of) but out of the wish to pros
per, out of prudence or even
the wish to do good to others.
Neo-Protestantism interpreted
legalism as efforts to reduce the
spirit of the moral teaching of
Christ to concrete command
ments and principles which are
advisable to be applied in so
ciety. In the view of the follo
wers of this teaching genuine
morality does not demand
man’s compliance with specific
requirements in his practical
activities, but only a particular
mood (Theonomous ethics),
recognition of one’s sinfulness
and humility. The legality-mor
ality dilemma reflects an aspect
of the problem of the criteria of
moral action. An action may
correspond to a moral require
ment but still be not a moral
deed because it was performed
for utilitarian, conformist con

LEGALISM

siderations or even by chance.
The outward observance of
prescribed requirements can be
regarded only as an initial stage
in one’s moral formation. But
moral maturity is expressed in
the conscientious (Conscien
tiousness) and principled (Loy
alty to principles) application of
moral standards and values in
relations with other people.
2. [cap.] One of the basic
schools of the ancient Chinese
philosophy. Its main repre
sentatives were Kuan-tsu (7th
cent. B.C.), Tsi-Chang (6th
cent. B.C.), Shang-Yang (390338 B.C.) and Han Fei-tzu (c.
280-233 B.C.). Legalists were
against tribal relations and re
jected the ethical rules of Con
fucianism, humanism, the ritual
(“li”), justice and universal
love. Treatises of the Legalist
school are composed in the
form of recommendations to
the ruler whose relations with
the people were perceived as
antagomstic.
Legalists
ad
vanced the thesis of the supre
macy of one single law in the
state which rendered moral
standards and culture redun
dant. They believed that people
were prone to evil deeds there
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fore order in their life could
exist only as inevitability and
lack of freedom. Politics should
be divorced from morality. The
most fateful sin of society is the
weakening of the centra] auth
ority and the absence of firm
laws. The two levers of govern
ment reflecting two aspects of
the law are reward and in par
ticular punishment. According
to Legalists the main criteria of
human virtues are the personal
loyalty to the sovereign and the
unconditional abidance by the
law. But even the most merited
people promoted to high posts
should not be fully trusted be
cause they conceal their aim of
overthrowing the sovereign at
an appropriate moment. This is
confirmed by many cases in his
tory. That is why, on the one
hand, it is necessary to measure
words by deeds, to discern the
truth and lies based on facts, as
well as to encourage people to
act as informers and surround
themselves with informers. On
the other hand, it is important
that power is not turned over to
one’s subordinates. The sover
eign should be astute and ruth
less, should strictly supervise
the fulfilment of his orders and
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prevent dissent. In state policy,
one cannot be guided by per
sonal whims and weaknesses
but only by the “major inter
ests” of the country and the
“major usefulness”. Legalism
became a part of the official
ideological doctrine of imperial
China, a doctrine based on re
formed Confucianism.
LEIBNIZ, Gottfried Wilhelm
von (1646-1716), German ideal
ist philosopher, educator, math
ematician, public figure. Leib
niz’s initial idealistic principles
determined his approach to the
problems of ethics. His ethical
teaching is based on the as
sumption of the divine creation
of the world. In creating the
world, God admitted together
good and evil as its inevitable
companion. Leibniz subdivided
evil into: metaphysical evil—
generated by the limited and fi
nite nature of things, physical
evil closely associated with it—
disasters and suffering of ra
tional beings, and moral evil
emerging as a result of human
sin. Thus, there is the necessity
to justify God, the creator of
the imperfect world. For this,
Leibniz resorts to theodicy, a

teaching aimed at absolving
God from the responsibility for
the existence of evil, which he
expounded
in
“Theodic€”
(1710), one of his basic works.

LENIN, Vladimir Ilyich (18701924), theorist of Marxism,
founder of its new stage —Le
ninism, leader of the Commun
ist Party of the Soviet Union
and the international commun
ist movement, founder of the
world’s first socialist state.
Lenin already expounded prob
lems of Marxist ethics in his
earlier works, in particular, in
polemics against views which
contended that the Marxist in
terpretation of morality al
legedly condemns man to com
plete subordination to historical
circumstances without affor
ding him freedom of choice. In
his work “What the ‘Friends of
the People’ Are and How They
Fight the Social-Democrats”
(1894), Lenin rejected the sub
jectivist-voluntaristic interpre
tation of the freedom of the will,
demonstrating that the thesis of
the conflict between determin
ism and morality .is groundless
and proving that recognition of
the dependence of human be

LENIN

haviour on social-historical
conditions does not exclude
man’s relative independence in
the choice of his action or deny
his freedom and, consequently,
responsibility for his actions.
Marxist understanding of social
determinism “far from assum
ing fatalism in fact provides a
basis for reasonable action”
(V.I. Lenin, Collected Works,
Vol. 1, Progress Publishers,
Moscow, 1986, p. 420). Only
from positions of determinism,
can the individual’s activity be
given a precise and correct
moral evaluation. Defending
the materialist tradition in
ethics, Lenin reviews in his
works the evolution of the hu
manitarian trend in the history
of philosophy and proves that
the thesis that idealism, unlike
materialism, allegedly “always
has in view only the interests of
the individual” holds no water
(ibid., Vol. 35, p. 129). Lenin
criticized the concept of reli
gion as the foundation of mor
ality, and the ideas portraying
socialism as a new religious sys
tem called upon to save man
kind, uniting the individual with
society. In a number of works
(particularly written after the
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1917 Socialist Revolution in
Russia), Lenin emphasized the
role of the moral factor in the
revolution. He recognized the
need for revolutionary violence
in periods of extreme aggrava
tion of the class struggle, but
contended, however, that the
final victory of the revolutionary
cause is won by the moral auth
ority of the victorious proleta
riat and its party. Lenin
stressed the great importance
of this authority which derives
its strength not from abstract
morality, but from the morality
of the revolutionary fighter,
which is formed in the struggle
of the working class for its so
cial liberation. This morality
serves “to unite all the working
people around the proletariat,
which is building up a new, a
communist society” (ibid., Vol.
31, p. 293). Expounding the
principles of revolutionary hu
manism, Lenin demonstrated
that proletarian humanism em
braced profound humanity,
magnanimity, mutual assist
ance. Lenin assigned an import
ant role to heroism in the revol
utionary struggle and the build
ing of socialism, in which he
distinguished “heroism of indi
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vidual impulse” displayed in
wars and open class conflicts,
and the most protracted, the
most stubborn, the most diffi
cult heroism of mass everyday
work. In his writings, Lenin in
troduced a scientific analysis of
the problem of discipline in so
cialist society: “discipline must
be built on entirely new princi
ples; it must be a discipline of
faith in the organizing power of
the workers and poor peasants,
a discipline of comradeship, a
discipline of the utmost mutual
respect, a discipline of inde
pendence and initiative” (ibid.,
Vol. 27, p. 515). Highlighting
the moral aspect of the problem
of truth in politics, Lenin
pointed out that if objective ir
refutable facts are ignored for
the sake of subjectivist voli
tional wishes and decisions, this
generates phenomena extreme
ly harmful to the revolutionary
cause. Lenin demanded that
the party be ruthlessly purged
of careerists, bureaucrats, of
those who joined its ranks not
to serve the revolutionary
cause, but in order to gain per
sonal advantage. Lenin con
tended that the party must not
be afraid of acknowledging its

mistakes or of them being
criticized (Criticism and selfcriticism), for concealing from
the masses even grim and un
pleasant truth “would be sink
ing to the level of bourgeois
politicians and deceiving the
people” (ibid., Vol. 27, p. 249).
Lenin believed in the unlimited
possibilities of man but, never
theless, opposed voluntarist
embellishment of the level of
the moral consciousness of the
masses, and attempts to present
the members of the socialist so
ciety as ideal people. He
stressed that the working
people “do not abandon their
petty-bourgeois prejudices at
one stroke ... at the behest of a
slogan, resolution or decree,
but only in the course of a long
and difficult mass struggle
against mass petty-bourgeois
influences” (ibid., Vol. 31,
p. 115). Thus, education of a
new man is a protracted pro
cess of breaking up the old
moral standards and values and
new ones being moulded, in the
process of views being changed
on relations between people,
attitude to woman, on the inter
relationship of the collective
and the individual and, conse

LIBERAL CHRISTIANITY

quently, on the obligations of
the individual to society.
Touching, in his conversations
with Clara Zetkin, on the prob
lems of marriage and sexual re
lations, Lenin exposed the pro
ponents of asceticism and the
sanctity of the bourgeois mor
ality of marital and family rela
tions. At the same time, he
firmly denounced vulgarized
“leftist” theories rejecting any
regulatory forms in this sphere.
Lenin stressed that the socialist
revolution and Soviet family
legislation unearthed the roots
of hypocrisy, pharisaism and
women’s rightlessness in mar
riage and divorce, and the
status of illegitimate children.
These were, however, the first
steps on the path to women’s
liberation and socialist restruc
turing of the family. The estab
lishment of communist relations
in everyday life necessitates the
real liberation of woman from
her unjust position in the fam
ily, from exhausting household
work. The moral ideal of com
munism was most fully ex
pounded in Lenin’s classical
work “The State and Revol
ution” which reveals the econ
omic, social and political pre
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conditions for the supreme
moral freedom. With people
acting on the basis of deep per
sonal conviction, moral progress
liberated from the antagonistic
form of its manifestation, will
lead to the ultimate triumph of
the principles of humanism and
justice.
LIBERAL CHRISTIANITY, a
trend of Protestant theology
widespread in the second half
of the 19th century (as applied
to ethics it is also called “the
social gospel” movement). Its
representatives (Walter Rauschenbusch, Shailer Mathews,
Francis Peabody in the USA;
Alois Riehl, Ernst Troeltsch,
Adolph Harnack in Europe)
conveyed the idea of transfor
ming Christian faith into a con
crete social and moral pro
gramme to solve the political
and moral problems of modern
times (Social ethics'). As com
pared to many other trends in
Christianity, this one is distin
guished by an optimistic view of
man and his historical possi
bilities.
Its representatives
strove to draw to the utmost the
biblical mythological ideas
closer to the concepts of world
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ly morality. They interpreted
God’s Kingdom as a social ideal
achievable for mankind in the
course of history with the image
of Christ as a model, as a moral
ideal for people to pursue in
worldly life. The ideas of liberal
Christianity were criticized
from the right by the followers
of Neo-Protestantism. The ideo
logy of liberal Christianity re
tains its influence in certain
Protestant sects in the West
(for instance, among the Qua
kers). Liberal-democratic relig
ious figures of the West work
ing for peace, for the equality of
nations, unite under its banner.
LIFE STYLE, stable, reproduc
ible distinguishing features of
communication, everyday life,
manner of behaviour, habits, in
clinations, etc. inherent in a
person or group of persons,
which reveal the originality of
their spiritual world, the trend
of their private life reflected
through external forms of being
(work, leisure, rest, daily life,
manner of behaviour and
speech, etc.). As a concrete and
singular part of the more
general concept of way of life, it
registers, to a greater degree,

and considers people’s individ
ual and psychological pecu
liarities of conduct, tastes, pref
erences, interests and inclina
tions. The life style of an indi
vidual or group of people is not
to be interpreted as mere as
similation or repetition of the
general and the peculiar as
pects of a given society. Pos
sessing individual originality,
relative independence and
value, a life style is capable of
exerting formative influence on
a particular way of life. The in
dividual (or group, subcultural)
life style, integrated at times in
the structure which a particular
(greater or smaller) social com
munity adheres to, embodies it
in the way of life which has
become the norm for mass be
haviour and mass conscious
ness. Life style is an essential
feature of the individuality, of
personal development which
depends, in many respects, on
value orientation, level of cul
ture and psychological pecu
liarities of the person himself.
Consequently, the process of
the individuality’s development
coincides with the formation of
a unique personal life style. The
concept of life style implies an

LOCKE

obvious moral meaning since
the formation of one’s own per
sonality (Self-education) is di
rectly correlated with the inter
ests of other people and of so
ciety. The most humane forms
of self-fulfilment and self-edu
cation are embodied in the life
style expressing originality of
the spiritual pattern and per
sonal individuality which can
serve as an example.
LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS, see
Neopositivism.

LOCKE, John (1632-1704),
English philosopher and educa
tor. Locke based his theory of
cognition on the principles of
empiricism and denied the the
ory of innate ideas. In the phil
osophy of religion, Locke is a
deist; one of the founders of lib
eralism. His ethical ideas ex
pounded in the “Essays on the
Law of Nature” (1676), “Essay
Concerning Human Under
standing” (1690) and “Two
Treatises on Government”
(1690) are not systematized. In
developing his epistemological
views, Locke criticized the the
ory of innate practical princi
ples advanced by Herbert of
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Cherbury, Cambridge Neoplatonists, Rend Descartes. He be
lieved that man had been en
dowed by nature only with the
striving for happiness (Eu
daemonism). According to
Locke, the approval of virtue
depends on its usefulness (Utili
tarianism), while compliance
with moral rules was due to
their determination by legisla
ture, education and customs
(Social contract). Locke be
lieved that although morals as a
law of nature stemmed from the
divine concept, they are com
prehended by reason. Thus,
moral rules had to be proven.
While rejecting the existence of
innate moral concepts and prin
ciples, Locke simultaneously
believed that there could be no
morality without religion and
that the Gospel was an excel
lent treatise on morality.
Locke’s definition of good and
evil reflected the tradition of
hedonism and rational egoism
(see Egoism, theories of). How
ever, he held that good and evil
had moral significance in re
gard to law. Regarding morality
as a variety of relations, Locke
identified three types of laws or
rules: divine (revealing the ex
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tent of sin and the fulfilment of
one’s duty), civil and philosop
hical, or public-opinion laws
(specifying the measure of vir
tue and vice). Locke believed it
was not the will that was free
but the personality possessing
that will and for this reason
freedom is a manifestation of
human intellect which is re
vealed in the ability to perform
an action or refrain from it. In
his natural state, man is free of
the supreme power and is sub
jugated exclusively to the law of
nature, while in society, the
freedom of man is restricted by
the law established by a trust
worthy legislative power which
was called upon to protect him
from autocracy and lawlessness.
The epistemological ideas of
Locke influenced the formation
of the ethical views of Shaftes
bury and Hutcheson.
LOGIC OF THE LANGUAGE
OF MORALITY, a totality of
logical forms of the language of
morality, and their relations and
associations. These forms and
dependencies must primarily be
analyzed on the basis of investi
gating the structure of moral
consciousness, which links, in its

own particular way, the differ
ent forms of concepts and
judgements. If, for example, it is
asserted that “stealing is evil”
(evaluating judgement), it is
logically to conclude that
“People should not steal”
(prescriptive judgement). The
individual moral prescription:
“You must keep your promise”,
is based on reference to the
general norm: “People must
keep their promise”. Moral
norms, in turn, are substan
tiated in different systems of
morality by means of more
general concepts — moral princi
ples and ideals. Thus, the prob
lems of the logic of the lan
guage of morality embrace
many methodological issues as
sociated with moral reasoning,
discussion of moral problems,
as well as with the justification
or criticism of the general
premises of a given system of
morality. In substantiating a
premise of morality, particular
ly if different moral positions
clash, the problem may finally
be solved beyond the frame
work of moral consciousness
proper, by analyzing the social
reality and laws of history. In
terms of the logic of moral lan
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guage, it means that moral
judgements can and must, in
the final analysis, be substan
tiated through scientific judge
ments, experience and theoreti
cal generalizations {Truth).

LOVE, a feeling which does not
render itself easily to definition.
As a relationship between
people which is characterized
by the highest emotional and
spiritual intensity, love is based
on revealing the maximum
value of a particular person.
Unlike friendship, it is not re
duced to moral assessment.
Love as a profound intimate
feeling, can be addressed to an
other person, a community or
an idea (e.g. love for children,
parents, the motherland, life,
the truth). However, the es
sence of love is most fully re
vealed in relations between
people. Its most striking, mys
terious and inevitable form is
personal sexual love. The abso
lute acceptance of a concrete
person, leads to a situation in
which the customary rules of
conduct and evaluations lose
their incontestable authority
and become relative and subor
dinated to a specific human tie.
16-1256
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As one of the forms making it
possible to overcome aliena
tion, love is recognized as the
summit from which one can see
the limits of any abstract mor
ality. Love is self-ruling and
free. Hence, its tragic aspect
engendered by the conflict of
“absolute rule” of the prevailing
moral requirements and thenrelativity within the confines of
love. The tragic element is typi
cal not only of an ill-starred
(unreciprocated) love. A happy
(reciprocal) love still more
forcefully propels lovers be
yond the bounds of the custom
ary and conventional. Various
cultural traditions recognized
the special role of love in moral
purification, the assimilation of
genuine values embodied in
ideas, God or man. This was
noted by Plato, Augustine, the
classics of Sufism and German
romanticists. Ludwig Feuerbach
reveals the source of the valuating-cognitive ability of love: it
“elevates the subject to the level
of essence and, hence, the sub
ject only as the essence
becomes the object of love”.
Hegel stresses the transforming
role of love: “It removes all
one-sidedness, all exceptions,
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all bounds of virtues.” In the
history of culture, the interpre
tation of love was accompanied
by the distortion of its essence
and the elevation of love to the
level of an absolute value and
norm alienated from man when
a “man who loves, the love of
man” is transformed into a
“man of love” (Marx). Thus,
Christianity regards love as a
new divine behest, a principle
surpassing all other human abil
ities. However, not only religion
but also a number of social
Utopias (Feuerbach, Fourier
and others), use the concept of
love to justify the possibility of
attaining the necessary through
restructuring the emotional and
value aspect. An important as
pect in the comprehension of
love in the 19th century, is its
opposition to bourgeois prag
matism and emphasis on its
ability to extricate man from a
system of limited socio-political
and personal interests, from
functional role relations. Love
is a free manifestation of
human essence which cannot be
regulated. However, the moral
prmciple of love imposed on
man as his supreme duty re
flects the concept of man as a

free individual assuming full re
sponsibility. In the final analysis,
love reflects the striving of man
to attain integrity and to take
the universe in all its rich diver
sity.
LOYALTY, a moral quality
characterizing the individual’s
unfailing, dedicated attitude to
other people and to one’s
cause, to discharging duty, ad
herence to chosen principles
and the moral ideal. Loyalty is
determined by other moral
qualities, such as ideological
commitment, deep belief in the
righteousness of a chosen
cause, loyalty to principles de
manding from a person consist
ency in his convictions and ac
tions, fortitude in dealing with
difficulties and temptations,
and selflessness. The lack of
these qualities leads, more
often than not, to a person for
saking loyalty, to betrayal. Loy
alty is only a formal charac
teristic of the individual and his
actions and in itself does not
speak of their substance. If it is
combined with man’s uncritical
attitude to his work and lack of
initiative, loyalty turns into con
servatism and dogmatism. Pre

LUNACHARSKY

cisely the substance of a cause
and its social importance deter
mine in many respects the de
gree of loyalty usually professed
by its adherents. The higher the
aim of the struggle the stronger
the moral unity of its adherents.
LOYALTY TO PRINCIPLES, a
positive moral quality charac
terizing an individual and his
activities; designating fidelity to
a certain idea and consistent
implementation of it into one’s
conduct. Loyalty to principles
in itself is not a moral charac
teristic of the substance of man
as it refers solely to the form of
his moral consciousness (inner
conviction) and way of conduct
(consequence), but does not
touch on their orientation.
Therefore, denouncing unscru
pulousness under any condi
tions, morality assesses man’s
loyalty to principles, always tak
ing into account the concrete
content of those moral princi
ples which are professed and
implemented. Loyalty to princi
ples is opposed to fanaticism
and dogmatism since it is based
on the rational, critical and in
dependent comprehension by a
person of moral culture and on
16*
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adherence to it in behaviour.
The humanistic measure of
one’s loyalty to principles is the
extent (and not the ultimate but
the immediate one) to which it
is in accord with the benefit of
those people in whose name it
is followed.
LUNACHARSKY,
Anatoly
Vassilievich (1875-1933), Soviet
statesman and public figure,
theorist and propagator of
Marxism. In his earlier works,
Lunacharsky subjected to criti
cism the ethical ideas of the
Russian idealists (Berdyaev,
Shestov, Sergei Bulgakov, Ivanov-Razumnik and others), de
nying their allegations that
Marxism ignores moral prob
lems of the human personality.
In the period following the de
feat of the Russian revolution
of 1905-1907, he shared the
idea of god-building, defending
“religious atheism” — religious
feelings to be used as a basis for
inculcating in the masses the
ideals of collectivism. Luna
charsky overcame those mis
conceptions, harshly criticized
by Lenin, after the victory of
the 1917 Socialist Revolution in
Russia. While occupying the
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post of the first commissar of
education in the Soviet State,
Lunacharsky theoretically sub
stantiated the principles of
communist education. He em
phasized that isolating reason,
feeling and will is alien to Mar
xist ethics and denounced vul
gar sociologism in ethics. Luna
charsky criticized bourgeois
ideologists who portrayed com
munism as a society which cur
tails the individual’s right to
free development, preventing
man from asserting his individ
uality. He also proved that as
cetic doctrines depriving man
of his right to all-round satisfac
tion of nis needs and interests,
have nothing in common with
Marxism. Lunacharsky main
tained that the most important
aspect of education was educa
tion of a spiritually and emo
tionally developed personality
achieved by mastering the cul
tural wealth of mankind. From
these positions, Lunacharsky
opposed philistinism as well as
constructivist theories of urban
ization, technicism and machinization which extolled the
role of technology to the detri
ment of moral, emotional cul
ture. Lunacharsky contrasted

Marxist humanism to the nar
row, utilitarian and pragmatic
views of life, regarding the
centre of life in man himself, in
his freedom and happiness. Lu
nacharsky’s
major
ethical
works: “Idealism and Material
ism. Bourgeois and Proletarian
Culture” (1923), “Science, Art,
Religion” (1923), “Morality and
Freedom” (1923), “Morality
Viewed from Marxist Posi
tions” (1925), “Education of
New Man” (1928).

LUTHER, Martin (1483-1546),
religious reformer, founder of
one of the three main trends in
Protestantism (Lutheranism).
As Professor of the Scripture at
the University of Wittenberg in
1517, in his “95 Theses” he op
posed the sale of indulgencies
(granting the absolution of sins)
and other abuses by the Cath
olic Church, as well as its claims
to mediating between man and
God. This was an important act
of the Reformation—the antifeudal and anti-Catholic social
movement in 16th-century Eu
rope, whose moderate trend
was led by Luther himself. At
the core of Luther’s teaching,
lies the principle of “justifica

LUTHER

tion by faith” which proceeds
from the general sinfulness of
mankind (Sin): man who has
lost his ability to do good may
find salvation only in faith
which is granted from above as
God’s blessing. The impossi
bility of attaining inner righ
teousness is made up for, to
some extent, by a righteous life
which is prescribed to man by
God. In contrast to the Catholic
faith which considers earthly
life as a preparatory stage of
the believer for the other world,
Luther maintained that it is in
earthly life that people embark
on the path to faith which helps
them to overcome their inclina
tion for sin. Luther denounced
asceticism, monasticism, con
tempt for earthly interests.
However, he draw a line be
tween religious and social acti
vities in earthly life. He con
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sidered faith, the Church and
the religious sermon to belong
to religious activities, and the
state, reason, civic morality and
“earthly” affairs of people—to
social activity. However, Luther
did not draw an absolute line
between these two kinds of acti
vities. Luther’s teaching ac
tually led to deeper inner relig
iousness of people. As Marx
put it: “Luther, we grant, over
came the bondage of piety by
replacing it by the bondage of
conviction. He shattered faith
in authority because he re
stored the authority of faith. He
turned priests into laymen be
cause he turned laymen into
priests. He freed man from
outer religiosity because he
made religiosity the inner man.
He freed the body from chains
because he enchained the
heart.”

M
MACHIAVELLI, Niccold di
Bernardo dei (1469-1527), Ita
lian thinker, statesman, histo
rian and writer. Machiavelli was
one of the first bourgeois thin
kers who approached socio
political problems based on
reason and experience rather
than on theology. He believed
that such law-governing forces
as fate and fortune operate in
history, while simultaneously it
is an arena of man’s actions, of
his reason and free will. Ma
chiavelli links the activities of
the individual to the conflicts of
social groups. He dwells on the
subject of the struggle between
the propertied classes and the
poor and maintains that this
struggle is responsible for the
specific socio-economic status
of various population groups
and is the source of many politi
cal principles. In this sense, he
separates the theoretical ana

lysis of policy from morality.
Machiavelli knew only the theo
logical ethics and moral princi
ples sanctioned by the church.
He realized that they were
practically nowhere observed,
that the top strata of society,
particularly the clergy and
Papal court, were wallowing in
vice. Besides, these principles
paralyzed the will, cultivated
suffering and failed to take into
account people’s real interests.
Machiavelli held that moral
principles separating reality
and necessity were doomed to
failure, as a rule. People are
prone to commit evil deeds and
only necessity leads them to vir
tue. This necessity is revealed
as power based on force. Ma
chiavelli believed that in the
conditions of his time, any
means were permissible in
order to create a united Italy, a
free, powerful and independent

MACHIAVELLIANISM

state which was his cherished
goal. Virtuous is the man for
whom nothing is higher than
the benefit of his homeland and
for her sake practically every
thing is permissible. “One’s
country should be defended
whether with Disgrace or
Glory,” Machiavelli wrote ex
pressing the views of the Italian
bourgeoisie struggling for na
tional consolidation, “she is
properly defended in any Way
whatsoever.” As Hegel noted
Machiavelli, “having the pro
found consciousness of the
necessity for the formation of a
state, has ... exhibited the prin
ciples on which alone states
could be founded in the cir
cumstances of the times”. This
idea led to counterposing mor
ality and politics (which is ine
vitable in a class, particularly
bourgeois, society). It sub
sequently resulted in formulat
ing the principles in politics
which came to be known as Ma
chiavellianism
and
which
should not be identified with
Machiavelli himself. Indeed, he
believed that ideally the goals
eventually correspond to the
means (Ends and means'). He
saw his duty in teaching good to
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the youth and appealed to them
to avoid vice and engage in
work, calling the noblemen
loafers. Although Machiavelli
believed that good order (hav
ing in mind primarily the bour
geois republic) made people
happy, his teaching lacks the
idea of harmony reconciling
common and individual inter
ests, while the individual was
sacrificed to the state. His basic
ethical ideas are expounded in
“11 principe” (“The Prince”,
1513, published in 1532).

MACHIAVELLIANISM, a con
cept describing the mode of ac
tion of a person (an organiza
tion) whose principle of beha
viour, particularly in politics, is
the use of any, including immo
ral, means (e.g. lies, slander,
cruelty, etc.) in order to attain
the set goal. The term itself is
derived from the name of the
Italian statesman and writer
Niccold
Machiavelli
who
stressed that politics allowed
the transgression of moral laws
for the sake of great goals, for
instance in order to save one’s
country from invaders. His
teaching reflected political
principles guiding the nascent
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Italian bourgeoisie of the 16th
century which sought to unify
the country and consolidate the
independence of partitioned
Italy tormented by her enemies.
However, since the bourgeoisie
had yet to adequately under
stand its historic mission and
did not possess sufficient means
for attaining its goals, it pinned
its hopes on absolute monarchy,
the power of knights and was
prepared to recognize the
legality of any means employed
to establish a strong centralized
state. The views expounded by
Machiavelli should not be con
fused with Machiavellianism,
for the latter is a theory based
on the principle “the end jus
tifies the means” which always
permits the use of any, includ
ing immoral, means. This inevit
ably led to counterposing mor
ality and politics whose princi
ples become indeed incom
patible in the pursuance of
strictly limited group or class
interests. Machiavellianism is
often applied in politics but is
seldom openly recognized.
MAGNANIMITY,
positive
moral quality-, form of humane
ness in the everyday interrela

tionship of people, whereby hu
manity surpasses the generally
accepted standards or is dis
played with regard to someone
who does not fully deserve it,
e.g. self-sacrifice in the interests
of others, pardon granted to
someone who has committed an
offense or inflicted damage, hu
mane attitude towards a loser.
MAKARENKO, Anton Se
myonovich (1888-1939), Soviet
educator and writer who was
engaged in elaborating the the
ory and methods of communist
education and dealing with the
problems of communist mor
ality. The innovation of Ma
karenko in education consists
first and foremost, in the suc
cessful attempt to sociologically
substantiate the process of edu
cation. Makarenko saw the
basis of education not simply in
the interaction between the
educator and the pupil but in
the organization of concerted
activities of the pupils in line
with the trends of social devel
opment. Makarenko perceived
the essence of socialist disci
pline in such practical arrange
ments of collective life where,
on the one hand, an individual

MAN

AND

acquired the habits of beha
viour which would correspond
to the principles of communist
morality and, on the other,
which protect private interests
and provide conditions for un
restricted social creativity to at
tain social goals. Hence, the
uniform principles applied by
Makarenko in education and
ethics: drawing the individual
into active participation in
socio-economic practices as a
goal of education; organization
of a collective and of joint acti
vities as the main instrument of
education; a cardinally new
place of the individual in social
ist society as the prerequisite
for moulding individuality in
the process of assimilating the
communist ideology and ethics.
Makarenko advocated the fu
sion of labour education and
moral and political education in
the belief that without that, la
bour is a neutral process in
terms of education. Makarenko
believed that moral require
ments applied to man should be
ahead of the real level of his ac
tions. This ensures the conti
nuity of education. Makarenko
linked the problem of freedom,
responsibility and the fostering

SOCIETY
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of initiative with the develop
ment of self-administration in a
collective. Makarenko stressed
that it was necessary to con
sider ethical categories and
moral problems inseparably
from the solution of large-scale
social problems. But here he
underestimated the relative au
tonomy of moral criteria. Ma
karenko’s major works: “A
Book for Parents” (1937); “The
Methodology for Organizing
the
Educational
Process”
(1935-1936); “The Goal of Edu
cation” (1937); “On Communist
Ethics” (1939); “Willpower,
Courage,
Purposefulness”
(1939).

MAN
AND SOCIETY, a
general philosophical problem
of the relationship of man and
society which is decisive for the
understanding of the nature of
morality and the way of solving
the basic problems of ethics.
Bourgeois understanding of the
problem is essentially based on
the antithesis between the con
cepts of man and society. On
the one hand, it treats the es
sence of man as human nature
independent of society, and so
ciety as a sphere only of exter
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nal manifestation or restriction
of man’s inner traits (Social
contract). On the other hand, it
regards society as something
external to man, as a social ma
chine, as the environment or
circumstances shaping man’s
character. This accounts for the
dual understanding of morality.
Morality is interpreted as either
an expression of the natural and
only inner requirements of man
and the moral sense inherent in
him (Hedonism, Eudaemonism,
Moral sense, theories of), or as a
manifestation of external prin
ciples completely independent
of man in general (Intuitionism). Thus, either man asserts
his freedom in morality only in
a negative form despite external
necessity and the human world
of communication, or morality
consists in man’s submission to
external dictate. The problem
of the realization of the social
and moral ideal is solved ac
cordingly. It is suggested that
hopes be placed either on the
true nature of man which, in
principle, is contrasted to
everything social; or on some
fatal change of conditions with
out man’s participation. Mar
xism considers that human es

sence is a totality of social rela
tions. For this reason, society
cannot be regarded as some
thing external with respect to
man, a kind of environment.
Marxism does not contrast the
truly human to the truly social,
for it views them as one and the
same thing. Thus, it solves the
problem of educating a truly
moral man in conjunction with
the task of establishing a truly
human society by people them
selves. Rejecting the abstract
counterposing of man and so
ciety, Marxism shows where it
came from. As a result of the
division and alienation of la
bour, the productive forces (as
well as social relations and all
social culture), emerge as a pe
culiar world, as something ab
solutely independent of, and di
vorced from, the individual.
Man does not visualize in so
ciety the results of his activities
or his essence. Society converts
him into a character playing the
part assigned to him by moral
bans and injunctions in the
form of ready-made formulas.
Man, for his part, views society
as a means to achieve his selfish
aims, aspiring to achieve free
dom contrary to society, to as

MANDEVILLE

sert his “I” in his individual
inner world, his own morality
contrary to the social morality
imposed on him. He appears to
himself as an out-of-society
being. The contradiction be
tween the individual and society
can, in Marxism’s view, be
solved together with the aboli
tion of the social conditions
which gave rise to it. Commun
ist social relations presuppose
reasonable ties and compre
hensive communication in
which people develop their cre
ative anilities. The more univer
sal and disinterested are man’s
aspirations, the more he evolves
as a free personality (see also
All-round integrated develop
ment of the personality, Free
dom, moral).

MANDEVILLE, Bernard de
(1670-1733), Dutch physician
who made his name in England
as moral philosopher, a pupil of
Locke. Mandeville is famous for
“The Fable of the Bees” (1705,
supplemented by commentaries
and appendix in the 1723 edi
tion), a scathing satire on the
society in which he lived. Man
deville depicts the life of a bee
hive in which vices and abuses
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flourished and where every in
habitant looked only after his
own interests. In order to
chasten the bees, Jupiter made
them all honest. This resulted in
the ruin of the beehive. The
fable concludes with the follow
ing words: “So Vice is benefi
cial foundyWhen it’s by Justice
lopt, and bound/Nay, where
the People would be great,/As
necessary to the State/As
Hunger is to make ’em
eat./Bare Vertue can’t make
Nations live/In Splendour; they,
that would revive/A Golden
Age, must be as free/For
Acorns, as for Honesty.” The
fable and the supplements were
directed against abstract mor
ality unrelated to the social
conditions and, in particular,
against the ideas of Shaftesbury
who believed that virtue is al
ways good and vice is always
evil. Mandeville was the first to
advance the idea, which was
subsequently developed by
Hegel, on the inevitability and
even necessity of evil in the con
ditions of social inequality
where the weal of a nation rests
on the poverty of the working
people. While advocating the
idea of taking into account
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human nature moulded by pri
vate-property relations, Man
deville regarded egoism as an
invisible driving force of per
sonal and social development.
The image of an individual pos
sessing selfish traits was sub
sequently christened the “Man
deville man”. Mandeville made
his imprint on the work of Hut
cheson, Helv&ius, Adam Smith,
as well as the later materialist
philosophers.

MANNERS, the way of com
porting oneself, the external
form of conduct, the way of
treating other people. Manners
also comprise the sum total of
speech peculiarities (express
ions used, the tone and intona
tion) typical of a person, the
gait, gestures, facial expression
(sometimes the manner of
dressing is also mentioned).
Manners belong to the stand
ards of conduct and are regu
lated by etiquette. Attitude to
manners varies depending on a
particular social group. The
aristocracy regards manners as
the inbred nobility of a person
representing the “upper crust”
of the society or as an outward
gloss demonstrating affiliation

with “high society”. The demo
cratic perception of manners is
based on the assumption that
beauty and grace must be an ex
ternal manifestation of the
moral fibre of the personality.
In modern society, manners are
perceived as a form of the
everyday display of modesty
and restraint, one’s ability to
keep in check one’s actions
(Self-control), an attentive and
considerate attitude to people
(Tactfulness, Respect). The lack
of manners or uncouth manners
introduce a destructive ele
ment, petty tensions and awk
wardness in personal relations,
while their excess usually called
affectation, does not contribute
to harmonious relations either.
In the modern dynamic life and
with the rapid change of
fashion, it is difficult to find a
correct measure in the external
forms of behaviour. That is why
good manners increasingly de
pend on the internal culture,
moral profundity and tactful
ness of a person.
MARCEL, . Gabriel
(18891973), French philosopher,
heaa of so-called Christian
existentialism. The corner-stone

MARCEL

of his philosophy which he him
self defined as “neo-Socratic”,
are moral principles. While
criticizing the vices and contra
dictions of bourgeois society, he
links the trend towards deper
sonalization of man and the
scientistic orientation in cogni
tion to the assertion of rational
ism in thinking and to the
democratic ideals of the En
lightenment. He believes that
the lost feeling of being “at
one” with existence and people,
can be attained only through a
considerate attitude to one’s
own life (“recueillement” — in
ternal concentration leading to
wisdom), attention to the moral
premises of cognition. The most
important condition of the truly
moral existence, according to
Marcel, is a critical differen
tiated attitude to the “ready
made” social norms and official
values and slogans. The prob
lems of inner freedom, choice
and responsibility constitute the
centre-piece of his philosophy.
However, as distinct from Sar
tre, Marcel recognizes real
limits to the individual freedom
of man: one cannot be held ac
countable for everything. One
cannot fulfil oneself to the ful
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lest extent. Faith in the tran
scendental, in God, Marcel be
lieves, becomes the last resort
of individual freedom. Address
ing religion, Marcel attempts to
mitigate the rigour of moral re
quirements applied by other
existentialists to the individual.
In his view, despite the fact that
such existentialist categories as
involvement (engagement) and
risk, reflect the real motives of
human behaviour in a specific
situation, they are too subjec
tive and despairingly tragic.
Therefore one has to admit that
they are of a specific nature
against the background of allembracing (religious) truths.
However faith, as interpreted
by Marcel, is opposite to ra
tional convictions: one cannot
rely on it in passing a final ver
dict or making categorical
judgements. An inalienable
part of man is his emotional
world, passions in which he ex
presses himself to the fullest ex
tent. The ethical programme of
Marcel, typical of existentialism
as a whole, is in many respects
at variance with official Thomism. A means of restoring the
feeling of “harmony with the
world” in man, Marcel saw in
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the poetical spiritualization of
nature. He held conservative
political views. The basic works
expounding his ethical concepts
are: “Journal mStaphysique”
(“Metaphysical Journal”, 1927);
“Homo viator” (1944); “Les
Homines contre I’humain”
(“Man Against Humanity”,
1951); “Le Declin de la sagesse” (“The Decline of Wis
dom”,
1954);
“L’Homme
problematique” (“Problematic
Man”, 1955); “Paix sur la terre”
(“Peace on Earth”, papers,
1964); “Pour une sagesse
tragique” (“Tragic Wisdom and
Beyond”, 1968).

MARCUS
Aurelius.

AURELIUS,

see

MARITAIN, Jacques (18821973), French Catholic philos
opher, representative of NeoThomism. Studied philosophy
at the University of Sorbonne, a
pupil of Bergson whose oppo
nent he later became. He lived
and worked in the United
States for many years. Maritain
criticizes the bourgeois society
from the religious standpoint
reproducing relations which are
draining the spirit of man and

AURELIUS

confining people to their earth
ly interests that thus prevent
them from thinking of God.
Maritain advocates the return
to the Middle Ages which he
perceives as a path leading for
ward. His criticism of capital
ism, however, is more apo
logetic than destructive. He
would like “to better” or “im
prove” the existing capitalist
world. A follower of Thomas
Aquinas, he proclaims religious
moral principles as the eternal
and supreme values for they
purify man turning his deeds
and thoughts towards God.
Maritain asserts that it is relig
ious morality that facilitates ge
nuine progress. He says that
man’s genuine freedom lies in
the establishment of closer con
tact with God, for which pur
pose man has to strictly and rig
orously observe the rules pres
cribed by religious morality.
Only by abiding by its gui
delines can man attain eternal
bliss, individual immortality and
divine grace. Maritain’s ethics
is abstract and stretches beyond
the confines of history. This is
also true of his theory of “inte
gral humanism”. However,
Maritain approves of repressive

MARX

measures applied to counteract
revolutionary actions because
the latter are aimed at violating
the foundations of the existing
society.

MARX,
Karl
(1818-1883),
founder of scientific commun
ism, the philosophy of dialecti
cal materialism and historical
materialism, and scientific pol
itical economy. His philosophi
cal and ethical views evolved in
the process of creative search
and discoveries, the analysis of
fundamental ideological prob
lems. In the earlier period, until
1842, of his spiritual evolution,
Marx studied the philosophical
and ethical culture of classical
German idealism. He contrasts
the world of necessity to the
world of existing reality. These
worlds form two absolutely in
dependent basic principles.
However, back in 1837, Marx
repudiates his dualism and ad
vances the requirement for a
monistic, rational treatment of
reality (Marx, Engels, Collected
Works, Vol. 1, p. 12). It was not
a rejection of his previous criti
cal attitudes. Rather, it indi
cated an attempt to solve the
problem of necessity on the
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basis of a more profound com
prehension of reality. However,
while Marx still upheld the ob
jective idealistic point of view
(close to the ideas expounded
by the Young Hegelians), his
revolutionary democratism ine
vitably brought him back to
dualism: between the idea of
the state, i.e., the ideal of “the
people’s
self-representation”
(ibid., p. 306), and the really
existing states. Marx introduces
the concept of “the free intel
ligence” which is an expression
of the universality of the popu
lar spirit and is therefore not
subjugated to any specific utili
tarian function (ibid., p. 301).
Marx clearly defines the con
nection between ends and
means', “an end which requires
unjustified means is no justifi
able end” (ibid., p. 164). In
1843-1845, Marx proceeded
from idealism and revolutionary
democratism to dialectical and
historical materialism and to
scientific communism. While
arguing against the ideas of
utopian subjectivistic commun
ism advanced by the Young
Hegelians’ circle of “the free”
with their appeal to pure
necessity, Marx advances the
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principles which he sub
sequently applied to develop
his philosophical and ethical
views into Marxism as such.
Man belongs to reality as its
heir and successive creator.
Man is a world of creative
forces, culture, including moral
culture. However, in a class so
ciety, this world is an alienated
reality (Alienation). That is why
“emancipation is a reduction of
the human world... to man him
self’ (Vol. 3, p. 168). At the
same time, anthropocentrism
inherited from Feuerbach, can
be traced here: man is the sun
for himself, the root and the
source of his origin (see ibid.,
pp. 176,182, 305-306). In defin
ing genuine necessity, Marx
proceeds from the contradic
tions inherent in the social divi
sion of activities which turns
them into a class antagonistic
division, from the contradic
tions engendered by the aliena
tion of labour. A communist
transformation of the world is a
historic task whose solution is
tantamount to the elimination
of all alienation and which is
nothing but a historically ge
nuine necessity. In this light, the

essence of man appears as a to
tality of social relations; it is in
a state of perpetual develop
ment revealing the human
potential. First and foremost,
man is a subject of communica
tion linking him with other
people by thousands of invisible
threads. These threads are
determined by history. As dis
tinct from the anthropologism
of Feuerbach, Proudhonism
(Proudhon), “genuine social
ists” and the like, Marx exam
ines the moral ideal from the
standpoint of historicism. For
him, history is not a background
for moralizing criticism but a
contradictory process involving
the real humanization of man.
For that reason, sound philos
ophical and ethical guidelines
in understanding the historical
process require that the sub
stantial logic of thinking be ge
nuinely dialectical. This logic
allowed Marx to perceive the
historic process as the creation
of social reality by people them
selves and draw the conclusion
that social history is always the
history of men’s individual de
velopment.

MARX

the opposite of vulgar (“bar
rack”) pseudo-communism. So
cialist revolution is not just a
change in the order of things:
by changing the world, people
transform themselves and we
see the revolutionary process of
self-re-education (Vol. 5, p. 53).
This approach to man is at odds
with concepts depriving the in
dividual of moral
inde
pendence. From the mid-1840’s
until his death, Marx worked on
“Capital” in which he revealed
how
economy
dominates
people and culture. At the
same time, he indicated how to
overcome that dominance and
pointed the way to the genuine
kingdom of freedom: commun
ism. Behind the relations of
things which enslaved people,
Marx saw and investigated rela
tions between people them
selves, relations of production.
Marx drew a line between the
general historical logic accord
ing to which people make their
history, and historically tran
sient forms for the realization
of that objective logic: the
forms of alienation, depersoni
fication, the division of man
caused by the antagonistic divi
sion of labour. In “Capital”,
17

1256
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Marx provided an example of
dialectics as logic. Marx’s the
ory is neither an instrument nor
a rational apparatus limited by
the sphere of means and irrele
vant to values: it is also human
philosophy. It is the logic of
human reason not only grasping
goals but also appraising them
(Moral reason). Indeed, in addi
tion to covering the objective
dialectics of the world of natu
ral objects, it also elucidates the
dialectics of the cultural and
historical process. According to
Marx, a communist ideal is a
process of resolving concrete
contradictions facing capitalist
society. It is a constantly expan
ding goal of the genuine
struggle for the establishment
of a society in which justice
reigns supreme. Its aim is to
overcome the division, first of
all class division, which splits
man himself and is thus di
rected towards creating oppor
tunities for his integral develop
ment (All-round integrated de
velopment of the personality),
the liberation of man from the
role of an agent in the direct
process of material production
as such, so that not the work
hours but free time, become the
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yardstick of his wealth, towards
turning the development of all
essential human forces from
being a vehicle subjugated to
“an external expediency”, into a
process pursuing the goal of
this comprehensive develop
ment, “the absolute movement
of becoming” (Vol. 28, p. 412).
These requirements are basi
cally historical and simulta
neously truly moral. In the
1870’s, Marx grappled with the
problem of the nascent econ
omic materialism which emas
culated the ethical essence of
Marxism since it perpetuated
the supremacy of economy over
culture, reduced historical re
ality to economy and its attend
ing appendages, while assigning
human beings the predeter
mined roles of economic sub
jects. Marx firmly dissociated
himself from this vulgarization
of his ideas. Genuine Marxism
absorbs the achievements not
only of the material, scientific
and theoretical culture but also
the spiritual and moral culture
of humanity. For it, “the free
development of each is the con
dition for the free development
of all” (Vol. 6, p. 506).

MELIORISM [L melior better],
a point of view on the correla
tion of good and evil in the pro
cess of the evolution of the
world, a view aspiring to over
come the extreme points of op
timism and pessimism. The
term “meliorism” was intro
duced by an English novelist
George Eliot (pseudonym of
Mary Anne Evans). This term
was thoroughly elaborated by
James Sully, English psycholog
ist and specialist in ethics, in his
book “Pessimism. A History
and a Criticism” published in
1877. He believed that optim
ism and pessimism were equally
one-sided points of view. Abso
lute optimism according to
Sully is associated with the idea
that evil is transient and that
good prevails in human life.
Thus, there is no need to
change it. Pessimism, on the
contrary, means that evil and
suffering always prevail in the
world and that it is impossible
to improve it. Thus, Sully be
lieves, both these principles
paralyze the practical activities
of man. He suggested an in-be
tween solution — to recognize
evil as inevitable but to admit
that society gradually improves

MENG-TZU

and that man by his actions can
expand the sphere of good and
increase the number of happy
people. Different variants of
meliorism are elaborated, for
instance, by some US philosop
hers, such as Dewey, Durant
Drake and Ralph Barton Perry.
The weak point of the meliorist
principle is that it presents the
correlation of good and evil in
human life as an eternal conflict
of abstract principles not asso
ciated with history. Also typical
of meliorism is that it pres
cribes to people a gradual and
infinite approximation to good
and rejects revolutionary action
as a way to attain social justice
(in this sense, close to it is the
so-called theory of insignificant
pursuits propounded by Rus
sian Narodniks in the 1880’s).
The concept of meliorism is no
longer used in modern lit
erature on ethics.

MENCIUS, see Meng-Tzu.

MENG-TZU (c. 389-305 B.C.),
Chinese thinker, author of a
treatise by the same name
which later was included in the
four great texts of Confucian
ism—The Four Books. Meng17*
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tzu held that moral sense is in
born in man and that it serves
as a basis for moral qualities.
Moral feelings are natural and
even instinctive. Man is kind by
nature but he has to reveal and
develop his natural kindness.
Pity is the basis of humanism.
Shame engenders justice, trac
tability and respect — polite
ness, and on the basis of the
sense of the truth and lie there
emerges wisdom. However,
people do not preserve the
moral potential given to them
by Nature. As a result of social
habits and the influence exerted
by external forces, they are be
coming coarse and lose natural
feelings. To preserve them, one
needs to make internal efforts,
resort to impartiality (prevent
ing the influence of external
events) and self-control, the un
interrupted cultivation of feel
ings. Meng-tzu opposed the re
duction of justice and the pur
pose of the human life to useful
ness and gain which contradict
natural moral principles. He
advocated humane rule and
condemned cruel rulers and
self-interested officials. Prob
ably under the influence of
Daocism, in his work “Exhaus
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tion of the Mind”, Meng-tzu
presents sincerity (“cheng”) as
the quintessence of moral
qualities, as the main virtue.
METAETHICS, a term intro
duced by neopositivism to
denote a philosophical theory
of morality opposed to norma
tive ethics ana taken in isolation
from moral problems. Neoposi
tivists counterpose metaethics
to normative ethics as they ne
gate the possibility to substan
tiate moral judgements by
scientific methods and, simulta
neously, create a philosophy of
morality that would be “neu
tral” as regards any moral con
victions and principles. As neo
positivists see it, the sphere of
metaethics must not extend be
yond the analysis of the logic of
the language of morality and
should be reduced to the eluci
dation of moral terms and views
(Language of morality). Neopositivists attempt to solve all
these problems, which are re
ally very important for the the
ory of ethics as a whole, by a
formal logical method or
through a simple description of
the methods of thinking applied
in everyday moral judgements.

This superficial, non-historical
approach to the study of morals
and lack of an analysis of their
social nature and functions in
society, although they are
prompted by the desire to make
ethics scientifically precise and
devoid of any false excessive
vindications, doom the theory
of ethics to be meaningless and
barren. A purely descriptive
study of moral language leads
neopositivists to an indiscrimi
nate transfer of prejudices be
sieging ordinary consciousness
into their ethical theory.
Metaethics should be distin
guished from the issue of isolat
ing methodological and logical
problems of ethics into a spe
cial field differing from norma
tive ethics. The term metaethics
is also used by Marxist re
searchers to denote this field of
ethics.

MILL, John Stuart (1806-1873),
British positivist philosopher,
logician and economist, and
systematizer of utilitarianism in
ethics (the term was first intro
duced by Mill). Following Ben
tham, Mill upheld the idea that
the purpose of human life was
the attainment of happiness.

MISANTHROPY

However, he linked happiness
not only with the amount but
also with the quality of plea
sures and divided them into
lower (sensuous) and supreme
(intellectual). Only supreme
pleasures correspond to the
moral fabric of man, his self-es
teem. Mill attempted to bring
into accord the principle of
egoistic usefulness with the
traditional values of conscious
ness: conscience, duty, respect
for juridical laws and public
opinion, practical philanthropy.
Mill believed that public opi
nion served as the criterion of
qualitative superiority of one
pleasure over another and in
the controversial cases it was
the opinion of the majority
(“moral
plebiscite”).
Mill
linked duty with the use of such
means of attaining a personal
goal that would not infringe
upon common happiness which
he defined as the greatest sum
total of common weal. The lat
ter he associated with social
wellbeing, order and the striv
ing for virtue. Justice, the su
preme of the social virtues, im
poses an obligation to respect
the legitimate rights of a person
(freedom and property rights),
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to return good for good, not to
deceive and be impartial. The
acquaintance with the Chartist
movement brought Mill to ethi
cal socialism and support for
liberal labour organizations
which strived to influence the
bourgeois government through
parliamentary levers. The ethi
cal views of Mill are presented
in the last chapter of the 6th
book “System of Logic” (1843)
and in his “Utilitarianism”
(1863).

MISANTHROPY, a principle
of conduct and convictions in
doctrinating oppression, sup
pression and exploitation of
man, even justifying the most
brutal forms of violence and
mass extermination of whole
nations, social groups and
people of other beliefs; one of
the extreme manifestations of
amoralism. This principle en
dorses anti-humanism, injus
tice, hostility between people,
families, tribes and nations in
antagonistic society. The expo
nents of misanthropy attempted
at times, to provide it with
moral justification, imparting to
it a semblance of humanism by
distorting the interpretation of
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man’s interests or by contrast
ing the “chosen” to the “infe
rior” masses (the Jesuitical
principle of “saving the soul” of
the heretic by burning him at
the stake; various theories of
“the elite and the mass”, pro
pounding the defence of the
“chosen” from the power of the
“mob”). Racist theories justify
the enslavement of peoples and
the discrimination against cer
tain nations by the teaching of
their “inferiority”, and concern
for the “salvation of the supe
rior races” and even world civi
lization. Fascism reduced this
principle to a programme of
general extermination of indi
vidual nations. Humanistic
morality is irreconcilable to any
manifestations of misanthropy.
Misanthropy as a social ideo
logy and practice should be dis
tinguished from a personal dis
position of an individual to
shun other people, getting tired
of them and inclined to
solitude.

MISDEED, an act which in its
essence is a violation of moral
requirements. Misdeed can be
intentional or unintentional
(depending on whether the per

son intended to commit it or
it happened independent of
his will—see Intention), deliber
ate, predetermined (committed
with malicious intent or regard
less of the requirements known
to the given person) and unpre
meditated (committed as a re
sult of erroneous interpretation
of moral debt or to unaware
ness). The idea of what should
be considered a misdeed varied
depending on the content of
moral requirements themselves,
on whose interests, of what
classes and social groups, these
needs expressed. The measure
of a misdeed is determined by
the content of the act itself,
conditions under which it has
been committed (as well as the
conditions of life and upbring
ing of the person who com
mitted it), the character of the
motive and the intention which
led to it.

MODESTY, a moral quality
characterizing an individual in
terms of his attitude to his envi
ronment and to himself, mani
fested in one’s failure to claim
remarkable merits or particular
rights, in one’s voluntary sub
mission to the requirements of

MONTAIGNE

social discipline, in limiting
one’s needs to correspond to
the material conditions of the
given society, in respect for all
people, in a tolerant attitude to
other people’s minor shortcom
ings with, at the same time, a
critical view of his own merits
and shortcomings. The individ
ual must be modest because, as
a product of nature, he is mor
tal and as a social being he is
strong as a member of the
human race. Modesty is a form
of an individual’s conscious
awareness of his obligations to
society and his fellow-men. A
modest person does not attach
particular importance to his
own positive qualities for he re
gards them as reasonable and
absolutely compulsory. True
virtue is not an aspiration for
glory, but free activity for the
benefit of mankind. Modesty
can be also ostentatious and
displayed in the forms which
distinguish a particular person
against the general background
and attract the attention of
other people. In this case it
turns into disparagement and a
disguised form of vanity.

MOHAMMEDANISM,
Islam.
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MONTAIGNE, Michel Eyquem
de (1533-1592), French writer,
educator and Sceptic philos
opher. His philosophy was mar
kedly influenced by Socrates,
Seneca, Epicurus and Plutarch.
His ethical views are charac
terized by the materialistic trend
of thought and elucidated in his
“Essays” (three books, 15801588) which reflected the senti
ments of the progressive strata
of society during the Renaiss
ance. Montaigne focuses his at
tention on the science of man
which he interprets in the spirit
of hedonism', pleasure is one of
the basic kinds of usefulness.
Montaigne advocates individ
ualism, “rational egoism” (Ego
ism, theories of). In rejecting the
religious ascetic ideal, Mon
taigne believes that man must
enjoy all benefits of life. And this
can be achieved by living in ac
cord with nature, thus ensuring a
contented state of one’s spirit.
However, in order to follow na
ture in a proper manner, it is
necessary to know oneself. Ac
cording to Montaigne, the moral
ideal is to live according to rea
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son: if suffering, pleasure, love
and hatred obey reason, then vir
tue emerges. Since life is an inte
gral whole of opposite trends,
happiness can be attained by
finding a path along which man
would increase pleasures and
mitigate misfortunes. Mon
taigne calls upon people to be
moderate in pleasures. “Intem
perance is the pest of pleasure,”
he writes. Stoic motives play an
important role in the ethics of
Montaigne. In his opinion,
moral perfection can be attained
only in motivation, in one’s inner
attitude to the Universe. His
ethical concept served as a foun
dation for his views on education
which greatly influenced the
educational thought of that time
and has not lost its significance
to this day. Montaigne believes
that an educator should teach
one to understand the essence of
the matter rather than convey in
dividual bits of knowledge. Ac
cording to Montaigne, the basic
goal of education is not to train a
specialist in a narrow field of
knowledge but shape a person
ality.

MONTESQUIEU, Charles Lois
de
Secondat
(1689-1755),

French philosopher of the En
lightenment, political figure and
historian. He displayed keen in
terest in moral philosophy. As a
deist with a strong inclination
towards materialism, Montes
quieu saw the basis of morality
in the nature of man, natural re
lations between people estab
lished by the order of things.
However, while accepting the
general concepts of the natural
law theory Montesquieu, as dis
tinct from the authors of con
sistently rational concepts, re
jected the possibility of con
structing a universal system of
“natural laws” on their basis,
because conditions of existence
and the characters of nations
are different. He believed that
the basic factors shaping morals
are physical factors—the geo
graphical environment, and
particularly climate. Thus, ac
cording to Montesquieu, cold
climate helps form courageous
and sturdy people, whereas hot
climate breeds weak and faint
hearted people with a propens
ity for sensuality. Morals also
depend on the social environ
ment which Montesquieu ident
ifies with the concept of the
political system and legislature.

MOORE

In distinguishing three forms of
government in history, Montes
quieu places in the first place,
in moral respect, the republic
where the principle of political
virtue prevails: love of laws, the
homeland and the readiness to
sacrifice one’s life for its inter
ests. He sharply criticizes the
mores of the nobility of feudal
absolute monarchies, although
as an ideologist of political
compromise between the bour
geoisie and the nobility, he ad
vocated in practical politics a
moderate constitutional mon
archy. Montesquieu firmly re
jected despotism, the rule of
one person, because the gov
erning principle in such a sys
tem is fear. Sceptically indiffer
ent towards the matters of reli
gion, Montesquieu censured re
ligious ethics. However, he rec
ognized the moral importance
of refigion in society. From his
point of view, religion is necess
ary to maintain social order: it
mitigates despotism and im
proves the mores of the sub
jects and their rulers. Montes
quieu’s basic works expounding
his ethical views are “Lettres
Persanes” (“Persian Letters”,
1721), “Considerations sur les
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Causes de la Grandeur des Ro
mains et de leur Decadence”
(“Reflections on the Causes of
the Grandeur of the Romans
and Their Decadence”, 1734),
“L’Esprit des Lois” (“The
Spirit of the Laws”, 1748).

MOORE, George Edward
(1873-1958), British neorealist
philosopher, founder of ethical
intuitionism and after the divi
sion in that trend, the head of
axiological intuitionism in Cam
bridge. One of the founders of
formalism in ethics. Moore sub
jected the typical moral the
ories of the past to a formallogical analysis and found in
them the presence of a logical
circle in defining the concept of
good: the notions by which
good is defined (e.g. pleasure,
happiness, interest, God’s will,
see Hedonism, Eudaemonism,
Interest, theories of, Neo-Protestantism) are themselves good.
The basis of morality to which
an objective scientific, philos
ophical or religious meaning
was ascribed, was essentially a
normative foundation, i.e., re
flected the moral concepts of a
particular epoch. However,
Moore thus drew the conclu
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sion that the notion of good is
in principle indefinable but is
an object of intuitive self-evi
dent knowledge. This laid the
foundation for intuitionism in
ethics. But in his declining
years, Moore himself, began to
doubt this position. In rejecting
the socio-historical nature of
morals, Moore interpreted
them as something autonomous
of the laws observed in the ma
terial world. Although Moore
criticizes some forms of objec
tive idealism and subjectivism
in ethics, his desire to separate
ethics from positive knowledge
and contrast them to other
sciences, did not imbue the the
ory of morality with the degree
of precision which Moore had
hoped to attain. His basic work
is “Principia Ethica” (1903).
MORAL CHARACTER, the
aggregate of characteristics or
distinguishing features of the
individual that are the object of
moral evaluation and education
and which at times becomes ap
parent in man’s behaviour.
Qualities comprising man’s
moral character can be condi
tionally subdivided into: ideo
logical-social (ideological inte

CHARACTER

grity, conscientiousness, loyalty
to principles, initiative, convic
tion), those characterizing one’s
attitude to labour (diligence and
parasitism), to property (thrifti
ness and greed), towards other
people (humanity and misan
thropy, respect and arrogance,
politeness and rudeness), to
oneself (pride, self-esteem and
vanity, conceit), features per
taining to honesty (truthfulness,
loyalty, sincerity and hypocrisy,
perfidy), volitional qualities
(self-control, self-restraint, cour
age, bravery and timidness, cow
ardice). At times one and the
same feature (e.g. loyalty or
selflessness), can simultaneously
be indicative of a person’s atti
tude towards society, towards
other people and to oneself,
and the features of his will as
well. The morality of each
socio-economic system created
its own conception of moral
character —positive and nega
tive images —and accordingly
constructed the goals of ethical
education. Christian morality
brought forth the image of a
holy righteous man—the ascetic
who had overcome earthly pas
sions (Asceticism). Early bour
geois morality produced the

MORAL CHOICE

image of the frugal hoarder,
shunning luxury and censuring
the nobility’s idleness. In social
ist morality the concept of
moral character is based on the
interrelation of three groups of
qualities: of ideological inte
grity (loyalty to principles, jus
tice, conscientiousness), moral
unselfishness (selflessness, per
sonal unpretentiousness) and
will-power (persistence, cour
age, tenacity).
MORAL CHOICE, a moral act
expressed in the individual’s
conscious preference of a cer
tain system of values, line of be
haviour or definite variant of a
deed, when a person has to
make a moral decision inde
pendently and ensure that it is
realized. The subject of moral
choice can be: an individual
making a decision on a deed; a
group (community) of people
forming standards of mutual re
lations of its members; a social
class working to change or
preserve an existing social sys
tem; society as a whole. Individ
ual moral choice embodies the
essential moral preferences of a
group, community, class and
the whole society. Moral choice
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reflects the degree of moral
freedom of the individual and
society. The preference of one
deed to another makes it
necessary to correlate moral
choice with the circumstances,
expediency with loyalty to moral
principles and humaneness, and
choose the necessary means
(Ends and means) which ensure
the attainment of the goal and
the organic unity of motive and
consequences. Moral choice is
especially clearly revealed in a
conflict situation (Moral con
flict) when there is a clash be
tween the interests of the indi
vidual and of society (individual
inclination and duty), personal
and other people’s interests
(considerations of egoism and
altruism) or contradiction be
tween various moral require
ments (e.g. when the fulfilment
of a commitment can cause
harm to society or individuals,
when the demands of gratitude
entail a breach of principles).
Conflict situations and a need
to make a moral choice arise
when various values clash with
the standards as a result of so
cial contradictions, lack of co
ordination between various ob
ligations, someone’s insuffi
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ciently thought-out actions, or
some
chance
phenomena.
Moral demands made on a per
son who finds himself in a con
flict situation of choice, presup
pose that the consequences of
the adopted decision be taken
into account, and enjoin pref
erence of an outcome with a
minimum of evil and a maxi
mum of good. Socialist morality
presupposes that moral choice
is a result of inner conviction
(Conviction, Conscience), cen
sures evasion of personal re
sponsibility and efforts to justify
one’s deeds by referring to
anyone’s authority,
official
order, compulsion or the
example of others. At the same
time, personal conviction as
such, which is the basis of a
particular moral choice, must
accord with the general re
quirements of socialist morality.
Marxist-Leninist ethics rejects
the individualistic viewpoint of
existentialism which attaches
importance not to the moral
substance of a chosen action,
but only to the independence of
the moral choice itself.

MORAL CODE
[L
codex
book], a code of obligatory

moral standards. As a rule, a
moral code compiled by a par
ticular author, reflects moral
requirements which have been
already spontaneously elabor
ated by societal moral con
sciousness. A moral code com
prises both the standards of
conduct practised by the over
whelming majority of the
people and those which are
often violated but regarded,
nevertheless, as obligatory.
Thus, the task facing a compiler
of a moral code is fraught with
a contradiction: a compiler
must reflect in the same form
the standards of conduct which
are the historical gains of the
given society and the require
ments which it is not yet in a
position to put into practice.
Moses’s laws with their social
contradictions typical of the
Hebrew society, can serve as an
example of such moral codes.
Some enlighteners also in
tended to elaborate a moral
code. Morelli attempted to
write a moral code in the spirit
of the genuine laws of nature,
Rousseau dreamt of a moral
code which would comprise in a
positive form the maxims that
should be recognized by all and

MORAL CONFLICT

in a negative form those which
should be renounced. However,
all attempts to elaborate univer
sal codes were doomed to
failure because they were based
on a wrong premise that such
rules could be formulated once
and forever to suit all circum
stances and historical condi
tions (Dogmatism, Formalism).
The impossibility to elaborate a
universal moral code led some
thinkers to seek a general prin
ciple which would make it
possible to logically deduct the
rules of behaviour and moral
requirements
(Rationalism,
Categorical imperative). The
code of the standards of con
duct in socialist society regu
lates everyday life in all spheres
of social existence (labour, the
way of life, etc.). It reflects the
level of the social and spiritual
development of those who
abide by these rules in life and
interpret them in their moral
consciousness. The socialist
standards of conduct comprise
all norms of human community
life which were formed in the
history of society in the process
of people’s joint activities, pri
marily in joint labour, as a re
sult of the struggle waged by
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the working people against so
cial injustice and the resultant
social and moral vices. The
rules of socialist community life
protect both the interests of so
ciety at large and those of every
individual.

MORAL CONFLICT, a spe
cific situation of moral choice in
which a person making a deci
sion registers a contradiction in
his mind: the realization of any
of the possible acts for the sake
of some kind of moral standard,
simultaneously causes a viol
ation of another standard which
also represents a certain moral
value for this individual. Thus, a
conflict situation requires that a
choice be made between the
conflicting moral values in fa
vour of one of them. Moral con
flict is a specific reflection of
social contradictions. Due to
existing class antagonisms and
non-antagonistic
contradic
tions, the situations of moral
conflict can be divided into two
types: those between the stand
ards of different moral systems
and those within the framework
of one system of moral values.
The conflict between the stand
ards and principles of bour-
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geois and socialist moralities
can serve as an example of the
antagonistic type of moral con
flict. The social basis of a moral
conflict within the framework
of one system of morality, is dif
ferent in principle. It expresses
non-antagonistic contradictions
of a person and society, of a
person and a community, in in
terpersonal relations and so on.
Here are some conflict situ
ations of this type: confronta
tion among various levels of
moral consciousness, between
the standard and the ideal, be
tween various types of obliga
tions, between duty and inclina
tion and so on. The solution of
a moral conflict is based on the
realization of the hierarchy of
moral values and the dialectics
of the absolute and the relative
as applied to any moral stand
ard. The fact that moral contra
dictions can be successfully re
solved from the point of view of
the uniform demands of hu
maneness and social expedi
ency, makes the personal re
sponsibility for a choice espe
cially significant. However, a
personal decision is not accom
plished in some social and spiri
tual vacuum and is conditioned

first of all, by man’s participa
tion in the activities of a com
munity or society and by the
historical conditions.

MORAL DECISION, intellec
tual phase of moral choice-, ra
tional procedure of moral con
sciousness determining the
choice of an act to be per
formed with preference for cer
tain moral values and rules. The
main stages of the procedure of
making a moral decision are the
following: analysis of the moral
situation, formulation of its
problems,
comparison
of
possible alternative acts, evalu
ation of the consequences,
adopting a decision. Whether a
correct, optimal and humane
moral decision would be
reached, depends on the indi
vidual’s adequate ability. This
in turn is conditioned by man’s
personal moral experience and
by personal ethic. Such mechan
isms of consciousness as rea
son, mind and intuition partici
pate in the procedure of mak
ing a moral decision. Reason
successfully discharges its func
tions in solving comparatively
simple moral tasks (according
to a pattern, or following a

MORAL EDUCATION

stable stereotype). However, in
non-standard situations, reason
gives way to mind capable of a
creative moral decision thus
helping the individual to find
his bearings in novel and con
tradictory circumstances which
are not subject to stereotype
thinking. Moral intuition comes
into play, in a situation which
does not offer sufficient infor
mation to adopt a decision, de
manding at the same time maxi
mum speed in determining an
act. Accumulating in an original
way man’s moral experience, in
tuition “substitutes”, as it were,
the missing possibility of weigh
ing all “pros” and “cons” with
respect to each alternative act.
The three listed mechanisms
complement each other, but
only the one which meets the
specific situation of the moral
choice enables one to adopt a
correct moral decision.
MORAL EDUCATION, an im
portant aspect of a multifarious
process of personality forma
tion; the assimilation of moral
values by the individual; the ac
quisition of moral fibre, the
ability to be guided by an ideal
and to live in conformity with
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the principles, standards and
rules of morality, when the con
victions and the conception of
the imperative are embodied in
real deeds and conduct. Educa
tion is a process involving the
practical solution of two basic
issues which have always been
of humanity’s concern: first,
how an individual should live
and, second, what he or she
should (or should not) do.
Every person goes through the
stage of moral upbringing be
cause morality is not inherited.
Moral education is a compo
nent of socialization: an individ
ual can become a moral person
only in a society, a family and a
collective through communica
tion. Moral education is not a
spontaneous
process,
for
people and social institutions
may not only inspire but also
demoralize an individual. Each
society has its own ideal of a
moral person, which, while re
flecting the historical and spe
cific social limitations, does not
however exhaust the potential
of moral education which is
geared to universal human
values and the humanistic fu
ture. Each society sought to
present its programme of moral
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education as special moral
codes including moral stand
ards, rules and principles. Moral
education is not reduced to in
struction, accumulation of
knowledge and assimilation of
cultural values. It is a process of
moral personal self-determina
tion wherein a person moulds
himself or herself through per
sonal deeds and conduct (Self
education). Moral convictions
which cannot be imposed from
without are the innermost basis
of the personality, its spiritual
kernel. Moral education is ina
lienable from the very existence
of man as an intelligent being
possessing freedom of choice.
In the intricate process of
moral evolution and the forma
tion of fundamental human
qualities, a person must be
aware of the imperative
necessity of morality and its
vital significance, and develop
an attitude geared to elabora
ting moral self-consciousness
and its supreme expression,
conscience, which does not
allow digression from moral
criteria. The acquired moral
staunchness will help to form
the desire and the ability to
withstand lures, resist the temp

tation of self-vindication when
moral rules are transgressed
and develop a feeling of shame.
Compassion and benevolence,
ability to place oneself in an
other’s situation, not only love
for people but a desire to serve
them, to perform good deeds
and to resist evil—all these con
stitute the motives charac
terizing a morally educated per
son. The alternatives to callous
ness and hard-heartedness are
modesty and honesty, care not
only for one’s own interests but
also respect for the interests of
the others, and an acute sense
of justice. Awareness of one’s
moral imperfection serves as a
stimulus for further moral de
velopment. On the whole,
moral education as a socially
meaningful, spiritually assimi
lated and personally realized
process, has two interwoven as
pects: the development of man
himself, his improvement and
the improvement of human so
ciety.
MORAL GOODNESS, THE
ORY OF, an ethical concept
whose adherents believe that in
moral activities it is not so
much the deed (what has been
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done) that counts as the motive,
inducement, i.e., something for
the sake of which an action has
been made. It can be also
defined as goodwill ethics. This
point of view was propagated in
the religious teachings of
Luther. A typical representative
of this viewpoint was Kant who
believed that in the perfor
mance of one’s moral duty the
specific content of actions was
not as important as the feeling
of an absolute obedience to
duty. Similar views can be en
countered in modern ethics, for
instance in existentialism and
Neo-Protestantism. Thus, Sartre
believes that genuine morality is
associated not with the ad
herence to certain moral re
quirements but with a particu
lar subjective attitude to man’s
actions by man himself (the rec
ognition of one’s absolute re
sponsibility for one’s deeds and
the circumstances of one’s life).
The proponents of Neo-Protes
tantism assert that genuine
morality lies not in the attempts
to do good but in the recogni
tion by man of his total inability
to overcome evil and the refusd
to seek moral improvement.
The social message of the the
is

1256
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ory of moral goodness is that it
concentrates on man’s inner
self-improvement, often under
scoring the practical results of
his actions. Marxist ethics holds
that in appraising human deeds
it is necessary to take into ac
count the nature and social sig
nificance of a particular deed,
as well as its motive. The signi
ficance of a motive often helps
to reveal not only its social con
tent and thrust but also the
moral make-up of the person
who committed the deed.
Based on such thinking, one
may predict the future beha
viour of the person (Intention).

MORAL IMPERATIVE, a most
simple element of moral rela
tions maintained by social indi
viduals. In these relations, a
person subordinates himself to
various forms of obligations,
which are reflected in the
corresponding forms of moral
consciousness. Thus, in every
concrete situation, the person
must perform a definite act
(Duty); in all cases, he must act
in accordance with the rules of
conduct obligatory for all. In
doing this, he must base himself
on the evaluation of his pre
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vious acts; develop within him
self definite moral qualities',
abide by all general moral prin
ciples in his daily conduct; strive
to achieve moral perfection. All
these requirements as regards
personal as well as social acti
vities, which people seek to co
ordinate with their moral con
cepts (Ideal), in the final ac
count, reflect objective socialhistorical necessity. But this
necessity in the sphere of mo
rals acquires different forms
depending on how the moral
imperatives are formed. Moral
imperatives have a number of
general characteristics: (1) they
are normative and categorical,
i.e., obligatory, regardless of the
concrete tasks to be solved in a
given situation; (2) moral im
peratives are impersonal, nonsubjective (in contrast to legal
norms, which are legitimatized
by the state), they express the
objective laws of social life; (3)
they always have general signi
ficance, that is, they are in
equal measure applied to all
people regardless of their par
ticular position or profession.
All special duties and tasks are
moral imperatives in so far as
they contain in themselves

something obligatory for all
people (Professional ethics); (4)
moral imperatives are universal
in character: each moral evalu
ation or precept reflects the
diverse needs and interests of
man, a class, society, humanity.
In so far as morality as a whole
is composed of imperatives in
the most varied forms, thenspecific features are simulta
neously the features of morality
in general.
MORALITY [L moralis (mos
usage, custom, pl. mores mo
rals), a concept associated with
personality, character, disposi
tion and habits. Etymologically
the Latin word moralitas ana
the Greek word ethica are the
same]. Morality is the subject of
ethics, a form of social con
sciousness and a type of social
relations which are channeled
towards assertion of the self
value of the individual, the
equality of all people and their
striving for a happy, decent life
and to express the ideal of hu
manism and the humanistic
perspective of historical evol
ution.
Morality
regulates
human behaviour in all spheres
of social life: labour, everyday
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life, politics, science, family,
personal, intragroup, inter-class
and international relations. As
distinct from the specific re
quirements applied to man in
each of these spheres, the prin
ciples of morality have a so
cially universal meaning and
concern all people since they
incorporate the general, basic
and fundamental principles
which make possible the exist
ence of these specific require
ments themselves. They provide
the value foundation of society
and relations between people.
They sustain and sanction in the
most general form, certain so
cial principles, way of life, com
munication between people or,
on the contrary, require their
change. The principles of mor
ality reflect the inner layers of
the socio-historical conditions
of the existence of man and his
essential requirements, and
claim to be absolute. Morality is
what is left in human relations if
we mentally deduct from them
the concrete and objectively
determined content, their social
form. While it belongs to the
basic types of the normative
regulation of human conduct,
such as law, customs, traditions,
18*
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morality simultaneously notice
ably differs from them. Where
as in law and organizational
regulations rules are formu
lated, approved and carried
into life by special estab
lishments, the requirements of
morality (as customs), are ela
borated in the practice of mass
behaviour, in the process of
human communication and re
flect the practical and historical
experience of people directly in
collective and individual con
cepts, feelings and the will.
Moral standards are daily re
produced by the force of mass
habits, volitions and appraisals
made by public opinion, persua
sions and inducements incul
cated in the individual. Com
pliance with the requirements
of morality can be checked by
all people without exception
and every person individually.
The authority of a particular
person in morality is not associ
ated with any official standing,
real power or social status. It is
a spiritual authority, i.e., the
authority determined by that
person’s moral qualities (the
force of example) and the
ability to adequately express the
message of the moral require
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ment. As distinct from customs,
the rules of morality are ideo
logically expressed in univer
sally
established
concepts
(commandments, principles) in
dicating the appropriate way of
conduct. However, in morality
reflecting an integrated system
of ideas as regards social life,
the imperative and the actually
accepted, often do not coin
cide. The role of consciousness
in the sphere of moral regula
tion is also reflected in the fact,
that a moral sanction (the ap
proval or disapproval of ac
tions) is of an idealistic-spiri
tual nature. It performs the role
of an evaluation corresponding
to universal principles, norms
and concepts of good and evil
which must be grasped by man
himself who should accept it in
ternally and act accordingly in
the future. That is why in mor
ality the individual conscious
ness (personal convictions, mo
tives and self-appraisal) plays a
tremendous role. As Marx
noted “morality is based on the
autonomy of the human spirit”.
In morality, not only the practi
cal actions of people are ap
praised but also their motives,
motivations and intentions. In

this connection, particularly im
portant in the moral regulation
is the formation in every indi
vidual of an ability to relatively
independently determine and
direct his or her line of conduct
in society also without daily ex
ternal control which crystalizes
in such concepts as conscience,
the sense of dignity and honour.
The goal of moral requirements
is not to attain some partial or
immediate results in a certain
situation but the abidance by
the universal rules and princi
ples of behaviour. That is why
the form of expression of a
moral standard is not a rule of
external expediency. Rather, it
is an imperative requirement to
be unconditionally observed in
implementing the most diverse
goals. Moral standards reflect
the requirements of man and
not social requirements con
fmed to specific circumstances
and situations. They are the
summation of the tremendous
historical experience accumu
lated by many generations.
These standards allow the ap
praisal of both the particular
goals pursued by people and
the means of attaining them.
Consequently, morality is a per
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sonalized image of harmonious
social relations. Self-regulation
is an adequate form of moral
regulation, self-education — of
moral education, and self-evalu
ation— of moral appraisal. The
force and justification of per
manently rigid moral require
ments lies in the need for the
individual to apply them to him
self and apply them to other
people exclusively through his
own experience (see Golden
rule). The concept of morality
and the identification of its spe
cific features is one of the
cardinal and permanent prob
lems of ethics. This problem, in
its philosophical nature an
“eternal” one, does not render
itself to a simple and indisput
able solution. The comprehen
sion of morality is an inalien
able element in the elaboration
by an individual of his or her
own moral position. In Soviet
works on ethics, there also exist
different viewpoints on the es
sence and specific nature of
morality. Theoretical efforts
and arguments in this field con
tinue. To a considerable de
gree, this is stimulated by the
fact that morality with its values
of collectivism, the love of one’s
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neighbour and tolerance, is now
becoming an increasingly more
effective instrument in social
and personal life than was the
case in the past. In conditions
of the increasingly more inte
grated and mterdependent
modern world when mankind is
challenged by global dangers
threatening its very existence, a
responsible attitude to morality
and the recognition of the
priority of universal human
values and universal morality
becomes the only reasouable al
ternative {Universal and class
elements in morality).

MORALITY AND ART are two
forms of social consciousness
and spiritual and practical acti
vities of man which are closely
associated and interact with
each other. The basis of their
unity is the interconnection of
the ethical and the aesthetic in
social phenomena, participa
tion in the elaboration of the
modus of human existence as
moral or immoral, spiritual or
soulless. Both morality and art
help man to know himself and
his place in the world, as well as
to deal with the problems of the
purpose of life and its values. In
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the form typical of a particular
art, the latter depicts the clash
between good and evil, interest
and duty, happiness and the
purpose of man, and other
moral concepts. In other words,
moral problems are part and
parcel of art. The same prob
lems are investigated by norma
tive ethics. In the sphere of art,
these problems are interpreted
and presented in the form of
certain situations and conflicts
and the controversy of opposite
principles whose outcome is not
always predetermined by thenmoral properties. In this re
spect, too, art reproduces the
moral problems of man much
more comprehensively and dia
lectically than any abstract the
ories or moralizing. This does
not imply that moral problems
exhaust the content of art or
that art can be substituted for
the theory of morality. The
correlation of morality and art
is more intricate. An artist re
flecting a certain aspect of re
ality is invariably tendentious,
whether intentionally or not,
and by the very method em
ployed in its depiction compels
the reader, the viewer or the
audience to accept his moral

appraisal. Thus, his aesthetic
position includes a certain
moral position. The morally
perfect is the aesthetically
beautiful in art. If, in a work of
art, the beautiful and the moral
are opposite entities, this
usually bears a certain moral
message and is used to prove
the superiority of the internal,
spiritual and moral beauty of
man over the purely external
physical beauty (here we may
recall the typical characters in
Hugo’s novel “L’Homme qui
rit”, Gwynplaine and la du
chesse Josiane, or Quasimodo
and Phoebus in his novel
“Notre Dame de Paris”). The
moral impact made by the
means of art on human convic
tions is achieved not through
the employment of rational ar
guments and by adducing logi
cal proof in support of the ob
vious advantages of virtue over
vice. Rather, it is an emotional
and aesthetic influence which
involves imagination and the
creative activity of the subject
including also his perception of
his own life and moral experi
ence under the impact of the
work of art. The educational
impact of art is the stronger the
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more profoundly and artisti
cally it reflects the laws of life,
historical trends, problems and
contradictions of reality as well
as man’s feelings, thoughts and
aspirations. The condition for a
true artistic freedom is a strictly
definite moral stand of an artist,
the guaranteed possibility of his
self-expression.

MORALITY AND LAW. The
problem of the correlation be
tween morality and law is one of
the cardinal issues in ethical
theories and is associated with
the basic problem of the rela
tionship of society and man. As
forms of social consciousness
and social relations, morality
and law have many similarities
since they perform a common
social function, that of regulat
ing the social behaviour of
people. Both morality and law
constitute a sum total of rela
tively stable standards (rules,
precepts) which express the will
of the ruling class, as well as, to
a certain extent, universal
human ideas regarding justice
and duty. These standards are
of a general character and ap
plicable, at least formally, to all
members of society. Despite the
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fact that legal norms, with rare
exceptions (the so-called cus
tomary law), are officially pro
claimed by the state, whereas
moral standards basically exist
in social consciousness, both
morality and law are developed
systems of the rules of conduct
covering practically the entire
range of social relations. Law is
subdivided into branches such
as criminal, civil, labour, family,
state, and international law, and
the norms of all these subdivi
sions are customarily brought
into codes of law. Morality, in
its turn, includes subdivisions
regulating particular spheres of
social relations (Work ethics,
Professional ethics, Family and
everyday morality) although
here differences are not so
clearly defined. The most im
portant difference between
morality and law involves the
method by which they regulate
people’s behaviour. Abidance
by legal norms can be ensured,
if necessary, by coercion (ad
ministrative, criminal and econ
omic sanctions) by means of a
special legal apparatus, when
law is enforced by official per
sons. Moral requirements are
maintained by the force of cus
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toms, public opinion or per
sonal conviction. Consequently,
a moral sanction is applied
through measures of spiritual
influence which is exerted by
the entire community, social
group or society at large, rather
than individual people who pos
sess some special powers. A
substantial part of social rela
tions is regulated simultaneous
ly by the norms of law and the
standards of morality. In most
cases, when the requirements of
law and morality arc at variance
with each other, these divergen
ces are prompted not by the
differences in morality and law
as such but by contradictions
within these forms of social
control (between legislature
and its practical application,
the norms of universal human
ethics and class morality, the
requirements of society and
personal conscience). Although
any anti-social misbehaviour
deserves moral censure, far
from all anti-social actions are
punished by law. In socialist so
ciety the relations between
morality and law are formed in
a contradictory way, while
drawing,
however,
closer
together. Furthermore, the dia

lectics of morality and law cannot be interpreted in a simpli
fied manner as the mere elev
ation of a “low” law to the level
of a “high” morality. In real life,
legal consciousness is simulta
neously a stage in the develop
ment of morality itself, a his
torical form in the realization of
its most important values.

MORALITY AND POLITICS
constitute two methods em
ployed in regulating behaviour
and two forms for its substan
tiation in social consciousness.
As relatively independent fac
tors of social life, although in
the final analysis determined by
the mode of production, mor
ality and politics cannot be
identified with each other. Poli
tics reflects relations between
people, institutions and organ
izations (representing class, na
tional, regional, professional
and group interests) as regards
the use of power or the in
fluence upon it. It concentrates
on the issue of political expedi
ency, i.e., the most effective ex
pression and protection of class
interests. Morality also reflects
certain interests and formulates
them in its own way as universal
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requirements pertaining to all
people and is of universal signi
ficance. Morality deals not only
with substantiating the nobility
of the goals pursued but also in
volves the justification of the
means of activities (Ends and
means). These specific features
make the interaction between
morality and politics in differ
ent historic epoches and differ
ent social systems diverse and
multifaceted. Political struggle
is accompanied by the clash of
conflicting moral principles and
by attempts to subjugate some
universal standards to a specific
interest. Politics is charac
terized by a certain strategy and
certain tactics. In its strategic
goals, it contains moral values
(ideals) and, consequently, has
an internal (progressive or re
actionary) thrust. Politics in
tactics and the choice of means
of struggle, proceeds from the
considerations of their effec
tiveness and accessibility but
cannot ignore the problem of
their appraisal by public opi
nion, their moral justification,
permissibility, etc. Politics is a
more effective instrument the
more it is based on precise in
formation, the objective knowl
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edge of the situation. However,
morality also has a cognitive
potential (the historical moral
experience accumulated by
generations), although trans
formed through evaluation and
behaviour. Politics is not only a
science but also an art and as
every art it is based on improvi
sation, the risk of making a
choice relying on the moral po
sitions held by rivals when there
is not enough time for a scien
tific analysis. It is natural that
the separation of the private
and common interests of mor
ality and politics, when political
problems were solved by viola
ting moral standards, engen
dered pessimistic views on the
relationship between morality
and politics. In their theories,
Chinese Legalists, Machiavelli,
Hobbes and many other thin
kers of the past, based them
selves upon the premise that
politics and morality were in
compatible and that political
expediency and morality are
mutually exclusive. The recog
nition of that incompatibility
was expressed in two opposite
ideological positions: immoral
policies and abstract moralizing.
In the first case, the stress is
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laid only on politics, while the
moral essence of behaviour as
such is ignored. Morality is
slighted and violated for the
sake of “political expediency”
or turned into an obedient in
strument of the demagogic con
cealment of political goals. In
the second case, the meaning of
morality is made absolute, while
the real (political) means of
struggle are ignored or under
estimated. Both these positions
are essentially alien to the Mar
xist-Leninist interpretation of
morality and politics which is
based on the assumption that
the most progressive, far
sighted and promising politics
corresponds to moral require
ments. Morality influences poli
tics by supplying moral con
sciousness of the people with
the understanding of the real
goals, conditions and methods
of activities. They reveal the
socio-political interests opera
ting behind particular moral
standards. The task is to
achieve the maximum internal
harmony between politics and
morality. This is attained
through the realization in social
life of the principles of democ
racy, mutual trust, comprehens

ive development of criticism
and self-criticism, moral respon
sibility, honesty, loyalty to princi
ples, truthfulness, humanity. In
present conditions when the
world is becoming increasingly
integrated and interdependent
and mankind is facing global
(nuclear, ecological and other)
dangers threatening its very ex
istence, we need a confluence
of morality and politics. This
can be attained on the basis of
the priority of universal human
values, a conscientious political
orientation towards non-vi
olence (Non-violence, ethics of),
tolerance, peaceableness, mu
tual understanding and cooper
ation. Politics is reasonable and
effective to the extent to which
it is moral. Morality performs
its humanitarian function of
elevating man and society to the
extent to which it is translated
into concrete political actions.
The essence of new political
thinking proclaimed by the So
viet Union, is that it conscien
tiously limits and corrects its
goals and means in accordance
with universal human morality
(New thinking and ethics).

MORALITY AND RELIGION

MORALITY AND RELIGION.
The problem of the correlation
of morality and religion, two
forms of social consciousness, is
essential in the field of ethics
since it is directly associated
with the problem of the criterion
of morality. The adherents of
religious justification of mor
ality advance the following ar
guments: historically, the first
moral rules were formulated in
religion; moral precepts have
meaning only if their absolute
authority is recognized, i.e.,
their divine origin is acknow
ledged. The latter argument is
regarded by religious thinkers
as the only guarantee against
the relativization of morality
and turning it into a mere pro
duct of the changing socio-historical conditions of human ex
istence. Indeed, one of the most
acute problems in the philos
ophy of morality is the question
of the danger posed by subjec
tivism and relativism in moral
concepts. Secular philosophy
treats this problem in the con
text of the correlation between
objectivity, general significance
of moral requirements and the
autonomy of morality: morality
retains its specific character
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only if it does not depend on
any outside considerations.
Kant insisted that the criterion
of morality can be only an un
conditional and absolute nature
of the moral law itself. In this
sense, morality is independent
of religion which often sub
jugates moral consciousness to
religious considerations which
it holds above any moral norms.
Already in ancient Greece, the
religious justification of mor
ality was criticized (Epicurean
ism). The Enlightenment also
subjected the religious interpre
tation of morality to criticism.
French materialists placed in
opposition to theology the the
ory of “rational egoism” (Ego
ism, theories of). They pointed
out that an individual rationally
understanding his interests
would be a truly moral person
since the violation of moral re
quirements would entail dam
age to his own interests. The
defeat of that illusion led to the
restoration and consolidation of
the religious tradition in the in
terpretation of morality. Ac
cording to Marxism, the relig
ious substantiation of morality
was one of the most widely
spread forms in the preceding
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history because it best corre
sponded to the relations among
people in a class society in
which man’s abilities were alie
nated from himself (Alienation)
and confronted him as forces
beyond his control (Man and
society). The religious world
outlook is only a specific form
of moral concepts, a method
employed to prove and inter
pret them in a systematic man
ner. Religion includes in the di
vine commandments only what
has been spontaneously elabor
ated by the moral conscious
ness of society. Moreover, dif
ferent religions advanced dif
ferent, sometimes opposite,
moral precepts. The real source
of moral concepts is the real life
of the people, above all their
social needs and interests.
MORALITY AND SEXUAL
RELATIONS. One way or an
other, each society regulates
sexual relations including by re
sorting to morality. However,
the content and methods of such
regulation varied in different
periods of history. In the most
ancient archaic societies, moral
standards existed side by side
with other forms of social con

trol, and influence was exerted
above all on the aspects of rela
tions which were or real signific
ance for the survival of the tribe
and the maintenance of social
order. Normative taboos in
cluded the rule of exogamy ex
cluding incest; protection of the
institution of marriage and the
family by prohibiting or con
demning extramarital ties; a
double standard establishing
different rules in the sphere of
intimate relations for men and
women; a more strict control
over the sexual behaviour of
women. All these rules affected,
first of all, the reproductive be
haviour (procreation) and the
reproduction of the existing so
cial hierarchy, in particular the
preservation of the social roles
and the nature of man-woman
relations. As for sexual erotic
feelings, each culture had its
own attitude towards them.
Thus, Tantrism, Daocism and
Hinduism favour and cultivate
them, while in Christianity they
are tabooed and suppressed.
The general trend in the evol
ution of sexual morality charac
terized by the transition from
the external norms and prohibi
tions implying the maximum
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regulation of human behaviour,
to the internal moral and aes
thetic values and a greater indi
vidualization and personaliza
tion in the selection of a partner,
are closely associated with more
diversified concepts of love. Al
though marriage and the family
still remain the most important
socio-moral values sexual rela
tions to a certain degree are be
coming more autonomous. In
creasingly,
modern
young
people begin sexual relations
before marriage, and these rela
tions are assessed above all by
the presence or absence of love,
affection and dislike. More
widespread is becoming the
view that sexual moral principles
should be the same for men and
women alike. Some aspects of
sexual relations which were
strictly regulated in the past, for
instance sexual techniques,
today are left entirely to the dis
cretion of the sex partners. The
attitude to divorces is becoming
more tolerant. The liberaliza
tion of sex morals expands the
sphere of personal freedom sim
ultaneously entailing substantial
social costs. Sexual relations
with many partners not only lead
to deindividualization but also
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contribute to the spread of dan
gerous diseases, AIDS in the
first place. From the point of
view of ethics, an extended indi
vidual choice in sexual relations
does net mean unrestricted per
missiveness but implies a higher
level of personal moral responsi
bility in this sphere of human re
lations, and first of all for the
birth and upbringing of children.
MORALIZING, an appraisal of
social phenomena which is not
based on the analysis of the ob
jective laws governing the evol
ution of reality but on abstract
ideas and wishes. Such apprai
sal made without comprehend
ing the essence of phenomena
is, as a rule, the consequence of
an untenable extension of the
principles and criteria pertain
ing to moral consciousness to
the fields of human practical
and theoretical activities where
their application alone is pat
ently insufficient. Furthermore,
subjective ideas of the desired
sequence of events and moral
ists’ indignation when these
events take a different course,
are substituted for the scientific
cognition of reality and of the
laws governing its evolution.
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Thus, the teachings of bour
geois enlighteners and various
advocates of an “ideal society”,
actually did not transcend the
framework of moralizing. The
latter is alien to the spirit of
Marxism-Leninism which takes
into account the objective his
toric necessity in actions and
make a scientific analysis of the
laws governing social develop
ment. In socialist society, mor
alizing is more frequently re
flected in inappropriate meth
ods of education, in the sub
stitution of edification and ad
monition for actual moulding of
convictions, feelings and habits.

MORAL
JUDGEMENT, a
statement formulating a prin
ciple of morality in the form of
a precept or evaluation', one of
the simplest elements of moral
language. Moral judgement is
particularly studied by deontological logic and logic of evalu
ation (sections of modal logic),
while in ethics it is investigated
by the logic of the language of
morality. Since moral judge
ment always furnishes in one
form or another, a moral re
quirement, its logical properties
reflect the peculiarities of this

requirement and moral con
sciousness in general. Moral
judgements are always norma
tive by their modality. The
necessity and value expressed in
them bear an impersonal char
acter, i.e., they do not imply the
will of any subject. Even when
moral judgement is a single
one, a general meaning can al
ways be ascribed to it. (The
statement: “You must act this
way” implies “everybody must
act the same way” in similar
situations.) Injunctions and
evaluations of morality always
rest upon specific premises
(Criterion of morality). Never
theless, the problem of the epi
stemological status of moral
judgements and the applica
bility of the criterion of the truth
to them remains debatable. But
those who answer it positively
disagree on the question of the
specific mechanisms and procecrnres of verifying moral judge
ments.

MORAL PROGRESS, ascend
ing evolution of morality from
less developed historical condi
tions (stages) towards the more
perfect (regress in morality has
an opposite meaning). Defining

MORAL PROGRESS

man’s progressive spiritual de
velopment, movement to the
higher and the better, moral
progress thus includes the as
pect of value (Axiology). This
created serious difficulties in
understanding the evolution of
morality as a real empirically
registered process of substitut
ing one kind of morals and
moral systems for others, which
should be evaluated from the
standpoint of the perspectives
of attaining a higher state. Non
Marxist ethical thought, facing
this difficulty, opted, as a rule,
for one of two extremes: relativ
ism which regards every spe
cific historical form of morality
as corresponding to its time and
place and therefore supposedly
subject to no comparative esti
mation, and absolutism which
elevates a particular morality to
the rank of eternal, invariable
and absolutely true and con
siders the whole historical evol
ution of morality as deviation
from its abstract principles, a
mistake, etc. In both cases, the
development of morality was
not regarded as progress. Evol
ution of morals, predicated, in
the final account, by socio-historical progress, is relatively in
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dependent, accelerating it or
slowing it down. Moral pro
gress has its own specific fea
tures. Among them are: exten
sion (from one formation to an
other) of the favourable in
fluence of morality on the pro
cess of emancipation of work
ing people, intensification of
the influence of morality on
various spheres of social life
(politics, culture, everyday life,
etc.); structural and functional
complication and development
of morality along with the tran
sition from one social system to
another, growing variety and
flexibility of its regulatory
mechanisms; the development
and improvement of the spiri
tual wealth, subtlety and pro
fundity of man’s inner world, an
ability to accumulate the most
intricate
movements
and
changes in the emotional and
volitional sphere; the deepening
of the humanistic content of the
moral standards and restric
tions, appraisals and ideals; the
development of ethics as a
science dealing with morality
(an indirect indicator of moral
progress). However, moral pro
gress is neither automatic nor
linear. It does not depend on
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the level of the productive
forces but on the level attained
in the development and free
dom of the individual. The
moral culture of society re
quires constant care and pro
tection. Mankind is doomed to
perish unless it takes conscien
tious efforts in this direction.

MORAL QUALITIES, a con
cept of moral consciousness,
which helps to reveal and evalu
ate in terms of morality the
most typical types of conduct
(magnanimity, truthfulness, per
fidy, parsimony, generosity, con
ceit, modesty, etc.). Moral
qualities may be described as
acts of conduct irrespective of
who performs them. The same
may be said of certain aspects
of conduct revealing the nature
of a person. E.g. the concept of
honesty may be used with refer
ence to an action irrespective of
who performs it (honest act), or
it may speak of a general moral
quality of a person or group of
persons who always act in good
taith. Moral qualities may be
divided into positive and nega
tive ones (which are sometimes
described as virtues and vices).
As compared with a moral

standard, the concept of moral
qualities is more general and
more complex. It does not show
which action a person should
take and which he should re
frain from taking, and charac
terize and assess only certain
aspects of conduct and in a very
?eneral way for that matter.
'he concept of moral quality
necessarily includes an evalua
tive aspect: revealing a certain
(positive or negative) attitude
towards it. That is why certain
qualities of an act (or a person)
serve as a criterion of its moral
evaluation (e.g. “This act is evil
because it is treachery”). The
concept of moral quality was
first mentioned in ancient
Greek ethics (see the concept
of virtue in Aristotle’s works)
with a special stress on the
qualities of a person. Moral
qualities were interpreted in
the same way in medieval
ethics. As regards repre
sentatives of the Enlightenment
and especially utopian social
ists, they assessed moral
qualities not so much as traits
of character but rather as the
manner of conduct charac
teristic of a particular type of
society. Proceeding from the

MORALREASON

fact that a person is the product
of circumstances, they thought
that virtues and vices were con
ditioned by the nature of so
ciety and not by the nature of
the individual. To make man a
moral person, society should be
first changed. Marxist-Leninist
ethics strives to overcome the
one-sidedness of both of these
concepts of moral qualities by
establishing a dialectical corre
lation between social conditions
and the character of man. In
revolutionary practice, man is
simultaneously transforming so
ciety and himself. Despite the
fact that moral qualities are ob
jectively determmed by social
conditions of life and the psy
cho-physiological constitution
of man, their moral content is
acquired and depends on the
quality of the activities and the
real moral stand of the individ
ual. Consequently, every person
bears responsibility for his or
her moral qualities.
MORAL REASON, a well de
veloped ability of social man to
interpret social reality and him
self in terms of moral and
general values. For moral rea
son, reality is not a predeter
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mined order of things, or a
closed system, but an open pro
cess which requires of man not
only understanding of the exist
ing situation but the ability to
critically evaluate it, to trans
form and create fundamentally
different possibilities. Moral
reason synthesizes cognitive
and socially creative moral cultpre, which presupposes man’s
broader and richer inner world.
The problem of moral reason
was posed, from the anthro
pocentric standpoint, by Kant.
The Marxist concept of moral
reason is based on overcoming
the dualism between man’s
scientific-cognitive abilities and
his spiritual and moral develop
ment. Man apprehends truth on
the level of moral reason no
longer as neutral, but as the
truth including the solution of
axiological (Axiology) and ethi
cal problems. Moral reason is
but a critically thinking con
science enriched with human
experience and made wise by
historical lessons. Consequent
ly, moral reason always mani
fests itself in the search for a
solution to social and moral
problems.
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MORAL RELATIONS, a spe
cific form of social relations,
the sum total of dependencies
and ties which evolve in a group
of people in the course of moral
activities. In the most general
form the moral obligations of
man are subdivided into his ob
ligations towards society, to
other people and to himself.
Examples of the individual’s at
titude to society include the
duty to work, loyalty to one’s
homeland, to the interests of
the working people (Work
ethics, Patriotism, Solidarity).
Another set of moral relations
covers an individual’s gainful
activity (Professional ethics) and
his involvement (whatever it is)
in various fields of social acti
vities (Family and everyday mor
ality). An individual has special
obligations to those members of
society who are in a special po
sition-children, the elderly,
women (Attitude to women),
members of the group to which
he belongs (class, party, work
team, family), people with
whom he maintains special re
lations (Love, Friendship, also
Obligation, Gratitude), and
people whom he contacts in
one way or another (conduct in

public places, etiquette, assist
ance to injured persons, small
services to strangers). Man’s
moral relation to himself covers
many aspects (e.g. happiness,
temperance, courage). What
ever the specific sphere of an
individual’s obligations and re
gardless of the particular per
son or persons (private individ
ual, a group) to whom they are
addressed, an individual is, in
all cases and in the final ana
lysis, involved in certain moral
relations with the entire society
and with himself as a member
of society. The specific forms of
moral relations are distin
guished by the way in which the
individual sees his or her moral
imperatives and the extent to
which the latter are generalized
or concrete. Moral imperative
may take the form of a single
instruction to an individual to
perform a certain act in a spe
cific situation, or it may require
all people to perform certain
acts in similar situations (Moral
standards). It may require that
an individual work constantly to
develop certain moral qualities,
develop a way of life and select
a line of conduct in accordance
with the more general moral

MORAL RELATIONS

principles, that he make his acti
vities subordinate to some su
preme goal in order to trans
form society along truly moral
principles and to attain per
sonal perfection (Ideal). An in
dividual’s attitude to society dif
fers in the face of different
forms of moral imperatives.
Also, these imperatives are al
ways reflected differently in
specific personal forms of
moral relations (Duty, Respon
sibility, Honour, Dignity, Con
science), each of which reflects
the extent and method of an in
dividual’s self-control in the
course of his moral activities.
Finally, as they engage in joint
activities, people develop vari
ous ties, subordinate them
selves to a social discipline, fol
low established customs, tradi
tions, mores, habits, and evalu
ate each other’s acts (Sanc
tions). They display initiative,
set examples, influence the acts
of those around them by the
force of their moral authority,
compete with one another, par
ticipate in mass movements,
etc. Each of these forms of
moral relations always involves
two parties —a subject and an
object—who are constantly
19«
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changing roles. For example,
since an individual has certain
obligations to society and to
other individuals, he is the sub
ject and society and other indi
viduals are the objects of his
moral activities. The same per
son is the object of the moral
obligations of other individuals
and society (society also has the
duty to protect his interests).
On the one hand, society for
mulates the obligations of an in
dividual and evaluates his acts,
i.e., its position is one of a sub
ject versus an object. On the
other hand, moral requirements
become the personal duty and
responsibility of each individ
ual, who is aware of them and
actively carries them out in
practice. Furthermore, a person
morally appraises society, the
social order, the administrative
apparatus, the imposed canons
of behaviour, etc. and thereby
reduces it to the level of an ob
ject. The deeper an individual’s
conscientiousness, the more he
is capable of independent con
trol and direction of his acts,
the more of an independent
subject he is (Discretion and
creativity). Specific cases of
content, spheres and forms of
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moral relations are the subject
of various categories of ethics,
reflected in corresponding
forms of moral consciousness.

MORALS, a concept which is
synonymous to morality. In the
history of ethics, morals were
sometimes interpreted as some
thing different from morality.
Thus Hegel attached a higher
significance to them. However,
in his doctrine the term morals
is used in various meanings:
first, customs and mores in
which the individual does not
discern his personal ways or
distinguish them from the forms
of behaviour spontaneously
shaped by society and sponta
neously assimilated by man, i.e.,
something which historically
precedes morality as such or
more simple forms of regulating
conduct than morality, since
customs retain their signific
ance in modern society. Sec
ond, the concrete obligations of
man before the state, estates,
corporations,
the
family,
treated in terms of morality.
Both concepts represent vari
ous stages in the historical evol
ution of social morality. In So
viet ethics, together with the

prevailing identification of the
concepts of morals and mor
ality, there are other points of
view. According to one of them,
morality is a form of conscious
ness, while morals are the realm
of practical deeds, customs,
mores and manners. According
to yet another point of view,
morality is the regulation of
conduct by means of rigidly es
tablished standards, external
psychological coercion and
control, group criteria and pub
lic opinion-, whereas morals are
a sphere of moral freedom of
the individual where social and
universal human requirements
merge with the inner motives.
There exists a point of view that
morality expresses humanness
in the ideal, a perfect form,
while morals only register its
historically specific measure.
MORAL SENSE, THEORIES
OF, a variety of the approbative
theories-, ethical concepts in
which the origin of morality and
its nature are explained through
specific feelings inherent m
man. The moral sense school
existed in Great Britain in the
17th and 18th centuries (Adam
Smith, David Hume, Shaftes

MORAL STANDARD

bury, Hutcheson'). In modern
ethics, its representatives are
Edward A. Westermarck (Fin
land); William Me Dougall,
Arthur Kenyon Rogers and
Frank Chapman Sharp (the
United States); and Arthur E.
Sutherland and Alexander
Faulkner Shand (Britain). The
basic idea of the theories of
moral sense is that special
moral feelings constitute the
source of the concepts of good
and evil on the basis of which
man evaluates various phe
nomena and elaborates the
principles of his behaviour.
They believe that these feelings
are inherent in human psyche.
Sometimes this principle is
treated in such a way that the
judgements and prescriptions
expressed by people actually re
flect only their feeling of appro
val or disapproval, but do not
express the objective signific
ance of the appraised actions
and social phenomena. As re
gards the origin of these feel
ings, representatives of differ
ent trends within that school
provide different answers. Shaf
tesbury and Rogers hold that
moral sense has an innate, a
priori, rather than an acquired
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nature. Hence, the conclusion:
space and time are irrelevant to
good and evil (Absolutism).
Westermarck and Sharp, on the
contrary, recognize that moral
sense is formed in people in the
process of their moral educa
tion and is conditioned by social
circumstances. However, since
they actually reduce their inves
tigation to the study of moral
sense itself, they arrive at the
conclusion that moral concepts
are of an extremely relative
character (Relativism). The
emotional mechanisms of mor
ality do not reveal its nature
and specific aspects as a special
form of regulating relations be
tween people.
MORAL STANDARD, one of
the most simple forms of moral
imperative. It is simultaneously
an element of moral relations
and a form of moral conscious
ness. On the one hand, it is a
rule of conduct, a custom which
is constantly reproduced in
similar actions of a multitude of
people as a moral law which is
imperative for all. Any society
objectively requires, that in cer
tain frequently repeated situ
ations, people should behave in
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a similar manner. In practice,
this need is realized through a
moral standard. Its obligatory
power for each individual is
based on the force of the mass
example, public opinion, the
power of the collective habit
and other forms of the practi
cally expressed will of society
(Discipline) which is embodied
in the established mores of a
particular society. A moral im
perative expressed as a stand
ard is also reflected in moral
consciousness as a set of corre
sponding rules, command
ments. This is another, subjec
tive aspect of moral standards.
Moral consciousness moulds
the moral standard as a com
mandment equally addressed to
all people to be strictly obeyed
in the most diverse cases. Some
of the Ten Commandments set
forth in the Holy Bible (e.g.
“Honour thy father and thy
mother”, “Thou shalt not kill”,
“Thou shalt not commit adul
tery”, “Thou shalt not steal”),
can serve as an example. Many
of the moral standards elabor
ated by humankind over many
centuries retain their validity in
socialist society (Universal and
class elements in morality).

However, moral standards by
themselves cannot serve as a
comprehensive guide in moral
activities. Their implementation
requires that an individual
should have enough spiritual
energy, creativity and tact mak
ing it possible to apply a gener
ally recognized standard to ex
clusively individual, unique situ
ations. The problem of applying
particular moral standards
should be solved concretely,
taking into account the given
conditions and circumstances.
Here, one should proceed from
the more generalized moral
concepts: principles, ideals, the
concepts of justice, good, evil,
etc. Abidance by moral stand
ards does not imply that a per
son invariably resorts to a ra
tional procedure of “assessing”
them in any concrete circum
stances. One of the most im
portant and difficult tasks of
upbringing and education, is to
make moral standards an inner
imperative, a form of personal
inclinations and habits ob
served without any external or
internal coercion. This is also
an indication of a person’s
moral maturity.

MOTIVE

MORES, customs of moral value
which are maintained in society
by moral relations. Mores also
include customs which are fre
quently occurring deviations
from moral requirements, i.e.,
have a negative moral value. The
concept of mores is close to the
concept of the rules of conduct.
However, as distinct from the
latter, it does not characterize
the method employed to main
tain social discipline but the con
tent of conduct (the accepted
way of behaviour) typical of a
particular society, social group,
class or community.

MOTIVE [L moveo to set into
motion, propel], an internal,
subjective personal stimulus for
action, interest in its fruition.
Since the motive is the basis of
an act, it stands apart from re
lated concepts such as stimulus,
intention, and goal which are as
sociated with the ideal aspect of
the act. The motive is realized
in the goal although in practical
moral activities the goal and the
motive may diverge. In the his
tory of ethics, there have been
suggested most diverse inter
pretations of the genuinely
moral content of the motive de
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pending on the understanding
of the nature and purpose of
morality. Among the moral mo
tives, there were the striving for
pleasure and happiness, a rea
sonably understood private in
terest, service to God, curbing
of the flesh (Asceticism), obe
dience to the categorical imper
ative, etc. “Moral virtue”, i.e.,
man’s aspiration for good, was
often set against “moral duty”,
i.e., self-subjugation to the
moral law (Formalism, Deonto
logy). Marxist ethics strives to
overcome the barrier between
the morality of duty and virtue,
the internal morality of the mo
tive, on the one hand, and the
“external” morality of the deed
(Legalism), on the other. Since
moral requirements are di
rected at the observance of cer
tain social needs, the actions
performed by people are of pri
mary importance. However,
besides the objective result of
any action, the motive is also
important since morality regu
lates human behaviour to a sub
stantial extent through the con
sciousness of every person. The
measure of responsibility (guilt)
of a person for a committed act
increases (exacerbates) if a
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deed entailing negative conse
quences stems from anti
human, selfish motives. It is
mitigated if it was prompted by
commiseration, pity, and the
like. Immoral actions com
mitted “out of weakness” are
distinguished from those com
mitted intentionally. If, in his
actions (even adequate to the
circumstances and moral stand
ards), a person is guided by the
fear of punishment, egoism, ca
reerism or vanity rather than bv
moral motives, this person wifi
be capable of committing an
immoral deed in other circum
stances (when his interests are
at variance with the social inter
est or if he feels that his immo
ral actions will go unpunished).
That is why ethics regards
man’s motives and deeds insep
arably. A special and rather dif
ficult problem is the identifica
tion of real motives by which a
particular person is guided. The
difficulty involved is that often
the motive and motivations of
actions do not coincide. That is
why a motive should be apSiraised not by the consciously
ormulated intentions of an in
dividual but rather by the moral
essence of his action. However,

an action does not always pro
vide an adequate idea of the
motive behind it because it may
be incidental. The problem can
be solved if we trace a number
of actions over a rather pro
tracted period of time and
identify their moral purpose
which precisely coincides with
the motive. Moreover, a distinc
tion should be drawn between
insignificant and significant,
cardinal actions because in the
latter, the degree of corre
spondence to their motive is
much higher than in the former.
On the whole, man’s conduct is
the reflection of his moral mo
tives.
MO-TZU (Mo Ti, c. 468-390
B.C.), Chinese philosopher after
whom one of the major schools
of Chinese philosophy is named.
In Mo-tzu’s view, moral norms
appeared with the emergence of
society. They are historically
changeable and associated with
people’s living conditions (e.g.
depend on the harvest). People
are inhuman by nature, seek
their own benefit and strive for
personal happiness. The source
of morality was a contract which
emerged as a reaction to the dis

MUTUAL ASSISTANCE

cord caused by the clashing in
terests of various people. Al
though Mo-tzu called Heaven
the model and criterion of moral
deeds, in his theory it is only a
formal metaphysical substantia
tion of morality. In Mo-tzu’s in
terpretation, the will of Heaven
is a force encouraging universal
love, which does not exclude the
person possessing this virtue,
and mutual benefit. According
to Mo-tzu, the criterion of good
and justice is mutual usefulness.
He criticized, from the stand
point of utilitarianism, Confu
cian ethics (Confucius) and rit
uals for excessive traditionalism
and orientation towards the ca
nonic tradition. Mo-tzu believed
that if a personal interest is at
variance with common useful
ness it should be rejected, while
duty to the parents can be sacri
ficed to the interests of the Ce
lestial Empire. The ruler must
influence people by his own
example but if this does not work
he must apply a system of re
wards and punishments. The
state needs unity and unifica
tion. According to Mo-tzu, the
state must be like a machine
whose unified parts can be set
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into motion by the will of the
ruler thus mobilizing the people
for the attainment of common
goals. The ideas of Mo-tzu in
fluenced Legalism, while thenimplementation contributed to
the establishment of a despotic
totalitarian state. However, his
views and those of the school
named after him did not fit into
the basic system of Chinese
ethics and remained on its out
skirts.
MUTUAL ASSISTANCE, rela
tions between people based on
community of interests and
aims. In primitive society, mu
tual assistance was a determin
ing factor in the relations be
tween people. The emergence
of private property and classes
bred discrepancy between the
social nature of man and the
antagonism between people.
On the basis of class solidarity
of the working people, there
appear and develop comrade
ship and mutual assistance be
tween them. Mutual assistance
in socialist morality is an inte
gral part of the principle of col
lectivism.

N
NARCOMANIA
[G
narke
numbness, stupor, mania mad
ness], a kind of deviant beha
viour. Narcomania is regarded
by science as an illness in which
the functioning of the organism
is supported at a satisfactory
level only by drugs which leads
to the total physiological deple
tion and the moral degradation
of the personality. Historically,
drugs were taken as a medical
remedy although they were fre
quently resorted to for relaxa
tion, relieving stresses, over
coming fear, attaining euphoria
(religious ecstasy), etc. In re
cent decades, narcomania has
become more widespread due
to the well-organized under
ground drug production and
distribution, as well as an exten
sive use of quasi-narcotic, socalled
hallucinogens,
psy
chedelic drugs, psychotomic
stimulants and toxic substances

(toxicomania) among youth
groups, informal communities
with their non-conventional
norms often leading to beha
viour transgressing legal stand
ards. In conditions of social
moral veto and the governmentorganized struggle against drug
abuse, narcomania is linked to
illegal activities. However, the
legal statistics of some coun
tries show that there is no di
rect link between narcomania
and crime and that drug addicts
do not break law more often
than other population groups.
The flexibility of the system of
social censure and prevention
of drug abuse is the most im
portant means for thwarting its
affiliation with the criminal
world. Sociologists have estab
lished that people with a par
ticular moral and psychological
make-up are prone to narcoma
nia. They take a fatalistic and

NATURALISM

pessimistic view of the world
and reject the prevailing values
and rules of behaviour. Such
people would rather be incor
porated in small informal
groups. Their typical features
are emotional instability, low
level of self-esteem and self
control. In our time narcomania
constitutes a serious social
problem.
NATURALISM
[L
natura
(nasci nat be born)], methodo
logical principle applied for
substantiating morality which is
used in many old and some
present-day theories of ethics.
Its essence boils down to, first,
explaining morality as based on
the eternal and invariable na
ture of man rather than on the
social conditions of his exist
ence and, second, constructing
theories of ethics based on the
data and methods provided by
natural sciences. Naturalism
was spearheaded against the
idea of the supranatural source
of morality and, in certain con
ditions, against social relations
impeding the realization of the
innate nature of man. The natu
ralistic interpretation of the
requirements
of
morality
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emerged in antiquity. Some
philosophers attempted to
derive them from man’s natural
pleasure-seeking and the avoid
ance of pain (Democritus,
Epicurus). The naturalistic in
terpretation of morality ac
quires particular importance in
modern times in the ethical
doctrines of the Renaissance
(Giordano Bruno and Ber
nardino Telesio), the theories
of “rational egoism” (Egoism,
theories of) and later in utilita
rianism, evolutionary ethics and
other theories of morality. At
the beginning of the 20th cen
tury, Moore (Intuitionism) ac
cused all previous ethics of
“naturalistic fallacy” by unjusti
fiably broadly using the term
naturalism to denote all the
ories in which the categories of
good and duty are defined
through extramoral concepts
such as the interests of man,
natural or social and even
supranatural laws, pleasure,
happiness, etc. This interpreta
tion gave him grounds to in
clude into the rank of naturalis
tic theories not only vulgar ma
terialistic, biological and psy
chological theories of ethics but
also some religious moral doc
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trines, e.g. the theory of the
natural law (Neo-Thomism),
and sometimes Marxist ethics
as well. In the 1960’s, a turn in
the direction of naturalism was
evident in which many philos
ophers saw an alternative to
positivist schools in ethics (Ne
opositivism). They associated
naturalism with an opportunity
to identify a correct correlation
between values and facts and
overcome the principle of au
tonomous morality prevailing in
ethics. Moreover, the abovementioned features of the natu
ralistic approach to ethics ac
quired a specific tinge in the
modern concepts of naturalism.
E.g. the explanation of morality
is directly linked to the break
throughs in biology and gene
tics. The proponents of natural
ism base the methodology of
ethics on the laws operating in
these sciences. Moral values are
derived from natural evolution,
while the social characteristics
of morality are examined “on a
par” with its biological roots.
Marxism rejects the naturalistic
concept of morality on the
strength of the premise that the
specific requirements of man
are moulded in the process of

history and, in the final analysis,
the nature of moral standards,
principles and ideals is shaped
by the specific social reality. At
the same time, the study of the
biological
components
in
human behaviour and the com
parison of the functioning of
human and zoological com
munities is an important factor
in the scientific Knowledge of
man and morality.

NEO-FREUDIANISM, a trend
in modern non-Marxist philos
ophy and psychology investigat
ing the psychological problems
of ethics on the basis of classi
cal psychoanalysis and also tak
ing into account cultural and
social factors in the moral acti
vities of people. Neo-Freudianism emerged in the late 1930’s
as a result of the non-recogni
tion of some theoretical ideas
contained in the psychoanalyti
cal doctrine developed by Zigmund Freud (Freudianism) of
man and culture associated
with the biological determina
tion of the structure of man’s
character, moral standards and
value orientation, and the absolutization of the man-civiliza
tion conflict. Neo-Freudianism

NEO-FREUDIANISM

was widespread in the United
States (Erich Fromm, Karen
Horney, Harry Stack Sullivan,
Abram Kardiner). The ethical
theory of Neo-Freudianism is
based on the postulates of the
psychology of the unconscious
but, as distinct from Freudian
ism, also on the recognition of
the social nature of the individ
ual. Neo-Freudians associate
the personality split and neur
oses directly with moral prob
lems proceeding from the as
sumption that neurotic conflicts
grow out of unresolved moral
conflicts whose elimination is
the goal pursued by the thera
peutic psychoanalytical prac
tice. As distinct from the ethical
doctrines which postulate a
subjective relativist interpreta
tion of the nature of morality
(Existentialism) and the biologi
cally immanent interpretation
of ethics (Naturalism), NeoFreudianism is the search for
the objective criteria of moral
values. The theoreticians of
Neo-Freudianism attempt to
elaborate the principles of hu
manistic-objective ethics and
believe that good is the asser
tion of life, the development of
man’s abilities in knowledge, la
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bour and love, that virtue is re
sponsibility for human existence
and evil is the irresponsibility of
man towards himself. They dis
cern two kinds of ethics: univer
sal ethics (relevant to any cul
ture and embracing the rules of
behaviour which serve the pur
pose of an all-round develop
ment of the personality) and
the socially immanent ethics
(based on the rules of beha
viour which are indispensable
for the functioning and flourish
ing of a particular society and
its members). Neo-Freudians
believe that in modem society
there is an exacerbating conflict
between the universal and so
cially immanent ethics reflect
ing the historical dichotomy of
human existence. While criticiz
ing the existing social system
engendering contradictions be
tween social and private inter
ests, they advance a programme
of the transformation of bour
geois society into a truly hu
mane society by awakening the
critical consciousness of the in
dividual and spreading new
forms of psycho-spiritual gui
delines tantamount to the relig
ious systems of the past. The
hope for the implementation of
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this programme is associated
with a humanitarian psychoana
lysis allowing, in their view, the
elaboration of the rules of con
duct and value attitudes which
would be adequate to the es
sence of man.

NEO-HEGELIANISM,
Self-fulfilment, ethics of.

see

NEOPOSITIVISM [G neos
new, young, L positivus], one of
the basic trends in the modern
moral theory which comprises
several different trends. It is an
attempt to apply the methodo
logical principles of neopositiv
ist philosophy (logical positiv
ism and, subsequently, linguis
tic analysis) to the investigation
of moral consciousness. In the
variety of moral phenomena the
adepts of that trend see primar
ily specific terms and judge
ments. That is why the task fac
ing moral philosophy they also
reduce to the study of the lan
guage of morality. As a result of
this curtailment of the subject
matter of ethics, they do not ex
plain the origins and content of
moral ideas and concepts but
rather deal exclusively with
the problems of their logical

form (Formalism). Neopositiv
ists denote their formalistic the
ory of morality as metaethics to
distinguish it from the ethics in
the traditional sense of the
word. From their point of view,
in order to be scientific, the
theory of morality should not be
normative ethics, i.e., must re
frain from tackling any moral
problems. This perception of
the subject-matter of ethics by
neopositivists is the result of
their cardinal postulate on the
impossibility to substantiate
moral judgements by resorting
to factual knowledge. The concretization of this proposition is
the basic theoretical content of
the neopositivist ethical the
ories. In the 1920’s and 1930’s,
there emerged a branch of neo
positivism, emotive theory of
morality, a variety of which is
sometimes called volutive or
imperative ethics. Its more dis
tinguished representatives are
Alfred Ayer and Bertrand Rus
sell in Britain and Charles
Stevenson, Rudolf Carnap and
Hans Reichenbach in the
United States. Emotivists affirm
that moral judgements cannot
be empirically verified: they are
neither true nor false (Truth).

NEOPOSITIVISM

Their significance is purely
emotive, i.e., the moral judge
ment reflects only emotions of a
speaker and serves as a com
mand for the listener. It is to
tally impossible either to justify
or disprove moral judgements.
They are absolutely arbitrary
and express only the predispo
sitions and wishes of those who
express them (Voluntarism,
Relativism). Emotivists perceive
moral judgements exclusively as
an instrument of persuading
other people and even identify
morals with politics (Morality
and politics) and propaganda
(Felicitology). Sentiments ex
perienced by a certain cross
section of bourgeois intellec
tuals are reflected in an ex
tremely nihilistic attitude of the
emotivists towards morality.
The 1940’s and 1950’s, gave rise
to a new trend in neopositivism,
the school of Linguistic Ana
lysis in Ethics (Stephen Toulmin, Richard Mervyn Hare and
Patrick Horace Nowell-Smith
in Britain and Henry David
Aiken in the USA, et al.). Al
though the proponents of this
trend criticize the most nihilis
tic statements made by emotiv
ists as regards morality, they in
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fact draw basically the same
conclusions: moral judgements
cannot be true, they cannot be
proved by means of factual
knowledge. Normative ethics
cannot claim to be scientifically
substantiated. As distinct from
emotivists who were primarily
concerned with the significance
of individual moral judgements,
analysts pay much attention to
the logic of the language of mor
ality as a whole. They search for
ways to substantiate the ration
ality of morals. In particular,
Hare formulated a principle
whose essence boils down to
the following: first, a moral
judgement bears the potential
to induce people to perform
similar actions in similar situ
ations; second, as distinct from
a common imperative, moral
principles underpinning that
judgement have universal signi
ficance. However, Hare uses
the principle of universality
only as a rule of logic in the for
mulation of moral require
ments. It cannot compel people
to perform certain actions.
Consequently, it cannot prevent
arbitrariness. From the point of
view of representatives of that
school, it is the universal signi
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ficance of moral judgements
and principles, rather than the
objective content of concrete
situations and the uniformity of
moral relations which they re
flect, that serves as a founda
tion of the correctness of moral
judgements and principles.
Hence the conclusion: in the
final analysis man’s moral con
viction is his personal affair
and, thus, the ethical theory is
of no assistance to people to re
solve their moral problems.

NEO - PROTESTANTISM [G
neos new, young, L protestare to
declare publicly], a trend in
modern Western theology also
termed “neo-orthodoxy”, “crisis
theology” and “dialectical theo
logy”. Neo-Protestantism be
came popular after the First
World War, in Europe where it
was elaborated by theologians
Karl Barth and Emil Brunner.
In the 1930’s, it was pro
pounded in the USA by Rein
hold and Richard Niebuhr,
Paul Tillich and others. The fol
lowers of Neo-Protestantism
criticized the ideas of liberal
Christianity in ethics and ap
praised the latter as naive mor
alizing. They condemned the

social and moral vices of mod
ern capitalism and saw the
root-cause of these vices in the
natural essence of man as such
and society in general. Neo
Protestants declare that man is
malicious by nature, is irrepar
ably sinful and unable to follow
the commandments of Jesus
Christ in his social life. Since
the apologists of that doctrine
recognize the impossibility of
carrying out Christian princi
ples in social life, they have to
transfer genuine morality into
the realm of faith. Neo-Protes
tants split human existence into
two uncorrelated spheres. The
first is the earthly life and social
practice. In that area, man pur
sues worldly interests and acts
according to the principles of
practical usefulness, improves
technology
and
promotes
science, subjugates Nature and
attempts to rationally organize
social life. However, all this is
not genuine existence but the
sphere of material dependence
and practical calculation. Ge
nuine existence is man’s appeal
ing to God, trust in His mercy,
abandonment of faith in one’s
own potential and the search
for the gist of life on the oppo

NEO-THOMISM

site side of social practices. If
liberal Christianity essentially
identified the requirements of
religious morality with the de
mands placed upon man by so
ciety, non-orthodox thinkers
oppose earthly morals to Chris
tian morality. Earthly morals,
they claim, are the morality of
calculation and stem from the
material selfish interests of
man, and serve to satisfy his ex
ternal, social needs rather than
genuine requirements. Genuine
morality is the morality of love,
forgiveness and absolute justice
which are attainable only
through the service to God. As
a result, it turns out that abso
lute morality is incompatible
with the real, i.e., social, life of
man. It cannot be expressed in
the categories of reason applic
able to social reality, nor can it
be formulated as a system of
practical principles which can
be put into practice in social
life (Theonomous ethics}. Ge
nuine morality demands of man
not so much a struggle against
evil and vice as the recognition
of the utter futility of his efforts
to overcome social injustice, to
build a better society and real
ize his moral ideals.
20
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NEO-THOMISM, a trend in
modern philosophy of ethics
which embodies the principles
of the Catholic philosophic
teaching elevated to the level of
official doctrine, the name NeoThomism being derived from a
medieval scholastic Thomas
Aquinas. The more notable rep
resentatives of Neo-Thomism
which is also known in ethics as
the “natural law” theory, are
French philosophers Jacques
Maritain and Etienne Gilson
who had many followers among
the orthodox Catholic theologi
ans sharing the idea of Protes
tantism and religious philosop
hers. As distinct from Neo-Prot
estantism, which underesti
mates the role of reason in mo
rals, Neo-Thomism is an at
tempt to incorporate some
principles of ethical rationalism
in the religious view of the
world. This is reflected in the
elaboration of a deductive sys
tem of concepts which are ap
plied in order to substantiate
moral requirements and render
the basic moral principles
universal. Neo-Thomists con
sider the divine law, which has
several gradations, as the ulti
mate and supreme principle of
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morality. Its highest stage is the
eternal law determining the na
ture of God himself. Whereas
Neo-Protestants believe that
the source of morality is the
changeable will of God, the
Neo-Thomists perceive the di
vine nature as something invari
able and hold that divine reason
has established the content of
moral requirements once and
forever. In this connection, a
rational justification of these re
quirements is admissible within
certain limits although it is re
garded as inadequate if de
prived of religious faith. The
next stage is the natural law, or
the nature granted by God to
man. According to the Catholic
moral doctrine, morality is not
only the demands placed upon
man by society but, simulta
neously, the requirements of
man himself. Consequently,
there is no contradiction be
tween them. The next stage of
the divine law is the human
positive law which in fact im
plies laws formulated by the
state, legislature and the
Church. As it interprets these
laws as a specific extension of
the natural law, the ethics of
Neo-Thomism proclaims strict

abidance by the will of the state
and other social institutions as
the genuine virtue. Whereas
eternal law is interpreted in the
absolute spirit, positive law, on
the contrary, is presented as
something changeable depend
ing on specific circumstances.
NEW
THINKING
AND
ETHICS. The basis of new
thinking is the concept of the
primacy of universal human
values over social and group
values (professional, class, na
tional, etc.) and the recognition
of the priority of what is com
mon to all mankind as a vital
necessity and the chief impera
tive of the present epoch
{Universal and class elements in
morality). Values common to all
mankind are identical with
moral values insofar as, first, by
its nature morality is a universal
human phenomenon and, sec
ond, every motive or practical
action acquires a moral quality
to the extent to which it can be
elevated to the level of univer
sal principle. That is why new
thinking has its ethical beacons.
The perils threatening mankind
in the epoch of the scientific
and technological revolution

NEW THINKING AND ETHICS

with a fatal, deadly outcome
(nuclear, ecological, demo
graphic and other cata
strophes), stem from the un
natural combination of the
universal potential of modern
technology with the retarded
value concepts. To bridge this
gap it is necessary to radically
revaluate values. It is not only a
matter of formulating new
values but of elaborating a new
approach to the well-known
and recognized values of
human morality and of translat
ing them into practical actions.
This approach is typical of the
new ethics. The new ethics is
the reaction to a new historical
situation in which everything
which unites people is becom
ing more important than any
thing which divides them. This
ethics asserts: the right to live is
the most important privilege
and value of man and it can be
ensured only if life is imbued
with a humane and worthy
meaning. The ethical (moral)
dimension of new thinking is as
sociated with the fact that the
preservation of life and the sol
ution of other global problems,
are today becoming priority
goals of world politics. It is not
20*
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moral appeals but sober con
sideration and wisdom that re
quire today of states: renunci
ation of nuclear weapons and
war in general as a method of
resolving inter-state contradic
tions; transition to non-violent
methods of the struggle for so
cial justice; voluntary limitation
of state sovereignty and elabor
ation of global forms of regula
tion in the spheres of interna
tional relations involving eco
logy and the preservation of the
habitat; material and legal sup
port to the exchange of infor
mation and human contacts;
firm condemnation and the
elimination of all forms of mis
anthropy, and first of all of
racism, nationalism, religious
and ideological fanaticism; rec
ognition by the world public
opinion of the unconditional
dignity of the individual and his
right to the freedom of thought,
movement, life choice, develop
ment of one’s abilities and crea
tive activities; introduction of
the fundamental norms of hon
esty in international relations.
In conditions of the growing in
tegration of the world, political
practices are as far-sighted and
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wise as they are becoming
moral.

NIETZSCHE, Friedrich Wil
helm (1844-1900), German
philosopher-irrationalist, repre
sentative of the philosophy of
life, philologist. The study of
the state of culture in his time,
led Nietzsche to the conclusion
that Europe was on the brink of
a crisis. In his view it was corro
borated by the emergence of ni
hilism which meant that the
“supreme values are losing
their worth”, that the period of
decadence and the rise of false
values was at hand. Nietzsche
believes that both religion and
democratic and socialist the
ories whose alleged goal is to
place on an equal footing all
people, to make strong people
weak and vice versa, were re
sponsible for this situation.
Hence, his contempt for Chris
tian morality and the humanis
tic, above all socialist, tradition
in European culture, his calls
for “transvaluation of all
values” and the existing moral
norms. The main principle of
philosophy and ethics to which
he attached cosmic import, was
the doctrine of “the will to

power”. Nietzsche regarded
morals and art not only as an
antidote to nihilism and de
cadence but also as an instru
ment for overcoming them (on
the condition that morals and
art should acquire a new con
tent in the spirit of “the will to
power”). Nietzsche rejects
traditional morality as the striv
ing for an ideal and an external
restraint on behaviour and
holds that morality destroys in
stincts and life: “It is necessary
to destroy morality in order to
liberate hfe.” Hence his exalta
tion of the “superman”, unscru
pulous and superior to ordinary
morality. Nietzsche develops
his theory of the “superman”
standing beyond the good and
evil which embodied the basic
postulates of his ethical doc
trine. His criticism of bourgeois
values made an impression on
his contemporaries. However, it
was criticism aimed at consoli
dating authoritarian power and
it served as a theoretical justifi
cation of the rule of the “elite”.
The cult of a strong personality,
the “superman”, the negation of
morality, the will to dominate,
constitute the basic ideas of
Nietzsche’s philosophy and

NOBLENESS

ethics. Major works on ethics
by Nietzsche: “Ako sprach Za
rathustra” (“Thus Spake Zara
thustra”, 1883-1884); “Jenseit
von Gut und Bose” (“Beyond
Good and Evil”, 1886); “Zur
Genealogie der Moral” (“To
wards Genealogy of Morak”,
1887); “Der Wille zur Macht”
(“The Will to Power”, 18881901);
“Umwertung
aller
Werte” (“Revaluation of All
Values”, 1889-1901).
NIHILISM (moral) [L nihil
nothing], a principle charac
terizing the attitude of man to
moral values of society; it im
plies the rejection of the ac
cepted moral standards, princi
ples and ideals. In thk respect,
nihilism is close to moral relativ
ism and in its extreme form is
transformed into cynicism and
immorality, the non-acceptance
of any social authorities. In
modern capitalist society, nihil
ism is a rather typical view of
the world among the petty
bourgeois and intelligentsia and
usually expresses an anarchic
and individualistic protest
against the prevailing ideology
and morak. By making use of
the spontaneous dissatisfaction
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of the masses and their mistrust
of the official bourgeok morak,
nihilism condemns greed, con
formism and consumerism.
However, it simultaneously
makes an absolute of the sub
jective aspect of morak, ignores
the social nature of moral feel
ings and diminishes the role
played by norms, knowledge
and reason in favour of the irra
tional “ethics of the heart” or
instinctive actions. The ideas of
nihilkm are theoretically justi
fied by a number of trends in
bourgeok ethics {Existential
ism, Neo-Freudianism). Nihilktic attitudes to the traditional
and official values and nihilism
as the world outlook usually
precede and accompany the
turning points in hktory. Young
people are usually prone to it.

NOBLENESS, a moral quality
which characterizes a person’s
behaviour from the point of
view of high ideak as its motiva
tion. In different historical peri
ods, nobleness was understood
differently. In accordance with
the morals of the exploiter so
ciety, nobleness was usually as
sociated with the ruling classes.
Thus, the morality of the slave
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owning society regarded noble
ness as a feature of the aristo
cracy and associated it with
various forms of spiritual and
political activities, contrasting it
to the utilitarian needs and
mentality of plebeians and
slaves engaged in manual work.
In feudal society, as the social
estate barriers became more
pronounced, nobleness was
understood as an innate quality
of high-born persons (noble
birth). Bourgeois conscience
tended to treat nobleness as the
individual quality of a person
capable of rising above the cir
cumstances ana routine forms
of behaviour. At the same time,
a utilitarian mercenary con
sciousness reduces nobleness to
a farce in the attempt to un
cover selfish interest in it. So
cialist morality developing hu
manistic traditions perceives
nobleness as moral staunchness
and selflessness in serving
people, an ability to rise above
egoistic motives (lust for venge
ance, malicious joy) and to ac
complish selfless deeds.
NON-VIOLENCE,
ETHICS
OF, a sum total of ethical and
moral concepts based on the

conviction that moral goals,
above all social justice, can be
attained only by non-violent
means. The specific feature of
ethics of non-violence is not the
fact that it renounces violence
in relations between people, for
this is typical of any genuine
ethics and universal morality,
but that it treats the ideas of
non-violence in terms of their
practical implementation and
concrete programmes of social
movements. The term non-vi
olence emerged in modern Eu
ropean languages as a transla
tion of the key concept of
Gandhi’s
philosophy:
the
“ahimsa”. The definition of the
ethics of non-violence to a con
siderable extent, depends on
what is understood by violence.
Some modem researchers
(Johan Galtung, Hildegard
Goss-Mayr), regard as ethically
renounced everything leading
to the lag in the physical and
spiritual development of man
from the level which can really
be attained at present. The
ethics of non-violence stem
from the negation of violence
perceived as any destructive
and degrading influence on
man. They cannot be identified

NORMATIVE

with passivity and non-resist
ance. The ethics of non-vi
olence are the ethics of an ac
tive struggle for moral goals but
a struggle waged by special
(non-violent) means. Typical
representatives of the ethics of
non-violence
are
Tolstoy,
Gandhi and Martin Luther
King, an active advocate of the
Blacks’ civil rights in the USA.
NORMATIVE ETHICS [L
norma rule, pattern], a compo
nent part of ethics which deals
with problems of the purpose of
life, the content of man’s moral
duty,
substantiates
certain
moral principles and standards
and which plays the role of a
theoretical extension of the
moral consciousness of a so
ciety or a class. In normative
ethics, an attempt is made to
apply philosophy and science to
solve those problems which are
spontaneously tackled by ordi
nary consciousness in specific
historical conditions. All moral
doctrines and ethical theories
advanced in the course of his
tory, in the final analysis, dealt
with practical moral problems.
However, these problems and

ETHICS
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the methods employed to re
solve them differed. The ques
tion of whether normative
ethics is scientifically sound or
not, actually coincides with the
problem of the scientific basis
of ideology. Through normative
ethics, the theory of ethics
blends with morality as a form
of social consciousness. In nor
mative ethics, morality is fur
ther developed and reaches its
completion. In particular, nor
mative ethics more precisely
formulates and systematizes the
principles which are sponta
neously formed in social moral
consciousness. It perfects moral
reasoning and creates images
ideally reflecting the human es
sence of a particular moral sys
tem. In Marxist theory of mor
ality, normative ethics is an ina
lienable part. Besides, theoreti
cal ethics resolves broader
problems associated with the
development of morality, its
place in the system of social re
lations, the nature, forms and
structure of moral conscious
ness (Ethics, Moral relations,
Logic of the language of mor
ality).

o

OBLIGATION (moral). Moral
imperative seen as a person’s
duty and a challenge imposed
on him. Unlike duty, obligation
is, on the one hand, of a more
S;eneral nature in that it formuates requirements applying
equally to many people. On the
other hand, it is of a more spe
cific character as it defines the
content of actions to be per
formed by a person, i.e., what
specifically he must do. One’s
duty is to meet certain obliga
tions. The latter include a
broad variety of actions dic
tated by the particular field of
activities
(Moral relations')
under which they come, e.g.
family, social, work-related ob
ligations. Performance of obli
gations in some situations
becomes a duty. All of the ele
ments of the social organism
can function in unison and so
cial discipline be maintained,

only if every individual meets
his or her moral obligations.
Conversely, neglect of obliga
tions undermines social disci
pline, destroys the prestige of
moral requirements and en
courages a climate of conniv
ance at evil, lawlessness and
mutual distrust. Accordingly,
the moral duty of every individ
ual is to respect moral require
ments when their social conse
quences are clearly beneficial.
It is also to encourage strict
abidance by one’s moral obliga
tions and the assertion of moral
principles which he professes.
In actual life, different obliga
tions may not be correlated and
may even be conflicting, posing
a moral choice.
OPTIMISM [L optim(um)
best], a view of the general
course of historical changes, ac
cording to which the possibility

OPTIMISM

always exists of bringing reality
closer to the ideal of good; a
conviction that goodwill event
ually triumph over evil and jus
tice over injustice, that man is
capable of infinite social devel
opment and moral improve
ment. Opposite of pessimism.
As a social attitude and a sys
tem of philosophical and ethical
views, optimism is closely re
lated to the concept of socialhistorical and moral progress.
As an instrument of man’s
practical orientation, optimism
enables people to expect that
the future will bring fulfilment
of their desires and fruition of
their planned actions. For this
reason, optimism is seen as a
constructive basis for an indi
vidual’s conduct. Trust in a bet
ter future, helps to develop an
individual’s abilities and pro
motes
positive
personal
qualities. In the history of
ethics, optimism has been
presented in different ways.
Plato, the idealist, for example,
admits the existence of absolute
justice and good, confining
them, however, to the realm of
ideas. In the empirical world,
man may be virtuous on condi
tion that reason, through which
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man is related to the world of
ideas, controls every aspect of
his fife. There is a greater
measure of realism in the op
timism of Democritus, Aristotle,
Epicurus and other classical
philosophers who saw the basis
of a virtuous and happy fife in
rational control by man of his
sensuous drives and actions. Al
though Christian morality and
medieval philosophy admitted
that evil would eventually be
overcome (Augustine, Thomas
Aquinas, et al.), the triumph of
good was predicated on the will
of God and its victory relegated
to the next world. Life in this
world, in their view, was one of
woe and suffering, and sin and
guilt were proclaimed to be es
sential and inherent properties
of man’s nature. In modern
times, Leibniz supported the
concept of absolute optimism.
He believed that the world is
inhabited by imperfect beings,
only God is infinite and perfect,
making evil in society inevit
able. However, since the all
merciful God could not have
created an evil world, the good
will eventually prevails over
evil. Moreover, evil exists as a
backdrop for the triumph of
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good and this world is the best
of all possible worlds. Goethe,
Fichte and other philosophers,
espoused the idea that evil is a
step on the path towards good.
Hegel’s optimism is based on his
teaching of progress in history.
According to Hegel, good is
realized freedom and the end
purpose of the world. Although
evil is a necessary aspect of life
it must, in Hegel’s view, be ine
vitably overcome. The optimism
of the Russian revolutionary
democrats (Herzen, Chernyshev
sky, et al.) comes from their
faith in social progress, a revol
utionary transformation of so
ciety and in the triumph of truth
and justice. Marxist social-ethi
cal thought is also optimistic.
Though it recognizes the com
plexity of the present situation
in the world due to the difficul
ties involved in tackling global
problems (the problems of war
and peace, ecological, demo
graphic, energy, etc.), it links
the negative aspects of reality
which frequently engender pes
simism with the specific, his
torically transient conditions of
social life. In order to eliminate
these conditions and the evil
engendered by them, man must

wage an active and conscien
tious struggle against them.

OWEN, Robert (1771-1858),
British utopian socialist. Owen
delved into ethics beyond the
bourgeois limitations of Helvetius and Bentham, whose ideas,
for all their divergence,
stemmed from the commonly
held conviction that a moral so
ciety based on private property
was a possibility. Owen ad
vanced the idea that private
property disunited, antagonized
ana brutalized people, so that a
moral society was possible only
if based on commonly owned
property and mutual cooper
ation. Like 18th-century French
materialists, Owen believed
that man’s views were deter
mined by the environment. Ac
cording to Owen, feelings, con
victions and will are dictated by
impressions made on man’s
natural organization by external
factors. “His whole character,
physical, mental and moral, is
formed independently of him
self.” Owen concluded from
this premise, that the cause of
man’s vices is to be found in the
social system in which he exists.
He went beyond the French

OWEN

materialists in his analysis of
the social environment which
forms man’s moral views, in
cluding in it both the body
politic and the economic sys
tem. In this connection, Owen
sharply criticized the capitalist
system. He contrasted capital
ism to socialism which he
viewed as a rational social sys
tem that creates the necessary
conditions for forming a highly
moral human being. The pur
suit of happiness by each indi
vidual coincides in a socialist
society with the achievement of
happiness by all. Owen, how
ever, took a metaphysical view
of the determining effect of cir
cumstances on man: “The char
acter of man is, without a single
exception, always formed tor
him. Man ... never did, nor is it
possible he ever can, form his
own character. It becomes
therefore the essence of irra
tionality to suppose that any
human being, from the creation
to this day, could deserve praise
or blame, reward or punish
ment.” Thus, Owen rejected the
possibility of choice in man’s
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conduct, which was, in fact, a
rejection of morality. Owen at
tached exceptional importance
to this erroneous view, regard
ing it as the path towards a so
ciety of universal happiness. To
enable people, made vicious by
the existing social system, to
pursue the course of liberating
themselves from their vices,
Owen appealed to truth and
reason. He saw ignorance and
error as the source of evil, and
truth and reason as the source
of good. The ideas of moral
education in the socialist so
ciety of the future occupied an
important place in Owen’s ethi
cal teaching. Owen saw produc
tive activities and education as
the main field of endeavour for
that society. Owen’s major writ
ings reflecting his ethical views
include: “A New View of So
ciety, or Essays on the Principle
of the Formation of the Human
Character” (1812), “Book of
the New Moral World” (18361844), “Revolution in the Mind
and Practice of the Human
Race” (1849).

p
PARASITISM,
a
negative
moral quality characterizing an
idle way of fife, aversion to and
disregard of socially useful
work. Parasitism as a social
phenomenon arose with the ap
pearance of private property
and exploitation, when some
social classes possessing the
means of production, were able
to appropriate the labour of
others without themselves tak
ing part in socially useful acti
vities. Parasitism is morally con
demned by all societies. How
ever, in societies where labour
bears a coercive character and
is only a means of existence for
the producer, condemnation of
parasitism was combined with
the encouragement of the idle
ness of exploiters. In particular
it is expressed in the “philos
ophy of enjoyment” (Hedon
ism). Parasitism should not be
confused with idleness as a vir

tue in the aristocratic ethos-, id
leness is a state opposite only to
the manual, obligatory, syste
matic and forced labour which
is a source of existence. The es
tablishment of capitalism, to the
extent to which it was encour
aged by puritan ethics, was as
sociated with the condemnation
of both parasitism and idleness.
However, with the development
of bourgeois relations when the
social value of a thing coincided
with its cost, the differences be
tween parasitism and socially
useful labour began to be oblit
erated. This situation is aggra
vated by the inevitable conse
quences of the scientific and
technological revolution under
capitalism, such as the growth
of unemployment and the in
crease of free time for leisure
and entertainment. In bour
geois ideology, this process is
recognized as indicating the ad-

PASCAL

vance of consumer society. In
practice, forced parasitism re
veals that under conditions of
the domination of private
fjroperty there is no possibility
or the creative activity of all.
The social roots of parasitism
are undermined with the estab
lishment of the obligation of so
cially useful labour. In socialist
morality, parasitism is regarded
as an attempt to avoid labour,
unconscientious labour, an ef
fort to receive social benefits
which do not correspond to the
quantity and quality of work
done (illegal means of enrich
ment, theft, abuse of one’s so
cial position for selfish aims).
Nevertheless, parasitism per
sists, partially being an inade
quate reaction to the hard ex
hausting forms of labour and
partially as a consequence of
social injustice. Parasitism is
censured from the moral point
of view only as a form of social
sponging: it cannot be reduced
either to the question of income
sources or to the question of
person’s being or not being on
the official payroll. Parasitism
will be totally eliminated when
labour becomes man’s primary
vital necessity and all members
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of society enjoy a totally free
spiritual life.

PARSIMONY, a moral quality
characterizing a special attitude
to material values when they
are regarded as treasures and
their retention becomes an end
in itself. For its sake the useful
purpose of material values as
an object of consumption is
overlooked and the interests
and requirements of man (one’s
own or those of other people)
are sacrificed. Morality con
demns parsimony as it con
demns excessive luxury and
squandering since both run
counter to the interests of the
self-development of the individ
ual. The former limits and the
latter deforms, personal re
quirements and introduces dis
cord in relations between
people and becomes a source
of conflicts.
PASCAL, Blaise (1623-1662),
French mathematician, physic
ist and religious philosopher.
His ethics shows traces of Stoic
(Stoicism) and Descartes’s in
fluence. In his “Lettres Provinciales” (1657), Pascal exposes
the hypocrisy and insincerity of
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probabilistn which the Jesuits
(Jesuitism) used as a means of
disguising the amoral nature of
the principle “the end justifies
the means”. His main philosop
hical work, “PensSes”, was not
finished (published posthu
mously in 1669), as Pascal suf
fered from a serious nervous
disease when he was working
on it. Incompatible extremes
meet in the ethical views of Pas
cal: he asserts (following De
scartes) the power of the
human mind and speaks of
man’s worthlessness and im
potence before God, in the
spirit of the most gloomy state
ments of Saint Augustine. He
strives to resolve the enigma of
human existence and recog
nizes its insoluble nature, is apt
to scepticism, deprived of any
hope, and tries to take refuge in
religious fanaticism. His leading
idea is the most profound pes
simism as regards the destinies
of man and humanity. Pascal
detects in man’s existence
mainly illusions, falsehood and
hypocrisy, the domination of in
clinations alien to justice and
reason, the sense of grief and
despair. There are only two
ways which can help man over

come despair: that of courage,
awareness of the power of rea
son, of Stoic virtue, and through
emotions —the ecstatic love of
God which overcomes doubts
and needs no reasoning of the
mind. Pascal, in the final count,
is drawn to the second way:
“Humble yourself, weak reason.
Silence yourself, foolish nature,
learn that man infinitely sur
passes man, and hear from your
master your real state which
you do not know. Hear God.”
Historical significance of Pas
cal’s ideas is contradictory: his
struggle against the Jesuits, his
hymn to reason and moral
courage, played a progressive
role promoting anti-feudal ide
ology. His pessimism and relig
ious-mystic ecstasy, on the con
trary, served the aims of clerical
reaction. Pascal’s moral para
doxes and doubts evoke a re
sponse in people even today as
is testified by the popularity of
his work “PensSes”.

PATRIOTISM [Gk patris one’s
fatherland], a social and moral
principle defining people’s atti
tude to their homeland which is
manifest in a certain mode of
action and in the entire spec-

PEACEABLENESS

trum of public sentiments which
is usually called love of one’s
native land. “Patriotism is one
of the most deeply ingrained
sentiments, impregnated by the
existence of separate father
lands for hundreds and thou
sands of years,” Lenin wrote.
Love of one’s homeland in
cludes: concern for the interests
and destiny of one’s country
and readiness to self-sacrifice
for its sake; faithfulness to one’s
native land, waging war against
its enemies; pride for its social
and cultural achievements; sym
pathy with the suffering people
and disapproval of social vices;
respect for the historical past of
one’s homeland and its tradi
tions; attachment to one’s place
of residence (to one’s city, vil
lage, region and the whole
country). Patriotism as a social
phenomenon lies, above all, in
the sphere of social psychology,
being simultaneously also of
moral significance. All the
manifestations of patriotism
listed above had an effect on
the moral consciousness of hu
manity and the substance of
various moral requirements.
This is precisely why the con
cept of patriotism is one of the
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principles of morality. The
moral importance of patriotism
is determmed by the fact that it
is one of the forms allowing the
coordination of personal and
public interests and making
man and his homeland one in
tegral whole. However, pa
triotic feelings and ideas elevate
man and the nation only when
they are inseparable from re
spect for other nations and do
not degenerate into the psycho
logy of national exclusiveness
and mistrust towards “aliens”.
This aspect in patriotic con
sciousness, became particularly
important in the last decades of
the 20th century when the
threat of a nuclear self-destruc
tion or an ecological cata
strophe required a revaluation
of patriotism as the principle
impelling everyone to spare no
effort in order that his or her
country should contribute to
the preservation of the planet
and the survival of humankind.
PEACEABLENESS, a principle
of morality and politics based
on the recognition of human
life as the supreme social and
moral value and establishing
the maintenance of peace as the
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ideal in relations between na
tions and states. Peaceableness
implies respect for the personal
and national dignity of individ
ual citizens and entire nations,
for state sovereignty, human
rights and the right of nations
to choose their own way of life.
Peaceableness contributes to
the maintenance of public
order, mutual understanding
between generations and pro
motes the development of his
torical and cultural traditions,
the interaction between various
social and ethnic groups, na
tions and cultures. In the his
tory of morals peaceableness
and aggressiveness, enmity op
pose each other as two basic
trends. The landmarks in the
evolution of the traditions of
peaceableness were the realiz
ation of the value of man in
classical philosophy, opposition
to the ideology of enmity and
the psychology of forgiveness in
the Bible, the recognition of the
right of man to personal dignity
in the philosophy of the Re
naissance and modern time, the
substantiation of the fact that
man is the only subject and goal
of history in Marxism, the hu
manization of social relations as

the imperative of modem civi
lization. In present-day condi
tions, enmity between the so
cial-political systems, between
society and nature can lead to
the destruction of life on the
Earth. Peaceableness was sub
stantiated in the philosophy of
moral policy elaborated by
Gandhi, Tolstoy’s theory of
non-resistance to evil and by
Schweitzer’s ethical principle of
reverence for life. Today, pea
ceableness is advocated by vari
ous public movements, parties
and governments. The wide
recognition of the priority of
the values common to mankind,
including the value of peace
and the survival of humankind,
has paved the way to new politi
cal thinking (New thinking and
ethics).

PERFIDY, a negative moral
quality characterized by de
liberately treacherous action,
conscious betrayal of another’s
trust or gross violation of
undertaken commitments. The
following actions are usually
considered as perfidy: deliber
ate violation of a promise or of
an agreement or a tacitly im
plied obligation resulting from

PERSONAL ETHIC
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relations of solidarity, love and
friendship (Treachery, Betrayal}-,
slander, false denunciation of
another person dictated by
envy, hatred and an effort to ex
ploit another’s misfortune; per
jury, taking an oath with the in
tent to violate it in the future;
conscious misleading of an
other person in order to sub
sequently exploit his erroneous
conviction and use it against
him for egoistic purposes; en
gaging in intrigues that take ad
vantage of the interests and as
pirations of another person and
used to achieve an end harmful
to him.

tegories of ethics, closely associ
ated with other concepts (Duty,
Responsibility, Self-conscious
ness, Conscience, Self-evalu
ation, Dignity, Persuasion). Indi
vidualistic ethics reduced, as a
rule, the problem of moral per
son to theoretical justification
of the individual’s ability inde
pendently (of society) to formu
late for himself moral impera
tives. Marxist ethics poses not
only a theoretical, but also a so
cial problem of a practical
character, namely the need for
conditions to be created for the
development of a genuinely
moral person.

PERSON (moral), subject of
moral activities. Man becomes a
moral person when having com
prehended the content and
meaning of his acts, he volun
tarily submits them to the moral
requirements of society. Ca
pable of embracing moral aims
and making decisions applic
able to specific circumstances,
a moral person independently
evaluates his acts and the ac
tions of others and educates
himself (Self-education). The
concept of a moral person is
one of the most important ca-

PERSONAL ETHIC, a charac
teristic of the level of moral ma
turity of a person which reflects
the degree of the assimilation of
the moral experience accumu
lated by society, the ability to
naturally and persistently im
plement moral values, rules and
principles in the conduct of re
lations with other people, readi
ness for self-improvement.
Under the impact of various
factors including life experience
and upbringing, ethical educa
tion and art, the individual ac
cumulates, to a certain degree,
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PERSONAL EXAMPLE

in his or her consciousness and
behaviour, the achievements of
the moral culture of society.
Personal ethics helps one to act
in conformity with moral stand
ards in traditional situations,
and due to creative elements of
consciousness is instrumental in
making a moral decision in dif
ficult situations. The aim of
personal ethics is to attain the
best combination of traditional
and creative elements and to
fuse the specific experience of a
person with the wealth of social
morals. Personal ethics is an in
tegral system of elements which
incorporates the culture of ethi
cal thinking (an ability to pass a
moral judgement, to apply ethi
cal knowledge, discern good
and evil in whatever disguise
they may be, and to apply moral
Standards to the specific fea
tures of a given situation);
man’s culture of feelings, an
ability to sympathize and share
in the suffering of others; the
standards of conduct charac
terizing a specific way of imple
menting ideas and feelings in
moral practices, and the degree
of their mutation into everyday
standards of behaviour; eti
quette as a means of indicating

the dedication of a person to
the rules governing the forms
and manners of the individual’s
conduct in the course of com
munication. The highest level of
moral culture of the individual
can be characterized as moral
wisdom, an ability to ensure
one’s optimal, harmonious
moral activities, the readiness
for worthy deeds in all circum
stances.

PERSONAL EXAMPLE,
Example.

see

PERSONALISM, see Self-fulfil
ment, ethics of.
PERSUASION (moral). 1. Ra
tional basis of the moral acti
vities of a person permitting him
to perform a particular act con
sciously with rational under
standing of its necessity and ad
visability. Persuasion is linked to
deeply rooted moral ideas in
man’s consciousness (moral
standards, principles, ideals, etc.)
which he considers obligatory.
Predetermining the acts of a
person, persuasions take the
form of motives, which direct
him in his activities. Persuasions
are formed under the influence

PESSIMISM

of objective, daily conditions in
the process of the social practice
of people, social transforma
tions and labour activities, their
mastering the spiritual culture
created by society, in the course
of personal practical experien
ces, which makes it possible to
deeply master definite moral
principles and standards and to
understand the need to observe
them. The process of the forma
tion of persuasions is one side of
the process of moral education
of the individual (Man and so
ciety, All-round integrated devel
opment of the personality). 2.
The transmission of moral ideas
from one person to another,
from society to its individual
members, carried out mainly by
means of clarification. Persua
sion is the main method of moral
education, which requires con
scious mastering of moral prin
ciples by the individual.

PESSIMISM
[L pessimus
worst], an attitude according to
which evil predominates in the
world, man is doomed to suffer
ing and there is nothing good in
store for him in the future; the
opposite of optimism. Pessimis
tic sentiments are usually
21*
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caused by the rupture of habit
ual social relations when indi
vidual social groups or whole
classes are in a state of crisis
and are doomed to disappear.
Pessimistic sentiments are
sometimes spread among the
working people when they are
economically and socially op
pressed and see no way out of
their situation. Man is pro
foundly affected by moods of
doom and purposelessness of
existence which quite often
overcome him. This is particu
larly evident during crucial
periods of history, when many
people suffer from the collapse
of their ideals, as well as in
times of reaction when man is
deprived of spiritual freedom
and of the possibility to crea
tively approach his social-politi
cal activities. Shades of pessim
ism can be traced to the poetry
of the epoch of disintegration
of the primitive-communal sys
tem. E.g. the Greek poet He
siod (8th-7th cent. B.C.)
thought that there was no way
for man to avoid grief and suf
fering: this is the will of the
gods. Pessimism in the evalu
ation of man is characteristic of
the ethics of Stoicism. Religious
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morality is also fundamentally
pessimistic.
According
to
Christian dogma, evil domi
nates the world and man is sin
ful by nature. “Therefore I
hated life... For all is vanity and
vexation of spirit,” we read in
Ecclesiastes in the Bible. “Yet
man is born unto trouble,” the
book of Job notes. Buddhism
considers things fastening man
to life as the cause of his suffer
ing. Religious morality “sof
tens” its pessimism, though, ad
mitting the possibility of getting
rid of grief and suffering in the
other world (Christianity) or in
the state of nirvana, i.e., m com
plete aloofness from everything
terrestrial (Buddhism). But
such an optimism is illusory: it
is based upon rejection of the
value of life on earth, on escha
tological
expectations
of
Doomsday, on belief in the
forthcoming mystic reign of
spirit. The spread of pessimistic
sentiments m modern times is
caused by social contradictions
of the period of establishing
and achieving domination of
capitalist relations. In literature
and poetiy, it manifests itself in
the decadent perception of re
ality. “Bitterness and boredom,

that is our life; it is so because
the world is muddy... Our race
is fated to nothing else but
death,” wrote Giacomo Leo
pardi, Italian romantic poet.
Pessimistic concepts also ap
pear in philosophy. According
to Schopenhauer, man’s wishes
can never be satisfied, and “life
is thus essentially suffering”. It
is only in giving up his lust for
life will he be able to get rid of
suffering. Eduard Hartmann,
developing
Schopenhauer’s
ideas, believes that humanity,
having realized that happiness
is impossible to attain and that
suffering is inevitable and eter
nal, admits the absurdity of ex
istence and craves for non-ex
istence. Their German follower,
Philip Mainlander, speaks of
the will to death, as there can
be no other purpose for hu
manity in the world which is
perishing. Nietzsche's concept
of pessimism is rather peculiar.
Rejecting the philosophy of
decay and pessimism of the
kind Schopenhauer proposed,
Nietzsche, in order to achieve
the ideal of superman, calls for
justification of life, including its
most horrible, ambiguous and
false aspects. Pessimism of

PHARISAISM

strength—this is how he calls
the mortal struggle with the
weak, inclination to everything
vile, evil, horrible. The ideolog
ists of fascism borrowed this
idea of Nietzsche’s and inter
preted it in the spirit of racism.
In modem philosophy, the pes
simistic outlook is expressed in
existentialism (the idea of free
dom and existence for the sake
of death). Marxist ethics rejects
the pessimistic view of the
world, as it contradicts the
whole history of the develop
ment of society and paralyzes
man’s social activity. It regards
the problem not only in respect
to the correlation of good and
evil in a certain period of time
(evil often triumphed over good
in history) but in connection
with the interpretation of the
laws of the progressive develop
ment of society, ideas of social
and moral progress. Such a
view of reality does not presup
pose negation of the existence
of social and moral evil but the
understanding of the necessity
to fight it.
PHARISAISM, a negative
moral quality which charac
terizes the individual in terms
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of how one fulfils moral de
mands. It is an expression of
moral formalism and is a form
of hypocrisy and sanctimony. It
involves the strictly formal,
prescribed, but superficial car
rying out of moral obligations
to the extent that they have re
ceived official sanction or have
become part of tradition. This
understanding of morality leads
to the observance of set rituals,
which have lost real social and
human meaning. The term itself
is derived from the name of an
ancient Judaic religious-politi
cal sect—the Pharisees, origin
ally a democratic and relatively
progressive sect in comparison
to the other forms of Judaism.
However, the Pharisaic move
ment later took on elements of
extreme fanaticism. The earlier
Christian ideology subjected
the Pharisees to criticism and
counterposed the internal mor
ality of religious feeling to the
outward morality. When Chris
tianity became the predominant
ideology, its morals acquired in
some cases, a Pharisaic charac
ter. This term is used to define
the efforts of individual persons
to represent morality as a set of
common truths, to give it an of
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ficial bureaucratic character,
and to substitute external
supervision for personal convic
tions. It also implies the fulfil
ment of moral demands not in
keeping with the individual’s
moral code but for show and
hiding under the guise of mor
ality, careerism, hypocritic and
moral unscrupulousness.
PHILANTHROPY [Gk philanthropia love for mankind],
charity as a specific form of hu
man ism-, the aggregate of moral
ideas and actions directed to
wards the assistance of the
poor, the maimed, weak, or any
person who suffered tragedy
and is in a miserable situation
which he cannot change. The
historical situation engendering
philanthropy is characterized
by the fact that people engaged
in philanthropic activities do
not maintain family or any
other rigid ties imposing on
them obligations as regards re
ciprocal assistance. They no
ticeably differ by their social
status and level of wellbeing,
recognize universal humanistic
ideas of the human fraternity
and active love for one’s neigh
bour. Philanthropy forms a

zone of a morally selfless beha
viour and is aimed at mitigating
social contrasts and softening
social morals and manners.
Philanthropy did not exist in
primitive society or classical an
tiquity. The practice in Greece
and Rome of holding social
meals, giving money, building
temples, public baths, etc. was
of a different nature because
the aid was for all free citizens.
It was not an act of beneficence,
but an obligation of the govern
ment and the wealthy. Philan
thropy began in Imperial Rome
to calm down the rapidly in
creasing numbers of the free
poor, who were inclined to re
bellion. The wealthy citizens
and the state were forced to
give voluntary donations. As
Paul Lafargue accurately stated,
“Fear is the mother of public
charity.” The newly formed
Christian Church used philan
thropy to win the poor over to
its side. Subsequently, it began
to regard philanthropic acti
vities as its predestination and
linked them to religious motives
(a remission of sins, a place in
the paradise, etc.). A beggar, an
encounter with whom in ancient
times was considered a bad

PHILANTHROPY

omen, was now declared to be a
person pleasing to God. The
young bourgeoisie were strong
ly opposed to philanthropy,
which they viewed as an ele
ment of feudal oppression and
a source of inactive parasitism.
A special decree issued during
the Great French Revolution in
1793, for example, declared
ahns-giving a misdeed. Having
maintained their own rule, the
bourgeoisie changed its view of
philanthropy and began to
practise it widely both m state
and private forms. Philan
thropic organizations and acti
vities play an important role in
the social mechanism of the
bourgeois countries. Many phil
osophers of the modern epoch
were not inclined to see an ade
quate form of humanism in
philanthropy. Kant believed
that philanthropy humiliates a
poor man. Marx, Engels and
Lenin criticized philanthropy
for they believed that, being in
corporated in the logic of anta
gonistic class relations, it
becomes a smokescreen for ex
ploitation and is a manifesta
tion of moral hypocrisy. Exploi
tative elements try to display
generosity to the very people
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whom they themselves have
plundered by giving back to
them only “the hundredth part
of what belongs to them” (En
gels). Philanthropy creates a
sense of worthlessness among
those who receive alms, and
among those who give them—a
sense of vanity ana superiority.
The concrete role or philan
thropy, both as an ideology and
a practice, in the history of the
Soviet society, confirms that the
assimilation of the humanistic
experience of the past by social
ism was not a smooth process.
It proceeded from confronta
tion and negation to tolerance
and acceptance. The socialist
revolution put an end to charity
as it had been practised in Rus
sia and in doing so, it was
guided by the conviction that
humanism should become an
effective philanthropy which
permeates all aspects of social
relations rather than being
demonstrated in extraordinary
circumstances. However, actual
experience refuted these expec
tations and reproduced, al
though in a much mitigated
form, the historical situation to
which a natural reaction was
the revival of such a form of
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philanthropy as charity. It is
necessary not only as an instru
ment for assisting the least so
cially protected strata of the
population but also as a chan
nel of social activities, the dis
play of kindness and moral self
education.
PHILISTINISM,
a
moral
quality which in a general form
characterizes the way of life
and thinking limited by the pur
suance of narrow personal in
terests. In Russian, it is close in
meaning to “bourgeois”. It may
also be associated with cow
ardice, political cringing, hypo
crisy in morals and vulgarity in
tastes. Initially, in pre-revol
utionary Russia the term philis
tine had only a socio-economic
meaning (the urban middle
class). However, already begin
ning with the mid-19th century,
under the influence of the
comedy by Jean Baptiste Molidre “Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme”, which was translated
into Russian as “The Philistine
in the Nobility”, that term
began to imply a certain moral
and aesthetic connotation and,
later, an ideological political
meaning characterizing world

outlook and behaviour typical
of that social stratum. Philistin
ism began to denote interests
limited to the pursuance of per
sonal happiness accompanied
by a profound scorn of those
lower on the social ladder,
fawning before high society,
and vulgar tastes. Today philis
tinism means a desire to make
one’s life “easy-going” by any
means, to adapt to a situation,
make a career and attain per
sonal prosperity, a slavish imita
tion in tastes; attempts to stand
apart from the rest of the
people and prove one’s supe
riority and originality, unscru
pulousness in public affairs and
politics. In the individual psy
chological aspect, philistinism is
flabbiness of the moral fibre,
aesthetic vulgarity, utilitarian
ism and pettiness.
PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE, the
orientation of an individual’s
view of his place and role in
public life (as distinct from his
social status and position). On a
moral plane philosophy of life is
a system of conduct of life
which is determined by the in
dividual’s persuasions, ideologi
cal integrity and conscience.

PISAREV

Man’s position in relation to
any socially significant issue
constitutes his philosophy of
life inasmuch as it corresponds
to the objective logic of devel
opment of social reality and re
flects the actual alignment of
social forces affecting this de
velopment. The criterion of
truth and rightness of a particu
lar philosophy of life is based
on its conformity to the pro
gressive tendencies in the de
velopment of society and the in
terests of the advanced social
forces. Philosophy of life con
stitutes one of the most import
ant features of the individual’s
personal development, deter
mining his place in the histori
cal process. The development
of the individual is at the same
time his conscious choice of a
particular position on life
(Moral choice). The substance
of personal choice of a certain
philosophy of life is, finally,
determmed by the ideals and
values of society, a class or a so
cial group to which this individ
ual belongs. But this in no way
belittles the role of the individ
ual himself in determining his
attitude to the world. Philos
ophy of life is an expression of
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the social activity of man which
is based on ideological convic
tion and adherence to prin
ciple. The moral basis of an ac
tive position in life is the prin
ciple of unity of word and deed
expressed in man’s striving to
realize a social, including a
moral, ideal in practice. The ac
tive stand in life is countered by
a passive one, in which man as
sumes the position of a de
tached and neutral observer. In
the moral sense, such passivity
is identical to indifference
which, more often than not,
nourishes treachery and deser
tion. A special case of depar
ture from an active position in
life is the gap between words
and deeds, which testifies to the
declarative, formal nature of
man’s conviction, and at times
to his moral hypocrisy.

PISAREV, Dmitry Ivanovich
(1840-1868), Russian revol
utionary journalist, literary
critic and materialist philos
opher. Was imprisoned in the
Peter and Paul Fortress in St
Petersburg from 1862 to 1866.
One of the most brilliant repre
sentatives of the school of Cher
nyshevsky, Pisarev was a con
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sistent opponent of feudal and
bourgeois morality. Hence, the
accusing (nihilistic) character
of the enthusiasm in his
speeches aimed at refutation of
medieval religious-moral dog
mas, the ideas of authoritarian
ism and time-serving preached
by the ideologists of bourgeois
liberalism. Genuine morality
presupposes man to be himself,
free manifestation of every feel
ing without any external control
and uneasiness, Pisarev be
lieved. His ethical concept is
based on the conviction that
moral relations and ideas in so
ciety are stipulated by social re
lations. Thus, any change in
morality is in the final count
caused by changes in the sphere
of material life. Pisarev re
garded social apathy of the
mass of the people of his time,
the undeveloped sense of selfrespect among the peasantry,
and inclination to spontaneous
outbursts of the poor as the re
sult of the influence of circum
stances upon working people in
a society where
private
property predominates. Pisarev
pointed out the necessity to ela
borate the morality of “the new
people”, of revolutionaries who

assume the responsibility for
people’s destinies. Following
Chernyshevsky and in accord
ance with the principle of utili
tarianism, he gave a revolution
ary interpretation to the theory
of “rational egoism” (Egoism,
theories of), referred to science
and rational knowledge as the
basis of the new morality.
Man’s knowledge-based convic
tion in the righteousness of his
cause is, according to Pisarev, a
major moral quality. Admitting
the legitimate nature of a forc
ible revolution as a possible way
to the future society, Pisarev
still believed that clashes be
tween the mass of the people
and their oppressors can un
leash passions and lead to ex
cessive bloodshed. To avoid
this, a high moral consciousness
of revolutionary leaders is
needed who must strive to re
duce force to a minimum. The
principles of revolutionary
ethics developed by Pisarev in
fluenced the progressive youth
of his day as well as revolution
aries of the succeeding gener
ations. The effort to subordi
nate all human activities to the
principles of utilitarianism, tes

PLATO

tifies to the historically limited
scope of his concept.
PLATO (428/7-348/7 B.C.),
Greek philosopher, disciple of
Socrates, founder of the teach
ing of objective idealism, head
of the Academy (philosophical
school) he founded in Athens.
Plato’s philosophical works (the
major ones are “Sophist”, “Par
menides”, “Theaetetus”, “Re
public”) are written in the form
of dialogues, epigrams and let
ters. Plato considered being,
which cannot be sensuously
Eerceived and can be cognized
y reason alone, as the basis of
everything
existent.
Being
(“ideas”) is counterposed to
non-being or matter—the prin
ciple of the appearance of
things in space. Plato pro
claimed the “world soul” em
bracing the world, to be the
mediator between “idea” and
“matter”. The “idea” of good
reigns over the kingdom of
eternal and invariable “ideas”:
it gives objects the ability to be
known, to exist and become an
entity. Good is not an entity,
but is above the limits of an en
tity in its virtue and force and is
the origin of everything. The
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idea of good imparts the char
acter of teleological idealism to
the teaching of Plato, based on
the idea of the highest expedi
ence governing the world, as
well as of ethical idealism: all
things are aimed at good, al
though their sensible nature
prevents them from achieving
this good. The highest purpose
of all living beings, the object of
their aspirations, is happiness
which is to possess good. Plato
considered the teaching of the
“idea” of good to be the highest
of all philosophical teachings.
The world of sensible things is,
according to Plato, in the
middle between the sphere of
being and of non-being and is
the unity of opposites: of being
and non-being, the identical
and the non-identical, the in
variable and the changeable,
the motionless and the moving,
that which is pertaining to unity
and the plural. The ethics of
Plato is permeated with theo
logical concepts of his theory of
“ideas” and the teaching of the
triple structure of being: ac
tually existent ideas, the world
soul and the world of sensible
things. This triple structure is
reflected in man’s soul, in which
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Plato distinguishes three abil
ities: intellectual, volitional and
emotional (the first is the domi
nating one). Plato imagined this
as a winged chariot, where the
charioteer—reason—drives the
two horses personifying the
volitional and the emotional
principles of the soul. Every in
dividual soul, according to such
an interpretation, is the outflow
of the world soul. The main vir
tues are determined by the
triple union of the soul: wisdom
(the virtue of intellect), courage
(the virtue of the will) and tem
perance (the virtue of enlight
ened passions or emotions).
The fourth cardinal virtue—jus
tice—carries out the synthesis
and equilibrium of these three.
The ethical teaching of Plato
has undergone a certain evol
ution. In his early dialogues,
Plato is under the considerable
influence of the ethical rational
ism of Socrates and regards any
knowledge as virtue. Then
knowledge is associated with
love (Eros), and in the “Repub
lic” it is regarded in unity with
the state of the body. In the
“Phaedo” the body is regarded
as the grave of the soul. Plato’s
views on the correlation of the

intellectual element and plea
sure are typically Hellenistic.
On the one hand, happiness is
achievable only for the spirit,
for the thought that gets free of
everything sensuous and is
drawn to good, to Deity (from
this standpoint even the only
function of the state is to serve
the philosophical virtue). On
the other hand, the ethical
teaching of Plato is concluded
with the teaching of the unity of
reason and sensuous pleasure.
The basic concept of Plato’s
ethics is the equilibrium of
spiritual, as well as corporal
forces and abilities. Hie con
currence of knowledge and vir
tue is regarded as the wise and
blissful state of all the natural
abilities of man.
PLEKHANOV, Georgi Valenti
novich (1856-1918), an out
standing leader of the Russian
and international workers’
movement, theoretician and
propagandist of Marxism in
Russia. Plekhanov believed that
the superiority of the Marxist
dialectical method of research
is most pronounced in the
sphere of morality, for only
Marxism gave scientifically jus

PLEKHANOV

tified answers to age-old moral
problems. Plekhanov subjected
to criticism false concepts of
the history of ethical thinking,
according to which, invariable
human nature is the basis of
morality. Plekhanov regarded
morality as a social phenome
non. He wrote that “the moral
development of humankind
gradually ... adjusts itself to the
actual requirements of society...
But the historical process of
this adjustment takes place ...
independently of the individ
ual’s will and reason.” Regard
ing the problem of the correla
tion between personal and pub
lic interests, Plekhanov op
posed both the substantiation
of morality by egoistic calcula
tions (he pointed out the weak
points of Chernyshevsky’s the
ory of “rational egoism” in this
connection) and the repudia
tion of the interconnection be
tween morality and people’s
practical interests. “The basis
of morality,” he wrote, “does
not consist in the pursuit ofper
sonal happiness but of the hap
piness of an integral whole —a
tribe, a nation, a class, entire
humanity”. This does not ex
clude the “utilitarian base of
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this lofty aspiration”; individual
altruism stems from “social
egoism”. Noting the class char
acter of morality in class so
ciety, Plekhanov further elabor
ated the Marxist concept of the
downfall of bourgeois moral
principles in the course of class
struggles and the appearance of
a new, proletarian morality. He
showed that the moral ideal of
the proletariat is being formed
in close connection with the
sum total of social relations and
with the position of the given
class in society. Free moral ac
tivity is a manifestation of man’s
conscious implementation of
his ideals elaborated on the
basis of the scientific knowl
edge of the laws of develop
ment of nature and society.
Plekhanov criticized the view
point of idealists regarding the
correlation of morality and reli
gion and insisted that morality
is not inherently linked to faith
in the supernatural. He em
phasized that religion sanctifies
the morality of the ruling
classes. Plekhanov’s research
into the history of ethical
thought, including the ethical
outlook of the French materia
lists of the 18th century, is of
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great interest. Their theoretical
contribution to ethics, accord
ing to Plekhanov, is the conclu
sion that man is a product of his
environment. Still, Plekhanov
believed, the French materia
lists concentrated on man’s in
dividual nature and his individ
ual development and ignored
the laws of social mstory.
Plekhanov pointed out the for
mal character of Kant’s ethics.
He highly appreciated the dia
lectical approach of Hegel to
the sphere of morality and the
new ideas Feuerbach brought as
compared to the ethical teach
ing of the French materialists.
He gave an all-round charac
terization of the ethical teach
ing of Chernyshevsky. In posi
tively assessing it, he still noted
that Chernyshevsky did not go
beyond the narrow limits of the
ethical views of the Enlighten
ment and saw reason as the
mainstay of morality. Plekhanov
subjected to sharp criticism,
Tolstoy’s teaching of all-forgiv
ing love and non-resistance to
evil. He opposed ethical social
ism disclosing the attempts of
revisionists and Neo-Kantians
to supplement Marxism with
idealist ethical theories. In the

years of the First World War,
Plekhanov referred to the
simple rules of morality to jus
tify his defencist position.
Plekhanov’s concept of Marxist
ethics exerted strong influence
on the development of ethical
thought in the USSR. In par
ticular, it borrowed Plekhanov’s
idea of social utilitarianism and
social usefulness as the founda
tion of morality, an idea which
is far from obvious in its es
sence and contradictory in its
practical
consequences.
Plekhanov’s ethical views are
expounded in his “Essays on
the History of Materialism”
(1896), “On the So-Called Re
ligious Seekings in Russia”
(1915), and “N.G. Chernyshev
sky” (1909).
PLOTINUS (c. 205-c. 270),
Greek philosopher who syste
matized
idealist
teachings
based on Plato and called Neo
platonism. Plotinus’s works
were published by his disciple,
Porphyry, who divided them
into the six “nines” (“Enneads”)—nine treatises each.
Besides Plato, Plotinus’s ethical
views were formed under the I
influence of Aristotle and of the
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ethics of Stoicism. The ethics of
Plotinus was formed in the
epoch of Hellenism with its
characteristic huge slave-own
ing monarchies, which de
stroyed the polis democracy
and, like the ethics of the
Stoics, is of an individualistic
nature. He rejects the social
ethics of Plato and develops his
ethical ideas only in the context
of individual morality of per
sonal improvement. But unlike
the cosmopolitan ethics of the
Stoics (the teaching of obe
dience of the “citizen of the
world” to the laws of the
Universe
governed
by
Providence), the ethical indi
vidualism of Plotinus is the
teaching of “escape” from evil
and from the imperfect materi
al world, to the transcendent
one by way of self-improvement
and dialectical ascent through
the intuition of beauty to the
highest good. Man’s purpose,
according to Plotinus, is to rise
above the material world
through ascetic virtue and to
become God-like. The first
stage of virtues is the stage of
civil virtues. Their particular
feature is measure, which is
characteristic of the ideal world
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of forms, the limit and “eidoses” (mental “types”). They
are followed by the virtues of
“purification” — riddance
of
everything bodily as alien to the
essence of the soul. Purification
makes man sinless, improves
him. However, the final goal is
not to become sinless, it is to
become God-like, to become
assimilated with Reason. Thus,
purified virtues are superior to
the civil ones and contemplational virtues are superior to
the purified ones. The ascent of
the soul to the highest good lies
through the path of aesthetical
life (the ascent to the universal
beauty), through passions of
love (the ascent to bodiless
beauty) and through philosop
hical life (the ascent to genuine
reality). The latter is im
plemented by means of mathe
matical education and dialec
tics—the basis for gaining and
improving natural virtues and
principles of morality. Happi
ness, according to Plotinus, is
life as a whole. But for every liv
ing being happiness is only a
possibility. Man attains happi
ness when he leads not only a
sensuous life, but also lives by
his reason, for happiness lies in
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the rational part of the soul. It
coincides with perfection, i.e.,
does not depend on external
boons and is attainable only by
the real (inner) man who has
everything for happiness inside
himself. External boons are not
genuine as they only provide
the necessary conditions for
bodily existence. The moral
ideal of Plotinus is flight from
evil. Evil is defined as matter, as
the lack, antithesis or absence
of good. Absolute lack of good
is evil. The relative or partial
absence is vice. It is the weak
ness of the soul which in itself
has plenty of forces. The flight
from vices is the victory of the
soul over matter which, al
though it cannot occupy the
place of the soul, still darkens
the light emanated by the soul
making it dim. Thus, a vice is
the light of the soul dimmed by
matter. Despite the illogical
and irrational elements, the
ethics of Plotinus is the ethics
of Hellenistic intellectual ideal
ism. In the epoch of feudalism
it was ousted by Christian ethics.

POLITENESS, a moral quality
characterizing the behaviour of
a person for whom respect for

others has become an everyday
standard of behaviour and ha
bitual conduct. Politeness is an
elementary requirement of eti
quette, which includes: con
sideration, outward display of
benevolence in relation to
everyone, a readiness to per
form a service to anyone in
need of it, deference and tact.
The opposite of politeness is
rudeness, boorishness, arrog
ance and disdainful attitude to
people (Personal ethic).

PRAGMATISM [Gk pragma
deed], a trend in the philosophy
of morality widespread in the
USA from the beginning of the
20th century up to the sixties.
William James, the founder of
the ethical teaching of pragmat
ism, formulated its two initial
principles: good is that which
meets a definite moral require
ment; every moral situation is
unique and therefore it needs
an absolutely new decision in
every single case. Later these
theses were developed into a
whole theory by the philos
opher Dewey, by the ethician
James Tafts, by sociologists
George Mead and Albion
Small. Pragmatists declare

PREDESTINATION

themselves the opponents of
the two extremes m ethics: on
the one hand, of moral dogmat
ism and absolutism, which re
gard moral values as something
universal, timeless, separated
from changing situations in life;
on the other, of irrationalism,
scepticism and neopositivism
which deny the fact that moral
ideas are based on knowledge.
However, analysis of the con
tent of the pragmatist theory of
morality still reveals that it did
not escape relativism itself. Em
phasizing the “practical” char
acter of their ethical theory,
pragmatists, at the same time,
deny the significance of com
mon moral principles. They in
sist that man himself is to solve
his moral problems in each con
crete situation. Thus, in fact,
pragmatists deny any theoreti
cal treatment of practical prob
lems. To their mind, only the
problem of choosing the means
and methods of achieving the
set goals can be solved by rea
son, the goals themselves can
not be substantiated by reason,
and this issue exceeds the limits
of ethics and morality. Goals,
according to Dewey, are deter
mined by the volitional aspira
1256
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tions of people and can be
stated by man’s reason only
antedate, when he is already ac
ting. The role of reason in mor
ality is confined to the solutions
of purely utilitarian tasks: what
is the most effective way of
achieving a particular (no mat
ter what kind of) goal. Reason
itself as a means of theoretical
thinking is reduced to common
sense.

PREDESTINATION in the re
ligious systems of thinking is the
predetermined nature of the
moral conduct of man and,
hence, of his “salvation” or
“condemnation” by divine will.
From the point of view of con
sistent monotheism all exist
ence, in the final analysis, is
determined by God’s will as the
primary cause. However, the
idea of predestination clashes
with the doctrine of the freedom
of the will and man’s responsi
bility without which no ethics
are possible. This logical dis
parity exacerbates the contrast
between the two types of relig
ious psychology: on the one
hand, th'' feeling of despairing
guilt and irrational dedication
to God and, on the other, dog-
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matic rationalism based on the
concepts of the “merit” of a
good deed and salvation as a
“reward” for it. The theological
elaboration of the idea of pre
destination is given in the mess
age of Paul the Apostle which
links it to the concept of grace,
as the divine gift bestowed on
man which makes his own inde
pendent efforts a mere illusion.
Saint Augustine’s doctrine of
predestination further emphas
izes this tenet and is based on
the pessimistic view of man, the
sense of man’s utter depend
ence on grace: divine predesti
nation is recognized since with
out it there is no salvation for
man. Augustine’s doctrine was
formed in polemics with Pelagius who believed that the free
will of man was enough for sal
vation. The East adhered to the
principle advanced by St John
Chrysostom
according
to
which, one should not speak of
predestination but of God’s
prevision. God in some mysteri
ous way, does not impose any
restrictions on man’s free will.
In the West, disputes around
this problem continued even
after the denunciation of Pelagianism. The attempt of

Gottschalk (c. 805-c. 865), to
treat Augustine’s thesis on pre
destination as leading not only
to salvation but also to destruc
tion was condemned as an op
posite extreme. Mature scholas
tics, especially the followers of
Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas,
stressed the free cooperation of
man’s will with divine grace.
During the Reformation Luther,
in further elaborating the mo
tives borrowed from St Paul
and Augustine and rendering
them more explicit, advanced a
doctrine of justification by faith
alone in contrast to the Cath
olic concept of “merit”. John
Calvin went still further, bring
ing the doctrine of “dual” pre
destination to the idea that
Christ sacrificed himself not for
the sake of all people but for
the chosen few. Calvinism be
came an ideological foundation
of the behavioural stereotype of
Puritanism. The merciless re
jection of the condemned in
contrast to the traditional pity
for an unfortunate sinner, char
acterizes the new bourgeois at
titudes ousting feudal patriar
chal mores. Catholic counter
reformation opted for opposi
tion to Augustine’s line. Par

PRICE

ticularly consistent were the
Jesuits who counterposed ex
treme ethical optimism to the
gloomy views of the Protestants
regarding the possibility of the
free will. The Jesuit Luis Moli
na (1535-1600) went so far as to
totally replace the idea of pre
destination with the doctrine of
the “conditional awareness” of
God and the readiness of the
righteous to cooperate with
grace. Precisely this awareness
provides God with the possi
bility of rewarding the worthy
ones “in advance” by bestowing
on them spiritual gifts. Thus,
the concepts of “merits” and
“rewards” have been rendered
universal. Modern Catholic the
ologians usually defend free
dom of the will and the optimis
tic perception of preaestination, and go so far as stating
that even if man is not predes
tined for salvation, he can
achieve it through his own ef
forts. At the turn of the century,
the attitude of liberal Protes
tantism to the problem of pre
destination was dual: while
idealizing the AugustineanLutheran psychology, its repre
sentatives were critical or its
pessimistic nature which was,
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however, approved by the socalled dialectical theology. The
doctrine of predestination is a
specific religious form of posing
such important general ethical
problems as the question of
reconciling determinism and
moral responsibility.

PRICE, Richard (1723-1791),
English theoretician of mor
ality, the head of the Neopla
tonic ethical school in Cam
bridge. Price’s principal ideas
in ethics summarized in his
work “Review of the Principal
Questions in Morals” (1757)
deal with two problems—the
ontological nature and ways of
cognition of moral qualities and
freedom of the will. Analyzing
Hutcheson’s concept of the in
nate nature of moral feelings,
Price goes further, posing a
question: does it follow from
this that the concepts of good
and duty depend only on
people’s natural predisposi
tion? Price comes to the con
clusion that moral charac
teristics are objective and do
not at all depend on conscious
ness. Duty is a primary indefin
able quality of the human world
(stipulated neither by useful
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ness nor pleasure, nor by any
other social or natural rela
tions). It is therefore com
prehended by man as some
thing self-evident, uncondi
tional. Accordingly, the idea of
duty is an elementary indecom
posable concept; it has an a
priori nature in man’s con
sciousness. This aspect of the
doctrine of Price and his adher
ents (Samuel Clarke, John Balguy, Ralph Cudworth, Richard
Cumberland), was later de
veloped by Henry Sidgwick in
the 19th century and in modem
intuitionism. The problem of
freedom of the will is not solved
by Price either in terms of onto
logy or psychology, but from
the viewpoint of man’s moral
ability: man must possess it to
be virtuous and answer for his
deeds.

PRIDE, a social and moral feel
ing, a form of manifestation of
the personality’s self-conscious
ness. Like the feeling of dignity,
pride in a certain way guides
and regulates man’s behaviour,
demanding that his deeds ac
cord with his idea of himself
and do not allow him to act be
neath his dignity and self-re

spect. The feeling of pride is
usually associated with personal
merits, belonging to a special
social group (nation, class, pro
fession), with the possession of
a definite property. The object
of pride both reveals the moral
make-up of a person (or a
group of persons) and pre
determines his behaviour. Pride
in one’s country, representing
one of the most important as
pects of national self-conscious
ness, leads people to patriotic
actions {Patriotism). Pride asso
ciated with membership in a
class guides the feelings and ac
tions of people in different
ways. The moral consciousness
of the exploiter classes always
associated the feeling of pride
with a privileged social status.
Thus, the feudal and slave-own
ing nobility were proud of their
life of idleness and considered
work, especially physical work,
degrading. For a bourgeois, the
amount of his capital and the
profit he derives from it, deter
mine the measure of his pride.
A worker, however, is proud of
living by his own labour and
creating material values for the
entire society. Socialist mor
ality, highly respecting the dig

PROBABILISM

nity of the human personality as
it does, considers it quite<rightful for people to be proud of
their achievements, their work,
and their nation. However, it
regards as impermissible the
excessive praise of an individ
ual, leading him to abandon his
critical attitude to himself and
turning it into complacency,
conceit, arrogance and disdain
for others. It demands from a
person modesty with regard to
the recognition of one’s own
merits.
PRINCIPLES (moral), a form
of moral consciousness in which
moral imperatives are expressed
in most generalized form. A
moral standard prescribes what
concrete acts man should per
form. The concept of moral
quality defines individual as
pects of conduct and traits of
character, while principles re
veal the general content of the
given morals, express require
ments worked out in the moral
consciousness of society as re
gards man’s moral essence, his
purpose in life and the charac
ter of relationships between
people. They determine the
general direction of man’s acti
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vities and usually serve as the
basis for more specific rules of
conduct (Criterion of morality).
Besides principles which illus
trate the content of morals,
there are also formal principles
showing the specific means of
fulfilling moral requirements
(e.g. conscientiousness and its
opposites—fetishism, formal
ism, dogmatism, authoritarian
ism, fanaticism, fatalism). Al
though these principles do not
substantiate any concrete rules
of conduct, they are still closely
connected with the nature of
morals, illustrate the extent to
which morality admits man’s
conscious attitude to the re
quirements made of him.

PROBABILISM [L probabilis
likely], a way of judgement jus
tifying moral unscrupulousness
by the ideas of scepticism car
ried to the extreme; the oppo
site of rigorism. It was intro
duced in ethics by the Jesuits
(Jesuitism) who believed that
while making a practical deci
sion, explaining (Evaluation)
any event or action without the
knowledge of the whole truth,
one should opt for the interpre
tation which seems most prob
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able and acceptable, when
there are at least some grounds
in its favour even if merely sup
posedly good intentions. Prooabilism as a method of moral
judgement is advanced every
time when there is no reliable
moral substantiation of a given
action. Probabilism reflects the
objective fact that moral deci
sions are not scientific syllog
isms and depend on both the
knowledge and experience, as
well as abilities, tactfulness and
emotional make-up of the
agent. Probabilism most often
acts as a means of justifying
morally inadmissible and even
criminal actions under the
pretence that their true essence
and consequences were not
known and could not have been
known.

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS (or
professional moral principles).
The term is usually applied to:
(1) codes of conduct prescribing
a certain type of moral relations
between people which appear to
be optimal from the point of
view of their professional acti
vities; (2) the methods of sub
stantiating these codes, the so
cial-philosophical interpreta

tion of the cultural and humani
tarian purpose of a particular
profession, its ethos. Despite the
universal nature of moral re
quirements {Equality) and the
presence of the universal work
ethic of a class or society at
large, there also exist specific
rules of conduct for the increas
ingly growing number of types of
professional activities. The
emergence and evolution of
such standards, of correspond
ing motivations and appraisals is
one of the directions in the
moral progress of humankind
since they reflect the growing
value of the individual and es
tablish humanitarian criteria for
professional activities. Profes
sional ethics play a significant
role in ensuring the continuity in
the moral and cultural develop
ment of society: when epoches,
social systems and regulation
mechanisms supersede one an
other and the force of simple
moral commandments grows
weaker due to intensified social
tensions, the explicit codes of
professional ethics provide a
stable order in the moral life of
the people. However, these
codes themselves are being de
formed by the economic and so

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

cial alienation which leads to the
isolation of the professional
“elite” from the body of ordinary
specialists, to opposition of the
interests pursued by different
professional groups (profes
sional group egoism), social de
gradation of professional acti
vities and the selfish use of the
knowledge and power of spe
cialists. The elimination of pri
vate property and of exploita
tion of man by man, creates a
situation in which the interests of
the entire society and those of
professional groups begin to
coincide in the most essential
points. In the final analysis, the
dignity and interests of the rep
resentatives of a particular pro
fession are asserted only to the
degree to which they put into
practice the general principles of
socialist morality adapted to the
specific features of their work
and the degree of their aware
ness of their moral responsibility
and the irreproachable perfor
mance of their professional
duty. At the same time, social
ism does not eliminate serious
distortions in relations between
the universal principles of mor
ality and professional ethics
when the first is formalized and
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the second degenerates into a
corporative, group “morality”
which saps the ethos of the pro
fession and becomes a compo
nent of the aggregate cause for a
pre-crisis state of social mor
ality. A low level of professional
ethics is one of the most destruc
tive and protracted consequen
ces of the unwarranted experi
ments in the economy, stagna
tion in social life, operation of
the
administrative-command
system in management. As a
rule, professional ethics are
identified in those varieties of
specialized activities in which
man himself is the object of re
search or work. (There exist
bioethics, the ethics of science,
managerial ethics, medical
ethics, professional ethics of
journalists, writers, artists, com
posers, workers of theatre, cine
ma, TV and radio, pedagogical
ethics, professional ethics of the
service sphere, etc.). Special
moral codes take shape in the ac
tivities associated with the per
formance of specific social func
tions, for instance in the army
and the police, in sports, in the
activities of social-political or
ganizations, etc.
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PROSTITUTION [L prostituere
expose for sale], a kind of de
viant behaviour involving the
sale of one’s own body for pay
ment in kind or money, for sat
isfying sexual needs of another
person. Prostitution as a profes
sion, should be distinguished
from lechery and extramarital
liaisons which, incidentally,
were regarded by the moralists
of all times as prostitution. In
the ancient Orient, there was a
widespread form of prostitution
when temple harlots sacrificed
their virginity to gods personi
fied by priests and visitors to
the sanctuaries. For some time,
it was even believed that a
woman can become socially
mature for marriage only
through such “training”. Socio
logical research revealed that
the social status of, and the
moral attitude to, prostitution
directly depend on the model of
the family prevailing in the
given society (Family and every
day morality). In societies
where premarital sex is tabooed
and woman has a high social
standing (but primarily for the
purpose of procreation), pros
titution plays the role of a com
pensatory alternative valve of

sexual satisfaction for mosl
men. As for woman, her “intro
duction” into the world is al
ways attended by a profound
moral and psychological crisis
due to the necessity of revaluating her ego, sexual nature and
social status. Many prostitutes
who do not withstand the
burden of social censure and
the radical moral and psycho
logical change, turn to drugs
and alcohol. This stratum has a
high share of suicides and neur
otic ailments. The microcosm
of prostitution creates its own
subculture (normative and rit
ualized cant, specific money
distribution relations, “code of
honour”, etc.), which exerts a
pernicious influence on the per
sonality of the woman engaged
in prostitution and not infre
quently she becomes entangled
in crime. Prostitution is one of
the most degraded forms of de
humanizing the personality and
turning a person into a means
of satisfying the desires of an
other person. This is a social
and moral anomaly.
PROUDHON, Pierre Joseph
(1809-1865), French pettybourgeois socialist and theore

PUBLIC OPINION

tician of anarchism, created the
system of reformist petty-bour
geois socialism imbued with
ethical absolutism. Proudhon
advanced Utopian plans of the
peaceful economic remaking of
capitalist society into a just
order based on equality of asso
ciated petty owners with the
preservation
of
private
property. Proudhon acquired
lis ideals of “eternal justice”
rom relations of commodity
production. His concept re
flected the mystical idea of ab
solute reason which supposedly
rules the world and executes
eternal laws of justice. In
Proudhon’s interpretation, the
idea of justice acted as a lawgoverned tendency of nature
and society towards offsetting
antagonistic forces and phe
nomena and as moral justifica
tion of equality and autonomy
of the individual in society, his
social ties emerging in the pro
cess of exchange of reciprocal
services. Proudhon regarded
this petty-bourgeois justice as a
normative principle of any so
ciety and idealized proprietary
relations as its basis. As far as
Proudhon’s moral postulates
were based on idealistic and
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moralistic views (Moralizing),
on the idea of the primordial
plurality of incompatible and
antagonistic elements in nature
and society, he identified the
search for social justice with the
problem of establishing an
equilibrium of various classes
and class forces. He considered
social contradictions irremov
able in principle. In his concept
of marriage-and-family mor
ality, woman’s role is confined
to that of an obedient wife and
housekeeper. He insisted that
she shoula not be admitted to
participate in production and
social activities.
PUBLIC OPINION, one of the
manifestations of mass con
sciousness expressing the atti
tude of people and various so
cial groups (political, profes
sional, age, regional, subcultu
ral) to socially significant events
and phenomena. The social
status of public opinion de
pends on the forms of political
and public life established in a
given society, the degree of pol
itical and :”^ividual freedoms
enjoyed by its citizens, the op
portunity to publicly voice and
defend one’s view and by these
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means influence social develop
ments. In an authoritarian so
ciety public opinion actually
becomes the view of the ruling
class or a ruling social group
and in this sense it can be no
longer regarded as the opinion
of the public. Essentially, pub
lic opinion is heterogeneous
since it reflects interests of
diverse social groups and indi
viduals. It acts as a determining
factor of individual conscious
ness and behaviour, including
the views, evaluations and ac
tions of people. Here their
moral value does not lie in the
fact that they are determined by
public opinion (which as the
view of a group, a collective or
an organization can be either
progressive or limited and reac
tionary,
burdened
with
prejudices), but by the ability of
a person to independently de
cide on his or her conduct in
conformity with moral duty
(Freedom, moral).
PUNISHMENT, a kind of sanc
tion, an influence which is
exerted on man, less often on a
community or a group, in edu
cation (in order to rectify one’s
flaws and curtail one’s oppor

tunities) and in law (the lower
ing of one’s social status—the
deprivation of rights and
property, imprisonment). An
exceptional legal measure of
punishment is capital punish
ment. The problem of punish
ment in ethics is linked with the
deflnition of its final goals:
whether punishment is meted
out as retaliation, with the aim
of intimidating others, or as a
means of reforming the culprit.
In the historical aspect, punish
ment stems precisely from
revenge since in principle, the
state prohibits blood feud as a
method of maintaining the bal
ance between rivalling tribes or
communities and assumes upon
itself the obligation to protect
private persons. However, from
the moral viewpoint, punish
ment as retribution is not justi
fied because revenge is retribu
tion by evil for evil. Punishment
as an instrument for intimida
ting others and averting crime
in the future, is equally immoral
because in this case, an offen
der is treated only as an instru
ment in resolving the problems
which are associatea neither
with the committed crime, nor
with the personality of the

PURPOSE OF LIFE

criminal nor with his future
benefit (Categorical imperative).
Only such punishment is moral
which is aimed at preventing
the criminal from committing
new crimes, and to this end, his
freedom is being limited or he
is deprived of it. Punishment is
moral if it creates conditions
for reforming the offender. The
level of the moral and legal cul
ture in society is measured by
the attention it pays to prevent
ing violation of the law, the con
ditions of confinement, the edu
cation and training of law-brea
kers and, after serving the sen
tence, rehabilitation for a de
cent fife in society.

PURITANISM [late L puritas
purity], way of fife (life style)
and activities of a person asso
ciated with strict adherence to
the system of views charac
terized by asceticism, fetishistic
austerity of morals, patriarchal
treatment of the question of
family and marriage. Histori
cally, this term originates from
the name of the religious-politi
cal and radical-reformist move
ment in England in the 16th
and 17th centuries known as
Puritanism. Bourgeois in its es-
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sence, it had a pronounced
anti-feudal and anti-absolutist
orientation and developed
under the banner of consistent
“purification” of the Anglican
Church from the remaining fea
tures of Catholicism. Puritani
cal ethics preaches hoarding,
thriftiness, austerity, fanatical
denial of luxury and wasteful
ness, rejection of luxurious
ceremonies and festivities, ex
treme strictness in morality and
religion, petty reglamentation
of life and activities of the indi
vidual. Socialist morality rejects
asceticism and Puritanism as a
general principle of life. Re
quiring moral purity from
people, it does not accept sanc
timony, rigorism, moral dogmat
ism. Man must reasonably satishis needs in accordance with
e interests of the all-round
development of his personality,
the level of production and so
cial wealth. All other consider
ations in favour of austerity
contradict the principle of hu
manism and lead to moral hy
pocrisy.

PURPOSE OF LIFE, a concept
of ethics and moral-ideological
views through which man corre
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lates himself and his acts to suEreme values, to the ideal (the
ighest good) thereby obtaining
an opportunity to justify himself
in his own eyes and the eyes of
other people or an authority.
From the point of view of the
content or the highest good,
there are the following types of
the justification of the purpose
of life: hedonism which iden
tifies the purpose of life with
physical pleasures or sensuous
enjoyment; pragmatism which
associates the purpose of life
with success; corporativism
(group egoism, loyalism) linking
the purpose of lire to belonging
to a closed community pursuing
its specific interests; perfection
ism in which the purpose of life
is identified with personal self
improvement; and humanism
which sees the purpose of live
in serving other people (Al
truism). The attitude to the
question of the purpose of life
(in theory and practice), differs
depending on whether it is con

sidered attainable (Optimism),
or its attainability is doubted
(Scepticism), or life seems to be
futile (Pessimism). It is difficult
to supply a normative ethical
substantiation for the purpose
of life because, on the one
hand, it is formulated in ab
stract terms, as an ideal con
cept, while, on the other, it
should be applied to explain
and assess specific actions and
people in changing circumstan
ces. The pessimistic attitude to
the possibility of imbuing life
with meaning is largely due to
the fact that man cannot put
into practice his ideas concern
ing an ideal life. That is why it is
necessary that a universal sub
stantiation of the purpose of life
within a particular system of
morals be perceived by every
person individually in accord
ance with his opportunities and
abilities and it must be ex
pressed in his idea of his per
sonal purpose and calling, of
moral models and examples.

Q

QUIETISM [L quies peace], a
moral principle formulated in
the 17th and 18th centuries as
a heretical teaching in Roman
Catholicism; it required a
passive contemplation of good
and evil as manifestations of
the will of God, denial of the
calls of the world, indifference
to suffering and readiness to
accept any lot. Elements of
quietism appeared in many
ancient Oriental religious and
mystical theories, in a number
of secular theories of morality.
In the ethics of Schopenhauer,
quietism as the denial of the
will to live is proclaimed as
the highest good. In modern
society, quietism is becoming
one of the forms of moral ni
hilism reflecting the sentiments
of frustration, fatigue and
apathy which are widespread
among the petty-bourgeois
strata. Quietism regards any

moral prescription as an attack
by society on the liberty of the
individual. In rejecting official
morality, the spirit of careerism
and consumption, it urges re
taining moral purity by reduc
ing to the minimum social con
tacts, as well as by passive ful
filment of moral obligations
and by rejecting one’s civic
duties and responsibility for
the state of affairs in society.
Under socialism, too, when
there arises a situation of
moral alienation, quietism is
able to captivate some people
who adhere to a passive atti
tude to life. Its extreme forms
are misanthropy, reclusion, va
grancy or a hippie way of life.
But more often, it is moderate
escapism, an imitation of par
ticipation in social life camou
flaging the actual abandoning
of one’s professional calling, a
“fictitious” performance of
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family, community, friendship
and other duties. In the period
of a radical transformation of
socialist society, the “doing
nothing ethics” creating an il-

lusionary peace of mind are
losing their humanistic content
and objectively impede the
processes of democratic reno
vation.

R
RATIONALISM (ethical) [L
rationalis reasonable], a metho
dological principle underlying
many theories or morality. Ra
tionalism manifests itself in
ethics, as in philosophy, in at
tempts to create a comprehen
sive deductive system of mor
ality based on the community of
its concepts and ideas, to find a
universal moral principle justi
fying all specific moral require
ments applicable to different
situations. People’s moral con
cepts indeed form in their to
tality an integral system of logi
cally interdependent concepts
{Consciousness,
moral)
in
which specific conceptions can
be expounded by means of
more general ones. But in mak
ing an absolute of this aspect of
moral consciousness, rationa
lists maintain that all concrete
moral problems encountered in
life are solvable by a purely

logical conclusion deduced
from a single general principle.
They thereby belittle the im
portance of analyzing concrete
conditions and circumstances
and the individual’s role in
making a moral decision. In its
extreme forms, ethical rational
ism leads to dogmatized mor
ality, to its transformation into a
totality of truisms which contain
ready-made solutions to all
problems one faces in life. In
the history of ethical teachings,
rationalism most frequently
manifested itself as a more or
less consistent tendency. Ele
ments of rationalism can be
traced in the ethical teachings
of Plato and Euclid of Megara.
Plato, for instance, attempted
to find a single basis for all indi
vidual virtues (seeing this basis
in the concept of the highest
good), and to give a general de
finition of justice which tabu
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lates all specific moral require
ments. A rationalist tendency is
contained in the teaching of the
Stoics (Stoicism), Cicero, later
in Thomas Aquinas and in Kant
(Formalism). Essentially ration
alist are the ethical systems of
hedonism, eudaemonism and
utilitarianism which reduce all
moral norms and principles to
one single requirement of
bringing pleasure, happiness or
benefit to people. In modern
ethics, some neopositivists have
been making efforts to devise a
formal-logical system of con
cepts (Language of morality).
All varieties of ethical rational
ism equally exhibit the same
methodological approach: de
riving all moral requirements
from a single principle, they do
not scientifically substantiate it,
but suggest that it be recog
nized as a self-evident fact
which needs no proof. In the
past, however, rationalism as a
method of ethics (until it has
been made an absolute), was on
the whole progressive since its
exponents set themselves the
task of evolving a theory of
ethics as a practical discipline
to help people solve their life
problems. It is precisely this as

pect of rationalism that is most
frequently criticized in modern
philosophy of morality. Thus,
ethical formalists assert that
ethics cannot pose or solve,
even in most general terms,
moral problems for they do not
belong to the realm of science
(Ethics of science). Irrationalists
(Irrationalism) consider that
each moral situation being an
absolutely unique moral prob
lem, cannot in general be
solved in a theoretically gener
alized form. Marxist-Leninist
theory of morality accepts the
most valuable, for the analysis
of morality, aspects of the the
ories of ethical rationalism
(Logic of the language of mor
ality).
REDEMPTION, absolving one
self from guilt (partly or fully)
for acts performed in the past,
by full admission of guilt, pun
ishment suffered or subsequent
positive acts for which man me
rits forgiveness. Christian mor
ality sometimes treats redemp
tion, in a moral-symbolical
manner, as a result of a ritual
observed. Humankind’s re
demption from the original sin,
as distinct from one’s personal

RELATIVISM

sins, is attained through the tor
ments Christ endurea by volun
tarily agreeing to the crucifixion
for the sake of saving all
people. This interpretation be
littles the responsibility of man
for his deeds and the obligation
to rectify the evil inflicted on
other people or society. Despite
its religious form, the idea of
redemption was a step forward
to giving a concrete expression
to the principle of humanism:
the awareness that redemption
is possible, makes it psychologi
cally easier for man to exist in a
world torn apart by social con
flicts and to retain a chance for
moral self-improvement. How
ever, redemption is not reduced
to repentance or penance which
are only a necessary prereq
uisite for the atonement for a
guilt. A guilty man must prove
by his practical deeds that he
deserves forgiveness.

RELATIVISM (ethical), a
methodological principle of in
terpreting the nature of mor
ality, underlying many ethical
theories, which consists in im
parting a relative, changeable
and conventional character to
moral concepts. In moral prin
23
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ciples, the concepts of good and
evil, relativists see only the fact
that they vary with different
peoples, social groups and indi
vidual persons and are associ
ated in a certain way with the
interests, convictions and incli
nations of people, being re
stricted in their significance by
space and time. Relativism
leads, in the final analysis, to
the subjectivistic interpretation
of moral concepts and judge
ments, to the denial of their ob
jective meaning. Ethical relativ
ism often expressed the aspira
tion of certain social groups to
undermine and repudiate the
dominating forms of morality,
to which an absolute and dog
matic meaning was ascribed
(Absolutism). Relativist views
on morality were expounded al
ready in slave-owning society.
Pointing to the opposite moral
concepts held by different peo
ples (that which is considered
virtue with one people is con
demned as vice with others),
the Sophists emphasized the
relativity of good and evil (good
is that which is useful for these
or other people). The relativism
of the Sophists aspired to de
flate the absolute moral pre-
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cepts prescribed by the cen
turies-old traditions of the past.
A similar attitude to moral
principles was adopted by
Plato's later followers who re
flected in their ethical doctrine
the ideological crisis of the
slave-owning society. Hobbes
and Mandeville developed the
ideas of ethical relativism in
modern times, attempting to
undermine the fundamentals of
the religious-dogmatic morality
of feudalism, refuting the con
cept of its absolute character
and
divine
origin.
They
counterposed their vulgar-ma
terialist interpretation of mor
ality to its religious-idealist un
derstanding: the source of mor
ality is to be found in the inter
ests and inclinations of people,
in their concepts of the useful
and harmful as well as in the re
quirements of the state order.
Emphasizing the relative char
acter of moral concepts, Man
deville criticizes the teaching on
inborn moral feelings spread at
that time (Moral sense, theories
of). Some modern philosophers
of morality expound extreme
forms of ethical relativism com
bined with vigorous denial of
any objective foundations of

morals. For example, the ad
herents of the emotivist theory
(Neopositivism) hold that moral
judgements, far from having ob
jective content, express but the
subjective attitudes of those
who make them. It follows from
this, that moral judgements can
be considered neither true nor
false and that their justification
or legitimacy should not even
be discussed: each man has the
right to adhere to the principles
he prefers, any point of view in
morality being equally justified.
This form of ethical relativism
is close to nihilism. By pro
claiming the principle of an ab
solute tolerance in morality the
emotivists thereby, whether
they want it or not, do not pro
vide any guarantee against im
morality and unscrupulousness.
REPENTANCE, admission of
one’s own guilt and condemna
tion of one’s former actions.
Repentance is
manifested
either in public admission of
one’s culpability and readiness
to undergo punishment, or in a
peculiar feeling of regret for the
acts committed or designs con
ceived. Repentance has always
been considered by moral con

RESPONSIBILITY

sciousness as an inevitable part
of redemption. Repentance may
be a manifestation of con
science or of the feeling of
shame, but in both cases it con
veys the role of man’s self-evalu
ation of his deeds, which
prompts his further actions. As
a specifically moral act, repent
ance performs, however, a pe
culiar role in law which defines
the measure of punishment,
taking into account the repent
ance of the guilty party. This is
an example of the mteraction of
morality and law.

REPUTATION [L reputare to
compute, consider], opinion
formed by people of the morals
of a particular person (com
munity), based on his past con
duct, expressed in the recogni
tion of his services, authority, in
what is expected of him in the
future, what measure of respon
sibility is imposed on him and
how his acts are evaluated.
Reputation is a specific case of
moral relations. On the one
hand, it embodies social recog
nition of the merits of a per
son’s past activity, and on the
other hand, exerts influence on
the role and place of this per
23*
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son in future joint activities.
The reputation of a person is
determined by the correspond
ence of that person’s behaviour
and individual traits to the
moral criteria and personal
moral standards.

RESPECT, one of the most im
portant demands of morality,
implying an attitude to people
which in practice (in the corre
sponding acts and motives, as
well as in social conditions),
shows respect for the dignity of
the individual. The concept of
respect formed in the moral
consciousness of society pres
upposes: justice, equal rights,
the possibility to fully satisfy the
interests of people, granting of
their freedom; trust in people,
careful attention to their con
victions, their aspirations; tact
fulness, politeness, consider
ation, modesty. The concept of
respect is determined by the
character of society and social
relations.

RESPONSIBILITY (moral), a
category of ethics and a moral
concept that characterize an in
dividual in terms of his or her
performance of moral require
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ments; it expresses the extent of
an individual’s and a social
group’s involvement both in
their own moral amelioration
and in the improvement of so
cial relations. Whereas an indi
vidual’s duty is to understand
moral requirements, apply
them in a specific situation and
observe them in practice, the
extent to which this require
ment is met or to which a per
son defaults on it (Guilt), is a
matter of personal responsi
bility. Thus, responsibility is a
measure of the correspondence
between an individual’s moral
activity and his or her duty,
such correspondence being as
sessed in terms of the individ
ual’s capabilities. Accordingly,
the problem of responsibility
covers the following issues:
whether the individual is at all
capable of meeting the require
ments imposed on him; the ex
tent to which they are correctly
understood and interpreted;
how far the individual’s ability
to act extends; whether or not
the individual must be account
able for a required result and
for such consequences of his
actions which are influenced by
outside conditions; whether or

not he can foresee such conse3uences. Moral theorists have
ealt with these questions
based on their view of the individual’s position in their own
society. In a primitive tribal so
ciety, man was fully controlled
by “destiny” and at the same
time held to blame for every
consequence of his actions,
which he could not have fore
seen. Since the individual’s po
sition in modern society re
mains equally contradictory,
many philosophers either hold
man fully responsible for the
consequences of his actions ir
respective of the effect of exter
nal conditions (existentialism)
or acquit him completely for his
failure to correctly understand
his duty and to achieve the
desired results (deontological
intuitionism). Marxist ethics re
solves the problem of responsi
bility in specific historical
terms. A person bears responsi
bility for the social content of
his or her life within the bounds
of the opportunities granted by
the existing social relations and
circumstances. As regards the
moral choice of a person and
the attitude to his or her actual
place in the system of social
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ties, here responsibility is not
limited by anything but the
moral requirements themselves.
Thus, a slave bears no responsi
bility for his being a slave but is
quite responsible for his atti
tude to his position as a slave.
The extent of everyone’s per
sonal responsibility is directly
linked to the objective oppor
tunities and the specific histori
cal level of responsible beha
viour in society. It increases
with the development of the ac
tivity, consciousness of people,
the initiative and creativity of
people in all spheres of life. Re
sponsibility should be dealt with
in terms of the organic unity of
rights and obligations, with due
regard for the position held by
individuals and groups in the
system of social ties. An indi
vidual’s responsibility is pro
portional to his or her social
authority and actual ability. The
problem of responsibility is, in
the final analysis, the question
of the real moral freedom. This
depends on the freedom of
other people and is realized in
full only given the all-round de
velopment of every individual
(All-round integrated develop
ment of the personality).
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RETRIBUTION, reward or
punishment for deeds com
mitted in accordance with thenmoral value. Equal retribution
has long since been considered
one of the indispensable re
quirements of justice. The prin
ciple of retribution is used in
law (punishment in conformity
with the degree of the crime)
and also underlies the material
incentives of man’s activities. In
morals, the problem of just re
tribution appears in connection
with the exacerbation of contra
dictions between public and
private interests leading to the
gap between the virtues of man
and his success in life. The es
sence of moral retribution is the
restoration of harmony between
good and happiness which was
possible, according to many
thinkers of the past, only in the
idea or in the beyond. Kant, for
instance, in order to justify the
possibility of exercising good
will introduces the postulates of
God and the immortality of the
soul. Marxist ethics are based
on the concept that the conflict
between the moral claims of
man and his natural striving for
benefit and happiness, can be
overcome in the course of the
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humanitarian transformation of
social relations.
REVENGE, a form of retribu
tion exacted from the offender
by the offended person himself
or his relatives, tne payment in
kind with evil for evil. The
classical social-cultural form of
revenge is the talion which de
veloped in tribal society and
was based on reciprocal justice.
The extension of talion to the
relatives and close of kin to the
culprit characterizes the blood
feud. In class society, the act of
retaliation is assumed by the
state represented by corre
sponding legal bodies. How
ever, revenge as a concept is re
tained in the residual forms of
talion as a specific element of
class “codes of honour”, as well
as an inescapable resort by an
individual to protect certain
personal interests which could
be guaranteed neither by the
state nor society due to the lin
gering differentiation (in an ex
ploiting society) of the private
and the common, of personal,
group and social interests. As
distinct from the blood feud
and the class codes of honour
which regarded it as an import

ant social virtue in the modem
society, revenge is primarily
Erceived as a secret vice, a
id of perfidy. From the view
point of morality, revenge can
not serve as an effective instru
ment for regulating personal re
lations and settlmg conflicts
since it only creates the illusion
of restored equality and justice
while actually exacerbating mis
givings, mistrust and hostility in
relations between people.

REWARD, a kind of sanction,
the opposite of punishment, a
positive influence of an authori
tative person or a social group
on a person or a collective ex
pressed in the public recogni
tion of their merits. Reward
may be associated with raising
the social status or improving
material conditions. Apart from
approval, the social significance
of reward is determined by the
fact that it draws attention of
other individuals or collectives
and public opinion to examples
worthy to be followed. Thus,
there emerges a social-psycho
logical mechanism for the re
production of socially useful ac
tions and their results. How
ever, the same mechanism can

RIGHTNESS

also provoke morally unaccept
able conduct motivated exclu
sively by the lust for reward.
That is why moral reward is an
approval taking into account
not only the results of an action
but also its motives (Evaluation,
moral).
RHAZES
(Abu-Bakr Mo
hammed ibn Zakariyya ar-Razi,
c. 865-925 or 934), Persian phil
osopher, encyclopaedist scien
tist and physician. In his main
ethical treatise “On Spiritual
Medicine”, Rhazes shows how
in his struggle against vices and
shortcomings, man can sub
jugate passions to reason and
live a virtuous life. In his book,
“The Philosophic Way of Life”,
Socrates is presented as the em
bodiment of the moral ideal. In
examining the experience of
pleasure, Rhazes associates it
with the return of man to his
natural state and perceives pain
as the departure from that
state. Both these feelings are
dulled if man fmds himself in a
natural or unnatural state for a
long period of time. He taught
that there should be no fear of
death since with the extinction
of the body the soul also de
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parts into the void. One should
not be afraid of death believing
in afterlife since there a better
world awaits man. Rhazes em
phasized the absolute sover
eignty of human reason and its
independence of any authority
in discerning good and evil, the
true and the false, the useful
and the harmful. As distinct
from most Muslim philosophers
of the Middle Ages, Rhazes
does not see practical value in
holy scriptures and explains the
viability of religious concepts by
the force of the habit and the
suppression of independent
critical thought.
RIGHTNESS,
a
situation
(state) reflecting certain moral
(as well as legal, political or
scientific) relations of man with
society and other people. It em
braces the following cases:
when man’s acts, his conscious
ly chosen conduct answers the
needs of historical develop
ment, people’s interests, re
quirements of morality (“righ
teous cause”, “proper ac
tions”); when his intentions, as
pirations and demands conform
to the real state of things and
existent standards of public life
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(“just
demands”,
“wellgrounded claims”, “justifiable
decision”); when his persua
sions coincide with objective re
ality, are basically moral (“cor
rect viewpoint”, “genuine con
victions”). The state of right
ness (as well as its opposite,
state of guilt or wrongness) is
the subject of the moral respon
sibility of the individual. Irre
spective of how man himself re
gards his actions and convic
tions, he is morally responsible
to society for their correctness.
Recognition of the wrong one
has done (Repentance) helps
man correct the mistakes of the
past, choose the right direction
in future.
RIGORISM [L rigor stiffness], a
variety of formalism in morality;
a moral principle characterizing
how moral requirements are
fulfilled by strictly and consist
ently observing certain moral
standards irrespective of spe
cific circumstances, in absolute
compliance with duty, even in
defiance of expediency, the in
terests of people and society.
Rigorism is often associated
with fanaticism, asceticism, de
veloping at times into moral hy

pocrisy and pharisaism. Reduc
ing morality to the submission
to strict rules, rigorism de
stroys, in essence, the human
content of morality. Fulfilment
of its requirements is trans
formed into pedantic abidance
by the letter of the law. Man
turns into a slave of false ad
herence to principle, blindly
following moral dogma whicn
has lost its truly moral meaning.
Socialist morality, advancing
high requirements for man,
does not restrict his initiative or
creativity by a comprehensive
code of rules suitable for all oc
casions. It strives to equip man
with general moral principles
by applying which he himself
will be able to decide how to
act in specific circumstances.
RITUAL [L ritus sacred rite], a
variety of custom or tradition -, a
historically formed or specially
established standard of conduct
which canonizes the form of ex
ecuting actions, devoid (or
gradually deprived) of direct
social expediency, having only
symbolical meaning. Rituals are
ceremonies of a demonstrative
character, performed often in a
solemn atmosphere whose ulti
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mate aim is to inspire in people
certain social feelings. Rituals
bear a special significance in
traditional societies, particular
ly in religious ecclesiastical
practices where they serve to
strengthen the religious feeling
of the believers. In modern so
ciety, the ritualistic sphere is
rather limited with the rituals
usually practised on particularly
solemn occasions such as holi
days, marriage and the like.
There exists a viewpoint in
ethics that the essence of mor
ality boils down to a generally
accepted ritual. This point of
view deprives morality of the
element of purposefulness and
consciousness, ignores its social
significance, regards it only as
an outward form and, thus, is
the extreme degree of formal
ism in morality. It is equally
wrong to counterpose morality
to ritual. Many manifestations
of morality, etiquette for in
stance, assume a ritualistic
form. And this is inevitable in
asmuch as moral standards
contain the element of conven
tion, of a simple contract.
ROERICH, Nikolai Konstanti
novich (1874-1947), Russian
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painter, writer, philosopher,
poet, historian, archaeologist,
traveller. In his work and life,
Roerich put into practice the
noble moral principles of pa
triotism, humanism, the struggle
for peace and solidarity among
nations, the protection and
preservation of cultural herit
age. Being better-known as a
painter whose works are dedi
cated to the unity of man and
cosmos, Roerich was at the
same time the author of more
than 30 literary works. A soph
isticated and multifaceted per
sonality, a zealot possessed by
the great ideas of serving man
kind, he set himself the task of
finding the links Russia prob
ably had with the ancient cul
tures of the Orient and to sub
stantiate the idea of the unifica
tion of Asia. Roerich travelled
to Tibet, Mongolia and China.
He settled in India in the
1920’s. Roerich was one of the
initiators of the peace move
ment and advocated the preser
vation of the world cultural he
ritage. He was the creator of
the Roerich Pact. The humanis
tic principles of the Pact re
ceived wide international rec
ognition and bears the signa
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tures of 38 states. However, its
future recognition was frus
trated by the Second World
War. Roerich, as the author of
a philosophical ethical concept,
attempted to blend the ethics of
Buddhism and those of social
ism. He envisaged mankind di
vested of evil and believed in
people’s improvement, in the
power of knowledge and crea
tivity and the transforming role
of beauty. He resorted to the
language of parables, sermoni
zing, fables and ethical legends.
One can get an idea of his ethi
cal concepts from his books and
essays: “Puti Blagosloveniya”,
“Heart of Asia”, “Fiery Strong
hold”, “The Gates to the Fu
ture”, “Adamant”, “Pages of
Diary”.

ROUSSEAU, Jean Jacques
(1712-1778), French writer and
philosopher. The peculiarities
of Rousseau’s ethical views are
primarily determined by his so
cial-political position. Rejecting
the feudal order and its way of
life, Rousseau likewise opposed
capitalist relations of exploita
tion, bourgeois egoism, its un
quenchable thirst for profit and
the moral vices associated with

it. He subjected civilization
based on the undisputed domi
nation of private ownership to
harsh, paradoxical at times,
criticism arriving at the conclu
sion that the progress of culture
caused, in those circumstances,
social and moral regress,
people’s loss of freedom and
happiness. The basis of mor
ality, according to Rousseau, is
to be found in man’s initial
natural aspirations not yet im
paired by rational civilization.
Man is good by nature and is
characterized by self-preserva
tion not developing into egoism
and moderated by natural com
passion. But natural man is iso
lated, therefore legal and moral
standards regulating his con
duct in society, cannot directly
be derived from nature. Such
standards emerge as a result of
a social contract creating a col
lective organism —a civic so
ciety, in which man’s acts as
sume a moral character, the
concept of justice taking the
place of instinct, and the voice
of duty—the place of physical
impulse. The most important
moral properties of a social
man, in Rousseau’s view, are:
diligence, simplicity of life and
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morals, honesty and straightfor
wardness, and finally, the civic
spirit, self-abatement of per
sonal interest for the sake of so
cial interests. The latter as
sumes particular importance
for the ideal society built on
principles of equalization and
popular rule, as pictured by
Rousseau, in which the ex
tremes of poverty and wealth
are eliminated, and freedom,
equality and happiness of the
citizens secured. However, pri
vate ownership is retained and
with it the permanent threat of
growing egoism. Rousseau up
holds the principle of civic dis
cipline, permitting the adoption
of harsh measures of coercion
in respect to the egoistical indi
vidual. The authority of the
moral standards is, in his opi
nion, to be supported by reli
gion. Rejecting Christian dog
mas and ethics, Rousseau con
sidered that compulsive faith in
a retributive divinity is a condi
tion of a firm state. His pre
cepts on “civic religion” define
the moral rules and citizens’ ob
ligations, the sanctity of the so
cial contract and laws. At the
same time, Rousseau justifies
revolution against despotism
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which violates the social con
tract: “Until people are forced
to obey and do actually obey,
they act well; as soon as, having
a possibility to free themselves,
they actually get free they act
even better.” Rousseau’s edu
cational ideas, novel for that
time, are based on the entire
system of his views. Rousseau
maintained that the main task
of education was the formation
of man and citizen without
coercion, by developing the
child’s natural potentialities
and abilities. Rousseau’s ideas
exerted influence on the social
political and ethical views of the
French revolutionaries, particu
larly the Jacobins. Encased
within the framework of the
petty-bourgeois
moderate
equalizing ideal, Rousseau was
not consistent in resolving the
problem of harmony between
the private and common inter
ests. Rousseau’s ideas greatly
influenced the development of
democratic
and
socialist
thought. His major works pro
pounding ethical ideas: “Dis
cours sur les Sciences et les
Arts” (1750), “Discours sur
1’Origine de I’Indgalitd parmi
les Hommes” (1754), “Contrat
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Social” (1762), “femile (De
L’feducation)” (1762).
RUDENESS, a negative moral
quality characterized by disre
gard for the standards of con
duct; the opposite of politeness.
As an outward manifestation of
disrespectful attitude to people,
rudeness is expressed in uncon

cealed ill will towards others,
indifference to the interests and
needs of other people, shame
less thrusting of one’s will and
wishes on other people, in
ability to restrain one’s irrita
tion, unpremeditated or inten
tional offense of other people’s
dignity, undue familiarity, and
foul language.

s

SAINT AUGUSTINE, see Au
gustine.

SAINT-SIMON, Claude-Henri
de Rouvroy, Count de (17601825), French thinker, social
scientist, Utopian socialist.
Saint-Simon sought by applying
natural-scientific methods to so
cial science to create a philosop
hical system for establishing a
rational society which would be
stow the greatest benefit upon
the greatest number of people.
Like the concepts of the 18thcentury rationalists, his science
of man imparted a decisive role
in society to human reason, to
the prevailing scientific and
philosophical views. However,
unlike the rationalists he relied
on the principles of historicism.
The creative period in society’s
development, Saint-Simon as
serts, is replaced by a destruc
tive period. This is to be fol

lowed by a higher social order
instituted on the basis of new
philosophical and moral ideas.
The path to Saint-Simon’s
ideal —an industrial system —
lies in the all-round develop
ment of the productive forces
with the application of scientific
principles which directly con
form to his ethical views: elimi
nation of the parasitism of the
ruling classes and the introduc
tion of compulsory productive
labour for all members of so
ciety, equal opportunities for all
to make use of their abilities;
conversion of politics into a
science of industry, and the
state —from an instrument of
governing people into an instru
ment of managing industry. To
ensure that man’s place in so
ciety is determined by his abil
ities, Saint-Simon proposes a
joint working plan to embrace
all entrepreneurs, which would
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do away with the selfish private
interests of the bourgeoisie. In
his last work “Nouveau Christianisme”, he “speaks directly
for the working-class and de
clares their emancipation to be
the goal of his efforts” (Marx).
His religious-ethical concept of
new Christianity was devised to
supplement the material princi
ples of the industrial system with
a moral categorical imperative
of religious belief. Its slogan: “all
people are brethren”. In addi
tion to “The New Christianity”
(published posthumously in
1825), Saint-Simon’s major
works are: “Du Syst&me Indus
triel” (“On the Industrial Sys
tem”, 1821-1822), “Catdchisme
des Industriels” (“Industrial Ca
techism”, 1823-1824), “L’lndustrie ou Discussions Politiques,
Morales et Philosophiques”
Sinions Literary, Philosopand Industrial”, 1825).
SANCTIMONY, as a negative
moral quality, defines man’s be
haviour in terms of the ways of
fulfilling moral requirements; a
kind of moral formalism and hy
pocrisy. A sanctimonious per
son interprets ethical require
ments in an extremely rigorous,

puritanical and intolerable way.
He flaunts himself as an
example of good behaviour and
piety, ostentatiously demon
strating his “virtues” and mak
ing public mores his responsi
bility. Sanctimony as a social
phenomenon, on the one hand,
turns morals into a pretentious,
flaunting, formal ritual, and on
the other, transforms it into a
secret surveillance, in justifica
tion of gross interference into
the private life of every citizen.
Sanctimony usually conceals
distrust, suspicion, and a dis
dainful attitude towards human
individuality. It flourishes when
the overwhelming majority of
people substitute the formal ex
ecution of moral requirements
exclusively under economical,
political or spiritual coercion,
for a conscientious and
thoughtful attitude towards
morality. This is typical of all
forms of oppression which
imbue people with a sense of
depression, passivity and indif
ference to everything around
them. In such conditions,
among the multitude of people
there can always be found vol
untary protectors of the existing
order who express their loyalty
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by supervising the trustworthi
ness of all others. On the con
trary, the openness of social
life, the democratic nature of
power and all methods of social
control, create conditions for
neutralizing sanctimony and im
peding the formation of this
trait in new generations.
SANCTION (moral) [L sancire
make sacred], confirmation of
moral requirements by justi
fying or condemning acts al
ready performed (as well as so
cial phenomena). In order to
secure the fulfilment by all
people of the demands re
quired of them, society applies
various kinds of sanctions —
economic (material rewards or
fines), legal (criminal responsi
bility), administrative enforce
ment and moral pressure. All
these sanctions constitute vari
ous methods of retribution, re
ward and punishment, in one
way or another associated with
the real situation and interests
of the individual. Moral sanc
tion is a form of spiritual press
ure exerted in terms of evalu
ation of man’s conduct. In as
sessing an act as benevolent,
moral consciousness prescribes
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that not only the person who
performed the given act, but
also other people, should act in
this way in the future. And con
trariwise, a negative assessment
signifies a moral ban on similar
acts in future. Thus, moral
sanction serves as an additional
means of regulating people’s
conduct, strengthening the
moral requirements expressed
in moral standards and princi
ples. Moral sanction does not
require any officially confirmed
authority or real power. Since
man possesses moral conscious
ness, he is capable of evaluating
his own acts and those of other
people. The authority of moral
sanction does not depend on
the official or social position of
the evaluator, but on his or her
conscientiousness,
and
is
defined by his or her under
standing of moral requirements
and ability to explain their
meaning to other people. Moral
sanction is applied not only to
acts of individuals, but to social
institutions, social phenomena
and even to society as a whole.
SARTRE, Jean-Paul (19051980), French philosopher, ex
ponent of so-called atheistic
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existentialism, writer, journalist,
public figure. Sartre’s philos
ophy was opposed to the offi
cial bourgeois ideology. He as
sociates depersonalization of
man primarily with the progress
of rationalist thinking, natural
sciences, objective knowledge
of man, seeing in them the
means of converting the indi
vidual into an object of manipu
lation by the government. Sar
tre’s ethical concept including
elements of spiritual stoicism, is
on the whole, a teaching of
human morality subject to no
coercive system whatever. Af
firming the non-objective char
acter of moral concepts emerg
ing in man’s soul, Sartre bases
himself on anti-intellectualism
and intuitionism in solving ethi
cal tasks. In his rigorist teaching
of morality which most em
phatically requires authenticity,
loyalty to one’s principles, Sar
tre formally resurrects certain
premises of Kant’s ethics. Thus,
the moral requirement formu
lated by Sartre: “For every man,
everything happens as if all
mankind had its eyes fixed on
him and were guiding itself by
what he does”. This directly re
calls the categorical imperative.

However, Sartre does not rec
ognize moral standards as
generally compulsory, conside
ring each act unique and orig
inal. Fulfilment by the individ
ual of his inner imperative is,
according to Sartre, the atone
ment for the immorality of so
ciety and, consequently, a kind
of sacrificial mission imposed
upon man in any situation. The
non-authentic social values
themselves, Sartre asserts, are
conditioned by the pusillanimity
of the individual who does not
dare to heed the voice of his
conscience, the latter being
treated by Sartre as an in
grained burden of inborn guilt.
Freedom, devoid of a creative
principle (frequently it is only a
freedom to wish), appears as
man’s ideal unchangeable es
sence, present in any human
act, even if absurd or irrational
or perpetrated in a state of tem
porary insanity; man is con
demned to be free. In essence,
freedom is reduced by Sartre to
formally comprehended auton
omy of choice, indifferent to the
objective meaning of the deci
sion taken and the possibilities
of its execution. Negating deter
minism in questions of duty and

SCEPTICISM

freedom, Sartre avoids fatalism
when he explains human con
duct as directly dependent on
the emotional shocks the indi
vidual once experienced (exist
entialist psychoanalysis). The
combination in Sartre’s philos
ophy of abstract rigorism with
Freudian-type
naturalism
(Freudianism) leads, in the final
analysis, to explaining moral
flaws invariably, by the imper
fection of man. Against the
symbolical background of social
environment emerging as an
undifferentiated
anonymous
bearer of violence, the moral
subject again and again verifies
his authenticity. This self-ex
pression is backed by the most
important categories of Sartre’s
existentialist philosophy: “mar
ginal situation”, “choice”, “self
deception”. Sartre’s ethical
views are expounded in his
works: “L’Etre et le Neant”
(“Being and Nothingness”,
1943), “L’Existentialisme est un
Humanisme” (“Existentialism
and Human Emotions”, 1946),
“Critique de la Raison Dialectique” (“Critique of Dialectical
Reason”, 1960), in his novel
“La Naus6e” (“Nausea”, 1938),
in his plays and essays.
24
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SCEPTICISM [Gk skeptomai
consider], 1. moral a view of
man and society degrading or
negating their moral possi
bilities, denial of their moral ef
ficiency. Moral scepticism can
assume various forms: for in
stance, the proposition that
man is evil and sinful by nature
and is therefore unable to act
morally, to know the true con
tent of good, conscientiously
and voluntarily strive for its ful
filment; or the denial of the
possibility of overcoming the
social and moral ills of society,
and of creating a just and hu
mane order to fulfil his moral
ideal. This kind of scepticism is
associated with disbelief in
moral progress (Pessimism).
Sceptical concepts of man’s
moral competence appear in
the moral consciousness of so
ciety and in ethical theories in
the periods of disintegration of
a social system. 2. Ethical, a
view of the nature of moral con
cepts which negates their objec
tive significance and cognitive
character. Scepticism was a no
ticeable trend in the post-Aristotelian ethics. From the point
of view of the Sceptics, it is
possible to offer clashing, alter
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native judgements on every
issue, including moral prob
lems, which would be equally
trustworthy and unreliable.
Hence, the requirement to
withhold one’s judgements
which, in turn, rewards a per
son with emotional peace.
Along with Pyrrho’s scepticism
(named after Pyrrho of Elis, the
founder of the school), sceptic
ideas in the antiquity were also
developed within the Platonic
tradition. Scepticism played an
important role in the transition
from the medieval system of
thinking to the free spirit of the
modern time (Pierre Bayle,
Montaigne). A comprehensive,
methodological justification of
ethical scepticism was made in
the late 19th and early 20th cen
turies (William Sumner, Vilfredo Pareto, Karl Mannheim).
Present-day exponents of scep
ticism maintain that people’s
moral concepts do not reflect
objective reality and thus, can
not be evaluated in terms of
truth or falsity. People, they as
sert, are liable to ascribe to
their moral ideas a rational
meaning, objective significance,
whereas actually they only ex
press and substantiate their ac

customed ways of behaviour in
a particular society. This argu
ment is fallacious not because it
establishes a correlation be
tween moral ideas and relation
ships, manners and customs
current in society, but because
it considers the latter as some
thing casual and divorced from
the objective laws of develop
ment of society. This leads to
the conviction that moral con
cepts cannot be scientifically
motivated or, to the contrary,
scientifically criticized. The
sceptical view of moral con
cepts and judgements is most
pronounced in neopositivism.
Marxist ethics regards moral
concepts as a peculiar form of
social consciousness which al
ways reflects, in one way or an
other, the objective conditions
of a society or a class. But the
method of reflection in morality
differs from the scientific
method (Consciousness, moral).
At the same time, the problem
concerning the epistemological
status of value judgements is
still disputed and there is no
generally recognized solution.
Criticism of moral scepticism as
a public sentiment and of scep
ticism in ethics as a methodo
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logical principle, does not imply
totally discrediting sceptical
motives, doubt in particular,
which is a necessary and natural
element of full-blooded life and
research methods.

SCHELER, Max (1874-1928),
German philosopher-personalist, one of the founders of axio
logy, the sociology of knowledge
and philosophic anthropology.
His thinking was influenced by
the ideas of Edmund Husserl. In
his work “Der Formalismus in
der Ethik und die materielle
Wertethik” (“Formalism in
Ethics and Material Ethics of
Values”, parts 1 and 2, 19131916), Max Scheier, employing
the phenomenological method
of the intuitive “perception of
essences”, attempted, contrary
to Kant, to elaborate a system of
a priori essential ethics and axio
logy. According to Scheier, the
values personified in gains (valu
able things), should be set apart
from gains as such. Values are
not modified with the change of
their bearers and are com
prehended in the acts of sensu
ous perception as individual
properties such as, light seen by
vision, sounds coming to us
24*
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through hearing, etc. Being ob
jective, they are not determined
by wishes and goals. Rather,
they serve as the basis of the lat
ter and make room for the
possible determination of a goal.
While rejecting the identifica
tion by Kant of the a priori with
the rational (conceivable),
Scheier stresses the illogical a
priori aspect of spiritual emo
tional acts. Following Augustine
and Pascal, he speaks of the
“logic of the heart” as distinct
from the logic of reason and fol
lowing Franz Brentano, con
siders the a priori nature of love
and hatred as the ultimate basis
of any other apriorism, including
cognitive and volitional acts. Ac
cording to Scheier, the intuitive
ly evident nature of acts of pref
erence and rejection establishes
an ascending hierarchy of
values: pleasure and usefulness
based on it; vital values (health,
etc.); spiritual values (beauty,
justice, knowledge of the truth)
and, finally, sacredness. All
values have as their foundation
the value of the infinite spirit,
i.e., God. Values as such are ab
solute and only the empirical
forms of their existence are
relative (the historically and eth
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nically determined system of
preferences—the style in art and
ethos in ethics) and the degree of
their cognition. The feeling of
value should be awakened in
man, and new values can be only
discovered but not invented. Ac
cording to Scheier, man, him
self, is the bearer of good and
evil, as a concrete unity (subject)
of all possible acts rather than a
volitional act (Kant). The value
world of a person is determined
by his or her frame of mind
determining particular inten
tions, decisions and actions.
Good and evil can never become
the core of a volitional act be
cause they exist as if on the
reverse side of it. Utilitarianism,
although it is a wrong theory of
good and evil, reveals, however,
the mystery of their social ap
praisal. Scheier states that any
socially significant morality rec
ognizes moral values only to the
extent of their usefulness for an
actually existing community.
Any imperative ethics, including
Kant’s unyielding ethics of duty,
is of a negative, critical and re
pressive nature, i.e., all rules and
requirements are directed at
eliminating negative values
rather than at the practical real

ization of positive values. The
ethical ideas of Scheier were fur
ther elaborated by Nicolai Hart
mann.

SCHILLER, Johann Friedrich
(1759-1805), German poet, dra
matist, art theorist. Schiller ex
pounded violently anti-feudal
and anti-monarchist views
formed under the influence of
Rousseau, Lessing and Shaftes
bury. Basing himself on the con
cept of man’s nature as the
foundation of morality, free
dom and equality of people,
Schiller
denounced
class
prejudices, tyranny, despotism
which have a demoralizing ef
fect on the personality, adverse
ly influencing human relations
(his dramas “The Robbers”,
“Die Verschworung des Fiesco
zu Genua” (“Fiesco’s Conspir
acy in Genoa”), “Kabale und
Liebe” (“Intrigue and Love”)
and others). In the 1790’s, fol
lowing Kant’s philosophical
ideas, Schiller advanced his
own original ethical concept.
He criticized Kant’s interpreta
tion of duty which presupposed
repression of personal inclina
tions and sensuous desires. This
interpretation, in Schiller’s

SCHOPENHAUER

view, conditioned man’s quest
for moral perfection by way of
rigid, monastic asceticism.
Schiller considered that beha
viour is genuinely moral if incli
nations do not contradict duty.
However, the harmonious com
bination of the two principles,
in his view, is inherent only in
the ideal man. Modem society,
on the contrary, is charac
terized by the absence of inte
gral human essence and by one
sided development of human
abilities: “Tied to an individual
small fragment of the whole,
man himself becomes a frag
ment”, turning into an imprint
of his work. Hence the corrup
tion of morals (moral coarse
ness, supremacy of sensuous in
stincts among the lower classes,
and perversion and flabbiness
among the upper classes).
Schiller held that aesthetic edu
cation can remedy the situation.
Only art characterized by the
even development of all crea
tive forces, and beauty, acting
simultaneously on the reason
and the senses, are able to form
an integral, harmonious man,
establish a society of morally
perfect people. Schiller re
garded art, play, i.e., free devel
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opment of man’s creative
powers and his essence, as an
mstrument for reconciling the
contradiction between the re
ality and the ideal in both the
individual and society as a
whole. Schiller’s idealistic and
utopian views on the develop
ment of society and improve
ment of man, are united with
optimism and pronounced hu
manism. Schiller’s ethical con
cept is presented in his works:
“Uber Anmut und Wiirde”
(“On Charm and Dignity”,
1793), “Briefe uber die asthetische Erziehung des Menschen”
(“On Aesthetic. Education of
Man”, 1795), “Uber naive und
sentimentalische
Dichtung”
(“On Naive and Reflective
Poetry”, 1796).

SCHOPENHAUER,
Arthur
(1788-1860), German irrationafist philosopher, formulated
“Lebensphilosophie ” (philos
ophy of life). Scnopenhauer op
posed materialism and rationa
list philosophy (particularly his
toricism and dialectics). The
main principle of his meta
physical idealism (blind irra
tional will is the only reality,
and idea —its phenomenon),
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underlies Schopenhauer’s ethi
cal teachings which suggest
proceeding from the primary
fact of consciousness—idea,
which then is divided into ob
ject and subject. If in contem
plating life man forgets himself,
he is thereby elevated to
become a pure subject of
knowledge, ceasing to be a sub
ject of the will. Schopenhauer’s
concept of the will as the only
reality turns into a cosmic prin
ciple: “The real world is the ir
rational will-to-live”, man is not
a microcosm but the world is
macroanthropos. In Schopen
hauer’s view, people always find
it dreary to stuay the physical
aspect of the world. They find
satisfaction and consolation in
studying its moral aspect in
which the depth of man’s inner
essence is revealed. Schopen
hauer held that his philosophy
alone, gives morality its due: for
only if it is assumed that man’s
own will is his essence and that
he is his own creation, then his
acts are really of his own mak
ing. Schopenhauer’s philosophy
is pessimistic: “Suffering is the
direct and immediate object of
life.” Life is always tragic, but
particularly tragic is its end.

However, life and death are a
tragedy for the common man
who is incapable of compre
hending their mystery. For the
man elevated beyond everyday
life, who contemplates the es
sence of the world—the will,
and who, by comprehending it,
rejects it to reach nirvana (ab
solute serenity), the aim of life
is death. A real philosopher, a
sage who has comprehended
the mystery of the world, does
not fear death, for already in
life he has learned that he is
nothing. He has no thirst for in
dividual being. Thus, according
to Schopenhauer, by killing the
will to live, man may attain eter
nal virtue. The pessimistic and
irrational motives of Schopen
hauer’s ethics were borrowed
and developed by existentialism.
His major ethical works: “Die
Beiden Grundprobleme der
Ethik” (“Two Basic Problems
of Ethics”, 1841), “Parerga und
Paralipomena”
(Schopen
hauer’s occasional papers, 2
vols., 1851).
SCHWEITZER, Albert (18751965), Protestant theologian,
physician, public figure, born in
Alsace-Lorraine (then part of

SEARCHINGS, MORAL

Germany). Schweitzer’s world
outlook (religious-idealistic in
its foundation), embraces ethi
cal views whose point of depar
ture is “reverence for life”. This
principle, according to Schweit
zer, was to impart a universal
character to ethics and called
upon to deal (as distinct from
traditional ethics), with the atti
tude to life in its natural state.
All that sustains life and its de
velopment, is considered good
while evil is that which destroys
life and inflicts harm upon it.
This approach should, in
Schweitzer’s view, become the
basis of humankind’s ethical re
generation, of universal cosmic
ethics, of optimistic ethical atti
tude to the world and life, the
absence of which leads to decay
of culture, the loss of its spiri
tual-moral pivot. Such is, in
Schweitzer’s opinion, the state
of modern culture which, being
divorced from its natural sour
ces, impairs the individual’s in
tegrity, submitting it to the de
velopment of technology. It re
sults in stagnant social institu
tions dominating the individual.
Schweitzer maintains that the
path to the regeneration of cul
ture lies, in the final analysis,
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through the individual’s moral
improvement, through creative
activity in the realm of the
spirit. Schweitzer’s multifaceted
activities permeated with lofty
moral, humanistic aspirations,
deservedly gained him wide
popularity. He founded, in
1913, a hospital at Lambar6n6
in French Equatorial Africa
(now Gabon) in which he
worked as a doctor until his
death. He was one of the first in
Western Europe to speak in fa
vour of banning nuclear wea
pons, for universal disarma
ment. He denounced Nazism,
fascism, racism and other forms
of misanthropy. He won the
1952 Nobel Prize. His major
ethical works: “Civilization and
Ethics” (1923), “Out of My Life
and Thought” (1933), “Rev
erence for Life” (1962).
SEARCHINGS, MORAL, an
aspect of man’s spiritual life
which most vividly manifests it
self at times of making respon
sible decisions, in situations of
moral choice and of averting
moral conflicts. Associated with
moral searchings is the individ
ual’s quest for the principles of
a moral way of life, conduct and
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ways of self-improvement.
Moral searchings often lead to
dramatic
developments
in
people’s life for they may result
not only in the triumph of posi
tive decisions, but in the tra
gedy of failure. Socialist society
is interested in the conformity
of the individual’s moral
searchings to the principles and
standards of humanistic mor
ality thus contributing to con
viction and an active position in
life (Philosophy of life). One of
the most important tasks of
ethical and moral education is
maximum assistance to the indi
vidual in his moral searchings.

SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS (mor
al), man’s perception of himself
as a personality and of his place
in social activities. Thus self
consciousness gjves man the
ability to exercise self-control
and the possibility of inde
pendently regulating his deeds
as well as educating himself
(Self-education). The individ
ual’s conviction and his attitude
to his persuasions, are based on
his moral self-consciousness.
Since the individual in general,
can and must regulate and con
trol his actions, he bears moral

responsibility. Man’s attitude to
himself as a moral person is ex
pressed in the concepts of dig
nity and honour. Conscience is
the ability to materialize one’s
convictions by independent
regulation of one’s actions. A
Cerson who is aware of the link
etween his persuasions, self
evaluation and self-control and
the objective process of socialhistorical evolution, the inter
ests of society and people, is a
conscientious person. These
elements constitute the struc
ture of man’s moral self-con
sciousness which, however,
does not reveal the actual
meaning of man’s moral convic
tions and conduct. The individ
ual’s self-consciousness con
tinues to develop in the course
of social-historical evolution.
Thus, at the early stages of
primitive society, an individual
does not yet identify himself
separately in the tribal collec
tive and does not possess self
consciousness (Individual and
community). Self-consciousness
implies that an individual is dis
tinguished from others not only
in the sense that the individual
assumes full responsibility for
his or her way of life, but also in

SELF-EDUCATION

another and more important as
pect—the trend of common ac
tivities depends, and often to a
considerable degree, on the po
sition of that individual. That is
why in moral terms self-con
sciousness is not the awareness
of one’s importance but rather
the awareness of one’s own re
sponsibility. The sense of guilt
is more typical of moral self
consciousness than the state of
contentment and complacency.

SELF-CONTROL, the individ
ual’s independent regulation of
his conduct, motives and
desires, a component part of
society’s system of moral rela
tions which includes both dif
ferent forms of control by so
ciety of the conduct of its indi
vidual members, and everyone’s
personal control of himself. The
mechanism of self-control em
braces: persuasions, feelings, ha
bits, self-evaluation of one’s ac
tions, urges and moral qualities
(conscience being a form of
self-evaluation) which gradually
develop in the process of one’s
social activities. The degree of
self-control varying with differ
ent people, is predicated in
many respects by the level of
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social consciousness, spiritual
development and personal ethic.
SELF-DENIAL, see Selfless
ness.

SELF-EDUCATION, one of
the aspects of moral activities
which stimulates man’s pur
poseful development of his
ability to engage in these acti
vities, to shape his own moral
consciousness, improve his
positive and repress his nega
tive qualities. In ancient times,
ethics conceived the problem of
self-education in individualistic
terms, as a rule, as self-im
provement in one’s own inter
ests, aimed at the individual’s
moral development as distinct
from his sendees to society.
Deontological intuitionism, for
instance, treats the obligation of
self-improvement as an inde
pendent requirement severed
from social needs. However,
the specific tasks of self-im
provement were actually inter
preted in different ways, de
pending on the concept of the
moral ideal which always ex
pressed class and social inter
ests. In socialist society, self
education assumes great im
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SELF-ESTEEM

portance with the enhanced
role of the individual’s inde
pendent regulation of his moral
activities and with the self-edu
cation of the masses gradually
becoming a form of the social
process of moral education.
SELF-ESTEEM, a moral feel
ing based on the recognition of
one’s dignity and expressing
man’s respect for himself as a
personality. Like pride, self-es
teem is an expression of man’s
self-consciousness in a certain
way directing his acts. How
ever, as distinct from pride,
bearing a more personal char
acter and chiefly associated
with the evaluation of his own
abilities and possibilities, it
wholly belongs to the sphere of
individual consciousness. On
becoming a stable distinguish
ing feature of a person’s char
acter, self-esteem acquires the
significance of moral quality.
Self-esteem is a positive motive
(and,
correspondingly,
a
quality) of behaviour since it
helps man to overcome difficul
ties and his own weaknesses in
order to achieve moral results
society expects of him, and
since it encourages man to law

fully defend his dignity. Self-es
teem becomes an inferior
quality when one’s uncom
promising attitude to oneself
turns into unjustified pride and
over-confidence which prevents
a person from heeding criti
cism, from soberly evaluating
his acts and possibilities. Such
self-esteem paralyzes a person’s
activity and, in the final ana
lysis, degrades his human dig
nity.

SELF-EVALUATION, moral
assessment of one’s own deeds,
moral qualities, convictions,
motives; a display of the indi
vidual’s moral self-conscious
ness and conscience. Man de
velops the ability for self-evalu
ation in the process of his so
cialization as he consciously as
similates the moral principles
elaborated by society, and
identifies his own attitude to his
deeds on the basis of their
evaluation by others. In mor
ality, self-evaluation and ap
praisal by others are insepar
ably linked. It can be put this
way: self-evaluation is the as
sessment made by other people
which is adopted by a person as
the yardstick for measuring his

SELF-FULFILMENT, ETHICS OF

own behaviour or, to put it
otherwise, one’s self-evaluation
which one deems necessary to
be made generally accepted.
Man’s ability for self-evaluation
largely helps him to inde
pendently direct and control his
actions and even to educate
himself (Self-control, Self-edu
cation).
SELF-FULFILMENT, ETHICS
OF, a trend in modem philos
ophy of morality whose ideas
were evolved by idealist phil
osophers of different schools.
In the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, the ethics of self-ful
filment was substantiated by
objective
idealists
Francis
Bradley, John McTaggart,
John Mackenzie, BernardRosanquet
(Britain),
Josiah
Royce (USA); personalists
Borden Bowne, Mary Calkins,
William Hocking (USA), since
the mid-20th century by Geor
ges Bastide, Emmanuel Mou
rner and Gabriel Madinier
(France); Neo-Hegelian Bene
detto Croce (Italy), Protestant
philosopher Felix Adler and
others. All of them consider
that the aim of moral activities
is the individual’s realization of
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his inner “I” which is unique
and different from the “I’s” of
other people. Hence the con
clusion that an individual’s
deeds are moral not because
they accord with the moral
principles common to all
people, but because they are
individual, original, unlike the
acts of other people. This un
derstanding of the criterion of
morality which counterposes
the individual to the common,
is based on moral individual
ism sometimes leading to vol
untarism in the interpretation
of morality. The exponents of
this trend claim that they have
overcome the contradiction
between altruism and egoism.
They include multiple “individ
ual I’s” in an all-embracing
system of an “absolute I”
(often interpreted as God), of
which the former constitute
part of the integral whole. This
objective-idealistic
construc
tion insures harmony, as it
were, among all people: each
person accomplishing only the
requirements of his own I,
complies at the came time with
the law of the universal I, serv
ing the whole (e.g. society)
and all its parts (individuals).
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SELF-IMPROVEMENT

SELF-IMPROVEMENT,
Selflessness.

see

SELFISHNESS is a negative
moral quality characterizing the
conduct ana motives of a person
who views all his actions and re
lations with other people only
from the point of view of his
personal gain. Selfishness is a
manifestation of egoism in the
attitude to material benefits.
The social essence of selfish
ness lies in giving absolute
priority to the pursuit of per
sonal material gain in contrast
to social interests. As a feature
of social psychology, selfishness
grows together with the appear
ance of private property. In
bourgeois society it becomes a
chief moving force which
shapes the activities of individ
uals in public life and personal
relations. Socialist society re
tains socio-economic precondi
tions for selfishness which are
determined by the insufficient
development of labour socializ
ation and the private nature of
consumption which may lead to
separation of private and social
interests.
The
latter
is
augmented when a person, for
various reasons, has limited op

portunities for active participa
tion in social life. Inadequate
family or social upbringing dis
torts the structure of one’s re
quirements. A low level of ma
terial standards and the lack of
sufficient means of subsistence
constitute the fertile soil for
greed which is also stimulated
by market relations in the econ
omy and the role of money as a
universal equivalent in com
modity exchange. Greed cannot
be reduced to socio-economic
reasons for it simultaneously
has rather autonomous psycho
logical roots and forms of ex
pression.
SELFLESSNESS, a positive
moral quality which charac
terizes acts of self-denial, i.e.,
voluntary sacrifice of one’s in
terests and at times even life for
the sake of other people and of
the achievement of the common
goal in the name of their cher
ished ideals. This quality is
necessary in extraordinary cir
cumstances requiring a person
to exceed the measure of obli
gations he fulfils in his everyday
life and in his usual relation
ships with people, and to re
nounce his legitimate (in the

SELF-SACRIFICE

opinion of the given society) in
terests, including the sacrifice
of his life. On a mass level, such
deeds are necessitated in condi
tions of wars of liberation, rev
olutionary movements, pro
found social transformations.
Selflessness falls within the ca
tegory of heroic exploits. The
spirit of asceticism and self-re
nunciation is alien to Marxist
ethics, which thus does not re
gard selflessness as a general
moral principle to be abided by
in all cases (All-round integrated
development of the personality).
SELF-MASTERY, a form of
self-control, expressed in man’s
capacity and habit of control
ling the sensuous side of his
psyche (feelings, emotions,
wishes, habits, urges), of sub
mitting his actions to the
achievement of the aims and
moral requirements he con
sciously sets himself.
SELF-SACRIFICE, a kind of
moral activities, discharge of
moral obligations in respect to
others despite extremely unfa
vourable social conditions or
personal circumstances, hostile
environment and outside press
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ure, staunch, endurance of dif
ficulties, burdens and depriva
tions, self-denial. Historically,
the idea of self-sacrifice ap
peared as the antithesis to her
oism. The latter was originally
interpreted as some supernatu
ral ability endowed on man by
God to defeat enemies and
achieve successes in any under
takings, as an exclusive charac
teristic of one’s destiny, luck
and omnipotence inherent only
in outstanding personalities, in
military leaders and czars (Gil!;amesh in Sumerian and Babyonian epics, Homer’s Achilles)
but not in mere mortals. The
development of class and statehierarchical relations brings
about the idea of the insuper
ability of profound contradic
tions and great obstacles which
an individual with no secular or
divine power, can face. Another
concept of a feat in life is de
veloping: man’s ability to with
stand the blows of fate, to ac
cept defeats calmly and remain
true to his moral principles,
preserving inner freedom and
dignity even when no positive
results have been achieved.
Stoicism advanced such an un
derstanding of self-sacrifice.
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SENECA

Under especially hostile condi
tions, self-sacrifice develops
into self-denial in the name of a
lofty idea. This ideal, essentially
a democratic one, albeit with
the mark of passivity and pes
simism, was later employed by
world religions. Thus, Christ is
an example of a man-martyr
who sacrifices himself for the
sake of redemption and salva
tion of the whole humankind.
The Christian Church inter
prets self-sacrifice and mar
tyrdom as suffering tortures
and death from the hands of
misbelievers “to the glory of
God”, as becoming a monk or a
hermit. Revolutionary tradi
tions of morality attach a basi
cally opposite sense to self-sac
rifice: it is regarded not only as
a specific form of manifesting
heroism under extraordinary
conditions —the heroism of an
extraordinary act, but also as
the heroism of revolutionary
enthusiasm, the heroism of dayto-day work. In the moral ex
perience of humankind, self
sacrifice in everyday life is as
valuable and necessary as ex
ceptional heroism. There are
epoches which require heroic
exploits and cannot do without

them, while in other periods in
history morality is supported by
a modest imperceptible self
sacrifice. And, indeed, a worthy
moral development of the indi
vidual requires? as a rule, the
ability to combine self-sacrifice
and heroism, the ability to pass
from one to another.
SENECA, Lucius Annaeus (c. 4
B.C.-65 A.D.), Roman Stoic
philosopher and writer. He
held high government posts: in
57 A.D. he became a political
adviser and minister to Nero
whose tutor he had previously
been. He was forced to commit
suicide at the emperor’s order
on a charge of conspiracy. In
Seneca’s teaching, the tradi
tional parts of Stoicism —
physics and logic—forfeit their
significance. He reduces the
task of philosophy to the study
of life. To live a virtuous and
happy life means to live in con
formity with Nature whose es
sence Seneca identifies with
God-reason, providence and
destiny. By submitting to God,
Seneca teaches, man achieves
freedom. Perfect harmonious
reason (which is part of divine
reason) helps the individual to

SERMON ON THE MOUNT

adopt the right attitude to the
world and to the things which
are independent of the human
will. Man attains the highest
good as a result of patience, ab
stention and courage. Endowed
with these qualities, man need
fear neither poverty nor pain,
nor even slavery and death. In a
reasonable-divine
universe,
everything aims at the benefit of
living beings while evil and sins
emerge in a society dominated
by untruth and the pursuit of
material wellbeing. Seneca
transformed this concept into
the contradiction between the
inner and the external, the im
mortal soul and the mortal
body. Only by appealing to God
can a person attain good, con
quer his sensuous desires and
material objects. It is of no im
portance whether one is poor
or a slave. He who has concen
trated in himself all his
Eroperty does not want external
enefits. Though Seneca main
tained that the spiritual nature
of the slave and his master is
the same, he found it quite
natural that they should occupy
different social positions. He
did not consider wealth a
benefit. Nevertheless, he ad
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mitted that it contributed to de
veloping one’s virtues. Thus, his
teaching is in actual fact a form
of reconciliation with the exist
ing order. Reproached for pos
sessing immense wealth and not
living in accordance with his
philosophy, Seneca answered:
“Philosophers do not discuss
their own way of life, but how
life ought to be lived.” Seneca
exerted great influence upon
Christian ethics. He is the
author of treatises on morality:
“De Constantia sapientis” (“On
Mercy”, 55-56), “De vita beata”
(“Blessed Life”, 58-59), “Epistulae Morales ad Lucilium”
(“Moral Letters to Lucilius”,
63-64).

SERMON ON THE MOUNT,
the central discourse ascribed
to Christ, the normative basis of
Christian theology and ethics.
The Sermon on the Mount
which is repeatedly mentioned
in the New Testament, is con
tained in its fullest form in the
Gospel According to Saint
Matthew (Chapters 5-7). The
Sermon on the Mount is not an
antinomy of the Ten Command
ments of Moses. At the same
time, it does not repeat them
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SEVEN DEADLY SINS

word for word but transforms
them in evangelical terms and
incorporates them into a new
moral and ethical system of
values and rules. This “new”
slant of the “old” command
ments becomes particularly
clear when Christ, appealing to
a particular commandment, re
veals its new content, while
bringing the scope of prohibi
tions to the absolute and
spreading the concept of sinful
ness also to the motive of a
possible action. Along with the
interpretation of Moses’s com
mandments, the most important
part of the Sermon on the
Mount is the teaching of Christ
on non-resistance to evil: “Re
sist not evil, but whosoever shall
smite thee on thy right cheek,
turn to him the other also.”
This part of the Sermon on the
Mount contains an irrevocable
renunciation of customary law
and the legitimate vindictive
ness of the primitive society
with its talion (Revenge) law.
Talion is opposed by two new
moral imperatives such as love
of God and love of one’s neigh
bour which later became the
corner-stone of Christian ethics.
On their basis, Christ in his Ser

mon on the Mount, returns
once again to the golden rule of
morality formulating it as fol
lows: “...All things whatsoever
ye would that men should do to
you, do ye even so to them.” Al
though the Sermon on the
Mount is only a part of the
teaching expounded by Christ
and his followers it made a sub
stantial impact on the develop
ment of Christian ethics and
moral philosophy as a whole
(Tolstoy). Leaving aside its re
ligious form and extreme im
perativeness, one can say that
the Sermon on the Mount is an
accomplishment of the world
ethical wisdom determining the
main content of human values
in morality (Universal and class
elements in morality).

SEVEN DEADLY SINS, a con
cept of the medieval Christian
ethics, the dogma of the Roman
Catholic Church according to
which all sins committed by a
person differ in their signific
ance. They are divided into
“pardonable” sins which do not
lead to the damnation of per
son’s soul and “mortal” sins de
filing the divine law whose
moral evil is so great that it is

SEVEN DEADLY SINS

impossible to expiate them.
Contrary to the ancient Greek
ethics which did not regard a
moral misdeed as a manifesta
tion of moral evil, Christian the
ology developing the tradition
of the Old Testament, regarded
it only as a sin and a kind of
“rebellion” against the divine
will. At the same time, when
Christianity was asserting itself
as a world religion, repeated at
tempts were made to classify
the types of deviant behaviour
and first of all there were ana
lyzed human actions which
were at variance with the postu
lates of the church. The classifi
cation of sins was undertaken
by the Church Fathers (Cle
ment of Alexandria, Basil the
Great of Caesarea, Cynrianus
of Carthage and others). Saint
Augustine identified three types
of sinfulness due to impotence,
ignorance and the inbred de
pravity of an individual. The
next step in the essential classi
fication of the sins was made in
the Egyptian early Christian
monastic communities: in ac
cordance with biblical symbol
ism, there was defined their
sacred number (seven), a spe
cific composition and a strict
25
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sequence. During the time of
Pope Gregory the Great (590604), the concept of the seven
deadly sins was accepted by the
entire Christian world. They are
listed as follows: (1) vainglory
or pride; (2) covetousness; (3)
lust; (4) envy, (5) gluttony; (6)
anger; and (7) sloth. Later on,
Thomas Aquinas dealt with this
topic in “Summa Theologica”
in which he developed the con
cept of “seven virtues”. Why
were these particular sins to
become “deadly”? The crite
rion for separating “pardon
able” sins from the “unpardon
able” ones was determined by
the monastic origin of the
dogma. The creators of first
cloisters and their ideologists
had a rather definite goal of or
ganizing stable social systems
based on the communal forms
of life and opposed to the
powerful state establishment of
the Roman Empire. As a result,
all seven sins inevitably bear the
imprint either of the monastic
way of life (the struggle against
covetousness, envy,
anger,
sloth, arrogance), or of monas
tic asceticism (repression of lust
and gluttony). Later, the con
cept of the seven deadly sins
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was spread to the life of all
laymen and contributed to the
consolidation of the social
foundations not only of the
church but society as a whole.
The rational kernel of the seven
deadly sins concept is the pur
poseful resistance to moral evil
which undermines the collectiv
ism and solidarity of people.
SHAFTESBURY,
Anthony
Ashley Cooper (1671-1713),
British moral philosopher, ex
ponent of the theory of moral
sense (Moral sense, theories of).
Shaftesbury’s ethics is charac
terized by attempts to derive
man’s moral feelings from his
inner nature, as well as by ele
ments of eudaemonism. Shaf
tesbury advocated the concept
of innate and immutable moral
feelings and their independence
of social conditions. In this
sense, he contrasts morality to
religious sentiments and utilita
rian usefulness. The correct
correlation of contradictory
(private and social) affections
of man leads to virtue, to the
highest bliss. Shaftesbury’s
moral ideal is a harmoniously
developed personality who has
attained the highest combina

tion of altruistic and egoistical
aspirations. Shaftesbury strove
to aesthetically substantiate his
teaching of virtue as the pur
pose of life, identifying virtue
with beauty. He said: “What is
beautiful is harmonious and
proportionate; what is harmon
ious and proportionate is true;
and what is at once both beauti
ful and true is, of consequence,
agreeable and good.” Enthusi
asm, in Shaftesbury’s view,
stimulating man in his striving
for virtue, helps gain reconcilia
tion of contradictory inclina
tions. Shaftesbury taught: “To
love the public, to study univer
sal good, and to promote the in
terest of the whole world, as far
as it lies within our power, is
surely the height of goodness.”
Shaftesbury held that the spe
cific criterion for assessing the
moral value of man’s acts lies in
his intention and not in the re
sults attained. Shaftesbury’s
theory of the self-determining
character of morality and its
complete independence of so
cial conditions, bore on the
whole a character of ethical ab
solutism. His influence can be
traced in the views of Hume,
Kant, Herder and Schiller. His

SHAME

works on ethics are collected in
“Characteristics of Men, Man
ners, Opinions, Times” (Vols.
1-3,1711).
SHAME, a manifestation of
man’s self-consciousness-, a
moral feeling harboured by a
person when he himself con
demns his actions, motives and
moral qualities, being aware of
their immoral character either
on his own, in emotional terms,
or confessing to it under press
ure of other people’s condem
ning them. Marx said: “Shame is
a kmd of anger which is turned
inward.” The opposite of
shame—pride —is one’s positive
attitude to oneself. Unlike con
science, shame bears a more ex
ternal character: man visualizes
his acts in terms of the evalu
ation they evoke or might have
evoked on the part of other
people. A sense of shame is the
inalienable property of the
human personality. It began to
develop in primitive society, as
soon as man distinguished him
self from the community. Since
the emergence of private
property and development of
class honour, shame is often
manifested in a distorted form
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and loses its specific moral con
notation. The realization by an
individual of the shamefulness
of his actions depends on the
ideals and criteria of the exem
plary and proper conduct which
prevail in a particular society.
As a result, despite the univer
sality of the very idea of shame,
different civilizations have dif
ferent concepts of shame: what
some nation regarded as
shameful others treated as
something worthy of imitation.
As a result of the separation of
moral standards from actual
mores and manners and the dif
ferentiation between the motive
of an action and its consequen
ces, the external regulation of
behaviour has become patently
insufficient. However, it would
be wrong to conclude that
shame no longer plays the role
of the most important mechan
ism of bringing individual beha
viour in line with group and so
cial standards. At the same
time, man must get rid of
“false” shame which is engen
dered by the circumstances be
yond the control of the moral
individual (ignoble origin, pov
erty, ignorance of etiquette and
the rules of good style, etc.).
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SIN

Socialist morality attaches great
significance to the sense of
shame in struggle with such ne
gative social phenomena as dis
honesty, parasitism, money
grabbing, envy, rudeness, career
ism and other manifestations of
deviant behaviour.
SIN, a concept which expresses
a specifically religious under
standing of man’s guilt: it is not
guilt in relation to society or
other people, but in relation to
God. The concept of sin is also
associated with the religious in
terpretation of redemption of
guilt. Along with personal
transgressions by individuals,
which can be redeemed by re
pentance, prayer and good
deeds, some religions, like
Christianity for instance, recog
nize what is called the original
sin. This guilt is supposed to at
tend all humankind as a result
of the sinful choice made by
Adam and Eve. According to
the Bible, they were expelled
from Paradise (Garden of
Eden) when they went against
God’s will not to eat the fruit
from the tree of knowledge.
From this, according to relig
ious teaching, spring all the

troubles of humankind, the ex
istence of evil on earth, and all
the personal sins committed by
people since then.
SINCERITY, a moral quality
characterizing a person and his
acts; it manifests itself in a per
son’s doing and saying what he
believes to be right. Sincerity is
the opposite of hypocrisy, de
ceit, attempts to create a wrong
impression of the real motives
behind one’s actions, purely
outward fulfilment of require
ments for the sake of one’s own
profit, out of vanity, for reasons
of careerism, without believing
in the rightness of the acts one
performs. Thus, sincerity does
not characterize the content of
an act, but its correspondence
to the motive behind it, thus de
fining man’s acts but only for
mally. Sincerity is the subjective
aspect of conviction (registering
a person’s awareness of the mu
tual correspondence between
his convictions and actions).
Man may sincerely be mis
guided as to the moral value of
his acts, perform immoral acts
prompted by good intentions,
cause people harm based on
considerations of misunder

SITUATION ETHICS

stood humaneness, and the like.
For this reason, recognizing sin
cerity as a positive quality, so
cialist morality does not con
sider it a sufficient criterion to
assess people’s acts.
SITUATION ETHICS, a trend
in modern philosophy of mor
ality maintaining that in his
moral choice man does not base
himself on moral principles,
norms or evaluations, but only
on the specific situation whose
uniqueness defines the value of
his choice (Contextual ethics).
Thus, man’s choice divested of
an objective criterion, cannot
be evaluated in the categories
of good and evil, for the latter
are likewise divested of their
objective content and are char
acterized only by the extent to
which they are associated with
the endless chain of changing
circumstances. Consequently,
morality liberated from the
principle of universality and
necessity, turns into absolute
freedom. The situational ap
proach to ethics is inherent in
pragmatism and existentialism,
having become, since the
1940’s, a trend in theological
ethics (Emil Brunner, Paul Til
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lich, Reinhold Niebuhr, Die
trich Bonhoeffer and others).
The US theologian, Joseph F.
Fletcher, professor of medical
and social ethics, proposed in
the 70’s his version of situation
ethics in his works “Situation
Ethics”, “Moral Responsi
bility”, “The Ethics of Genetic
Control. Ending Reproduction
Roulette” and others, opposing
it to the legalist systems of
ethics (Legalism) with their
codified requirements as re
gards people’s conduct. These
ethical systems, in his view, are
responsible for the deepening
moral crisis and the spread of
conformism in modern society,
inciting man, as they do, to fol
low the moral principles and
rules established once and for
all, instead of adapting them to
the requirements of the con
stantly
developing
reality.
Fletcher asserts that ethics is
effective only when it liberates
morality of rigorous beliefs and
codes. In his attempt to find a
compromise between ethical
relativism embodied in Dewey’s
pragmatism and the ideas of
traditional Christian morality,
Fletcher cites love as an abso
lute rule in the choice of action,
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as an abstract principle defining
people’s benefits and their just
distribution, equality and com
munity of people. Submitting
man’s choice to the given mo
ment, situation ethics deprives
him of the critical attitude to
reality, of the possibility to fore
see the future, and by his ac
tions facilitate its realization.
SKILLS, actions which man as
similates through long practice
to such an extent that he begins
to perform them more or less
automatically. As distinct from
habits which comprise both
human need and inclination for
action, skills are related only to
the technical aspect of actions
and together with knowledge
form the basis of abilities. In
other words, skills are revealed
in the methods of their applica
tion and the use of means for
the attainment of a particular
goal. In their social content,
skills are morally neutral and
can be a subject of moral evalu
ation only in the context of as
sessing a person who has mas
tered (or fails to do so), necess
ary skills for a successful and
expedient attainment of a goal.

SLANDER, false accusation of
an individual, group or organiz
ation committed out of malice,
selfish motives, envy, revenge or
with the aim of wounding hon
our, social status or moral dig
nity. As a social phenomenon,
slander is particularly often ob
served in conditions of suspi
ciousness and distrust towards
the citizens (subjects) by the
state power, in conditions of
enmity and hostility between
people characteristic of totali
tarian regimes. Slander can be
spread in such a form as denun
ciation, including libellous
anonymous information. A real
means of combatting slander is
the promotion of democracy,
making glasnost, openness a
norm of life, the legal protec
tion of citizens from slanderous
accusations, the elaboration of
legal guarantees of the freedom
of speech and the civic express
ion of every individual.
SOCIAL CONTRACT, a con
cept employed by some philos
ophers of the past to explain
the origin of state, law and mor
ality. According to the social
contract theory, man originally
found himself in a natural state

SOCIAL ETHICS

that involved no obligations visa-vis others, with each individ
ual being guided exclusively by
the instinct of self-preservation
and personal interest, and satis
fying his needs by relying exclu
sively on his own force. This
state of unlimited freedom had
as its consequence, lack of co
ordination between people and
even “war of all against all”, to
the eventual detriment of each
individual. Accordingly, there
came a time when people en
tered into a tacit, and some
times formalized, contract re
quiring them to abide by a cer
tain code of conduct and to give
up part of their freedom to the
state which guaranteed inviol
ability of life and property for
each individual. Although the
concept of social contract goes
back to antiquity (Sophists,
Epicurus, Cicero), it was de
veloped into a full-fledged the
ory by bourgeois philosophers
Grotius, Hobbes, Rousseau, and
others. The social contract the
ory was directed against the re
ligious, purely traditional or
authoritarian explanation of the
origin of law and morality. In
general, however, it was an
idealistic theory which implied
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that although social laws are
objectively needed by the
human community, they come
about in response to volition
and consent and are a product
of human reason. This theoiy
has had some impact on a signi
ficant segment of ethical the
ories which derive moral re
quirements from an obligation
assumed by people in respect to
society at their discretion and
which are guided by consider
ations of benefit rather than the
objective interdependence of
people and the laws of history.
This explanation of the origin of
man’s moral obligations to so
ciety, makes an absolute of the
factor of conditionality or tacit
agreement, which is an inalien
able part of moral life, and is on
the whole an erroneous ethical
concept although progressive in
its day.
SOCIAL ETHICS, a teaching
which helps some theologians
adapt the absolute, i.e., the
morality of Christ not associ
ated with time or place, to the
specific social conditions in
modern society. In social ethics,
scriptural tenets are interpreted
with reference to the present
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forms of property and the state
legal relations. Catholics and
Protestants solve these tasks in
different ways. The former con
sider that society, notwithstand
ing its imperfections, is based
on the eternal divine law and its
requirements should be speci
fied with reference to present
conditions
(Neo-Thomism).
Neo-Protestantists (Neo-Protestantism) place social life and
the divine will and genuine
(Christian) morality and secular
morality in contradiction to one
another, considering social
ethics to be the morality of a
compromise between the su
preme moral requirements of
Christ (Theonomous ethics)
and immorality to which man is
allegedly induced by society.

SOCRATES
(470/469-399
B.C.), Athenian philosopher
who evolved the teaching of
moral philosophy (in the form
of dialogue and dispute).
Owing to his reputation as a So
phist and his criticism of certain
aspects of the Athenian democ
racy, the democratic leaders of
Athens became hostile towards
him. Charged with introducing
strange gods and sentenced to

death, Socrates took poison.
Socrates’s teaching known in
the interpretation of his disci
ples is incomplete and contra
dictory. The principal task of
philosophy as understood by
Socrates is the ethical one: to
create a teaching on how man
should live. But inasmuch as life
is an art, and knowledge of art
is essential for its perfection,
the essence of knowledge takes
precedence over the principal
(ethical) problem of philos
ophy. Socrates interpreted
knowledge as the perception of
the universal (or uniform) in a
number of things (or their
properties).
Consequently,
knowledge is an idea of an ob
ject and is acquired by defining
its conception. The subject
matter of knowledge can be, ac
cording to Socrates, only that
which is accessible to man’s
purposeful actions, this being
the activity of man’s soul. For
this reason, Socrates pro
claimed self-knowledge as the
paramount task of knowledge.
All individual goals are sub
mitted to one universal and su
preme goal, which is absolute,
supreme goodness. This idea
fundamentally distinguishes So
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crates’s teaching from the ex
treme ethical relativism of the
Sophists. Socrates, however,
admitted that comparative rela
tivism was indispensable for any
purposeful activity in conditions
of man’s life: benefit is condi
tioned by usefulness and satis
faction; goodness is useful for
the attainment of the goal
which defines it as good. So
crates’s rationalist ethics is
closely linked to his views on
the role of concepts. He iden
tifies moral virtue with knowl
edge. Man’s activity is entirely
defined by his concepts of vir
tue, of benefit and the goals
flowing from these concepts.
For this reason, Socrates as
serted, no one can make mis
takes or act badly of his own
free will. He thus reduced im
moral acts to mere ignorance or
misconception, and wisdom to
perfect knowledge. Socrates’s
ethical rationalism was noted by
the ancient philosophers. Aris
totle, for instance, pointed out
that Socrates turned virtues
into concepts, sciences or a
particular kind of knowledge,
achieved by inductive methods
of defining these concepts. Pla
tonic ethics, as well as a number
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of other ethical schools the
most prominent of which are
Cynics and Cyrenaics, are
rooted in the doctrine of So
crates. His ethical rationalism
was, in the mid- and late 19th
century, subjected to harsh
criticism by some philosophers
opposed to the intellect as an
instrument of creation and
knowledge {Kierkegaard, Nietz
sche). From positions of relig
ious existentialism, he was
criticized in the 20th century by
the Russian philosopher and
writer Lev Shestov.
SOLIDARITY [L solidus firm],
assistance and support based
on compassion, community of
interests and the need to attain
common aims. In the revol
utionary ideology solidarity
becomes a moral imperative
when there arises an objective
need for concerted actions by
various political organizations
(parties, unions, committees,
clubs) for the achievement of
certain historical tasks. Thus,
the principle of solidarity was
advanced by the ideologists of
the French bourgeois revol
ution in their fight against Eu
ropean feudal reaction. One
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should distinguish between na
tional, class and international
solidarity. National solidarity is
prominent in people’s con
sciousness when a struggle is
waged against foreign invaders
(Patriotism). Class solidarity of
the working people is of an in
ternational character. As his
torical experience demon
strates, the need of solidarity
which is devoid of loyalty to
principles, ideological integrity
and honesty, which was not
wrung through the conscience
of every participant in the
movement, turns into “mutual
protection”, connivance at
time-serving actions and evil
deeds. At present, for the first
time there exists an opportunity
to rally humankind in the
struggle against the mortal dan
gers which threaten it. The op
portunity also exists, on the
basis of the positive goals of the
interdependent world, to work
for its integration. As solidarity
is becoming increasingly univer
sal the role of the moral ele
ment in its content is growing.
SOLOVIEV, Vladimir Ser
geyevich (1853-1900), Russian
religious philosopher, journalist

and poet. A pivotal problem of
Soloviev’s philosophy is that of
the human personality treated
in the Christian tradition. He
saw in the personality not only a
relatively independent spiritual
reality, but the primary element
of the metaphysical collective
personality—humankind. Solo
viev regarded man as “the con
necting link between the divine
and the natural world”. For this
reason, individual human exist
ence assumes in his philosophy,
a universal meaning. Divinity
(the absolute) and the human
personality are in Soloviev’s
view the fundamental (though
non-equivalent) elements of tne
evolution of the universe which
aims at overcoming world evil,
at enlightenment and spiritual
ization of the world. An imper
fect man endowed with the
potential for infinite perfection,
endures the contradiction be
tween the search for absolute
freedom and the sensation of
evil in a world dominated by
mechanical causality. Conse
quently, “the central interest of
human life lies in the distinction
between good and evil, truth
and falsehood”. In his earthly
life, man has, according to So
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loviev, the possibility for realiz
ing two kinds of freedom: posi
tive and negative. The former is
achieved through the aspiration
to know the absolute and en
sures man’s ability to carry out
the divine foreordination, the
latter is achieved through un
limited self-affirmation of the
individual “I” which results in
the negation of freedom (un
limited self-affirmation causing
non-freedom to others, ceases
to be freedom for the individual
himself). Substantiating in phil
osophic terms the inevitability
of the spiritual self-destruction
of the “proud man”, Soloviev
follows Dostoyevsky in dealing
with ethical problems. Equally
destructive, m Soloviev’s opi
nion, is group self-affirmation.
Yet, he does not consider self
denial for the purpose of a
search for the absolute as rejec
tion of freedom in general. Man
realizes and experiences his
freedom in the act of love (of
people, of nature, of God) and
in the moral act. The path to
achieve positive freedom lies
open to man through the ex
perience of shame, compassion
for others, as well as through
critical self-observation. Fol
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lowing Kant, Soloviev main
tained that in overcoming by a
moral effort the inertia of
mechanical causality,
man
brings himself closer to the ab
solute which personifies the
fullness of truth, goodness and
beauty. For Soloviev, knowl
edge, morality and creative
freedom are, in the final ana
lysis, indivisible as are indi
visible misconception, evil and
ugliness. In Soloviev’s doctrine,
Plato’s teaching of eros com
bines, on the basis of Christian
anthropology, with Kant’s cate
gorical imperative. Soloviev
solves the problem of good and
evil on earth also in a religious
spirit: the personality of Christ
is testimony to, and guarantee
of, the final triumph of good.
Soloviev regarded the Christian
Church as the receptacle of hu
manity’s accumulated moral ex
perience registered in history.
As regards the problem of the
correlation of freedom and
necessity in history and human
life, he anticipated the ethical
concepts of the 20th-century
Christian philosophy and relig
ious existentialism. The place of
Soloviev in the history of ethics
is determined not only by the
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originality of his ideas and his
specific conceptual influence
but also by the fact that he cre
ated a moral philosophical sys
tem at the time when the Euro
pean philosophical thought em
barked on the path of ethical
capitulation. Soloviev’s princi
pal works treating of ethical
problems: “Critique of Abstract
Principles” (1880), “Spiritual
Foundations of Life” (1884),
“The Meaning of Love” (1892),
“Vindication of Good” (18971899), “Three Conversations”
(1900).
SPENCER, Herbert (18201903), English positivist philos
opher, exponent of evolutionary
ethics. Spencer propounds the
idea of world evolution which
he extends from nature to so
ciety. He did not distinguish
morality in social life from rela
tions in the animal world, con
sidering it as specific behaviour
characteristic of all living
beings, the ultimate result of
evolutionary
development.
“Moral truth, as now inter
preted, proves to be a develop
ment of physiological truth.
...The vital law of the social or
ganism ... towards which cre

ation tends ... may properly be
considered as a law of nature.”
Like the exponents of utilita
rianism, Spencer held that mor
ality is based on aspiration for
happiness which is a moment of
universal evolution. In the
course of evolution, morality
serves as a means of quelling
the conflict between egoism
and altruism equally typical of
society and nature. Human be
haviour, according to Spencer,
passes, historically, through a
number of stages in the process
of which moral feelings and
concepts emerge and are im
proved. Evil harmonically de
velops into good, vice into vir
tue. Man’s behaviour gradually
adapts itself to the conditions of
life and aims at the preservation
of the human species. More
over, the good of society and
the good of the individual in
creasingly coincide. Behaviour
approaches the ideal which,
when attained, will abolish the
contradiction between the indi
vidual and society to establish
their balance: the individual’s
acts directed at the satisfaction
of his needs will simultaneously
contribute to the satisfaction of
the needs of the entire society.

SPINOZA

Spencer thus formulated the
principal rule of life: “Obtain
ment of private happiness ... in
conformity to the conditions
necessitated by the social
state.” Morality, in Spencer’s
view, is based on the abstract
principles of justice and charity.
Justice is everyone’s right to ab
solute freedom which should be
compatible with that of other
individuals. By charity, Spencer
understood acts which afford
enjoyment to others with no re
ward to oneself. Spencer re
garded the state as evil for it
curbs the freedom of the indi
vidual. His major ethical works:
“Social Statics” (1850), “Princi
ples of Ethics” (2 Vols., 18791893).
SPINOZA, Baruch (Benedict)
de (1632-1677), Dutch materia
list philosopher. Spinoza saw
the main purpose of his philos
ophy in elaborating an ethical
theory based on the teachings
of eternal and infinite nature,
or substance, which acts ac
cording to its own eternal
necessary laws, and “modes”,
i.e., all things of the material
world and all human souls.
Man’s body and thinking soul is
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of one and the same essence
but considered either in terms
of space or thought. In his the
ory of ethics, Spinoza adhered
to the preliminary knowledge of
body processes and associ
ations m man. He likened the
method of psychology to the
methods of mechanics and
physics and reduced the com
plexity and diversity of the
psyche to two simple, to his
mind, principles: intellect iden
tified with will, and feelings (or
“passions”). All human feelings
are derived from pleasure, pain
and desire, and many derivative
ones grow from each object’s
effort to preserve its existence.
Man is not prompted by the
moral laws of good or aversion
to evil, but by his striving for
self-preservation and personal
advantage, which is the only vir
tue acting as human power. On
these naturalist foundations,
Spinoza based his teaching of
freedom. He maintained that
human nature depended on
passions. Though repudiating
the idealistic concept of free
dom of the will and its inde
pendence of the motives behind
human behaviour, Spinoza did
not deny the possibility of free
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dom for man. He explained that
freedom does not contradict
necessity: a thing which exists
out of necessity can at the same
time be free if its existence is
necessitated by its own nature.
By this token, man can also be
free since in certain conditions
he can escape from the bond
age of passions. Any passion
ceases to be a passive state as
soon as man cognizes it. Free
dom, according to Spinoza, is
knowledge of necessity, clear
and distinct understanding of
what is necessary. This dialecti
cal concept of Spinoza was an
outstanding achievement of ma
terialist philosophy. It follows
from Spinoza’s teaching that for
different people there exist dif
ferent degrees of freedom.
Though knowledge as such is
powerless in the face of pas
sions, it can become a passion
itself (love of knowledge). The
joy of knowledge can suppress
all other passions thus confer
ring on man enormous free
dom. Spinoza’s teaching on
freedom is limited by the defini
tion of freedom as knowledge
of necessity and voluntary con
sent to necessity. He does not
associate material practice with

freedom (in this his teaching is
similar to Stoicism). Spinoza re
gards freedom as supremacy of
the intellect over passions, with
passion for knowledge over
coming the sensuous affections.
However, the circle of the sub
jects of freedom is extremely
limited, consisting only of sages
divorced from hfe’s practices,
whose life is the “intellectual
love of God”, i.e., passion for
knowledge. Spinoza’s major
works: “Theological-Political
Treatise” (1670), and “Ethics”
(1677).
STIRNER, Max (pseudonym of
Johann Kaspar Schmidt, 18061856), German idealist philos
opher. In his main work “Der
Emzinger und sein Eigentum”
(“The Only One and His
Property”, 1845) Stirner pro
pounded his ethical theory
based on principles of “pure
egoism”. Stirner proclaimed the
concrete individual personality
(my “I”) with its unique fea
tures as the highest reality, the
creator of all values in the
world. Observing the tendency
inherent in bourgeois society to
depersonalize human relations,
to transform man into a mere

STOICISM

appendage to the social whole,
Stirner concluded that social in
stitutions, moral norms, laws,
etc. are inimical to the individ
ual. Everything extra-individual,
i.e., social, appears in his inter
pretation as something abso
lutely alien to the individual,
hampering his free develop
ment. It is a world of spectres,
phantoms which dominate
people who have not yet lib
erated themselves from the fetishistic worship of the creations
of their own reason. Thus it fol
lows that moral consciousness
orientated at public opinion
constitutes, according to Stir
ner, nothing but a variety of re
ligious
consciousness,
and
standards of morality—relig
ious dogmas. In order to gain
genuine freedom, man must
discard such concepts paraly
zing his consciousness, as moral
duty and obligation, and be
guided by no social guidelines,
but only by his own interests.
Personal benefit is the supreme
principle of human existence.
Stirner included in the personal
sphere not only man’s ideas, ex
periences and acts. He con
sidered everything that exists in
the world (including other
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people), in terms of its service
of the concrete individual, of it
being proclaimed as his
property. Stirner maintained
that man controls the world
based on his own strength and
his inner potentialities. Stimer’s
ethics bears an excessively indi
vidualistic character (Individ
ualism).
STOICISM, a trend in Greek
ethics founded by Zeno from
Citium in Cyprus (c. 336-c. 264
B.C.). The name is derived
from the Greek words “Stoa
Poikile” (painted colonnade) in
Athens where Zeno gave lec
tures in his school. It is a stable
theoretical and normative tradi
tion in the history of European
ethics, a moral principle. Stoic
ism is the ethics of duty. It took
shape and developed in pole
mics with Epicureanism assert
ing the principle of happiness.
Stoicism proceeds from the di
vision of human life into two le
vels: the external empirical field
and the sphere of internal moti
vation. Whereas, the first one is
fully and unconditionally sub
jugated to the necessity reign
ing in nature, the second is
quite autonomous (Autonomy)
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and coincides with rational
comprehension. The Stoics sub
divided everything that exists
into three classes: good, evil and
indifference (adiaphora). Good
is virtue which coincides with
the rational foundation of ac
tions and is identical with
apathy. Evil is the opposite of
virtue and identified with vices.
Indifference (neither this nor
that), is an aggregate of the so
cial and natural characteristics
of man: life, health, beauty,
strength, wealth, nobility, glory
and their opposites, death, ill
ness, etc. Adiaphora is the do
main of the indifferent only
within the bounds of the antith
esis between good and evil, vir
tue and vice. It implies that the
external conditions of the life of
an individual and the state of
his organism have no moral
value of their own. However,
beyond these limits, within
adiaphora there emerge sub
stantial differences: some things
(health, wealth, etc.) are prefer
able, others are avoided (ill
ness, poverty, etc.) and still
others, such as the bending or
unbending of a finger, are al
ready indifferent not only in re
lation to morality but also to the

vital needs of man. Preferable
things promote life which is in
harmony with nature and be
long to the category of relative
benefits. Actions aimed at as
similating relative benefits form
the sphere of appropriate ac
tions. Virtue is precisely the
correct knowledge of the
preferable (appropriate) ac
tions typical of man which are
not by themselves a moral value
but are only its object. A virtu
ous man values above all, his ef
forts directed at acquiring
relative values rather than these
values themselves. He will not
be happy or miserable depend
ing on whether he acquired or
lost some things which are
preferable. He does not in the
least identify his moral essence
with specific goals and concrete
results of behaviour. Stoicism
not only transfers virtue into the
sphere of motives but places it
above them regarding it as the
highest level of the determina
tion of behaviour, as the motive
of motives. It forms, as it were,
a third nature within man. A
wise man, whose image is per
sonified virtue and a normative
model in the ethics of Stoicism,
strives for preferable actions
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but does not identify himself
with them. He is prepared for
any turn of events, never loses
his presence of mind and if it
comes to the worst, will perish
amid the ruins of the world un
complaining. He does not rec
ognize any happiness other
than inner firmness and inde
pendence of the spirit. Stoicism
teaches one to be indifferent
even to the most severe blows
of fate. This submission serves
as a source of the inner strength
and pride of a Stoic wise man
since, according to Stoicism,
the cosmos is ruled by divine
Reason and in the final count
everything that happens in the
world carries a beneficial
meaning. That is why, by plac
ing himself into the hands of
providence, man becomes asso
ciated with the reasonable na
ture of the universe. The cos
mopolitan concept of man typi
cal of Stoicism, was combined
with the preaching of obliga
tions to one’s people and the
state. Stoics substantiate the
need to place the common
benefit above personal gain, ac
tively participate in social af
fairs, are against compassion,
pity and malice as factors which
26
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constrain and deform practical
activities. Stoic virtue is formal
and absolute. It knows no
shades or varieties. There is no
gradual transition from virtue
to vice. The normative ideal of
Stoicism was one of the basic
traditions of European ethics
and culture. It is a model of
conduct in conditions when
man has lost control over cir
cumstances and is drawn into
an uncontrollable situation
pregnant with social cataclysms.
Stoicism taught people to sub
mit to fate and oppose its vi
cissitudes with staunch spirit, to
raise the strength of the inner
man over the weakness of the
external one and thereby as
serted the self-sufficiency of
moral person. As an integral,
ethical concept of the world,
Stoicism is the product of a
class civilization. However, it
contains an eternal rational
content, the mastering of which,
can provide spiritual support to
a person facing an irremediable
tragedy. The ideas of Stoicism
developed by the later (Roman)
Stoics (Seneca, Epictetus, Aure
lius') acquired a tinge, of morali
zing. They are also represented
in the works of Anicius Manlius
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Boethius, Montaigne, Rene De
scartes, Spinoza, Kant and
many other philosophers.

SUFFERING, a state experi
enced by a person in the process
of physical and spiritual being.
Suffering has a moral and ethical
meaning since the acceptance by
an individual of obligations
stemming from any code of con
duct, is inseparable from his
readiness to make personal sac
rifices. The link between suffer
ing and initiation goes back to
times immemorial. In order to
enter the stratum of grown-up
members of society, the pristine
man had to prove his ability to
endure pain and fear. Indeed,
human fife constantly requires
this ability. Since ancient times,
other motives have been inter
twined with this attitude to suf
fering. The latter is perceived as
a restoration of the upset bal
ance of justice in a particular so
ciety. Initially, the aim ofpunish
ment was not so much to restrain
(intimidate) a criminal from
committing a punishable deed as
in ritualistic and moral purifica
tion. And here the religious faith
implied that the ransom for the
culprit can be paid by the inno

cent. Thus, at the basis of Chris
tianity and Christian ethics lies
the postulate according to which
Jesus Christ who was totally in
nocent, voluntarily accepted suf
fering and death for the sins of
all people thereby atoning the
gufft of the human race. Suffer
ing breaks the inertia of the
thoughtless attitude to life by im
pelling one to test his conscience
and grasp the difference be
tween true and false benefits.
The extreme forms of the cult of
suffering evoked justifiable criti
cism, in particular, the uncon
vincing preaching of patience
addressed by the exploiters to
the exploited. Beginning with
the period of Enlightenment,
people strove to eliminate suf
fering in their life through tech
nological and social progress.
However, the experiences of hu
mankind demonstrate that this
task is an intricate and multi
faceted one. Whereas, the de
liverance of people from gross
and humiliating sufferings is a
tangible and noble goal, the vi
sion of the total elimination of
suffering is utopian, for every
step along the path of comfort
and security engenders new
problems and possibilities of
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more refined sufferings and en
hances the sensitivity to them.
Moreover, an unscrupulous per
son is not a genuine human
being because total insulation
from suffering is an uncreative
and amoral state of egotistical
wellbeing. Moral behaviour can
not fully exclude voluntarily ac
cepted discomforts of suffering.

SUFISM [Arab suf wool which
was used for clothing by mem
bers of an ascetic Muslim sect],
a philosophic-mystical teaching
in Islam which arose in the 8tn
century. Sufism is characterized
by a combination of the teach
ings on knowledge interpreted
from the viewpoint of mystical
pantheism (recognition of all
things and phenomena as ema
nating from God), with the
teaching of man’s moral self
improvement (knowledge di
vorced from morality was con
sidered disastrous, and disinter
estedness, a necessary condi
tion of truth). Sufism distin
guishes three stages of man’s
path to the truth and true forms
of being: shariah —acquiring
knowledge of the law and com
pliance with it; tarikat —over
coming self-love as a peculiar
26*
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form of incarceration in “the
dungeon of one’s own skin”,
leaning not only on reason, but
also on the heart (particular im
portance being attached to the
consecutive psychological states
created by “stops”—makamas,
along man’s mystical path (i.e.,
by the ascetic’s spiritual states
as he approaches unity with
God): of repentance, circum
spection, abstinence and, in the
end, poverty when man takes a
vow to forgo worldly benefits);
hakikat—the final stage which
is achieved only by the chosen
few. This true being is granted,
according to Sufists, by rejec
tion of one’s own “I” and by
communion with God. He who
has achieved this stage need no
longer think of laws. For pos
sessing intuitive knowledge of
the truth, he is incapable of
doing evil. This principle gave
grounds to many critics of Suf
ism to charge its proponents
with amoralism. Sufism at
tached great importance to il
lumination, ecstasy (the latter
being inspired by dancing, sing
ing and music). The moral re3uirements expounded in their
idactic poems and love songs,
and a measure of democracy
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account for the popularity of
such Sufi poets as Sana’i
(Abu’l-Majd Maidud), Farid
ad-Din ‘Attar, Jalal ad-Din
Rumi, Hafiz and Mawlana Nur
ad-Din Jami.

SUICIDE, a type of deviant be
haviour, intentional killing of
oneself, wishing for one’s own
death. Various cultures differed
in their attitude towards
suicide.
Christianity
bans
suicide regarding it as a crime
against the divine law and a
manifestation of the devil’s
presence in man. The Great
French Revolution was the first
to demolish the traditional as
sessment of suicide and include
in the fundamental rights of the
individual both the right to live
and the right to die. The secu
larization of consciousness and
the crisis of traditional culture,
the industrial revolution and ur
banization, sharply raised the
suicide rate in the 19th century
and it is still on the rise. An indepth analysis of the phenome
non of suicide was carried out
in 1897 by femile Durkheim. He
held that in every society there
coexisted social-moral oppo
sites such as egoism anti al

truism. Until they counterweigh
each other, the suicide rate re
mains within the acceptable so
cial norm. However, when this
balance is upset, the traditional
life style and social ties disinte
grate resulting in a growing
suicide rate. Modem research
sees the reasons of suicide in
social disbalances, dehumaniza
tion of the personality and links
them with various psychopathological processes, as well as the
proliferation of such trends as
nihilism, anarchic hedonism.
Suicide is a serious social and
moral problem. The history of
philosophy and ethics recorded
at times opposite appraisals of
suicide as a social phenomenon.
Plato and Aristotle, for instance,
regarded suicide as an unnatu
ral act contradicting the nature
of man and inflicting irrepar
able damage on the state.
Stoics, on the contrary, urged
refraining from indiscriminate
criticism of suicide particularly
when it benefits a community or
a state as a whole, for instance
in the case of a hopelessly ill
person. Modern philosophy
treats suicide as a moral evil
detrimental to society in
general but limited to one indi

SYMBOLIC THEORY OF VALUE

vidual (Kant) and as an act
undermining the last stronghold
of the will to live (Schopen
hauer). Mill and other advo
cates of utilitarianism, on the
contrary, welcomed suicide re
garding it as a deliverance from
physical or moral pain and con
cerns, particularly if it can bring
happiness (be useful) to other
people. Generally speaking, in
European ethical thought, the
theories vindicating suicide
constituted the exception rather
than the rule. In terms of mor
ality, suicide can be regarded as
the violation by a person of
moral obligations to oneself,
similar to murder which is a vi
olation of moral obligations to
other people.
SYMBOLIC THEORY OF
VALUE, an ethical concept
widespread in modern axiology
whose proponents regard the
system of values as a peculiar
symbolical world created by
man. Symbolic theory of value
underlies the concept of man as
a “symbolic animal” who lives
in a world of symbols and not
things, reveals a new sphere of
reality and transforms his exist
ence in conformity with the
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symbolic structure. The emer
gence of the symbolic theory of
value is associated with the
ideas of the German Neo-Kantian philosopher Ernst Cassirer,
the author of the philosophy of
symbolic forms, who main
tained that man’s ethical world
emerges as man creates sym
bols having functional value.
Cassirer’s ideas lie at the basis
of the symbolic theory of value
advanced in the 1960’s by the
Austrian biologist Ludwig von
Bertalanffy, one of the founders
of the general systems theory.
In his view, none of the three
axiological theories accepted in
the West (naturalist, humanis
tic, ontological), explains to the
full, the nature of ethical values,
for they do not take into ac
count man’s symbolic activity.
Emphasizing only such univer
sal values as man’s survival and
happiness, these theories ignore
the fact that man can doom
himself to suffering, sacrificing
himself for the sake of supreme
ideals, i.e., choose values which
may contradict his biological
survival. Only the symbolic the
ory of value with its key ca
tegories of “symbol” and “sys
tem” can furnish, according to
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Bertalanffy, a true idea of the
nature of values. Whereas
traditional Western ethical con
cepts sought to substantiate the
rules of individual conduct, the
symbolic theory of value con
siders the symbolic structure as
the basis of human culture and
proceeds from the fact that
values are created and freely
chosen by man himself with ref
erence to a system of symbols
inherent in the given society.
According to Bertalanffy, the
basic ethical problem consists
in imposing the laws of morality
on social institutions. At the
same time, he distinguishes
moral imperatives of social sys
tems from the individual’s
moral values. Thus, contrary to
naturalism which derives values
from the laws of nature and
man’s natural state, the sym
bolic theory of value deals with
the social organization of
people with its inherent system
of moral standards and pre
cepts. It, however, ignores the
historical character of morality
and people’s socially condi
tioned activities.

SYMPATHY, a form of love of
one’s fellow-men (Humanism)-,
attitude to another person
based on the recognition of his
legitimate requirements and in
terests and expressed in the un
derstanding of another person’s
feelings and thoughts, in moral
support rendered to his aspira
tions, and readiness to assist in
their realization. The ability to
experience sympathy is an
elementary and at the same
time a basic quality of man as a
social being. Emerging simulta
neously with private interests
and as a counterbalance to
them, this social feeling re
stricted, in its own way,
people’s egoism, permitting
each to put himself in the place
of another person and see in
him someone akin to himself.
Sympathy is an important form
of humanism in human rela
tions. It means compassion and
mitigation of depressive un
pleasant feelings of another
person. Sympathy demands
Seat internal tactfulness and a
gh standard of human com
munication.

TABOO [a Tongan (Polyne
sian) word having no single
word translation], a set of con
cepts characteristic of rudimen
tary primitive thought. It ex
presses a categorical ban on
certain actions and induce
ments aimed at so-called “un
touchable” objects. It is associ
ated with the feeling of fear of
something awesome and fatal
and simultaneously attractive
and sacred, calling for rev
erence and various magic rites.
Since concepts associated with
it play a major role in practi
cally all primitive communities,
the term taboo is now widely
used in modern ethnography,
anthropology and psychology.
With representatives of de
veloped societies, similar con
cepts stand for a symptom char
acteristic of grave mental disor
ders. This accounts for the term
taboo being also used in psy

chiatry. In primitive tribal com
munities, it is above all associ
ated with the prohibition of sex
ual intercourse between rela
tives which ensures here an ar
chaic form of exogamy. It is also
associated with the totem
cult — a sacred animal after
which a particular clan or fam
ily was named. In relatively
more developed patriarchal
communities, taboo was ex
tended to the personality of the
father, chief and priest. It en
sured the inviolability of various
creatures, objects and sanc
tuaries. Taboo is one of the
most ancient forms of regulat
ing the individual’s conduct and
social life in general, demand
ing that socially irresponsible
urges be suppressed. It differs
from subsequent religious,
moral and legal bans in that it is
irrational and is provided with
no justification. Taboo is not
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prescribed by God or by the
law, but is exercised as self-re
straint under the impact of in
explicable mystic fears of cer
tain actions and creatures.
These fears stem from the
presentiment of unavoidable
punishment which does not
imply a real punishment meted
out by one’s relatives. One who
has violated the taboo, himself
experiences a deep depression
without external interference.
This depression often leads to
mental derangement and even
death, although the people
nearby might not even suspect
anything concerning the crime
the person had committed. The
regulating mechanism of taboo
requires absolute cohesion of
the common and private inter
ests within the framework of
the totem society; the equality
of all its members; the deper
sonalization of the totemist
consciousness. It possesses a
significance which is universal
for that particular society. An
important element of taboo is
totemist orgiastic festivities
whose educational and organiz
ing role is associated with the
internal purification experi
enced by the participants as a

result of the magical violation
of taboo and the defilement of
the totem.

TACTFULNESS,
a
moral
quality characterizing man’s at
titude to other people, warrant
ing thoughtful attention to
people’s needs, requirements,
wishes, interests, their urgent
problems, thoughts and feel
ings; understanding of motives
that stimulate people’s beha
viour; considerate treatment of
other people’s self-esteem,
pride and dignity; polite atti
tude to everyone. As a moral
requirement ensuing from the
general principle of humanism,
tactfulness is closely linked to
other moral qualities (Respect,
Magnanimity, Modesty, Sym
pathy, Nobleness, Trust). At the
same time, pertaining to the
sphere of everyday interrela
tions between people, tactful
ness is a component part of per
sonal ethic. It excludes rude
ness, arrogance, intolerance,
suspiciousness and mistrust to
wards people both in personal
and official, business and politi
cal relations.

TAGORE

TAGORE (Thakur), Rabind
ranath (1861-1941), Indian
writer-humanist, educator and
public figure. In his works, Ta
gore gave a new lease of life to
many philosophic ethical ideas
of the Vedas and Upanishads.
Tagore interprets human na
ture dually: on the one hand,
man is a bearer of egoistic
desires and is limited by his
own “ego”; on the other, he
possesses a spiritual basic ele
ment whose manifestations op
pose egoism and place man in a
special position in the world.
The conflict between these two
facets of the ego engenders an
intensive moral life of a person.
Unbridled passions do not
allow a person to get rid of ig
norance (avidya) and to be inte
grated into the life of the
universe. In critically analyzing
individualism as the moral
thrust of Western cultures, Ta
gore draws the following con
clusion: any development with
in the bounds of one’s own
“egoistic ego” brings tragedy
into human life. That is why he
sees one of the main tasks to be
able to transcend the limits of
oneself. Tagore believed that
love was the only effective
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means for overcoming egoism
and isolation. Life in unity with
nature is possible only as a re
sult of a loving attitude to all its
elements. The theory of mor
ality which Tagore calls the
realization of life (Sadhana), is
based on Karma Yoga, release
by a vigorous effort. At the
same time, in criticizing the
moral guidelines of the “busi
ness world” in the European
countries, Tagore drew atten
tion to the fact that business
success often entails an internal
collapse of the personality.
That is why a poor man who has
attained inner harmony is infi
nitely happier than a rich man.
The ethical views of Tagore
were applied in practice at the
communal school in Shantiniketan, his father’s estate. It sub
sequently became one of the
centres of the Indian culture.
Tagore believed that learning
should be an extension of
human abilities, i.e., be ex
tremely individualized. Tagore
opposed the colonial regime,
caste alienation, inequality of
women, ignorance and supersti
tions. The principal works re
flecting the moral concepts of
Tagore are: “Gitanjali: Song
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Offering” (1912), a collection of
his poems which won him the
Nobel prize for literature in
1913, and “Sadhana” (“The
Realization of Life”, 1913).
TALION (lex talionis) [L talio
retaliation, equal retribution], a
primitive custom which regu
lated relations between com
munities of kin and made it ob
ligatory upon relatives to be
guided in their revenge by the
rules of simple equalizing. Sub
sequently (in early class so
ciety), it served as the principle
of criminal responsibility re
quiring that punishment should
correspond in character and
degree to the offense. Its most
widely spread form is the “life
for lite, an eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth” principle. Ta
lion, or blood feud, was one of
the obligatory features of the
tribal organization of social life.
For primitive man, vengeance
was not an obligation but an
honour to be obtained. The es
sence of talion was not so much
in encouraging blood feud as in
making this practice more or
derly and to provide strict con
trol over it. It seems that talion
was preceded by the unbridled

eruption of vengeance rather
than the lack of, or less control
led, vengeance. Talion was
based on the idea of extending
the primitive concept of the
world to the sphere of intercommunal relations. It was one
of the first signs of dividing
people into “one’s own”,
“aliens”, “close” or “distant”, as
well as one of the initial forms
of this division being registered
and reproduced mentally and
practically. Talion simulta
neously united and divided: it
united the members of one
tribe by separating them from
other tribal groups. Blood feuds
were impermissible between
relatives. However, it was a
sacred obligation when some
one was offended by a stranger.
The right to retaliation, re
garded as a privilege belonging
to all male members of a tribe
but first of all to the closest
relatives of the victim, is a spe
cific expression of primitive
morality. Talion was eliminated
with the transition to the state
territorial organization of social
life and with morality acquiring
a universal form of human con
sciousness. We can surmise that
the precept “thou shalt not

TAO and TE

kill”, as well as the golden rule
of morality, emerged in the pro
cess of overcoming talion. In its
transformed version, talion has
survived to the present and it
can be observed, for instance,
in the lingering of features of
the patriarchal system. From
the system of equal retaliation
comprising the moral content
of talion, stems the idea of
equalizing justice.

TAO and TE (“the way” and its
“virtue”), basic concepts in
ancient Chinese philosophy
which subsequently became pri
marily ethical categories. Later
it was finalized in the modern
term “taote” (morality). In
Taoism Tao (literally “way”), is
an irrational stream, the unseen
but ever-present principle in
virtue of which all things exist
but which is not a thing itself.
To become a “real person” a
sage discards his “ego” and
becomes immersed in this
stream and like it assumes a
Tao-position which does not
distinguish beauty from ugli
ness, good from evil, truth from
lies. As an absolute, Tao is not
given as an object of knowledge
and the acquisition of Tao is
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the result of independent per
sonal spiritual efforts. By dis
carding his individual will, a
sage follows his natural predes
tination. In Confucianism, Tao
is a way to moral improvement,
reinforced by the heavenly will,
and conduct based on moral
rules. Man’s destiny depends
on his own activities. This im
plies the choice of a correct way
which combines ethical knowl
edge and corresponding ac
tions. The correct way presup
posed three basic careers: a
hermit, an official or a military
man. This choice depended not
only on personal inclinations
but also involved a favourable
social situation. For the lower
stratum, the correct way is inac
cessible. The category of Te
usually translated as feature,
property, quality, goodness, vir
tue, dignity and the vital force,
is an hieroglyph composed of
the symbols of an “eye”, an “ac
tion” and the “heart”. The in
itial meaning implies an action
taken on the basis of looking
into one’s heart. The heart is
regarded as the receptacle of
magic force. Te is a specific
manifestation of Tao. It can be
either big or small, better or
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worse. This makes it possible to
characterize it as a concrete
Tao property of each and every
thing. Te is an individual virtue
determining the optimal way of
the existence of a thing; its dif
ferent manifestations may clash
with each other. The ethical
content of Te is fairly complex.
Since most Chinese thinkers
recognized the observance of
etiquette and justice as the
basic qualities of man placing
him apart from the beasts, in
many instances, Te implied vir
tue. However, it could also
mean immorality (robbery and
lechery, for example). The Te
category is also associated with
the traditional political theory.
The status of a ruler or an em
peror as the Son of Heaven, im
plies that he possesses Te and
uses it to strengthen the state
and maintain a vital link be
tween human society and the
heavenly forces. The loss of Te
meant the loss of the “heavenly
mandate” for power associated
with the ageing and decline of
the given world which becomes
chaotic. Evil deeds of a ruler
were regarded as the symptom
of the loss of Te, the decline of

DE CHARDIN

the power of a dynasty and a
sign of its imminent downfall.

TEILHARD DE CHARDIN,
Pierre (1881-1955), French
Jesuit paleontologist, philos
opher and theologician, who
elaborated a Christian variant
of evolutionary ethics. Teilhard’s
ethical views logically stem
from his theory of cosmogenesis according to which the
evolution of the universe pro
ceeds in a certain direction and
is eventually reduced to the for
mation and evolution of the
spirit. From his point of view,
morals emerge at a certain
stage in the evolution of life and
then- purpose is to limit the
egoism of man, organize and
channel human energy into the
proper direction. Teilhard de
Chardin gives a biological and
cosmic interpretation to the
fundamental ethical categories:
goodness is everything which
promotes evolution and con
tributes to raising the level of
the organization of matter and
developing consciousness; evil
is everything which impedes the
confluence of the elements into
highly organized systems and
hampers spiritual progress.

TELEOLOGICAL ETHICS

Man is entrusted with the
mission of consciously conti
nuing the evolution. His status
in the universe and in cosmogenesis, serve as an objective
basis for the category of duty.
Man bears responsibility for the
success of the evolution. By
transforming matter, he must
oppose evil and contribute to
the general improvement of the
spirit. Man can attain a perfect
spiritual state only by associa
ting himself with collective con
sciousness. According to Teil
hard de Chardin, evolutionary
ethics must, at the same time,
be Christian because without
religious substantiation mor
ality cannot fulfil its function.
While Kant proposed to accept
the immortality of the soul and
the existence of God as the pos
tulates of practical reason, Teil
hard de Chardin introduces
them into ethics as the impera
tive conditions of human efforts
aimed at completing evolution.
The existence of the divine
centre and the possibility of the
immortality of the soul, serve as
a guarantee for the success of
evolution. Without these guar
antees, people cannot promote
evolution and consciously en
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dure difficulties. The principle
of collectivism and the require
ment of an active attitude to the
world, the assertion of human
creative abilities, such are the
humanistic features of his ethi
cal views which place his theory
apart from the traditional
Christian ethics. Due to their
contradictory character, the
ethical ideas of Teilhard de
Chardin are used by different
social groups sometimes hold
ing opposite ideological views.
Teilhard de Chardin stated his
ethical principles in “Le Milieu
divin” (“The Realm of the Di
vine”, 1927), and “Le Ph6nomene humain” (“The Phe
nomenon of Man”, 1938-1940)
published posthumously.

TELEOLOGICAL ETHICS [Gk
telos end, logos learning], the
name sometimes given to moral
doctrines which understand
morals as purposeful actions
and derive moral duties from
the consequences of actions
(Consequential ethics). Social
criteria of people’s behaviour
are based on the final results of
their actions. In that sense,
Marxist ethics also is sometimes
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erroneously defined as teleo
logical ethics.

TEN COMMANDMENTS (Dec
alogue [Gk dekdlogos after hoi
deka logoi the ten precepts];
Moses’s laws), a moral religious
code formulated in the Bible.
According to biblical tradition,
God called Moses to Mount
Sinai on which, after 40 days
and 40 nights, Moses engraved
on two stone tables the “ten
words” communicated by di
vine lips. The Ten Command
ments are supra-individual
rules of behaviour expressed in
the form of indisputable pro
hibitions
and
imperatives.
These Commandments com
prise four groups: (1) forbid
ding the profaning of the Lord
and his name in vain, idolatry,
worship of other gods and tak
ing the name of the Lord in
vain; (2) establishing the
necessity of working for six days
and resting on the seventh
(Sabbath) and making it obliga
tory on children to honour their
parents; (3) forbidding violence
(“thou shalt not kill”) and adul
tery, (4) establishing the norms
of social life by forbidding
stealing, bearing false witness,

coveting any thing that is
somebody else’s property. With
the final establishment of Chris
tianity as a world religion, the
Ten Commandments became
part and parcel of the con
sciousness of medieval man and
a substantial element of catech
ism.
Ten
Commandments
today, too, are perceived as a
moral code which has made an
impact not only on the religious
but also on the moral history of
humankind. The imperative
thrust of the prohibitions deter
mines first of all the ethical sig
nificance of the Ten Command
ments. Philosophic and ethical
works of the past and present
interpret them differently. It is
necessary to discern the moral
content of the Decalogue and
its religious justification. Its
normative essence, and primary
imperative (“thou shalt not
kill”) in the first place, is of
universal significance and is an
inalienable part of the moral
consciousness of modern man.

TERMINOLOGY OF MOR
ALITY, see Language of mor
ality.

THEOLOGICAL ETHICS

THEODICY [Gk theos God,
dike justice], vindication of di
vine providence which allows
for the existence of evil on
earth. Theologists and idealist
philosophers who believe that
God is the source of all that
exists, have been always faced
with the need to theoretically
explain and reconcile faith in
the all-mighty and all-bountiful
God with the existence of evil in
the world. As a rule, evil is
presented as a trial placed on
man by God or as an indispens
able element of the predeter
mined harmony beyond the
grasp of simple mortals. In the
history of philosophy, best
known are the theodicy of
Stoics (Stoicism') and that of
Leibniz. Modern theologists, in
solving that problem, assert that
evil does not come from God,
but is a result of the sinful na
ture of man himself. At the
same time, they believe that
nothing can exist that is against
God’s will. For that reason, evil
is not a reality, but the absence
of the reality which is fully in
herent only in God.

THEOLOGICAL ETHICS, a
theological discipline in Chris
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tianity which justifies Christian
morality as an indispensable
condition for salvation and its
advantages over other ethical
systems. In the Catholic, Ortho
dox and Protestant theological
systems, these problems are
dealt with differently in accord
ance with the basic tenets of the
dogma expounded by a particu
lar confession. However, in all
cases, theological ethics is
based upon the supernatural
character of morals whose con
tent is determined by God and
instilled into man as an innate
requirement, a moral law.
Hence, the conclusion concern
ing the universality of religious
moral precepts, their eternal
and immutable nature. At the
same time, Christian doctrine
leaves it up to man to exercise
freedom of the will thereby leav
ing him at liberty to act on his
own in accordance with the
moral law or contrary to it.
Thus, it turns out that people
do good things by the divine
commandment but commit evil
deeds by their own intent. How
ever, by allowing an alternative
choice between good and evil
and placing the responsibility
for the violation of divine com
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mandments upon people, theo
logical ethics arrives at an unsolvable contradiction between
the free will exercised by the in
dividual and the doctrine of di
vine predestination. Thereby it
reproduces the dilemmas of the
individual and the kin, freedom
and necessity, which are tradi
tional in the history of ethics.

THEONOMOUS ETHICS [Gk
theos God, nomos law], an ethi
cal doctrine of Chnstianity
which considers morals as a
sphere of interrelationships be
tween man and God as distinct
from the worldly morality of
serving society and people. Its
basic idea is expounded most
extensively in Neo-Protestantism. Proponents of that doc
trine hold that genuine (Chris
tian) morality has nothing in
common with the needs of so
ciety and its members, because
it is confmed to relations be
tween man and God and its re
quirements follow from divine
providence whose nature is op
posite to man’s earthly exist
ence. Theonomous ethics holds
that love is the fundamental
principle, treating it in a specifi
cally religious sense —it is not

love of man or the striving to
meet his interests and needs,
but an imitation of the love
which God bestows on people,
i.e., compassion for their weak
nesses, all-forgiveness, non-re
sistance to evil, and belief that
man’s vices are ineradicable
{Christian ethics).
THEORY OF VALUE, the,
a
trend in modern ethics and axi
ology whose exponents treat the
moral value of the phenomena
of life, including good and evil,
as a result of the interest linked
to the given object. The theory
of value is a variety of modern
naturalism in ethics. In its con
tent it is reminiscent of the
teachings of pragmatism. It
emerged in the 1920’s and still
exists although it no longer ex
erts considerable influence. Its
main representatives are Ralph
Barton Perry, Dewitt Parker in
the USA and Frederick Robert
Tennant in Britain. The expo
nents of this school define the
significance of a particular ob
ject or phenomenon (its value)
for man, depending not on the
role it plays in society, but on
the subjective attitude to it, on
its enduring interest. Interest it

THOMAS AQUINAS

self is interpreted in purely psy
chological terms as desire,
mood, inclination, love, sym
pathy (or, on the contrary, aver
sion, antipathy, hatred) man
feels about a given object. At
the same time, the fact is ig
nored that the interests of
people are socially conditioned
by the objective laws of being
and the development of society.
The exponents of the theory of
value treat morality as a means
of mutual coordination and rec
onciliation of private interests.
Hence the interpretation of
moral duty: act in such a way as
to satisfy the greatest number of
private interests. Thus, the ef
fort to meet fundamental com
mon interests of humankind is
often replaced by the mutual
agreement of the rivals. Recog
nizing the connection between
morality and people’s interests,
Marxist ethics, however, does
not derive morals from inter
ests, but justifies (or criticizes)
these interests as genuinely
human (or as immoral, egoisti
cal, directed against man)
based on the analysis of the his
torical laws of the evolution of
humankind as a whole.
27 -1256
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THOMAS AQUINAS (1225/261274), a scholastic philosopher
of the Middle Ages who made
the philosophy of Aristotle ac
ceptable in Christian religion.
His teaching is recognized as
the official philosophy of the
Catholic Church. According to
Aquinas, God is a Christian’s
highest goal, towards which he
should direct his entire life, all
his work, and thoughts. This is
the basis of Aquinas’s ethical
views. Since God is existence
which has an eternally set ar
rangement and hierarchy, the
moral life of man consists in fol
lowing this order in both his
personal and social life. A per
son experiences the highest
bliss only in envisioning the holy
spirit. But a vision of God is
only given to those who fulfil all
the precepts of religious mor
ality, religious doctrine and the
Church. Every person must
take a place in society that is
pre-ordained by God and his
deputies on earth, that is, by the
Catholic Church and the secu
lar authorities. This apology of
the hierarchical relations of the
Middle Ages is manifested in
Aquinas’ works, and also in his
understanding of the hierarchy
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of the spheres of moral law.
Each person is endowed with
the natural law of striving after
happiness (genuine happiness
is union with God), but above it
towers positive law, the official
establishment of the religious
and secular authorities. How
ever, both these laws are based
on eternal divine law, that is
one for all times and condi
tions. This triad subsequently
became part of the Neo-Thomist (Neo-Thomism) doctrine.

THRIFTINESS, a moral quality
characterizing the care of
people after the material and
spiritual benefits and the oppo
site of squandering, extrava
gance, mismanagement. Thrif
tiness has always been an ideal
of the middle strata. Already
Hesiod had treated it as a
worthy quality. The concept of
thriftiness acquires great signi
ficance in the bourgeois mor
ality of the epoch of the initial
accumulation of capital, par
ticularly in Puritan ethics (Puri
tanism'). The concept of thrifti
ness reveals its moral content as
a deferential attitude to the re
sults of human labour, a ra
tional use of wealth for the

benefit of all. Thriftiness as a
moral quality becomes more
important today due to ecologi
cal conditions urgently requir
ing the limitation of the squan
dering of the natural resources.

TIMIDNESS, a negative moral
quality characterizing a weakwilled person unable to defend
and practise his own moral
principles because of fear for
his personal interests, the dread
of bringing unfavourable conse
quences on himself, the fear of
difficulties or the lack of con
fidence in his own abilities.
Usually timidness is nourished
by social injustice, the unfranchized status of man, and the
limitation of personal initiative.
All these phenomena are intrin
sic in a society in which people
face the fact that brute force
gains the upper hand over jus
tice, crimes against morality re
main unpunished, the struggle
against evil, adherence to prin
ciples and honesty are turned
against man himself. This situ
ation encourages and favours
unscrupulousness and conniv
ance at evil. People lose the
feeling of responsibility for
their deeds, faith in the force of

TOLERANCE

moral principles and in their
own ability to abide by these
principles. A faint-hearted
character is also formed under
the impact of repressive auth
oritarian methods of upbringing
and a family atmosphere which
oppresses and humiliates the
individual. However, neither
the circumstances nor upbring
ing can exonerate a. faint
hearted person. His moral duty
lies in staunchness and per
severance in doing good, in
striving for perfection and the
moral ideal (see also Courage,
Bravery).

TOLERANCE, a moral quality
denoting an attitude to inter
ests, convictions, habits, beliefs,
and behaviour of other people.
It implies an effort to reach mu
tual understanding and to har
monize different views and in
terests without applying press
ure, primarily by means of per
suasion and argumentation.
The problem of tolerance
emerged in connection with the
question of freedom of the indi
vidual in a society divided into
classes, ethnic and religious
groups, whose interests and
ideas constantly come into con
27*
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flict. The demand for universal
tolerance was advanced to
somewhat mitigate the irrecon
cilable social contradictions.
An example is the Christian in
terpretation of tolerance which
in its consistency amounted to
the non-resistance to evil.
Tolerance is a. form of respect
for others, the recognition of a
person’s right to his own con
victions and to be different
from others. It stems from the
principled conviction that a
person is better than what he
says or what he does. Tolerance
also implies the recognition of
the fact that each individual,
even a morally degraded or ide
ologically deluded one, has a
chance of reforming and reha
bilitating himself. At present,
the scope of tolerance has been
expanded to also include toler
ance of representatives of dif
ferent ideologies, political lean
ings, traditions and moral ha
bits. Tolerance is an important
and necessary component of
the spirit of fruitful cooperation
between people. Its practical
value has increased immeasur
ably in modern conditions of
pluralism of opinions and when
dialogue of different political
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systems, cultures and ideologies
have become an indispensable
condition for the survival of hu
mankind.

TOLSTOY, Lev Nikolayevich
(1828-1910), Russian writer and
thinker. Tolstoy’s interest in
moral and philosophical prob
lems (philosophy or history, re
lations between the particular
and the general in people’s acti
vities, life and death, personal
freedom and the causality in
human behaviour) manifests it
self in his artistic works. To the
characters
embodying
the
ideals of his moral doctrine
(self-sacrifice and self-denial),
Tolstoy counterposed egoistical
heroes, for whom personal gain
and pleasure is the law of life.
The dialectics of the struggle
between these principles is
brought to its conclusion in
“War and Peace” (1863-1869)
with the apotheosis of the fam
ily and the downfall of egoism.
In “Anna Karenina” (18731877) and in “Confessions”
(1879-1880), the apology of the
family is placed in doubt. In an
effort to resolve the question of
personal freedom and the cau
sality of people’s conduct, Tol

stoy regards every historical
event as an inevitable fact,
determined by preceding facts,
and in that sense it is not free.
But as a decision to fulfil the
conceived action made by the
consciousness that very event is
free. Thus, the determinism of
the particular or the general for
Tolstoy arises as the causative
“total” summing up many free
decisions and actions of par
ticular people. In essence, the
teaching of Tolstoy is an at
tempt to evaluate contemporary
life and culture from the view
point of patriarchal peasantry.
Hence the “striking” contradic
tions in his teaching noted by
Lenin. “Merciless criticism of
capitalist exploitation, exposure
of government outrages, the
farcical courts and the state ad
ministration, and unmasking of
the profound contradictions be
tween the growth of wealth and
achievements of civilization and
the growth of poverty, degrada
tion and misery among the
working masses” were com
bined with the idealization of
patriarchal relations. Tolstoy
regarded social progress from
the viewpoint of “eternal”, “pri
mary” concepts of moral and

TOLSTOY

religious consciousness. Reject
ing the contemporary scientific
concepts of progress and the
welfare of society, Tolstoy con
sidered that they were not
linked to the needs and views of
the people who regarded them
as alien and unnecessary. The
question of the purpose of life
can be answered based on rea
son and conscience, and not on
scientific research. Life can be
the object of knowledge only in
its indivisible entirety, which re
veals itself in the self-awareness
of a rational being. Rejecting
science’s ability to display such
knowledge, he regarded the
mastering of. centuries-old folk
wisdom and religious beliefs as
the only answer to the question
of the purpose of human life.
Tolstoy’s religion is almost equ
ated to the morality of love and
“non-resistance to evil”. Ac
cording to Tolstoy, past history
as well as contemporary society
are based on coercion, on the
enslavement of the majority by
the minority. Tolstoy held that
force in relations between
people can be overcome by
completely
rejecting
any
struggle, through moral self-im
provement of each person. Cas
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tigating the hypocrisy of the
church, contrasting its contem
porary teachings with the moral
teachings of early Christianity,
Tolstoy regarded as the basic
fault of the church, its partici
pation in the social order based
upon force and oppression, in
its efforts to turn religion into
justification of the existing so
cial evil. Tolstoy believed that
people could not know what
was the best social order, but
even if they had such knowl
edge, that system could not be
achieved by political means or
through revolutionary struggle,
since they are based on violence
and thus would only substitute
one form of slavery and evil for
another. Regarding all power as
evil, Tolstoy came to uncondi
tionally reject the state, that is,
to anarchism. But the abolition
of the state, Tolstoy believed,
must not be achieved through
forceful destruction, but by
means of passive abstention
and evasion of every member of
society from all state obliga
tions and positions, refusal to
make use of state institutions
and any participation what
soever in political activities.
The religious ethical ideas of
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Tolstoy found followers not
only in Russia, but in various
countries of the West and East.
In particular, Tolstoy’s teaching
of “non-resistance” had a pro
found influence on Gandhi and
was the basis of his programme
of non-violent national libera
tion struggle. The major works
expressing Tolstoy’s religious
ethical views are: “What Are
My Beliefs?” (1883), “The
Kingdom of God Within Us”
(1891), “The Road to Life”
(1910).
TRADITION [L traditio trans
mission], variety (or form) of
custom, distinguished particu
larly by firmness in the efforts
of people to preserve the forms
of behaviour inherited from
previous generations. It is char
acterized by a careful attitude
to the established way of life
and to the cultural heritage of
the past; attention not only to
the content of conduct, but to
its external aspect, to its style,
as a result of which the outer
form of behaviour becomes
particularly stable. In those
cases where this form is strictly
canonized and begins to domi
nate the content of people’s

conduct, tradition becomes a
ritual. Formed in society or the
community, tradition reflects
the objective conditions of its
existence and thereby expresses
continuity in social life and
preserves its more stable char
acteristics. Tradition (national,
cultural, domestic, sometimes
even social-political traditions)
fulfils a progressive role insofar
as it answers historical require
ments and reflects the objec
tively possible degree of the hu
manism of interpersonal rela
tions. But it becomes a brake
on social development when it
cultivates an outmoded way of
life. Every society has its
measure of traditionality. In the
moral aspect, this measure is
determined by the need to es
tablish harmonious relations
between different generations,
the continuation of the link be
tween the present and the past
and a smooth transition from
the present into the future. Re
spect for traditions is an indis
pensable element of historical
continuity. The memory of, and
the gratitude to, forefathers and
predecessors should be distin
guished from traditionalism as
a principle of maintaining the

TRUTH

invariable way of life, of idealiz
ing traditions and seeking to re
solve the problems and contra
dictions of our day by going
back to the past when these
problems were non-existent or
were not recognized.

TRAITS OF CHARACTER,
see Moral character.

TREACHERY, violation of loy
alty to the common cause, be
trayal of class or national inter
ests, desertion, extradition of
comrades-in-arms or state or
military secrets, deliberate ac
tions hostile to the common
cause and beneficial to its
enemies. Treachery has always
been looked upon as an evil
deed by moral consciousness.
Treachery is usually associated
with unscrupulousness, political
cowardice and greedy interests.
Treachery is also a violation of
one’s own personal obligations,
the betrayal of a friend, a
brother or other people with
whom one is linked by tradi
tional or voluntarily assumed
moral ties. In the scale of social
appraisal, this vice has always
been at the bottom. As a rule, a
traitor is despised even by those
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in whose interest treachery has
been accomplished.

TRUST, man’s attitude to the
action of another person and to
the person himself (associate in
a common cause, partner of
agreement, manager, friend)
which is based on the conviction
in the latter’s rightness, loyalty,
conscientiousness and honesty.
The opposite of trust is distrust
and suspicion, which call in
question another person’s loy
alty to a common cause, his
readiness to abide by the com
mon interests and conditions of
mutual agreement, and the sin
cerity of the motives of his ac
tions. In the history of human
kind the necessity to unite ef
forts in work called forth the
need for mutual commitments
and, consequently, trust. Trust
does not imply blind faith, but
mutual responsibility. Betrayal
of trust is a grave moral mis
deed (Treachery).
TRUTH is a characteristic of a
judgement which is either selfevident or can be proved scien
tifically. The criterion of truth is
the social-historical practice of
humankind in all its integrity.
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The question of people’s moral
concepts, of whether they re
flect objective phenomena, or
can be considered true (or
false), has been posed in differ
ent forms since ancient times in
the course of almost the entire
history of ethical thought. Most
theorists of the past answered
this question in the affirmative,
but they comprehended the
“objective phenomena” re
flected by moral consciousness
in different ways, depending on
their concept of the origin and
source of morals. They saw the
object of knowledge in morality
either in divine will or reason,
or in eternal principles of jus
tice, or in moral laws of the
universe or man’s nature indif
ferent to historical evolution
(Absolutism,
Rationalism).
These theories failed, as a rule,
to explain the emergence of
contradictory moral positions.
They were opposed by a subjec
tivist-idealistic view which held
that moral concepts reflect
nothing objective (Scepticism,
Approbative theories), morality
being only a sphere of tastes,
preferences, a particular kind
of arbitrariness (Voluntarism).
Modern non-Marxist ethics

treats truth and morality as the
correlation between morality
and science. In the view of ethi
cal naturalism, moral principles
can be substantiated by means
of scientific data, which was re
pudiated by most ethicians. The
exponents of intuitionism maintarn that moral knowledge
being absolutely unique is ac
quired by a fundamentally dif
ferent method than scien
tific knowledge. Neopositivists
(Neopositivism)
deny
that
moral concepts contain any
knowledge or truth at all. Mar
xist ethics maintains that moral
ideas always reflect in one way
or another the existing social
reality, the conditions of
people’s social life. Society, or a
class, creates moral rules and
principles, formulating the con
cepts of good and evil in ac
cordance with the objective his
torical requirements. The moral
concepts of a society or a class
are true in so far as its historical
possibilities are adequate to the
requirements of social progress.
When a particular class became
reactionary and its power posed
an obstacle to social progress,
its moral concepts became
filled with false content and

TRUTHFULNESS

ceased to conform to the laws
of history. The other side of the
problem deals with the way
moral consciousness reflects
historical laws. The specific
characteristics of moral knowl
edge lie in the fact that it is re
flected in the form of impera
tives and values, not in the con
cepts of truth and falsehood but
in the concepts of good and evil,
just and unjust, the appropriate
and the inadmissible, etc.
TRUTHFULNESS, a moral
quality of a person who is prone
to speak the truth and not to
disguise the real state of things
from other people and himself.
The requirement of truthful
ness is universal (Universal and
class elements in morality}. It
Eroceeds from people’s need to
ave a correct idea of society
they live in, of actions of thenassociates in order to appraise
them, of the circumstances of
one’s life. Truthfulness ex
presses and forms moral trust
between people. However,
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against the background of con
flicting interests and mutual
alienation, this requirement is
violated when the interests of
different people or the interests
of an individual and a group
clash. In a society based on the
conflicting interests, deceit and
mutual deceit become a com
ponent of relations between
people, an element of the policy
pursued by parties and govern
ments. Truthfulness is allowed
only within certain limits and
accompanied by a certain
measure of white lie. In moral
consciousness, this is reflected
in various methods of white
washing deceit and concealing
the truth: the “sacred lie” in the
name of a “supreme interest”; a
white lie told allegedly for the
sake of the deceived themselves
who will otherwise misunder
stand something or draw wrong
conclusions from the truth they
may learn. An expression of
truthfulness is openness (glas
nost).

u

UNITY OF WORD AND DEED,
a social and moral principle ex
pressing in a generalized form a
universal moral standard and
moral requirement to be true to
one’s word. Joint activities and
human communication are im
possible without a certain de
gree of trust. That is why within
the framework of any social
community, its members are re
quired to support their words
with deeds. In the system of so
cialist morality, the principle of
unity of word and deed, as ap
plied to the individual, means
the need to always abide by
one’s ideological convictions in
practical actions and to take an
active stand in life. This prin
ciple implies a conscientious at
titude to social duty, and a high
sense of personal responsibility
for one’s deeds {Discretion and
creativity). The assertion of the
principle of unity of word and

deed in social and political acti
vities, implies a truly demo
cratic character of the econ
omic, political and cultural life
of society, the accountability of
the authorities to people, a total
openness in the activities of all
state institutions and bodies.
The gap between words and
deeds has a historical tradition
of long standing. It has become
a stable element of human psy
chology and the mechanisms of
social life: both man and society
are inclined to think better of
themselves than they actually
are and embellish their actions.
The overcoming of this tend
ency requires, besides other
things, sober moral evaluations,
judgements made based on
deeds rather than words, and
critical attitude towards all
sorts of self-praise whether it
concerns individuals, groups

UNIVERSAL AND CLASS ELEMENTS IN MORALITY

(parties, collectives) or society
at large.
UNIVERSAL AND CLASS
ELEMENTS IN MORALITY.
This has always been an acute
problem both for moral con
sciousness itself and for the the
ory of morality. At issue is the
contradictory nature of morals:
having emerged as a specific
form of governing relations be
tween people, morality aspires
to the universality and the indis
putable authority of its de
mands and, on the other hand,
historically changes the gist of
its requirements. Thus, one can
speak of two types of morality:
morality of the ancient world
allowing for the division of
people mto freemen and slaves
and correspondingly putting the
latter beyond the bounds of
morality, and Christian morality
which proclaimed as its ideal
the equality of all people irre
spective of their extraction and
status. Another important as
pect of the question are the dif
ferences in both the mental
make-up and behaviour of vari
ous classes and layers of society
which are exacerbated as one
class is replaced by another in
28*
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the course of history. This can
not but influence the essence of
the proclaimed moral postu
lates and principles. Neverthe
less, the history of mankind still
retains certain conditions of life
and forms of human community
which are common to all his
torical epoches. Consequently,
there is the continuity of certain
moral imperatives. This gener
ally applies to requirements
linked to basic human relations,
e.g. do not steal, do not kill,
help others when they are in
trouble, keep your promises,
tell the truth, etc. Through all
times, man has in one way or
another, deprecated cruelty,
greed, cowardice, hypocrisy, per
fidy, slander, envy, arrogance,
while approving bravery, hon
esty, self-control, magnanimity,
modesty. The conditions under
which these requirements were
to be applied, the extent of
their applicability and the
relative value of these moral
qualities were interpreted dif
ferently at different times. Fur
thermore, whereas the moral
content of these requirements
(the actions implied) remained
basically unchanged, their so
cial meaning (the social needs
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and challenges that have to be
met through the application of
these requirements), has always
differed from one epoch to an
other. The common human ele
ment of morality is composed
of both the totality of definite
common ethical requirements
and the logical structure of
moral consciousness, i.e., the
form of reflection of moral con
cepts. In the more complex
moral concepts, such as justice,
love of man, beneficence, evil
deed, the unchanged element is
only the abstract form, the way
in which they are extended to
cover all basic fields of human
existence. In the present condi
tions when the world is becom
ing increasingly integrated,
values common to all mankind
are becoming more prominent,
and this is indicative of the fact
that morality, both in its form
and essence, is becoming a
universal and generally recog
nized regulator in the estab
lishment of human relations at
various levels (New thinking and
ethics).

USEFULNESS, a concept of
value reflecting the positive sig
nificance of objects, actions and

phenomena in relation to some
one’s interests. In a stricter
sense, it is a characteristic of
the means suitable for the at
tainment of a particular goal.
From the point of view of axio
logy usefulness, like other
values of practical conscious
ness (success, effectiveness, ex
pediency, advantage), is a
relative value as distinct from
absolute or supreme values
such as good, beauty, truth, per
fection. Moral consciousness
links usefulness with the con
cept of good. This gives rise to
an ethical problem which in the
history of thought has two op
posite solutions: good is useful
ness or a special kind of useful
ness (Sophists, Machiavelli,
Mandeville, Helvetius, Utilita
rianism, Chernyshevsky); useful
ness and good are opposite
concepts (values) reflecting dif
ferent if not incompatible as
pects of life (Aristotle, Augus
tine,
Shaftesbury,
Kant,
Vladimir Soloviev, Moore). The
rational kernel of the former
concept is that usefulness is one
of the basic reference points in
human activities. The reduction
of good to usefulness in the the
ory of morality was an attempt

UTILITARIANISM

to identify the earthly, material
roots of morality. The initial
concept of usefulness was re
duced to the satisfaction of vital
requirements. In aristocratic
and ascetic morality, the striv
ing for gain was condemned
(Asceticism, Selfishness, Chris
tian ethics). At the same time,
the development of commodity
money relations provided other
value landmarks by asserting
the priority of usefulness. The
fact that usefulness became the
leading principle of social life,
determined a higher level of the
personal development of the in
dividual because it expanded
the limits of economic, political
and legal freedom, activity and
initiative. However, the consist
ent realization of the principle
of usefulness shows that in the
capitalist framework, relations
of reciprocal use are actually
relations based on exploitation.
It was the aspect pointed out by
the critics of moral doctrines
based on the principle of use
fulness. This criticism also per
sisted in Marxism. In socialist
ideology, the concept of useful
ness has gone through several
stages. Initially usefulness was
interpreted as something which
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corresponds only to social in
terest, while personal and espe
cially private interests were ac
tually ignored. Now there is a
tendency towards the conver
gence of personal and common
mterests. This is accompanied
by the creation of socio-econ
omic mechanisms which would
allow social requirements to be
realized in the activities of
people and collectives pursuing
their private interests.

UTILITARIANISM [L utilis
useful]. 1. Ethical theory’ re
flecting the interests and think
ing of the British liberal bour§eoisie at the time of the
owering of capitalism in Eng
land in the 19th century, conti
nuing the traditions of hedon
ism and eudaemonism in ethics.
Its chief representatives are
Bentham, James Mill and John
Stuart Mill. The proponents of
utilitarianism see the source of
morality not in social-historical
laws, but in the “nature of man”
(Naturalism), in his natural
striving to experience pleasure
and avoid pain. The ethics of
utilitarianism is based on Ben
tham’s principle of usefulness,
proclaiming as the single goal
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of moral activities the achieve
ment of the greatest amount of
happiness for the greatest num
ber of people. This should neu
tralize the conflict of class in
terests and the consequences of
capitalist competition. Moral
choice, according to Bentham,
is the simple calculation of
gains and losses which are en
tailed by various acts. John
Stuart Mill added to the prin
ciple of personal happiness the
requirement of solidarity of all
people and coordination of
their interests. Still, all this
failed to eliminate the contra

dictions of utilitarianism. It was
subjected to criticism in some
ethical theories (Intuitionism).
But a number of contemporary
theoreticians in the West are at
tempting to renovate utilitarian
ism, imparting to it a more
sophisticated meaning. 2. A
principle of conduct, which ex
presses itself in subjugating all
one’s acts to gaining material
benefit, egoistical calculations.
Utilitarianism is equivalent to
narrow practicality, repudiation
of noble motives, minimizing
the role played by man’s spiri
tual interest.

VALUE JUDGEMENT,
Language of morality.

see

VALUES (moral), a form of
manifestation of society’s moral
relations. First, values have a
moral meaning, i.e., the worth
of the individual (group of
people, collective), and his
deeds or the moral charac
teristics of social institutions.
Second, value-wise concepts
are formed in moral conscious
ness: moral standards, princi
ples, ideals, concepts or good
and evil, justice and happiness.
Philosophical problems con
cerning the nature of values (in
cluding moral, economic, and
aesthetic) are studied by axio
logy. People’s deeds have defi
nite moral significance because
they exert influence on societal
life, affect other people’s inter
ests, and aid or hinder social
progress. It is because of the so

cial significance of people’s ac
tions that society, through its
moral relationships, regulates
people’s behaviour, places
moral demands on them, and
sets them definite gpals. It is
from these moral relationships
that moral value (positive or ne
gative) arises. Actions which
satisfy moral demands are good
and those which oppose them
are evil. Marxist etnics holds
that the nature of moral values
can only be understood in ana
lysis of social, including moral,
relationships. Moral conscious
ness is one of society’s spiritual
values. The value aspect in
ideals, principles, and the con
cepts of good and evil, reflects
people’s active and interested
attitude to reality, as they con
tain, first, a moral demand (the
wish that something comes
true), and, second, the estima
tion of the value of something
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that exists or used to exist in
terms of its inherent moral
meaning. For example, one’s
understanding of good con
stitutes one’s criteria for evalu
ating diverse human actions. In
precisely the same way, an ideal
is simultaneously the final goal
of moral actions and at the
same time, provides the basis
for critical valuation of reality
(whether it does or does not
conform to people’s aspira
tions). It is precisely the value
aspect of moral consciousness,
which expresses people’s active
and interested attitude to the
world, that is one of the reasons
why in the history of philosophy
morals have often been called
“practical consciousness”, in
contrast to the theoretical and
contemplative,
disinterested,
consciousness. In reality, all
forms of social consciousness
have a definite relationship to
social practice. But in moral
consciousness, this link to prac
tical action is expressed more
distinctly and more directly.
Morality requires of the indi
viduals neither knowledge nor a
definite mood but first of all a
certain practical position as re
gards the attitude of each per

son to himself or herself and
their relationships. This stand
boils down to the assertion of
the self-value of the individual
and humaneness as the basis of
cooperation between people.

VANITY, a social and moral
feeling, manifesting itself as the
motive of actions performed to
gain glory, to attract general at
tention, with the aim of arous
ing the admiration and envy of
others. A vain person loses the
ability to judge his conduct
from the viewpoint of its social
significance. He considers the
latter only insofar as it meets
his thirst for glory. Such a per
son is not interested in the es
sence of his acts but in their ef
fect on others, in attracting
their attention. Vanity is exag
gerated self-esteem, when the
effort to be in no way worse
than others develops mto the
desire to appear better than
others. In this sense, vanity acts
as a perverted feeling, which
often leads people to commit
anti-social acts. In the history of
social moral consciousness,
vanity has long met with con
demnation. From the time of
antiquity,
humanity
has

VIRTUE

preserved the memory of the
trial of the Greek shepherd Herostratos, who in his desire for
glory, set fire to the temple of
Artemis of Ephesus—the won
derful monument of architec
ture. This gave rise to the ex
pression, “Herostratos glory”,
to condemn acts of vainglory.
Vanity, typified among other
things by the craving for un
deserved rewards and signs of
distinction, can be regarded as
a reliable indicator of the shal
low character and moral de
generation of an individual.

VIRTUE, a concept of moral
consciousness serving as a
generalized characteristic of
stable positive moral qualities
of the individual (group of per
sons, class, society), indicating
their moral value. At the same
time, the concept of virtue em
phasizes the active form of
doing good in contrast to the
simple Knowledge of the princi
ples of good which does not yet
make man virtuous. The oppo
site of virtue is vice. The con
cept of virtue highlights the role
of an individual as an active
bearer of particular morals.
This explains why the concept
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of virtue played a particularly
important role in the moral
consciousness of the societies
of antiquity and feudalism
when, on the one hand, the in
dividual, standing out in a
primitive
collective,
could
become the embodiment of so
cial morals, and, on the other,
there was still a widely current
conviction that moral qualities
were rooted in the natural incli
nations of man (although they
could also be acquired) and
were caused by one’s personal
psychology. The understanding
of the substance of virtue his
torically changed in accordance
with the needs of society and its
ruling class. In ancient Greece,
the concept of virtue was asso
ciated, above all, with such
moral qualities as courage, tem
perance, wisdom and at the
highest level as justice, which
found its expression in the
teaching of Plato. Aristotle
stressed that virtue is not of an
innate nature, but is acquired
by people in the process of
practical activities. Christian
ethics in the Middle Ages, pro
pagated three basic virtues —
faith, hope and love. They em
bodied, first of all, a religious
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substance (faith in God, hope
in His mercy, and love of Goal
An ascetic nature (Asceticism),
rejecting worldly benefits and
earthly joys in favour of a life
beyond, was imparted to all
these virtues. The concept of
virtue continued to be widely
used by the theorists of the Re
naissance and Enlightenment.
However, contrary to Christian
teaching, they associated this
concept with earthly interests
and the happiness of man. Mar
xist ethics holds that society and
not a single individual explains
the appearance of the concept
of virtue. And although the
conscious volitional actions of
man play a great role, the main
factor in preserving, maintain
ing and changing mores, is a
concrete social order appearing
and developing according to
objective laws. That is why
people’s moral qualities and be
haviour are explained not only
by the personal peculiarities of
each individual, but also by the
objective laws of each socio
economic formation.

VIVEKANANDA, Swami (pseu
donym of Narendranath Datta,
1863-1902), Indian thinker, hu

manist, religious reformer and
public figure. In Europe and
the US, he is known as a popularizer of neovedantism and the
author of lectures on yoga. In
his effort to reinterpret estab
lished religious concepts, he
called for a struggle against re
ligious dissociation and sharply
opposed the separation of relig
ious cults from life. Rejecting
blind worship of authority and
the edification of canons, Vive
kananda held that the main
thing is to develop a sense of
personal dignity in people. He
maintained that the only sin is
to consider man a sinner. Ex
pounding the teaching of yoga,
Vivekananda advanced the fol
lowing obligatory moral re
quirements: to be truthful, not
to envy and to do good to
people, not to harm anything
living, not to encroach on the
property of others. He cen
sured those who were occupied
only with their personal salva
tion, as well as those who being
aware of lofty principles, do not
follow them in then- personal
life. Adhering to religious and
idealistic views, Vivekananda
recognized the merits of
science, materialism and even

VULGARITY

atheism. The democratic sub
stance of his teaching con
tributed to the liberation move
ment in India.

VOLUNTARISM [L voluntas
will, choice], in morals—a sub
jective principle of under
standing moral activity accord
ing to which man must make his
moral choice regardless of any
social laws and standards what
soever, relying exclusively on
his own arbitrary opinion. Vol
untarism is an extreme express
ion of ethical relativism, at the
root of which lies a perverted
understanding of man’s moral
freedom, discretion and creativ
ity in morals. As a practical
principle of conduct, voluntar
ism expresses extreme individ
ualism and nihilism which ulti
mately leads to amoralism. The
term voluntarism was intro
duced by the German sociolog
ist Ferdinand Tonnies in the
late 19th century. However, vol
untaristic ideas in ethics (as
well as in philosophy) were ad
vanced even earlier. Voluntar
ism is especially characteristic
of ethical irrationalism, of the
teaching of Schopenhauer,
Nietzsche and Bergson (see also
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Existentialism, Self-fulfilment,
ethics of, Humanistic ethics,
Causality, Freedom of the will).
VULGARITY, a moral and aes
thetic concept defining a way of
life which oversimplifies human
spiritual values, reducing them
to philistine narrow-minded
ness and depreciates the very
idea of personal dignity. Narrow
interests, petty motives, tri
viality of actions masked by
highnown reasoning and sen
timental dreaminess all con
stitute manifestations of vul
garity. They also reflect the
portrayal of narrow-minded
“wisdom of life” and selfish
common sense as moral princi
ples of life, and self-satisfied
mediocrity which assures itself
in aggressive negation and moc
kery of everything truly elev
ated, heroic, great, exceeding
the limits of prosiness, uncriti
cal, dogmatic adoption of
“copy-book truths”. It attempts
to solve complicated, vital
problems through its narrow
minded outlook, simplified ap
proach to reality and its re
quirements, vulgar tastes, slav
ish obsession to fashion and
imitation of aesthetically sec
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ond-rate clothes and manners.
Vulgarity sometimes also mani
fests itself in science. Namely, it
transfers into theory ideas of
commonplace thinking, vul
garized ideas adopted in the
past. Vulgarity is, in one way or

another, linked to philistinism,
bigotry and dogmatism. It is not
an easy matter to register vul
garity by sociological means,
and it is basically through the
aesthetic feeling and moral tact
that it is discerned.

w

WITTGENSTEIN,
Ludwig
Josef Johann
(1889-1951),
Austrian philosopher who pri
marily examined philosophical
problems of logic, linguistics
and ethics. Wittgenstein was
influenced by the ethical ideas
of
Augustine,
Spinoza,
Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, as
well as Tolstoy and Dostoyev
sky. In the earlier period of his
work, Wittgenstein was par
ticularly interested in the con
cept of the will and its relation
to everything that exists. In
“Tractatus logico-philosophicus” (1921), Wittgenstein’s
concept is presented as an in
tegral whole. The main aim of
“Tractatus” is the attainment
of a proper conception of the
world as such, its appraisal in
the perspective of eternity. Ac
cording to Wittgenstein, this is
possible by mastering the logi
cal teachings of intelligent lan

guage whose boundaries coin
cide with the boundaries of
the world composed of indi
vidual facts. Thus, ethical, aes
thetic, religious and metaphysi
cal statements are beyond the
bounds of this world because
when linguistically formulated
they engender senselessness
since they denote no facts. Ac
cording to Wittgenstein, there
is no access to a sphere of the
things which cannot be ex
pressed through scientific and
rational means. Moral action
itself, substitutes any forms of
moralizing. In his “Lecture on
Ethics” (1930) reflecting a
radical shift in his general
philosophical outlook, Witt
genstein
applies
a
new
method, that of examining sy
nonymic linguistic examples, in
order to ensure the com
prehension of ethics as a sub
ject without any explanations.
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The examination centres on
the difference between the two
meanings in the usage of ethi
cal terms, the relative and the
absolute. It describes the cases
when the first “passes” for the
second. Wittgenstein stresses
that judgements pertaining to
the actual situations do not
point to absolute values. Con
vinced that the absolute ethical
content in language does not
lend itself to expression, Witt
genstein identifies the feelings
experienced by people in com
prehending values. First of all,
it is surprise caused by the ex
istence of the world as such
and, second, the feeling of ab
solute security. In his sub
sequent works, Wittgenstein
examines ethical problems in
connection with the concept of
“linguistic games” and the
functional theory of the
meaning of words when the
ethical sphere loses its abso
lute nature and moral action
becomes closer to other kinds
of human activities. Wittgen
stein’s description of examples
of the usage of ethical con
cepts in natural language has
been further elaborated in the
ethical concepts expounded by

the representatives of analyti
cal philosophy, as well as in
some religious ethical doc
trines.

WORK ETHICS, a sum total of
value-normative concepts re
flecting the attitude of a social
group or society as a whole, to
labour. The general significance
of work as a purposeful personal
activity in the course of which,
man creates objects necessary
for satisfying his needs, is deter
mined by the fact that labour is
“the prime basic condition for
all human existence” {Engels).
From the ethical point of view,
labour possesses value to the ex
tent to which its process and re
sults harmonize interpersonal
relations, contribute to the com
mon benefit and ensure decent
existence and development to
the worker and his family. Work
ethics comprise the sphere of
self-fulfilment of a person and
the interaction of people in the
process of labour. One of the
first tributes to work ethics is
contained in “Works and Days”
by Hesiod (7th century B.C.).
Work ethics are presented in the
most consistent form in the
Bible where for the first time la

WORK ETHICS

bour is perceived as a moral pre
destination of man. However,
both the Bible and various con
cepts of the aristocratic and
knight ethos, treat labour as a
penalty, a heavy burden which is
the lot of slaves and lower
classes. The attitude to labour
changed in the bourgeois epoch.
This found its classical express
ion in the works of the US en
lightener Benjamin Franklin
(1706-1790). However, a bour
geois associates diligence with
activities bringing profit, i.e., en
trepreneurial, competitive acti
vities. Socialist society should so
organize labour as to combine
individual, group and social in
terests (Collectivism) and orien
tate workers to the attainment of
socially useful results. This
makes labour interesting, so
cially and morally meaningful.
The significance of labour is re
vealed through a system of in
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centives. First, these are materi
al incentives urging man to work
as a source ensuring consump
tion. Second, these are social approbative (moral) incentives to
regard work as an instrument of
the social self-assertion of man,
the satisfaction of his claims to a
certain social status, the appro
val of the collective and the so
ciety. Third, these are creative
incentives arousing interest in
work which is attractive in itself.
Fourth, these are moral incen
tives encouraging man to work
thus creating conditions for the
wellbeing of others, society as a
whole and the development of
the personality of the worker
himself. Only labour corre
sponding to creative and moral
incentives and creating fair so
cial relations ennobles man and
becomes a factor of moral edu
cation.

Y
YANG CHU (5th-4th century
B.C.), Chinese philosopher and
representative of early Taoism.
In the opinion of a number of
scholars, he is the founder of
one of the Taoist schools. The
basic views of Yang Chu are ex
pounded in the treatise “Liehtsu” in the chapter “Yang Chu”.
As the author of the formula
“everything for oneself’ he is
considered a theoretician of ex
treme egoism. According to
Yang Chu, the most precious
value for a man is his own life.
This, above all, consists of
worldly riches and all morals.
Yang Chu rejected the spirit of
self-sacrifice expounded by
Confucianists and Moists. He
held that the good of the
country is not worth even one
lost hair. To preserve oneself, it
is necessary to maintain one’s
character integral and pure
without burdening oneself with

matters of no concern to one
self and by keeping free the
mind which is usually preoccu
pied with the most diverse in
tentions. According to Yang
Chu, political activity bears no
fruit since society develops in a
natural way and changes in it
are not worth the troubles and
discontent. More absurd is the
false heroism of sacrificing
one’s life. For Confucian ortho
doxy, the doctrine of Yang Chu
is a negative example of the
false motivation of behaviour.

YOGA [Hind: union], a teach
ing of the ways of personal per
fection and spiritual freedom, a
component part of many relig
ious-philosophical concepts in
India. All known attempts to
expound Yoga were, in one way
or another, linked to ancient
sources, Yoga Upanishads and
Gita and Yogasutras Patanjali.

YOGA

The various interpretations of
Yoga and the emphasis on its
particular trends were defined
by the philosophical and ethical
views of their authors. All the
different kinds of Yoga present
a system of education of man,
his spirit and body. They are
divided into several trends
characterizing the aspects of
reasonable life: Hatha Yoga—
the way of mastering one’s body
to be achieved by abstinence,
observance of rules and com
plex physical exercises aimed at
gaining strength, endurance,
self-possession; Karma Yoga—
a practical guide for accom
plishing the religious, ethical
ideal of action whose principal
conditions are: disinterested
ness; ability not to despise one
self; non-attachment, implying
that passion for one’s work
based on self-love (I work, my
work) is replaced by a calm,
balanced
attitude
(sattva)
which liberates man. This
corresponds to the law of
karma according to which any
activity leaves its trace not only
in this life, but in the next
(Buddhism). Bhakti Yoga is the
path to perfection in which
spiritual liberation is secured by
29
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love. Within the religious con
cept of the world as an embodi
ment of the divinity, love emer
ges in all its diverse manifesta
tions, from egoistical affection
to disinterested love of the
world as the embodiment of
perfection. The highest level of
love is attained by truthfulness,
sincerity, by doing no harm to
the living. This form of love sig
nifies man’s complete libera
tion. Raja Yoga (regal Yoga)
sets itself the aim of teachmg
man self-possession, concentra
tion, discipline of mind and
ability to control his uncon
scious. Jnanayoga is the way to
cognize everything as integral
and united. Contrasted to
science which studies the exter
nal world of facts, it is con
sidered the most philosophical
trend of Yoga for it attempts to
solve the problem of immor
tality, the finite and infinite,
linking it with the correspond
ing ethical attitudes of man.
The division and classification
of the Yoga trends vary in the
different religious-philosophi
cal systems of India (Buddhism,
Jainism). However, moral prin
ciples make up the most im
portant part of each teaching.
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Most famous are the lectures
concerning Yoga by Vivekananda and integral Yoga by the re
ligious philosopher and poet
Aurobindo Ghose (1872-1950),
and others. Discarding Yoga’s
idealistic concepts of man’s
achievement of absolute free
dom, his complete liberation of

the fetters of his material exist
ence, and the like, modern
science thoroughly investigates
the recommendations and
methods of coordinating man’s
thinking contained in this
teaching. The ethical and edu
cative experience of Yoga also
requires critical assimilation.

ZEN [Jap: meditation; corre
sponds to the Chinese ch’an], a
transformation of Buddhism
that evolved in China in the 6th
and 7th centuries. The princi
ples of Zen were determined by
a conscious desire to overcome
the existing versions of Budd
hism and return to its sources.
To the deification of Buddhist
texts, Zen counterposes the
personal spiritual experience of
man. Zen appeals for overcom
ing the dependence on words
and returning to the ability to
see reality directly. In contrast
to the meditative distractions of
the Buddhist monasteries, Zen
preaches a return to the simple
forms of life. The aim of induc
ing man to reveal his personal
potentialities paralyzed by the
desire to imitate, has bred spe
cial forms of influence in edu
cational practice. The person
who asks a question is either
29*

not granted an answer or given
an unintelligible response, or he
is simply beaten in order to
produce a state of shock. The
ethics of Zen in its different
versions has a series of stable
rules taking their origin from
the ethics of Buddhism: not to
experience hatred, not to pay
attention to transient situations,
to preserve spiritual calm and
serenity, not to entertain
desires, to overcome the power
of things as something transient
and not worthy of man’s atten
tion, to be in harmony with
dharma, i.e., attain the highest
wisdom which is the knowledge
of the law of life and the over
coming of all the fetters of tran
sitory existence. Contrary to the
aim of Zen, to consider truth
inexpressible and to convey it
directly without writings and
speeches, many written monu
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ments of the teaching have sur
vived.

ZENO from Citium (c. 336-c.
264 B.C.), Greek philosopher,
founder of Stoicism. Zeno’s
works came to us only in frag
ments. The goal of the individ
ualistic ethics of Zeno is to
chart a path for achieving a
highly moral society by means
of self-improvement of each in
dividual. Zeno considered the
principle of living in conformity
to Nature as the foundation of
morality. Virtue can be achieved
only by following reason which
runs through the nature of man.
Equating virtue with the con
cordance and consistency of
thought and action, Zeno
viewed it, in contrast to Epi
cureanism, as something that
was already a bliss in itself. He
distinguished four types of vir
tue: wisdom, temperance, cour
age and justice, to which corre
spond four types of opposite

qualities — vices.
Everything
that is not related to virtues and
vices, Zeno included in the ca
tegory of “indifferent” con
cepts: life, death, illness,
wealth, poverty and the like.
Happiness and virtue are at
tained only by a wise person.
Knowledge allows him to rise
above the fleeting life and to re
strain his passions (sorrow,
fear, lust, pleasure) to which or
dinary people are subjected.
The moral duty of a wise per
son is to overcome these pas
sions and attain the state of ata
raxia. Zeno’s teaching on virtue
was an attempt to present his
understanding of the ways of
achieving freedom in the condi
tions of the collapse of the polis
(city-state) order and of man
losing control over external
conditions of life. The Stoics
saw such a way in the conscious
aloofness from the trials of life
and public activities.
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SHOULD READ

Page 256:2, line 4 from bottom

velopment. Thus, Marx revealed the
humanistic essence and moral crite
ria of the communist revolutionary
spirit as
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